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The Brains.

iRAf

Carver's new CT-Seven Remote
Control Preamplifier/ tuner
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withAsymmetrical Cha+ge
Coupled FM Detection and
Sonic Holography'
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The Brawn.
Your choice offour highpower

advanced Magnetic Field
amplifier designs.
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Power and finesse. They've always been important factors in a serious listening system. Now there's
a new way to achieve

both without overpowering your budget.

Our new CT -Seven preamplifier/tuner combines a Sonic lolographyx preamplifier and
Asymmetrical Charge -Coupled FM Detection tuner into one convenient component.
It makes beautiful music with our whole line of Magnetic Field Power amplifiers. Including the
new M -4.0t with the same transfer function and power output as Bob Carver's S17,500 -pr. ultra -esoteric
Silver Seven monoblock amplifiers.
I

The CTSeven as an audiophile preamplifier: Like Carver's fine separate preamplifiers,
is designed as a "straight wire with gain; capable of perfectly passing input signals
without adding or subtracting any musical nuances.
It includes a meticulously engineered, ultra-low noise phono stage that flawlessly duplicates the
the CT -Seven

/

theoretical RIAA equalization curve.

The CT-Seven as a complete sound control center: From the comfort of your listening
chair you can choose from six sound sources including dual
tape monitors, CD input and video/auxiliary inputs (suita.
ble for video sound or DAT). Unlike most remote volume
f4101.;#
adjustments which use distortion -inducing electronics, the
CT-Seven employs a motorized volume control for smooth control and
smoother sound quality. Also included are useful 3 -band tone controls, mono
switch, loudness equalization and a studio -quality headphone amplifier.
The CT-Seven as yourpassport to musical reality: The CT's Sonic lolographyx Generator
is capable of redefining your perception of music by recreating the sound stage and 3 -dimensional
spatial characteristics of a live performance. According to some of Americas top reviewers, Sonic Holography
seems to open a curtain and reveal a deployment of musical forces extending behind.

..4.

I

-Ill
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between and beyond the speakers. The effect strains credibility"
And you can create it from any stereo record, tape CD or even FM broadcast. With your existing
speakers. At the touch of a remote button.

The CT-Seven as a high performance quartz synthesized FM tuner: You've simply
never heard FM until you've heard it through the Carver Asymmetrical Charge -Coupled FM Detector
circuit. Multipath distortion, interference and distant station noise are dramatically reduced. Weak

stations emerge into dramatic clarity. Yet stereo separation, space, depth, and ambience were not only
retained, but seemingly enhanced by the lack of background noise.
Choose 8 FM and 8 AM presets by remote control. Scan the broadcast hand automatically or
manually With the CT -Seven's ACCD circuit on, you'll discover "new" stations which were previously

unlistenable!

The CT-Seven's pouwerpartners: Only Carver gives you four high power amplifier choices
from 140 watts to 375 watts per channel. Each is perfectly matched to the CT -Seven And each uses
Carver's cool -running Magnetic Field Technology which dispenses with bulky power supplies and power wasting external heat sinks... yet which is so rugged it's used in the world's largest touring professional
sound systems.
Choose from the new "modestly-powered" M -0.5t (140 watts per channel RMS
.

20-20kHz both channels driven into 8 ohms with less than 0.1%THD), the
(200 watts/ch. per channel RMS 20-20kHz both channels driven into 8
ohms with less than 0.15%THD), M -500t (250 watts per channel RMS 20-20kHz
both channels driven into 8 ohms with less than 0.15%111D), or the new M -4.0t
(375 watts per channel RMS 20-20kHz both channels driven into 8 ohms with
less than 0.5% THD).
Hear brains and brawn togetherin your Carver dealer. Switch the Cr-Se en
M -1.0t

and the most expensive tuner in the room.to hear Asymmetrical 2harge-Coupled FM Detection
work its magic. Put on your favorite CD, press the CT,Seven's Sonic Holography' remote button
and feel the sound room "disappear: Turn up the volume to live performance levels and
discover the impact of true dynamic headroom.
And then get ready for another pleasant experience when you discover what a super value the
CT -Seven and Carver power amplifiers are.

For more information or the dealer neares you,

call 1-800-443-CAVR
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The music begins and a window
opens. The boundaries of time and
place fade as a unique musical
experience is recreated in your
home.

Our quest for this ideal has
produced the new Mark Levinson
No. 27 Dual Monaural Power
Amplifier. We believe it is destined
to bring more music lovers closer
to their ideal than ever before.
To learn why, you are invited to

share the experience at your
nearest Mark Levinson dealer.
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Mark Levinson products are manufactured and distributed worldwide by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158
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SIGNALS & NOISE

Editor: Eugene Pitts III
Art Director: Cathy Cacchione

Technical Editor: Ivan Berger
Managing Editor: Kay Blumenthat
Associate Managing Editor: Tony Scherman
Copy Chief: Manta Begley

Gotcha!
Dear Editor:
was a little surprised to read Irene
I

Lirpa's advertisement-er, letter-in
the April issue. How convenient that
you should print her "information" in
the "Signals & Noise" column. Had you
used a little better judgment in letting
readers know what's available out
there, you could have cited Lirpa
World Tours' service as something you
discovered and included it in "What's
New." Better yet, you could have let
Ms. Lirpa take out a quarter -page ad in
your magazine.
No,
am not involved in any business like Irene Lirpa's, but am a reader of Audio who objects to its recent
lack of judgment.
Gerry Bokas, Jr.
Royal Oak, Mich.
I

I

Editor's Note: Ms. I. Lirpa's name,
backwards, is .... -E.P.
The Unnamed Voice
Takes the Mike
Dear Editor:
was the unnamed public radio engineer quoted by Edward Tatnall Canby in his August 1988 column, and
would like to respond to Stanley Lipshitz's interesting January 1989 letter
commenting on the column.
had not heard of the curious phenomenon elucidated by Mr. Lipshitz in
which level differences between left
and right loudspeakers translate into
timing differences between the ears.
Fascinatingly counter -intuitive!
It is not without trepidation that venture to contradict the redoubtable Mr.
Lipshitz. Nevertheless, cannot agree
with his conclusion that a Blumlein recording (one made with a pair of coincident figure -eight mikes crossed at
90°) will give results in every way superior to an arrangement of spaced microphones. Blumlein certainly does
provide superb lateral imaging, but not
I

I

I

I

I

depth-at

least to my ears. At NPR

workshops at SUNY, Fredonia and the
University of Iowa, participated in experiments in which the same performance was recorded on multi -track
tape using several pairs of mikes, so
that different microphone techniques
was
could be compared directly.
present while many of the recordings
were made, and so was able to hear
I

I

4

Associate Art Director: Linda Zerelfa
Assistant Editor: Karen Clark
Editorial Assistant: Michael Bieber

what the performance actually sounded like in the hall. In no case did find
that any coincident technique gave the
most lifelike reproduction. In all fairness, not everyone agreed with me,
but neither was completely alone in
my perception. do not agree that this
is entirely a matter of the reverberant
characteristics of the recording. In
most cases found a closely spaced
array, such as ORTF (cardioids
spaced at 17 cm and angled at 110°)
to give the most realistic and pleasing
results, combining a fair degree of lateral imaging accuracy with a sense of
openness and depth simply not there
with the Blumlein (or other coincident)
I
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pickup.
What know about mike techniques
have learned on my own. came to the
field of classical music recording essentially without prejudices (being too
ignorant to have any), and enthusiastically tried the first "stereomike" came
across, the highly respected AKG Cwas disappointed with the
24. But
result then, and have been ever since.
As Mr. Lipshitz points out, stereo is a
flawed medium not entirely capable of
bringing the listener into the concert
hall. Since complete accuracy is impossible, suggest that there is room
for valid disagreement about which
compromises work best.
Steve Graham
University of Michigan
Public Radio Stations
Ann Arbor, Mich.
I
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Mr. Lipshitz Replies: Mr. Graham is not
alone in being unaware of the level/

time interchange between loudspeakers and listener's ears in stereo reproduction. This is why wrote a detailed
paper which examines the whole stereo question and substantiates my
claims ("Stereo Microphone Techniques-Are the Purists Wrong?" Journal of the Audio Engineering Society,
Vol. 34, No. 9, September 1986). Some
of your readers may be interested in
examining this paper or even in ordering the demonstration cassette produced to illustrate my points. (It is
available for $10 in Dolby B or C NR
from the Audio Engineering Society, 60
East 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10165.)
Good Blumlein stereo requires microphones with excellent figure -eight
I

patterns. Large double -diaphragm

Scott Constantine
(212) 719-6346
Barry Singer
(212) 719-6291
Carol A. Berman
(212) 719-6338
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California Audio Labs introduces
the new ICON CD Player

From the cou.zTvc lny flee ` l4ilds the
worldwide reference i i in CD Players.
Y

"r-

California Audio Labs has set the standard in CD player
performance for years. Now, at an affordable $695
the new ICON joins the most successful family
of high end CD players made.
Featuring 8 times oversampling
and 18 bit DIA converters, the
ICON is made in America
to exacting standards.
Our new linear drive
laser and 24 bit
digital filler add
quality and
performance

far beyond

expectations.
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is a tradition.
The ICON brings
CAL performance
to a new level
of affordability
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7231 Garden Grove Blvd. Suites E&F
Garden Grove, CA 92641
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Information
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The more people I meet in
audio, the harder it seems
to be to get an objective
opinion. This forces me
to form my own...
.

mikes like the AKG C-24 may not be
good enough in this respect; would
suggest a reduced angling between
80° and 85°. The Schoeps MK -8 figure eight capsules are excellent and
should be used at 90°. find "phasiness" on the direct sound objectionable, and there is no way of avoiding it
with spaced microphones.
cannot
agree that good Blumlein stereo is
lacking in "depth," but no stereo technique can provide "lifelike" reproduction, in my view.
The audible differences between coincident and spaced microphone techniques are largely not a matter of how
these techniques handle the reverberant sound (Blumlein can be very similar to spaced omnis in this respect) but
rather of how they handle the direct
sound. Many people mistake phasiness on the direct sound for ambience.
Yes, indeed, there is room for valid
disagreement, since there is no accounting for personal preferences. Try
my tape and see what you think.
Stanley P. Lipshitz
Audio Research Group
University of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ont., Canada
I

I

I

ny. Since the 1988 model year, all Ford
audio systems with the Electronic Pre-

mium Cassette (EPC) radio are fully
balanced systems, consisting of balanced drivers in the radio and balanced input circuitry in the amplifier.
This includes both Premium Sound
and Audiophile sound systems. The
action was undertaken for the exact
reason mentioned in your article: Improved common -mode rejection.
Keep up the good work. I'm looking
forward to my next issue.
Henry Blind
Product Design Engineer
Audio Systems & Applications
Ford Motor Co.
Dearborn, Mich.

Old but Not Outmoded
Dear Editor:
It is only in the past couple of years
that have been able to devote some
resources to my favorite hobby-those
resources being money and that hobby being, of course, sound systems.
As a newcomer, have found, much to
my pleasure, that there is a lot to learn.
Along with my limited experience
comes the welcome advantage of an
objective view. But the more people
meet in the audio world, the harder it
seems to be to get an objective opinion. This, of course, forces me to form
my own. It is one of these opinions
would like to share with you, the topic
being the turntable.
When junked the system listened
to in college and began rebuilding,
one of the major decisions was whether to incorporate a CD player, turntable, or both. Obviously, if you choose
only one, it's easier to build the system.
Although was no world -record album
collector, had amassed a number of
LPs. But the question still remained.
upgraded my system, purchasing
everything except a new turntable, and
began buying CDs. Reading the local
swap paper one day, noticed a Linn
I

I

I

Watching the "Roadsigns"
Dear Editor:
As an engineer and constant reader
of the "Roadsigns" column, took particular interest in "Take a Balanced
View," which appeared in March. In
that item, Ivan Berger describes the
real benefits of fully balanced (or differential) output/input signal connections
for automotive audio systems. He then
references an article by John R. Bishop ("An Informal History of Car Amps,"
May 1988) that states that while some
companies do use differential inputs,
"they all hook those inputs to unbalI

anced lines."
I'm writing this note to tell you that at
least one company does not commit
this transgression: Ford Motor Compa-

Erratum
The op -amp power supply construction project on pages 51 to 53 of our
May issue contained an error. In the
schematic diagram (Fig.1), capacitor
C3 was shown in series with diode D2.
It should actually be in series with diode D1, as shown in this corrected

schematic.
6

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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LP12 for sale. Yes, the infamous Linn.
One of the reasons
had not purchased a turntable up to that point was
the fact that the price of a good reference table was quite high. Well,
couldn't refuse the Linn's price, so
went out and purchased it. After a little
scouring, even came up with a Syrinx
PU2 arm that, by chance, was the one
for which the arm board on the Linn
was originally drilled.
To make a long story short, my Linn
is quite a rival to my CD player. I'm
back to buying LPs. And with a reference table like the Linn, its infinite adjustments allow me to tailor the sound
to my ear; I'm not forced to listen to
what I'm told music should sound like.
Thank God for the CD. It has put
affordable reference turntables on the
used market. In the future, please don't
forget new diehard turntable people.
Joe Vastola
Buffalo, N.Y.
I

I

I

I

Calling All Call Letters
Dear Editor:
In the April 1989 "Audio ETC" column, Edward Tantall Canby incorrectly
identified the key station of NBC as
WABC. It was actually WEAF, which
became WNBC at the time NBC was
forced to divest itself of its Blue Network. The network then became known
as the Blue Network of the American
Broadcasting Company and, later,
ABC. Its key station was WJZ, which
became WABC nearly a decade after
ABC's inception. WNBC became
WRCA from 1954 to 1960, at which
time the call letters reverted back to
WNBC, which they remained until a
few months ago, when the station
ceased operation. The WABC designation to which Mr. Canby refers belonged to the station that becameand remains today-WCBS. Scrabble,
anyone?
Eli Segal
Richton Park, Ill.
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The one disadvantage

of owning the Pioneer
6 -Disc Multi play CD Changer.

For More

Information

Call 1-800-553-4355

disadvantage of oss ring our
CD changer system is not the consenient trunk -mounted changer box.
That's an advantage. And it's not the
fact that you can control it at the
touch of a button from inside your
car. That's an advantage. too.
It's not the easy -loading magazine
that allows you to catalog six of your
favorite CD's. Its not the "random
play" feature. It's not that you can
No. the

J

choose from four tilulti-play CD
changer systems to meet your music
and budget needs. Nor is it the fact
that the Pioneer 6 -Disc N nib -play
magazine works in both home and
car players. And it's not even the
endless hours of incredible music.
Agin. those are all advantages.
Then what is the one lisadvantage to owning a Pioneer 6 -Disc
N u ti -play CD Changer system? It's
tha- parking meters may run out
before your music does. But you
know what? Just pay the tickets.
It's more than worth it.
For more information on the
Pioneer 6 -Disc Multi -play CD

Changer system or your nearest
Picneer dealer, call toll -free
1-800-421-1404.

PioNccn°
CAR AUDIO SYSTEMS

© /989 Pioneer Electronics IUSA) Inc., Long Beach,
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375162
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Volume One
(yy,lbury) 375089

-

Tone-Loc-Loved After
Dark Delicious V.nyh
379875

Elvis Costello-Spike
ON,

rner Bross 378190

Paula Abdul-Forever
Your Girl I Virgin) 374637

Debbie Gibson-Electric
Youth Atlantic)
377275

Enya-Watermark
(Geffen)

4 Hoag Boo

379925

i

TAKE YOUR PICK OF ANY 8
Skid Row (Atlantic) 379602

Lou Reed-New York (Sire)

Dave Grusin Collection
(GRP)
378398

Vladimir Feltsman-

Joe Sample-Spellbound
(War^cr Bros)

378224

Oingo Boingo-Skeletons
In The Closet (A&M) 378125

378216

Prokofiev: Piano Concerto
& 2 (CBS Masterworks)
377390
Tom Scoff-Flashpoint
(GRP)
377044
1

Bob Dylan & Grateful
Dead (Columbia)
378117
Jessye Norman Sings
Wagner-Triston Und

Eighth Wonder-Fearless

Isolde; Tannhauser; etc.
(Angel)
378075

Piano Concertos Nos. 9 &
21 (CBS Masterworks)
376822

The Pursuit 01

Happiness-Love Junk
(Chrysalis)

377994

Testa-The Great Radio
Controversy (Geffen)377986
The Fantasy StringsThe Greatest Love Of All
Conducted By Enore Stratta
(Realm)
377978

Charlie Sexton (MCA)
379230
Tequila Sunrise-Original
Sound Track (Capitol)
379180
Paul Dean-Hard Core
(Cokin bia)
379164
Simply Red-A New
Flame (Eeektra)
378943

(WIG)

376988
376970

Boys Club (MCA)
Murray Perahia-Mozart:

Michael Tilson ThomasRevel: Boleto

(CBSM,isterworks) 376772
When In Rome (Virgin)
376749
Neil Diamond-The Best
Years Of Our Lives
(Columbia)
376541
Crosby, Stills, Nash And
Young-American Dream
(Atlantic)
376533

Will To Power (Epic)
376483

Julian Cope-My Nation
Underground (Island)
376475
The Boys-Messages

Lyle Lovett-Lyle Lovett
and His Large Band (MCA)
378935

From The Boys (Motown)
376368

The Replacements-

(GRP)

Don't Tell A Soul
(S.re Reprise)

Paradise (Intima)

Lee Ritenour-Festival
376301

Fattburger-Living In

378927
The Go-Betweens-16

376277

Gipsy Kings
(Elektr t

M,

377812

an)

Andres Segovia-The
Baroque Guitar Segovia
Collection: Vol. 4
(MCA Classics)

Fishbone-Truth

375998
And Soul
375865

(Columt a)
Was (Not Was)-What's
Up Dog? (Chrysalis) 375857
Kim Wilde-Close (MCA)
375816

Fleetwood Mac's
Greatest Hits
375782
Chaka Khan-C.K.
(Warner Bros)
375774
(Warner Bros)

Jane's AddictionNothing's Shocking
(Warner Bros)
375741
Samantha Fox-I Wanna
Have Some Fun (Jive/RCA)
375725
John Hiatt-Slow Turning
(A&M)
375717

The Human League's

Greatest Hits (MM)

375709
Weird Al Yankovic

Al Jarreau-Heart's
Horizon (Reprise)
376186

The Smiths-Rank (Sire)
374397
Robbie Nevil-A Place
Like This (EMI)

374348

Diane Schuur-Talkin'
'Bout You (GRP)
374298
Eddie Money-Nothing To

lose (Columbia)

374223

(Rock N Roll)
375642
Pet Shop BoysIntrospective (EMI) 375592
Karyn White (Warner Bros )
375394

John Adams-"Nixon In
China" (Nonesuch) 375345

374025
Was Hard (Nonesuch)

373993

London Classical Players

-Roger Norrington.

Beethoven Symphony
373985

Stanley Jordan-Flying
Home (EMI)
373860
Joan Armatrading-The
Shouting Stage (A&M)
Escape Club-Wild Wild

Yes-Big Generator
361170

To

Nothing (Chrysalis) 378786
They Might Be GiantsLincoln (Re-')
378778
New Order-Technique
378760
(0.- I)
Poison-Open Up And
Say Ahh! (Capitol/Enigma)
368688

379594

Friends Hand. (MCA)

376236

Dokken-Beast From The
376228
East (Elektra)

(IRS)

The Cooked
379214

The Mantovani Orchestra
-A Night In Vienna
(Bainbridge)
378737

Jean-Pierre Rampal-

Portrait Of Rampal
372383
(CBS Master)
Portrait Of Vladimir
Horowitz-Music Of
Beethoven; Chopin; etc.
(CBS Masterworks) 378604
Duran Duran-Big Thing
(Capitol)

378521

Robert Plant-Now and

Back (MCA)

370536

Group-

Nova (EMI)

370395

David Sanborn-Close Up
(Warner Bros)
370304

Wynton Marsalis Quartet
Blues Alley
(Columbia) 370080-390088

a

Tiffany-Hold An Old

&

Spyro Gyra-Rites of
Summer (MCA)
370767
Randy Travis-Old 8 x 10
(Warner Bros)
370643
Elton John-Reg Strikes

m
L

,ar

--

''_irvoñrTiran

Madonna-Like A Prayer

Beaches-Original
Soundtrack (Atlantic)
379669
38 Special-Rock & Roll
Strategy (MM)
375139
Levert-Just Conlin
(Atlantic)
375105
Ratt-Reach For The Sky
(Atlantic)
375071

The Best Of Earth, Wind
& Fire- Vol.2
(Columbia)
376160
Best Of Berlin -1979-1988

Loved You (Columbia)
374884

(Geffen)

(IRS)

376145

Sheena Easton-The
Lover In Me (MCA) 376095
Andre Watts At Carnegie
Hall (Angel)
376053

I

R.E.M.-Eponymous
374777

Michael Brecker-Don't
Try This At Home

(MCA/Impulse)

374769

Blues For Coltrane-

Nadia Salerno

Sonnenberg / Cecile

Licad.-Franck. Sonata In
A Brahms. Sonata No.2 In
A, Sonatensatz In C Minor

(Angel)

Barbra Streisand-Till

376038

Various Artists
374744
(MCA/Impulse)
Bulletboys (Warner Bros )
374702
Winger (Atlantic)
374652

Richard Marx-Repeat
Offender (EMI)
380915
Guy (MCA)

373415

Luther Vandross-Any
Love (Epic)

373399

Bird-Original Motion
Picture Soundtrack
(Columbia)
373332
Ozzy Osbourne-No Rest
For The Wicked (Epic)
373308

Tribute To Woody
Guthrie And LeadbellyA

Various Artists

li'

,,mb a)
372995

Metalllca-And Justice For
All (Elektra)

372805

Canadian Brass-The

Mozart Album (CBS Master)
374561

Najee-Day By Day
(EMI.Manhanan)

371856

Melissa Etheridge (Island)
371468

In

Europe
(Capitol)

366898-396895

Zen (Es Paranza)

_r..

at

366716

Carly Simon-Greatest

Hits Live IA- =tat
365874
The Manhattan Transfer

-Brasil tAt
363648
Linda RonstadtCanciones De Mi Padre
(Asylums

362640

Pretenders-The Singles
(Sire)

362541

Steve WinwoodChronicles II and) 362525

Robbie Robertson
'v

r

362152

i

Michael Jackson-Bad
E;

362079

1

Sting-...Nothing

(Sire)

Fine Young Cannibals-

Tina Turner-Live

371088

-Live At

r.

378810

The Raw

Roll
373720

Sinead O'Connor-The
Lion and The Cobra
(Chrysalis)
367086

New Edition-Heart Break
(MCA)
370882

Robert Palmer-Heavy

373779

"Z'sL.

Midge Ure-Answers

West

Track. (Elektra)

(A1CO)

O.M.D. (A&M)
367755
REO SpeedwagonGreatest Hits (Epic) 367672

The Bernstein Songbook
Side Story. On The Town.
etc. Bernstein cond. (CBS)

368027

Orchestral Manoeuvres
In The Dark-Best Of

371211

(Virgin)

Dream Of Life (Arista)
370478

Lovers Lane (Capitol)

Pride (Epic)

371278
It

368399

Basta-Time And Tide
368043
(Ere)
Sade-Stronger Than

For A Miracle (Gold Casrlel

Patti Smith

373787

It

Romantic (Elektra)

371419
(Chrysalis)
Toni Childs-Union (A&M)

Cocktail-Original Sound
(Warner Bros)

Michael Feinstein-Isn't It

News-Small World

-selections from

Kronos Quartet-Winter

Little Feat-Let

I

371427

Huey Lewis And The

With

-Shadow Man (Cap to

West (Atlantic)

371450

Steve Winwood-Roll

Johnny Clegg & Savuka

373837

Greatest Hits

.nei

Breathe-All That Jazz

(A&M)

Bruce Cockburn-Waiting

374124
374108

(Angel)

Mania

The Best That I Got (Elektra)
374058
The Clash-The Story Of
The Clash Vol. (Epic)
368597-398594

371351

Ready For The WorldRuff 'N' Ready (MCA)

Vixen IcMII

Anita Baker-Giving You

Journey-Greatest Hits
(('r . ntva)
375279
Ramones-Ramones

Sun (A&M)

Like The
361675

Introducing The Hardline
According To Terence
Trent D'Arby (Columba)
361618

©.a..

Guns N' Roses-GN'R
Lies (Geffen)
376087
'Tracy Chapman. (Elektra)
369892
Al B. Sure-In Effect Mode
(Warner Bros)
369637

Ziggy Marley & The
Melody MakersConscious Party (Virgin)
369512
Joe Jackson-Live 1980/
1986 ARM! 369504-399501
Van Halen-OU812
(W imi r B' I
369371

Bobby McFerrin-Simple
369306
Pleasures (EMI)
DJ Jazzy Jeff & Fresh
Prince-He's the D.J., I'm
The Rapper (Jive/RCA)
369264

Edie Brickell & New

Bohemians-Shooting
Rubberbands At The Stars
10011051
374835

Guns N' Roses-Appetite
For Destruction (Geffen)
359984

Bruce Springsteen-

Tunnel Of Love (Co'umbia)
360115

Billy Idol-Vital Idol
(Chrysalis)

360107

Jethro Tull-Crest Of
Knave (Chrysalis)

A

360040

DISCS,

DISCS,

DISCS!

lbRoy

Bobby Brown-Don t Be
Cruel I ti CAl
372045

.id,

The Movies Go To The Opera
-Various Artists Angr 11372342

CDs FOR ONLY
U2-Rattle And Hum
(Island)

Bangles-Everything

374017

Aerosmith-Permanent
Vacation (Geffen)

(C.'i nl

al

373829

Duke Ellington

359075

In The U.S.A. (Columbia)

357350

The Police-Every Breath
You Take... The Singles

326629

(AAM)

Portrait of Wynton
MarsalislLBS Ma', Or
373555

Orch.-

Digital Duke (GRP)

Bruce Springsteen-Born

J`r

348318

Best Of The Kinks -19771986

Klri

i4' sial
345314
Kanawa-Verdi &

Te

Puccini Arias (CBS Master)
343269

Orbison-Mystery Girl
377101

7+

Kenny G-Silhorwtte
(Ar St ii

371559

A PENNY
Luciano Pavarotti-In

New Kids On The Block
ICo.unrt

(Atlantic)

(Island)

Band-

Squeeze-Singles-45's

Fire

And Under (A&M7

337659

3t7974

Barry Manilow-Greatest
Hits Arista)
288670

Dire Straits-Brothers In
Arms (Warne- Bros ) 336222

339424

359471

368423

,,,1

U2-The Unforgettable

The Cars-Greatest Hits
339903

(Elektra)

Lion-Pride

White

-Hangrn' Tough

Concert (CBS Master)
373548

Best Of J. Geils
Flashback (EMI.

plus shipping/handling
with membership
Details below.

i

Classic Rock from the 50's, 60's & 70's
Crosby, Stills. Nash and

Young-So

Best Of The Doors

Far (Atlanncl

Jinn Hendrix-Are You

Grateful Dead-Skeletons
From The Closet
(Warner Bros I

Decade Cf
Steely Dan IMCAi 341073
Motown's 25 xt HitsVarious Artists (Mniaw I
A

357616-397612

378745

Experienced'? (Reprise)
353102

378406

Rockpile-Seconds 01

Yes-Fragile lAtlanhcl

Pleasure (Coiumba)377846
Jerry Lee Lewis -18
Original Sun Greatest Hits

ev

351957

Harry Chapin-Greatest
Stories LivetEl,v," n

319996.399998

296939

Creedence Clearwater
Revival -20 Greatest Hits
(Far -a' ,
308049

Joe Jackson-Look Sharp
James Taylor-Greatest

ws...r

369108
Joni Mitchell-Court and
Spark (A ,hit
367102
The Who-Greatest Hits
(MCA)
365361
Little Feat-Feats Don't
Fail Me Now (Warner Bros )
363523

1

1

Traffic-The

Low Spark Of
High Heeled Boys (Island)
351924

Grateful Dead-

Rolling Stones-Sticky

Workingman's Dead
(Winn," Br, ;1
358887

Eagles-Greatest Hits Vol
2(4 Our
317768

Fingers .R
Stare

ny

i

Rt.

350645

1

1

The age of CD sound is here-and you
have a practical new way to find the CDs you
wont As your introduction to the CBS Compact Disc Club, you can choose any 8 CDs
listed in this ad for lc Fill in and mail the
application-we'll send your CDs and bill
you for lc plus shipping and handling You
simply agree to buy 6 more CDs at regular
Club prices) in the next three years- and you
may then cancel your membership anytime
after doing so
How the Club works: About every four
weeks 113 times o year) you'll receive the
Clubs music magazine, which describes the
Selection of the Month plus new hits and
old favorites from every field of music In
addition, up to six times a year, you may
receive offers of Special Selections, usually
at a discount off regular Club prices, for a
total of up to 19 buying opportunities
If you wish to receive the Selection of the
Month, you need do nothing-it will be
shipped automatically If you prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, fill in the
response cord always provided and moil it
by the date specified You will always hove at
.

Selec Ions e,,rh r wo number s Conker) 2 CDs and count as

The Beach Boys-Made
In The U S A

I

p .

\ -1/811

291302
' ill
269365
-Greatest Hits
i

Ca

.

260638

a

a

Simon

&

Garlunkel-

Greatest Hits
219477
Bob Dylan-Greatest Hits

Il

Woodstock-Original

Soundtrack IA, u;iI
291864-391862

Twenty-Eight (Chess)
343657

1989 CBS Records Inc

t-

.

Chicago'

k

W

Chuck Berry-The Great

regular Club prices.
10 -Day Free Trial: We'll send details of the
Club's operation with your introductory shipment. If you are no. satisfied for any reason
whatsoever, lust return everything within 10
days and you will have no further obligation.
So why not choose 8 CDs for IC right now?
ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: As o special
offer to new members, take one additional
Compact Disc right now and pay only
$6.95 Its a chance to get a ninth selection
at a super low price!

»1 PACT I)Itit; (;1.1 B: rR'rn' I I.>tiile,1

o

348110

I

r

.'v

'

Ong Master Tapes (MCA)

-

,c

r

Buddy Holly-From The

least 10 days in which to make your decision
If you ever receive any Selection without has
ing 10 days to decide, you may return it at
our expense
The CDs you order during your member
ship will be billed al regular Club prices,
which currently are $12.98 to $15.98-plus
shipping and handling (Multiple -unit sets
may be somewhat'nigher.) After completing
your enrollment agreement you may conce'
membership at any time; if you decide to
continue as o member, you'll be eligible for
our money -saving bonus plan. It lets you buy
one CD al half price for each CD you buy at

cowinembornnvmbnrs

.:-- 3e

346445

Hits

Best OI The Band IL -s1

I
-

Clinton

294421

..

i

Roy Orbison-The All.
Time Hits. Vals & 2
(Cowrnt ,Si a'c'. ii Produce
377945

(Rhino)

CBS

Led Zeppelin ;A: tit
299966

138586

n

.

The Byrds-Greatest Hits
IC1

urrt,n

342501

CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB, 1400 N. Fruitridge
P.O- Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 4 7 811-11 29

97/189

Please accept my membership appi,carion under the terms audited in this
dverbsement Send me the 8 Compact Discs listed he,e and bill me it plus
shipping and handl,rg for all eight agree ro buy sr. more selec hoes al regular
Club price, ,n the coming three years and may cancel my membership or any
I

time alter doing so

SEND ME THESE

8CDs FOR i.

My main musical

inerest is (check one):

Hard Rock

P

Miss

Perm 1.1%,

Nome

..

'

Jar,

Kenny G

Fleet wood Mor
Easy Listening/Pop
Ned Diamond Barbra 5rre,sand,
Johnny Moths, Ray Conn,Et

Mr
Mrs

:. i.. i.

Soft Rock
Debbie Cnbson,

Van Nolen
U2

Al

Jxrreou

El Classical.
Vlad,mn Horow,rr,
l oriano Povrirarri

lest Nan.

,meal

Address

Apt

City
Stole
Do you have a VCR%1041

0

Yes

Do you hove ocredacard'1031

No

yes

N
0

Z,P

CVH/F6

CVJ/F7

ADVANCE BONUSOFFER: Also send me
one more CD right now al the super low price
of lust 5095, which will be billed ro mo
Nor* ee resm e

rbe r

n

to

lOble,Aearpo+osso'm

Opelapr,on o, mnmi ony memoenlnp rnesr oirrs no,
anPuerrot,iu.
alternator.
a
rernie,C<wnd.nn
ro 'erorde,hoiN
added ro oii orders Qoss,ml member

resdeers ser,rted hoe,hoe,boomerboomerAppi.rode sales
se, -,red b. n.e CBS Cl.ns,sd C iub

AUDIOCLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

SPARS Codes on CDs
Q.

there

Is

a

standard location

where the SPARS code can be found
on a CD?-Wesley S. Mayeda, Oxnard, Cal.
A. There is no standard place on a
CD for the SPARS code. CBS often
puts it on the CD box. With PolyGram,
you are likely to find it on the disc itself.
have a couple of CDs which don't
even have a code. SPARS, by the way,
stands for Society of Professional Audio Recording Studios, and the code to
which we refer here shows whether the
original recording and mastering were
analog or digital.
I

Bypassing the Preamplifier
Q. I have a CD player and a
biamped speaker system. I do not wish
to use my preamplifier when playing
my CDs. Rather, I want to connect the
player directly to the inputs of my electronic crossover. In fact, I have tried
this; it works well, and there is sufficient volume. However, it is inconvenient to switch cables to the crossover.
Should use Y connectors to hook up
the preamp and the CD player to the
crossover inputs? Would it be better to
use a switch between the preamp and
1

the player?-C. M. Elsbernd, Cincinnati, Ohio
A. As you already have discovered,
you can definitely bypass the preamplifier and send your CD signal right to
the crossover network. (Personally,
would be unhappy about losing most
of the functions found on my preamplifier.) In any case, you must use a
switch to move the crossover inputs
between the outputs of the preamp
and those of the player. This can be
accomplished by constructing a little
box to hold the switch and the various
connectors which will be wired to the
crossover inputs, the preamp outputs,
and the CD player's outputs. You need
a two -pole, double -throw switch. One
pole is for the left channel, the other for
the right. The wipers connect to the
crossover inputs, and the appropriate
switch contacts are wired to the appro-

Do not use Y connectors. It's a
tempting thought, but what is likely to
happen is that the preamplifier will attempt to drive the CD player or the CD
player will attempt to drive the preamplifier's output, in addition to driving
the crossover. At best, this will reduce
the amount of signal available to drive
the crossover. At worst, bass will be
lost and distortion will rise. With some
circuits, there is a definite possibility of
damage. refer here to output circuits
which are direct-coupled-no coupling
capacitors.
I

Leaving Your CD Player On
Q. Some of the "underground" magazines recommend leaving a Compact
Disc player on at all times because it is
supposed to sound better after a considerable warm-up of the machine. Because a laser has a lifespan of 2,000 to
3,000 hours, does this on -time decrease the life of the laser or is the
laser off until play begins?-Dennis R.
Najuch, Medfield, Mass.
A. The laser is not operating except
for the time the CD is being played or
searched. Therefore, it is possible to
leave your player on at all times. have
tried this, but my players, at least,
sounded no better to me when left
them on all the time than they did when
listened just after turning the player
on. It would be interesting to learn what
you notice.
I

I

I

I

priate equipment outputs. Use

a

"break -before-make" switch. Place a
1-megohm resistor (wattage not critical) between each output and ground.
The purpose of this is to eliminate
"clicks" when the switch is moved between sources.
10

Balanced Inputs
Q. What are balanced inputs? I've
often seen this term with regard to mix-

ers.-Tripp Davis, Memphis, Tenn.
A. Equipment which you are familiar

with probably has unbalanced inputs,
i.e., the signal is connected between
the input and ground. When the signal
is applied between the "hot" lead and
ground, this signal forces the voltage
on the "hot" lead to move above or
below ground potential in accordance
with the instantaneous polarity of that
signal.
The balanced input is so arranged
that neither signal lead is connected to
ground. When this input is driven, one
input terminal swings above ground
while the opposite terminal swings below ground. When the polarity of the
signal reverses, the terminal whose polarity swung below ground now swings
above ground, and vice versa for the

other signal terminal. It is called a "balanced" input because the potential differences between each lead and
ground are always equal, though opposite in polarity.
The cable used consists of two conductors and a shield. The shield is
connected to ground as you would expect, but it does not carry the signal
because ground is only a reference.
Carrying the signal is the job of the two
center conductors. The shield serves
only to keep hum from being induced
into the two "hot" conductors.
Meanwhile, the two conductors are
wrapped around one another. This
serves an important purpose: No
shield is absolutely perfect. If the cable
we're discussing is in the presence of
strong hum fields, some hum voltage
will find its way into the two conductors. This hum voltage will be introduced into both conductors more or
less equally. It will, therefore, try to
swing both conductors either above or
below ground at the same time. Remember that, in order for a signal to
feed a balanced input, the conductors
must act in opposite directions. Induced hum won't act this way, but the
desired signal will. (I ran 50 feet of
unshielded mike cable, using a balanced input. Even without shielding,
there was virtually no hum!)
Because of their hum -cancelling
ability, balanced circuits are often
used where amplifier signals are low
and where cable runs are long.
FM Overload
Q. Recently, I connected my FM receiver to a combined FM/TV outdoor
antenna. My tuner's signal -strength
meter reads full scale. Rather than improving performance, however, using
this antenna has produced more distortion. Is it possible that there is too
much signal for my receiver to cope

with?-Bill Dermer, Brooklyn,

N.Y.

description, the
most logical conclusion can reach is
that your receiver's front-end is overloaded by too much signal. The signal strength meter reads full scale, so it is
A. Based on your

I

problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
If you have a
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impossible to tell how much more signal is being received than is shown on
the meter.
You didn't mention it, but another
indication of front-end overload is the
reception of the same signal at places
on the dial other than its correct location. If you have this problem, you have
proof that the front-end is overloaded.
Chances are that you can disconnect your antenna and still receive at
least one signal, possibly with a fullscale meter reading. This would be
another indication that you have front-

WHY MANY
PEOPLE
CAN'T GET NO
SATISFACTION

WHEN
THEY TAPE

end overload.
Based on the likelihood of overload,
place an attenuator between the antenna lead-in cable and the receiver's
antenna input terminals. These attenuators are made for the purpose of reducing the amount of signal arriving at
the antenna inputs of TV sets, tuners,
or receivers. They are available with
various amounts of signal reduction;
you will probably require 10 or 20 dB of
signal reduction, or attenuation.
If you do not receive at least one
signal at an incorrect dial marking, or if
signals are totally lost with no antenna
connected, it may be that your real
problem is multipath distortion. note
that you live in Brooklyn, which means
that your antenna may be surrounded
by very tall structures. If some of these
are higher than the antenna, the FM
signals which are distorted are being
received more than once. The first time
the signal is received, it arrives directly
from the transmitter-just as it is supposed to. However, that same signal
may bounce off a nearby structure and
be reflected back to your antenna. This
second signal will arrive slightly later

ROCK & ROLL.
Lots of tapes out there think rock & roll is a communist
conspiracy to corrupt the youth of America. You'd think each
tape comes with its own little censor who snips out all those
great, devastating sounds-the ones that really challenge a
tape's performance.

REAL

But don't be dismayed. Because there's a new cassette
out there that faithfully reproduces the dynamism of rock &
roll. From the lowest lows. To the highest highs. It's TDK's
spectacular AR-a "normal" position tape that craves high
resolution digital sources.
What gives AR its ability to deliver such clean, powerful
sound begins with an incredible TDK innovation: NP (nonporous) ferric magnetic particles. Since the particles have no
pores, the magnetic energy is far greater. There's also a
special binder system and coating technology that insure
maximum dispersion and super high packing density.

I

The results? High and low frequency MOLs (Maximum
Output Levels) are -6.0 dB and + 6.5 dB respectively. (The low
is equal to METAL tape! Wow!) Bias noise is a low -56.0 dB.
And the dynamic range is exceptionally wide.
To preserve the integrity of this unparalleled tape, modulation noise has been substantially decreased, thanks to
TDK's l9w resonance HP -AR mechanism and shell. And to get
the most from your CD's, it's available in 100 as well as 60 and
90 minute lengths.

than the direct signal, producing
phase discrepancies which can only
lead to distortion. To complicate the
matter, the signal may be reflected
from yet another structure and be received by your antenna at an even

how, AR you satisfied?

HIGH PRECISION ANTI RESONANCE
CASSETTE MECHANISM

later time.
In the event that your problem is the
result of multipath reception, you
should move your antenna to a different location, if this is practical. Sometimes, just moving the antenna a few
inches causes the undesired signal reflections to disappear or become so
weak compared to the strength of the
direct signal that the sound from the
receiver is restored to normal.
A
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Enter No. 29 on Reader Service Card

TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

Curious About Type II
Dolby NR and Bias Adjustment
Q. Please clarify one of life's mysterhave read that bias setting
O.
should be determined with Dolby noise ies for me. My cassette deck has autoreduction off, and this is the way I have matic selection of bias and equalizanormally established bias settings. A tion, based on the cassette shell. I find
friend who is generally more knowl- that can use Dolby NR only with Type
edgeable in such matters than I am I tapes. If I use Dolby NR with Type II,
has told me that I should set the bias much of the crispness is lost in playusing the NR system that I plan to back. On the other hand, without Dolby
record with. I have tried his method but NR, I find no objectionable hiss on
have found that recordings often most recordings made with Type II
sound somewhat shrill, especially with tape. What do you suggest?-Larry R.
Dolby C NR, indicating insufficient Murray, West Palm Beach, Fla.
A. It seems that you have one or
bias. Which of these is the proper
1

1

method?-Larry Craven, Raleigh, N.C.

Q. I believe I understand how HX
Pro works. Isn't it a secondary form of
noise reduction? If you can record high
frequencies at a higher level by means
of HX Pro, don't the lower frequencies
of the program material also get recorded at a correspondingly higher
level, with a concomitant increase in

both of the following problems when
your cassette deck goes into Type II
mode: Either excessive bias is supplied in recording, which reduces high
frequencies somewhat (but not to an
intolerable extent), or Dolby NR tracking is inaccurate, resulting in treble
loss. (Tracking refers to the fact that
the level of the encoded signal, in recording, must match the level of the
playback signal that is decoded.)
Noise -reduction circuits tend to accentuate departures from flat response.
Thus, any high -frequency loss due to
excessive bias is accentuated by the
NR system; this is in addition to losses
due to mistracking.
Inasmuch as your deck works properly with Type tape, including use of
Dolby NR, suggest that you stay with
Type I. If you strongly desire use of
Type II, try various brands. It may well
be that some brands work better than
others with the bias and sensitivity settings provided by your deck. At some
future time, your deck may need servicing for reasons other than the present problem; have the service shop
check its bias and Dolby NR tracking
as well.

signal-to-noise ratio?-R.
Bloomington, Cal.

Improving 78s

creditable schools
of thought as to whether bias should
be adjusted with Dolby NR on or off. In
theory, bias should be adjusted for flattest possible response with Dolby NR
off; the use of Dolby NR would then
have the least effect on treble response. But as a practical matter, it is
often satisfactory to adjust bias with
have discussed the
Dolby NR on.
matter with an extremely knowledgeable audio engineer, and he said that,
at times, he has achieved better results
by adjusting bias with Dolby NR on.
Apparently, the way to go varies with
the deck. On my Nakamichi deck,
find it satisfactory to adjust bias with
Dolby on.
Comments are invited.
A. There are two

I

I

HX Pro as Noise Reduction

Haeffele,

A. With HX Pro, somewhat less treble boost is required in recording than

would otherwise be the case, thus
lessening the risk of tape saturation.
This is because, in the presence of
high -frequency energy, the bias is
somewhat reduced by HX Pro, yielding
better treble response. Therefore, either the recording level can be pushed
a bit higher or the same recording level
can be used as before but with less
danger of tape saturation. Only the first
alternative would be equivalent to
noise reduction.
12

I

I

O. I want to improve the sound of my
78 -rpm phonograph discs by recording them on tape. Will a DAT system

significantly improve their fidelity? If
not, what should I use?-Kenneth A.
Stone, San Fernando, Cal.
A. A DAT system simply makes a
near -perfect copy of whatever it is fed.
If low fidelity is put into a DAT unit, low
fidelity will come out. DAT recorders
cannot improve on the source.
One of the improvements you can
make in playing and/or taping 78s is
noise reduction. There are a few dy-

namic noise filters on the market. Consult your local audio dealers or refer to
back copies of Audio's Annual Equipment Directory (which appears in every October issue).
You will probably want to play
around with the frequency response,
too. For this, a graphic equalizer or a
parametric equalizer can be useful.
Again, consult your local dealers and
the Annual Equipment Directory or the
annual Buyers' Guide published by
Stereo Review. The graphic or parametric equalizer can also serve for
noise reduction, if judiciously used, but
is probably not as effective as a dynamic noise-reduction unit, which operates on the principle of cutting treble
only when the program material has
little treble content.
Hi -Fi with a VCR
Q. Would a Hi-Fi VCR be capable of

faithfully recording the material from a
good Compact Disc or LP? Would a
dbx noise-reduction unit make a significant contribution to sound quali-

ty?-Victor

S.

Zupancic, Kirkland

Lake, Ont., Canada
A. With good -quality videocassettes,
Hi -Fi VCRs are capable of excellent
audio recording in terms of frequency
response, distortion, S/N ratio, and
tape motion. Therefore, they are able
to reproduce CDs and other high -quality sources without noticeable change.
Considering that a Hi -Fi VCR achieves
an S/N of well over 80 dB, and even as
much as 90 dB, it seems that you
would gain very little by using dbx NR
along with a Hi -Fi VCR.

Frequency Response Requirements
Q. What is considered good high frequency response? Would frequency
response extending to 28 kHz be better than response to 26 kHz? Would a
ferrite head or a permalloy head provide better response?-James Bailey,
Brenton, W. Va.
A. Flat response, within
or 2 dB,
between 50 Hz and 15 kHz is ordinarily
considered to be of hi-fi caliber for
tape decks. Relatively flat response
1

you have a problem or question on tape
recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
If
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for the Revoa dealer nearest yot.

REVOX SELECT
DEALER DIRECTORY
SEEAND HEAR 77 /E INCOMPARABLE 100/2005
SERIES AMTIIE FOLLOWING SELECTDEALERS

If bias recommendations
change during a deck's
production run, either
tape formulations or the
deck may have changed.

CALIFORNIA
Beverly Stereo, Los Angeles (213) 651-3523
Harmony Audio Video, San Francisco (415)661-2525
Paris Audio, Los Angeles (213) 820-2578
Woodland Hills (818) 704-7677

CPNNEC7ICUT
Audiocom, Old Greenwich (203) 637-3621
FLORIDA
Audio 2000, Hollywood (305) 962-5300
Boss Audio & Video,
Altamonte Springs (305) 332-9043
Dalton Audio, Clearwater (813) 447-0987
Sound Components, Coral Gables (305) 284-9360
Sound Performance, Coral Gables (305) 446-8055
Sound Plus Wood, Boca Raton (407) 391-1843

GEORGIA
Stereo Shop, Smyrna (404) 438-2423

HAWAII
20/20 Audio Video, Honolulu (808) 523-2020

ILLIVOIS
Audio Consultants, Evanston

(312) 864-9565,

Hinsdale (312) 789-1990,
Libertyville (312) 362-5594
Audio Enterprises, Chicago (312) 527-2252,
Chicago Heights (312) 754-6056
Belmont Camera and Electronics,
Chicago (312) 975-0280
Paul Heath Audio, Chicago (312) 549-8100
Victor's Stereo, Chicago (312) 787-0750

KANSAS
Kief's Records and Stereo, Lawrence (913)842-1811
MASSAC HI'SETTS
Audio Studio Stereo, Brookline (617) 227-0111
Music Box, Wellesley (617) 235-5100
Natural Sound, Framingham (617) 879-3556

MICHIGAN
Hi Fi Buys, Ann Arbor

(313) 7694700

East Lansing (517) 337-1767
Lansing (517) 321-2373
Midland (517) 839-0972

Sight and Sound, Morristown (201) 267-6700

NEW YORK
Gala Sound, Rochester (716) 248-8430

Innovative Audio, Brooklyn (718) 596-0888
Rosner Custom Sound,
Long Island City (718) 726-5600
Sound by Singer, New York (212) 683-0925
Thalia HiFi, New York (212) 371-2111

NORTII CAROLINA
Dacia Audio Video, Hickory (704) 324-5054
Stereo Showcase, Charlotte (704) 334-0744

PENNSYLVANIA
Audio Insight, Wexford (412) 935-8663
Canlen Audio, Bethlehem (215) 866-0728
David Mann Audio, Philadelphia (215) 922-3007
Stereo Outlet, Washington (412) 225-1292
297-7400

La Frontera, Brownsville (512) 544-2554

UTAH
Audition Music, Salt Lake City

(801) 467-5918

WISCONSIN
Salon One, Wisconsin Rapids (715) 421-5910

Specialized Sound, Madison (608) 271-7744

Studer Revox America, Inc.

Hill Pike

Nashville, TN 37210
(615) 254-5651

On the Level
Q. Whenever record music with my
cassette deck, I have to record the left
channel higher than the right in order
to obtain equal playback levels. have
tried using different interconnects, different sources (various CD players, a
tuner in both stereo and mono, and a
Hi -Fi VCR), and bypassing my equalizer-all to no avail. Also, when I switch
from forward to reverse in playback, or
vice versa, there is a distinct change in
the sound level. Please advise.-Overton Isaacs, Bronx, N.Y.
A. It may be that the record level
indicators of your deck's left and right
channels are miscalibrated relative to
1

1

TEXAS

1425 Elm

Bias Variations
Q. My friend and I both own the
same brand and model of tape deck,
purchased about eight months apart.
Comparing the owner's manuals, we
find that the bias settings for various
tapes differ greatly. Which manual
should I follow?-Cary Charles, Nortn
Charleroi, Pa.
A. During the course of producing a
particular model of tape deck, a manufacturer usually makes production
changes in order to improve performance, to maintain performance while
reducing cost, or to correct mistakes.
Thus, the proper setting of bias may
vary from one production run to another.
believe that you and your friend
should each follow your own manual.
If the changes in recommended setting affect only a few tape formulations.
it may be that those formulations
changed between the manufacture of
the two decks. If so, the recommendations in the newer manual are more
likely to be correct. When in doubt,
adjust bias for the most faithful frequency response when recording FM
interstation noise at a moderate level.
I

NEW JERSEY

TENNESSEE
Tenzel Audio, Nashville (615)

between 30 Hz and 20 kHz is usually
all that one might need and hear in
99.9% of circumstances involving music and humans. Response above 20
kHz tends to be gilding the lily. So far
as playback is concerned, the head's
material is not a key factor-although it
can be in recording. What counts principally is how straight and how narrow
the head gap is. The narrower and
straighter the gap, the higher the possible treble response.

14

each other. This is usually a simple
internal adjustment for a competent
audio technician. It could also be that
the left -channel record electronics, following the point where the signal is
taken for the record level indicator,
have less gain than the right channel. If
the difference in level is not greatsay, not more than 3 dB or so-I suggest you live with the problem. Either
raise the level of the left channel, as
you are now doing, or drop the level of
the right channel. Use whatever procedure best enables you to maintain a
high recording level (for high S/N ratio)
without overloading the tape, which
causes distortion and treble loss.
If the playback head of your reversing deck is stationary, rather than of
the rotating type, and has two sets óf
gaps, one for each direction, it could
be that one set of gaps has less output
than the other. Another possibility is
that the playback head, whether stationary or rotating, is in poorer azimuth
alignment in one direction than in the
other. Azimuth misalignment in playback, with respect to azimuth alignment in recording, causes treble loss.
Substantial treble loss can produce the
effect of a change in overall sound
level.

Single vs. Dual Capstans
Q. My cassette deck has only a single capstan, yet it has given excellent
results. Will my tapes display increased wow and flutter over time because my deck doesn't have dual capstans? Is a dual-capstan drive preferred for optimum stability and shelf
life of cassette recordings?-J. Douglas Schumer, Derby, N.Y.
A. As has been noted here and
elsewhere in the past, there is usually
more than one good path to a given
engineering objective. So far as
know, this applies to the question of
I

dual capstans versus a single capstan
to drive the tape. (To take a similar
situation, a one -motor deck, if well -engineered, can perform as well as other
decks with two or more motors.) Stated
directly, a well -engineered deck with a
single capstan can provide very good
performance in terms of wow and flutter, Iund can continue to do so for a
long period.
see no connection between the number of capstans and the
Q
shelf life of a recording.
I
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"NEVER IN THE HISTORY OF HIGH FIDELITY SOUND

HAS ONE COMPANY OFFERED SO MANY FEATURES
COMBINED WITH SUCH PERFORMANCE AND ELEGANCE."

WHO MADE THIS STATEMENT?
Discriminating listeners as they discover the
new Revox B200 -S Series may indeed confirm this statement with their own words
of praise and feelings of pleasure. No other
hifi line is in its class. Revox is at the Peak
of the Pyramid.

engineering excellence, faultless audio performance, and numerous features not found
on other brands-at any price-make these
components worth the investment. At over
$10,000 for a complete B200 -S system, the
Revox choice is only for the few who can
appreciate and afford the finest.

AT THE PEAK
OF THE PYRAMID.

M ULTIROOM

SOPHISTICATION.
The Revox Multiroom option can transform
your Revox B200 -S into a master control
center for your mansion, townhouse or
apartment allowing independent selection
of music sources in any room with our IR
remote control unit. The Revox Multiroom
system is fast and simple to install, and provides the highest quality sound throughout
your home.

BEAUTIFUL COMPONENTS.
Rich, elegant and beautiful appearance, like

nothing else on the market. Highly polished
black piano finish sides and gold and black
faces tell you these are the most eye -pleasing hifi components available-graciously
adaptable to any decor, any living space.

EXPENSI %'E,
YET GREAT VALUE.
UE.

Include the new Revox Duetto speaker system with the B200 -S Series for matching
style and elegance. This remarkable new
compact speaker is designed to blend easily
into your living environment, yet it offers
sound quality that will astonish you with
its size, depth and clarity.
Move up to Revox and experience home
audio electronics at its best, in the Swiss
tradition of the highest quality and precision
engineering. The Peak of the Pyramid is for
the very few. Start
your journey to the
pinnacle of audio
perfection by

asking your hifi
dealer for a
demonstration.

The B200 -S Series looks expensive and is
expensive. But Swiss precision design and

STUDER REVOX
Studer Revox America, Inc.
1425 Elm

Hill Pike

Nashville, TN 37210
(615) 254-5651

See page 14

for the Revox dealer nearest you.
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The New Penguin Guide to Compact

Discs and Cassettes by Edward
Greenfield, Robert Layton, and Ivan
March. Penguin, 1,366 pp., softback,
$14.95.
The first edition of The Penguin
Guide was reviewed in Audio just a
little over two years ago. At the time,
few could have foreseen the rapid ascendance of the CD and the concomitant "retirement" of the LP, but that's
exactly what has happened. The first
Penguin Guide reviewed all three formats-CD, LP, and cassette-while
the new edition covers only CDs and
cassettes. The first also reviewed nearly all CDs available at the time. However, the release rate during the last
two years has been so great that the
new edition presents "coverage of all

important currently available CDs."
A visit to your local record outlet will
confirm what is happening; the CD
bins are taking over, and this medium
has breathed new life into a once ailing
industry. With a touch of nostalgia, we
might all lament the passing of the LP
from the scene, but in our more rational
moments, we can only rejoice in the
fact that surface noise, rumble, and
other mechanical defects are practically a thing of the past.
But all may not be well, for we have
gone from a shortage of CDs to over16

abundance in too short a time. A backlash could set in and spell trouble for
the smaller labels. Many of the major
classical labels have recently adopted
a CD- and cassette -only policy, bringing out LPs only in the case of strong
crossover items. In this regard, they
have followed the lead set by the
smaller labels, many of whom dropped
the LP much earlier.
The new Penguin Guide follows the
same format established by the first
edition. It is not much larger in physical
size, but a reduction in type size has
increased its length by about 40%. The
guide is available at most classical record counters. Major listings are by
composer, with relatively short final
sections dealing with classical collections and recitals. For the most part,
the entries are for both CD and cassette; cassette -only entries are primarly for the sake of completeness in listing works of a given composer.
The system of abbreviations is as
detailed as it was in the earlier editior.
All items are assumed stereo unless
specifically stated as mono. If the catalog number for a release is the same in
the United States as in Britain (most
labels are moving in this direction), the
abbreviation "(id)" is used. Works originally recorded in digital are so indicated. CD catalog numbers are listed in
boldface, while cassette numbers are
in italics. If it fits into the context of the
review, the guide's authors indicate the
date a release was recorded. This is of
great help when placing the production in historical perspective;
only
wish it had been done for every listing.
As in the first edition, authors Greenfield, Layton, and March emphasize
musical and performance values, with
just enough mention of recording and
technical quality to make the guide a
useful one for the audiophile. While the
quality level of a given CD release is
I

virtually constant anywhere in the
world, the same, alas, cannot be said
about cassettes. Most of the authors'
comments about the quality level of a
given cassette release might just as
well be taken with a grain of salt, so
variable may be the production quality
from unit to unit. Improvements are on
the way, but for now, there is a long
way to go.
The guide is a British work, and as
such, gives more emphasis to modern

British composers than to American
composers or those of any other specific national group. This is no problem
since the main thrust of the guide is the
standard musical fare which truly belongs to one world. Bear in mind that
the major classical companies in the
States are now foreign owned and pursue virtually the same paths in repertoire, relying on artists and orchestras
of international reputation and acceptance.
Some of the copy in the new guide is
taken directly from the earlier one.
There have been relatively few deletions in the worldwide CD catalog, and,
of course, a noteworthy release deserves continuing mention. New releases are compared with older ones,
and the old text merges smoothly with
the new.
For most users, the chief value of the
guide will be in selecting from among
many versions of a popular work. The
authors are, in fact, at their very best in
helping the reader make such decisions. They mention the intrinsic merits
of a given performance, and present
options based on couplings and technical vintage. A reader contemplating,
say, a complete set of Bruckner symphonies will probably be led to von
Karajan. A collector who may already
have one or two of the works will be
presented with the merits of several
performances of each work, and can
thus make an informed decision while

minimizing duplication.
Much the same holds for the major
composers, whose works are now replicated nearly to the extent they were
on LP. As Bert Whyte wrote in the January issue of Audio, there are now 45
CD versions of Vivaldi's "Four Seasons." Mercifully, the authors review
only 20 of these, and their reviews are
substantially more than passing mention. One clearly gets the message that
everything reviewed in the guide has
been listened to in its entirety-a monumental accomplishment!
The coverage of opera is especially
rich. Because of high production
costs, operas are not recorded today
with the frequency they were from
1955 to 1970. In those golden days, it
was not too difficult to assemble the
"dream cast," and many of the productions of John Culshaw for British Decca
and Walter Legge for EMI are singled
AUDIO/JULY 1989
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John Cougar Mil-

Jim' Hendrix: lOss The Sky

Purple
Haze, Voodoo Crtild, e,c. Reprise 161349
The Sound Of Music
Original m Lion
picture soundtracs. RCA
100046

Tle

lencamp:

Lonesome Jubilee

Paper In Fire, more.
Mercury
134420

Randy Travis: Old 8x10

horky

Tonk Moon, more. Warner
100008
Bros.

-

Of John Williams

R,E.M.: Green

Orange Crush, Pop
Song 89, Get Up, Stand, etc.

The

'

Give A

Guns N' Roses: Appetite For Destruction

Plays
Mozart

101118

The East -Live-Ms Walk
Away, etc.

Elekra 200717

Solt!, Chicago Symphony: Tchalkovsky,

The

Traveling

Overture 8 More

Wilberys:
Vbiume

125179

One

Robert Palmer: Heavy

I

Dirty Dancing: Live In Concert
201026
Hungry Eyes, Yes, etc. RCA
Count Basie: April In Paris Title song,
154004
Shiny Stockings, etc. Verve

1

I

Showplaces DG
115457
Gordon Lightfoot: Gord's Gold Folk
classics! Reprise
224008
Ella Fitzgerald it Louis Armstrong: Ella
8 Louis April In Pads, etc. Verve 133381
XTC:Oranges And Lemons The Mayor
Of Simpleton, others. Geffen
201086
Milli Vanilli: Girl You Know It's'Rue
Title song, others. Ansia
101048
Charlie Parker 8 Dizzy Gillespie: Bird
And Dix 'Leap Frog, etc. Verve 173413
Patsy Cline: 12 Greatest Hits I Fall To
Pieces, Crazy, more. MCA
153849
Van Halen: OU812 When Its Love, Black
And Blue, etc. Warner Bros.
150913
Winger Seventeen. Atlantic
100830

Don't Worry Be Happy, etc. EMI

Garfunkel:

164165
The Concert In

Mrs. Robinson, etc.

244006
Warner Bros.
Steve Earle: Copperhead Road Snake
100679
Oil, title song, more. UNI

Cocktail (Original Soundtrack)
100459

Elektra

RUSH LAE
THESE 4 CDs
(Indicate by number):

D

D

D

D

Itzhak Perlman: French Violin

Bobby McFerrin: Simple Pleasures

Central Park

YES, Please accept my membership in the BMG Compact
Disc Club and send me the four compact discs I've indicated
here, billing me for just shipping and handling under the terms
of this ad. I need buy just CD at regular Club prices during the
next year-after which can choose a FREE CD! That's 6 for
the price of 1...with nothing more to buy ever! (Shipping &
handling is added to each shipment.)

100035

100602
MCA
D.J. Jazzy Jeff 8. The Fresh Prince: He s
The D.J., I'm The Rapper Jive 264134
Pet Shop Boys: Introspective Domino
100681
Dancing, etc. EMI
'Racy Chapman Fast Car, Talkin"Bout A
153582
Revolution, etc. Elektra

&

YOUR SAVINGS START HERE
Complete And Mall This Card Today!

100711

Simply Irresisti-

Don't
Elton John: Reg Strikes Back
Wanna Go On With You Like That.

Simon

115436

I

Welcome To The Jungle,
etc. Geffen
170348

100842

London
115168
Steve Winwood: Chronicles His big134501
gest hits! Island
Debbie Gibson: Out Of The Blue Only
154066
In My Dreams, more. Atlantic
Billy Idol: Vital Idol Mony Mony, White
Wedding (Parts I S Ill, Chrysalis 154038

Horowitz

Dokken: Beast From

You Got It,

Solt!, Chicago Symphony: Dvorak,
Symphony No. 9 (New World)

Beethoven, Symphony No. 9 (Choral)
R. Norrington, conductor. Angel 100467
Diana Ross 8 The Supremes: 20
163867
Greatest Hits Motown

Little Love, Love is Alive,
etc. RCA
144578

ble, etc. EMI

Roy Orbison: Mystery Girl
title song, etc. Virgin

104857

Satisfied, Angelis, Etc. EMI

The Pink Panther, 18 more. RCA 173233

Nova

=ire & Rain, more.
123790
Warner Bros.

Richard Marx: Repeat Of/ender

(I've Had) The Time Of My Life etc.
RCA
182522
James Galway: Greatest Hits Memory,

London

His

fi:

Boston Pops

more. RCA

Dirty Dancing/Original Soundtrack

1812

James Taylor: Greatest

I

8

Sing, Sing Title song

100713

The Judds: Greatest Hits

tlAt;

Benny Goodman: Sing,

Sultans Of Swing, etc.

Warner Bros.

-'¡I

Jazz CD Sample Classic performances
by Ella, Basie, etc. Poligram
173406

Philips
125360
The Police: Every Breath
You Take-The Singles
173924
ASM

Warner Bros.
100715
Def Leppard: Hysteria Women, Love
Bites, more. Mercury.
100927
The Best Of Dire Straits: Money For

Nothing

i..

rexsnv

By Request...The Best

Madonna: Like A Prayer Love Song,
Cherish, Spanish Eyes, etc. Sire 101029
Persdnality, title
Nalee: Day By Day
100001
song, Gina, etc. EMI
Taylor Dayne: Tell It To My Heart Prove
Your love, etc. Ansia
124759
k,d. tang: Shadowland I'm Down To My
134567
Last Cigarette, etc. Sire

Canadian Brass: More Greatest Hits
164348
Sabre Dance, more. RCA
45's On CD, Vol. 1
Big Bopper, Rick
Nelson, Sheb Wooley, etc. Polydor 150044

I am rrgst interested 'n the
musical category checked

EASY LISTENING Onatrumentai Vocal Moods)

1

here-but I may

always feel
free to choose from any

(check one only):

2
4

0

COUNTRY

3

POP/SOFT ROCK

HARD ROCK

CLASSICAL

5

MR.

MRS
MISS

First Name

Initial

Last Name

(PLEASE PRINT)

Address

City

State

Zip

INSTANT HALF-PRICE BONUS SAVINGS!

SAVE

50%

-.

Te

FR.

SEE OTHER SIDE
DETMORE
11)

9'

AND 57

TO CHOOSE

HITS
FROM

ephcne (

NEIL

Area Code

JNG

COMPACT

1-7-1r1
=CLUB=

)

Signature
Limited to new members, continental U.S.A only Current BMG CD Cli.b
members not eligible for this offer. One membership per family. We
reserve the right to request additional
informal on or relect any applrcat on.
YGT25
BU
Local lases, if any, will be added.
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Tone-Loc: Lot -Ed After Dark
Thing, etc. Delicious Vinyl

Wild

Crosby,
Stills, Nash
8 Young:
American

101033

Paula Abdul: Forever Your Girl

"._,
!

Straight Up, others. Virgin
100933
Edie Brickell & New Bohemians:
Shooting Rubber Bands At The Stars
What I Am, Circle, etc. Geffen
100789
Fine Young Cainibals: The Raw And
The Cooked IRS. Digital
101068
Mike + The Mechanics: The Living

Fy

GET
,

COMPACT

I

t

pi

100710
Van Morrison & The Chief tans: Irish
Heartbeat Mercury
100489

The Duke Ellington Orchestra:
163356
Digital Duke GRP
Elvis Presley: The Number One Hits
Hound Dog, Don', etc. RCA
172190
New Age Bach: The Goldberg Varia-

Splegelman, synthesizer.

100488
East-West
Phil Collins: Buster Original Motion
100517
Picture Soundtrack. Atlantic
Skid Row Youth Gone Wild, Big Guns,
others. Atlantic
101038

Genesis: Invisible Touch

Tonight Tonight, more. Atlantic

SAVE

50%

Mike Oldfleld: Tubular Bells Music
from 'The Exorcist' Virgin
170345
Guns N' Roses: GN'R Lies Patience,
Used To Love Het etc. Geffen
100805
Horowitz In Moscow Classical musicx
#1 album, a Grammy winner! DG 125264
The Complete Lester Young Just You
And Me, etc. Mercury
164163
The Sun Story
Songs from Elvis
Presley, Johnny Gish, etc. Rhino 244534
Dave Grusin: Cinemagic
Movie

I

.

Tonight
153740

+ra--

themes. GRP
133316
tal Haunting film soundtrack,
music y Philip Glass. Nonesuch 172268
Chicago: 19 I Dm't Wanna Live Without
Your Love, more. Reprise
154404

Steve Wlnwood: Roll With It Title song,
Holding On, etc. Virgin
154633

Metallic*: And Justice For All

One,
200478

Blackened, etc. Elektra
The Beach Boys: Endless Summer
Help Me Rhonda, etc. Capitol
223559
Diane Schuur: Talkin' 'Bout You For
Your Love, etc. GRP

Nob3dy's Perfect, etc.

Atlantic

i

)T

.

I:1

tions

Years

,.,

ream
100714

100532

The Cult: Sonic Temple Fire Woman,
Sun King, Soul Asylum, etc. Sire 101015

Whitney Houston: Whitney Where Do
Broken Hearts Go, etc. Ansia
152854

INSTANT HALF-PRICE BONUS PLAN
Unlike other clubs, you get 50% -off Bonus Savings
with every CD you buy at regular Club prices,
effective with your first full -price purchase!

Peter Cetera: One More Story
Warner Bros.
100463
Pavarotti At Carnegie Hall The worldfamous tenor in concerti London 115311
Classic Old 8 Gold, Vol. 1 Music Explosion, more. Laurie
134627
Eric Clepton: Time Pieces (The Best
Of) Layla, etc. Po1ydor
123385
K.T. Orlin: This Woman
Hold Me,
Money. title song, etc. RCA
100579
Vangells: Direct The Motion Of Stars,
First Approach, etc. Arista
100470

Charlie Parker: Compact Jazz
Bird lives! Verve

153983

L
Karyn White Love Saw

It, Superwoman.
more. Warner Bros.
100832
The Best 01 Steely Dan: Decade 14

hits. MCA

154135

Supertramp: Classics (14 Greatest

Hits) A8M
Alabama: Greatest Hits

104871

Why, Feels So Right, etc. RCA

Jethro Tull: Aqualung

Why Lady
120247

Locomotive

Breath, title song, etc. Chrysalis

Cinderella: Long Cold Winter
Road, more. Mercury

John Williams

&

124705
Gypsy
114780

The Boston

Pops: Digital Jukebox

More, more.
Philips
125059
An Evening With Louis Armstrong
GNP Crescendo
270106

Bobby Brown: Don't Be Cruel My
Perogative, Roni etc. MCA
100621
Huey Lewis: Small World Perfect
134347
World, etc. Chrysalis
R.E.M.: Eponymous Fall On Me, The
100701
One I Love, etc. IRS
Dwight Yoakam: Buenas Noches From
100009
A Lonely Room Reprise
Jimmy Page: Outrider Led Zeppelin
guitarist solo! Geffen
123721
Robert Plant: Now And Zen Heaven
Knows, etc. Es Paranza
134392
Led Zeppelin: Houses 01 The Holy
Dyer Maker, etc. Atlantic
134321
20 Great Love Songs Of The 50s & 60s
Vol.1 Only You, more. Laurie
120768
Viennese Bonbons Vienna Phil. Orch./
Lorin Maazel. DG
115287
INXS: Kick Need You Tonight, Devil Inside, title song, etc. Atlantic
153606
David Sanborn: Close-Up Slam, You
Are Everything, J.T., etc. Reprise 134408

Rubinstein: Brahma, Plano Concerto
No. 2 8 Solo Piano Works RCA 114760
Al Jarreau: Heart's Horizon Killer Love,

Start with
Buy just

Tiffany: Hold

One Way, etc. Warner Bros.

An Old Friend's
Hand 100707

Willie Nelson: All -Time Greatest Hits
Vol. 1.20 greats! RCA
100705

4
1

Then get

Enjoy

START NOW WITH
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COMPACT DISCS now!

pay only shipping and handling with membership

smash hit In one year's time.
FREE BONUS CD
of your choice.
CDs for the
price of one

e
Notha9 EVÉI`

tobvy -itti

COMPACT DISCS!

Yes, pick any 4 compact discs shown here) You need buy just one selection at regular

Club prices (usually $14.98-$15.98)...and take up to one full year to do it Then you can
choose another CD free as a bonus. That 6 compact discs for the price of 1 and there's
nothing more to buy...everl(Shipping & handling added to each shipment.)

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES

C
R

Tm0

ózm
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mmmv<m

You select from hundreds of exciting compact discs described in the Club's magazine
mailed to you approximately every 3 weeks (19 times a year). Each issue highlights a
Featured Selection in your preferred music category, plus alternate selections. If you'd
like the Featured Selection, do nothing. It will be sent to you automatically. If you'd prefer
an alternate selection, or none at all, just return the card enclosed with each issue of your
magazine by the date specified on the card. You will have at least 10 days to decide, or
you may return your Featured Selection at our expense for full credit Cancel your
ornembership at any time after completing your membership agreement, simply by writing

to us.

FREE 10-DAY TRIAL
Listen to your 4 introductory selections for a full 10 days. If not satisfied, return them with
no further obligation. You send no money now, so complete the postpaid reply card and
mail it today.
BMG Compact Disc Club

6550 E. 30th St., Indianapolis, IN 46219-1194.

CD617A

"Thee Were Designed To PlayMusic
And Make ItSoundLikeMusic..,
fa'r-

This They Do very Well, In A Most
Unobtrusive Way, At A Bargain Price...
It's Hard lb Imagine Going Wrong
With Ensemble"
Min linch
Sim° RekiewSept.'88

Cambridge SoundZbrks has created
Ensemble; ' a speaker system that can provide
the sound once reserved for the best speakers
under laboratory conditions. It virtually dis-

appears in your room. And because we
market it directly, Ensemble costs hundreds
less than it would in stores.
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speakersbecauseytxt have to be concerned about the uppt'rfrequetxiescorniag/ivm the same enclosures as the low ones.

Ensemble, on the other hand, tags
advantage ofyour room's acoustics. The ear
can't tell where bass comes from, which is why
Ensemble's bass units can be tucked out of the
way-on the floor, atop bookshelves, or under
furniture. The satellites can be hung directly on
the wall, or placed on windowsills o: shelves.
No bulky speakers dominate your living space,
yet Ensemble reproduces the deep bass that
no mini speakers can.

Not all the differences are as
obvious as our two subwoofers.

Hew Kloss, creator ofthe dominant speaker models
ofthe'Os(AcousncResearch), '60s (KU/), and '70s
(Advent), bn synuEnsembk, aggernwney, new kind of
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At only $499'-complete with all hardware
and 100' of speaker cable-Ensemble is the value
on today's speaker market.
1 -800 -AKA I-IIFI'
(1-800-252-4434)

Call

Our toll -free number will connect you to a
Cambridge Sound\Abrks audio expert. He or she
will answer all your questions, take your order
and arrange surface shipment via UPS. Your Cambridge SoundWirrks audio expert will continue as
your personal contact with us. Vsk think you'll
like this new way of doing business.

Unlike seemingly similar threepiece systems, Ensemble uses

tin Canada, call 1-800-525-4434. Audio experts
are on duty Mon. -Sat., 9AM-10PM, Sun., 9AM-

premium quaity components for
maximum pcwer handling, individual crossovers that allow several
wiring optioru and cabinets

6PM Eastern Time. Fax #: 617-332-9229.

speaker systemforthe '9os, available onlyfactorydinrt

from Cambncge SouncMbrks.

The best sound comes in four
small packages.
Ensemble consists of four speaker units.
'Mro compact low -frequency speakers reproduce the deep bass, while two small satellite
units reproduce the rest of the music, making
it possible to reproduce just the right amount
of energy in each part of the musical range
without turningyour listening room into a
stereo showroom.

Your listening room works
with Ensemble, not against it.
No matter how well a speaker performs,
at home the listening room takes over. If you
put a conventional speaker where the room
can help the low bass, it may hinder the upper
ranges, or vice -versa.

What Henry Kloss tells his friends
Every time I came out with a new speaker at
AR, Kill, or Advent, my fiends would ask me,
"Henry; is it worth the extra money forme to trade

up?" And every time I would answer, "No, what
you've
ve already got is still mod enough:'
But today, with the introduction of Ensemble,
I tell them, "Perhaps now is the time to give your old
speakers to the children"

Ensemble is a Trademark of Cambridge Sound vtbrks. Inc.

untdersemi tysimilar
satellite systems which use asúgle large
subitmfer. Dzkmbkctscs nwscproum, compact
bass units. 7lrcv/it nromgnrcef'u/l, útto
emirorvnent, and hell) minimize the e, crrsofthe

vol~

r CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
Suite 10411:L.154 California St.. Newton. MA 02158

listcrtúgnxvn cstaudúg nutty.

Sertd more information and test reports.

ruggedly constructed for proper acoustical
performance. V* even gold-plate all connectors
to prevent corrosion. An even bigger difference
is how we sell it...

Send Ensemble risk -free for 30 days, for

I'm paying by

Enter No. 8 on Reader Service Card

Check

MC O Visa O AmEx

Acct. Number

Exp

Signature

Thousands agree: the best
showroom is your living room.
VVf: make it possible to audition Ensemble
the tght way-in your own home. In fact,
Ensemble is sold wt/y by Cambridge Sound Works directly from the factory: Listen for hours
without a sa:esman hovering nearby If after
30 days you're not happy, return Ensemble for
a full refund.

$499'

Send an Ensemble Gift Certificate for $499'

Name

Address
City
Phone (Area Code)

State

Zip

Number

FOR IMMEDIATE SERVICE: 1-800-AKA-HIFI

Nk ship worldwide. including APO & FPO.
MA -esidents add 5% sales tax.
*Plus freight t$7-$251. Delivery time usually 2-7 days.
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The New Grove Dictionary
of Jazz now stands as the
reference work on the art
form, and it is well worth
its high price tag.
out in the guide for highest praise,
whether mono or stereo. One by one,
these items are making it onto CD, and
the market is the richer for it.
The orchestral side of Wagner's operatic writing, long a favorite of non operatic conductors, is given detailed
treatment, again with the listings drawing from early, middle, and recent releases. Solo piano works of Mozart,
Schubert, Beethoven, Chopin, and other masters of the instrument are given
relatively succinct, to-the -point coverage-a necessity, perhaps, in a book
which truly cannot be all things to all
readers.
The authors use a rating system,
with three stars representing a firstclass performance. A special rosette
symbol is reserved for performances of
landmark status, and there are not
many of these. Typical here are many
symphonic and orchestral productions
dating from the "golden age" referred
to earlier. Budget -priced CDs are indicated as well.
The classical record business is not
driven by composers but by artists. As
new artists come on the scene, their
reputations are made with the core of
the classical repertoire. Conductors,
pianists, and singers all want to draw
from a relatively small part of the available literature as they build their personal careers and, almost incidentally,
contribute to the coffers of their record
companies. Unless a recording is truly
remarkable, it merely becomes one
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more item on an assembly line, and as
such, it must recoup its investment in
no more than two or three years. The
challenge in responsible record reviewing is to identify those recordings
which are good enough to last and
then to underscore their specific merits. The reviewers in the new Penguin
Guide have excelled at this. Avid record collectors would not want to be

without Fanfare, American Record
Guide, and the British Gramophone,
which are the major record review periodicals in the English language. The
Penguin Guide is an essential work as
well, putting the better part of the thousands of CD titles now available at the
reader's fingertips.
Perhaps the highest compliment
which a reviewer can give the authors,
beyond acknowledging their musical
and discographic competence, is to
state that they truly have a keen serse
of what the art of recording is all about
and what goes into making a recording-all of which makes for great reading. Highly recommended!
John Eargle
The New Grove Dictionary of Jazz,
Vols. I and II edited by Barry Kernfeld.
Grove, 697 pp. and 704 pp., hard-

bound, $350 plus $10 shipping and
handling. (Available from Grove's Dictionaries of Music, Department CH, 15
East 26th St., New York, N.Y. 10010.)
Jazz is over 100 years old, although
the first recordings weren't made until
1917 (Original Dixieland Jazz Band).
Only in the last 30 or so years have
books and reference works on this music proliferated. This massive and
scholarly two -volume work is the most
important yet, replacing the groundbreaking Encyclopedia of Jazz, first
published by Leonard Feather in 1956,
and Chilton's valuable Who's Who in
Jazz (1970). The Grove Dictionary
joins the classic Dictionary of Music &
Musicians by George (later, Sir
George) Grove, first published in 1890
and now in its sixth edition (1980)-at
20 volumes! Its publishers also offer
The New Grove Dictionary of American
Music (four volumes, 1986) and The
New Grove Dictionary of Musical Instruments.
In addition to making full use of previous reference works (Feather, Chil-

ton, et al.), this latest Grove edition
provides an enormous amount of new
material. Its 3,000 biographies include
composers, arrangers, musicians, pro-

ducers, impresarios, discographers,
critics, and 300 record companies,
past and present. Many discographies
and bibliographies are also included,
to guide interested readers in further
research. The work surveys many important theoretical topics, such as improvisation, harmony, beat, and notation, and examines over 200 musical
terms specific to jazz as well as instruments used to make sounds heard
only in jazz.
Other important areas not covered
by previous works but detailed here
are musical procedures, structures,
and styles unique to jazz. Brief musical
examples of improvisations are shown
for some of the most important musicians: Armstrong, Basie, Eldridge, Ellington, Gillespie, Hawkins, Monk,
Parker, et al.
Movies incorporating jazz are covered, and a valuable 12 -page essay on
jazz in films by pioneering collector
Ernie Smith is included. James Collier
contributes a description and history of
jazz in an excellent 26 -page essay,

and composer/conductor Gunther
Schuller has written a good piece on
Ellington.
The section on jazz festivals describes more than 200 around the
world, beginning with Newport 1954.
Nightclubs and similar venues are listed, with almost 1,000 entries, including
many historically important though now
defunct clubs. Finally, libraries and
other archives with collections of jazz
books and recordings are listed.
One problem which results when
compiling a work such as this from the
contributions of over 200 writers from
around the world is that several prominent American jazz men and women
are omitted while dozens of less important international players are included.
In fact, nearly one -quarter of the biographies deal with non -American musicians, recordings, nightclubs, and festivals!
Despite its faults, The New Grove
Dictionary of Jazz is worth its high
price and now stands as the reference
work on the art form. Like previous
Grove editions, it should remain so for
many years.
Charles Graham
AUDIO/JULY 1989

The Ford JBL Audio System for Taurus
Crystal-clear highs. Deep resonant basses.
Music the way it should sound. With every

tone reproduced in rich, full detail. In the
extraordinary systern that set a whole new
standard for automotive sound.
Developed in America by Ford, one of the
largest car audio manufacturers in the world,
and JBL, the leader in professional recording

studio loudspeakers. Delivering the high
performance you've been looking for.
140 watts of total system power for
breathtakingly -pure sound. Ten speakers
precisely positioned for optimum stereo imaging.
The optional Ford JEL Audio System is also
available in Mercury Sable. Hear it for yourself.
At your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer.
JBL

AUDIO SYSTEMS
The sound of quality
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search for the ultimate sound system
leads to speaker systems employing
Tie
inevitably
electronic crossovers ahead of the amplifiers,
since this places the individual drivers under much
more direct control than is otherwise possible.
The only difficulty, in the past, has been the task
of obtaining a crossover unit with sufficient flexibility to control these speakers correctly.
Bryston's Model 10B Electronic Crossover corn -

If'

-3

bines ideal signal -handling with an enormously
flexible control function. Simple, direct front -panel
switches allow any crossover curve to be set
instantly, and listening quality is vastly improved
over passive, in -speaker networks.
The Model 10B features independently selectable
crossover points for high-pass and low-pass. You
can also independently select crossover slope, from
6, 12, or 18 dB/Oct., where one driver requires a
different cutoff from another in the same system.

Introducing: Bryston's Model 10B Electronic Crossover
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are extremely accurate
and repeatable, being implemented with 1% selected metal-film resistors and polystyrene capacitors.
All switches are heavily gold-plated, for lifetime
protection from corrosion. The level -controls are in
precise 1dB increments, also derived from goldplated switches and 1% metal -film resistors. All
internal buffer and amplification stages are
Bryston's exceedingly linear and superbly quiet
discrete op-amp circuitry. This means the signal is
always maintained with stability and freedom from
All crossover selections
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noise and distortion unapproached in normal
equipment.
From the point of view of adaptability, flexibility
and signal integrity, the Bryston 10B Electronic
Crossover system is the ideal choice for the widest
possible range of multi -amplified speakers.
Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card

In the United States:
VERMONT LTD.

RFD 4, Box 2255

Montpelier, VT 05602

802-223-6159

In Canada:

El :nl--Uiu:

MARKETING LTD.

57 Westmore Drive
Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9V 3Y6
416-746-0300

Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card

ONE LOOKAND
YOU'LLKNOW'
ITCOSTS MORE.
There can be but one justification for a more.expensive TV monitor. A more life -like picture.
That's why Tera conceived and engineered the Model 629a -winner Of Odeo magazine's head -tohead eyes -on comparison test of eight leading monitor/receivers. "The Tera ran way ahead of the
field;' they wrote, thanks to Non -Linear Compression, Dynamic Aperture, and Double Differential.
Contour Correction. Tera was judged first in audio with genuine discrete amplifiers, real speakers
and wireless stereo headphones. Tera even ranked first for ease of use. Write to us for literature that
explains Tera's winning ways. Or experience them for yourself at your Tera dealer, where the difference is plain to sec.
()owed wilA Ommswn horn Me AbvenMzt
Tera Electronics Inc

,

19BB
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89 Doug Brown Way, Holliston, MA 01746 Call for the name al your nearest Tera dealer (508)429.7760.

Enter No. 31 on Reader Service Card

Well raise your sights.
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FLYING SOLO

Exploring the Solo System
Since the infamous Copy -Code
system was defeated by the
combined efforts of the Home
Recording Rights Coalition and the
National Bureau of Standards, there
has been talk of another copy inhibiting system. Known as "Solo," it
was developed by Philips of the
Netherlands, but there was no public
information on what the system would
restrict and how it would impose that
restriction. During a recent visit to
Philips headquarters in Eindhoven,
the details of the system were finally
revealed, as was Philips' attitude
toward home recording.
According to Leo van Leeuwen,
managing director of Consumer
Electronics Audio at Philips,
management at Philips believes that
a consumer who has purchased a
recording, be it a Compact Disc or an
LP, has a right to copy it for his own
personal use in a car or portable tape
player. Based on this philosophy, and
to help resolve the impasse which, to
date, has discouraged manufacturers
of Digital Audio Tape recorders from
officially introducing those machines
for consumer use in the U.S.,
Philips developed Solo.
If a DAT recorder were equipped
with the Solo system, anyone using it

Klipsch Semi -Retires
Speaker manufacturer Paul Klipsch,
founder and majority shareholder of
Klipsch & Associates, has stepped
down from his position as president of
the company but retained his position
as chairman of the board. His
successor as president is P. Woody
Jackson, who has been with Klipsch
22

could make one digital -to -digital DAT
recording of any copyrighted CD or
prerecorded DAT. While making that
recording, the Solo -equipped deck
would add copy -inhibit flags to the
subcode areas of the tape. If you
then tried to make a next -generation
digital -to -digital DAT copy from the
DAT you made, circuitry within the
recorder would detect those subcode
flags and prevent further copies from
being made.
When word of Solo's development
first reached these shores more than
a year ago, there were all sorts of
rumors as to what it would and would
not permit. Now that Philips has
clarified the matter, these rumors
have been disproved.
To begin with, Solo will not prevent
users of DAT recorders from making
any number of copies of software
using the analog outputs of their CD
players and the analog inputs of a
DAT recorder. Solo will not prevent
you from making any number of first generation digital DAT recordings of
the same piece of software in real
time. Each of those DAT recordings.
however, will have the Solo subcode
data encoded in it at the time the
recording is made so that no further
digital -to -digital recordings can be
made from those first DAT tapes, no

matter how many of them had been
made in real time.
Because the current quasi -standard
for DAT prevents even a single
digital -to -digital recording from being
made from a CD, Solo, in fact,
represents a more sensible and
consumer -friendly approach to the
home taping problem. It prevents
mass piracy yet allows the owner of
a DAT machine to do assembleediting-recording several tracks from
more than one CD onto a single DAT
cassette. This is one of the chief
reasons why people currently make
analog cassettes for use in their home
tape decks or in their car cassette
players. Also, in permitting owners to
make that single copy, Solo allows
those who have spent the
considerable amount of money it
takes to own a DAT recorder to fully
avail themselves of this digital
technology-something the current
unofficial standard does not permit.
The RIAA has steadfastly
maintained that even analog taping of
copyrighted material by home
recordists is something they won't
tolerate. Yet, in the wake of Philips'
clarification of their stand on Solo,
a rumor arose that Solo would be
accepted by the recording industry
as a solution to the copyright
problem. If true, then the major
recording companies represented by
the RIAA had actually been stating
their maximum position all along, and
they were really ready to settle the
debate over home recording in
general and DAT in particular. More
recent reports of abortive conferences
between the electronics and
recording industries seem to indicate
that the intransigence of the software
hard-liners continues. This
inordinately long debate, which has
served no one, seems destined to go
on even longer.
Leonard Feldman
for more than 10 years. We suspect
Mr. Klipsch will spend his extra
leisure time skywriting "Down with
Doppler Distortion" in the beautiful

blue skies of Arkansas-or maybe
over Cambridge, Mass.
Klipsch & Associates is one of the
oldest American audio manufacturers,
having been founded in 1943.
AUDIO/JULY 1989

Ultimate Upgrade.
Simply the best receiver
in the world.
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The Luxman R-117 combines the state-of-the-art technology
of separate components into one affordable receiver.

.

TOTAL SONIC INTEGRITY
All Luxman receivers incorporate massive power
supplies to deliver high dynamic power. The R-117
measures over 700 watts of dynamic power per
channel (2 ohms) to ensure distortion-free transients.
The pre -amplifier section combines several Luxman
exclusive circuit designs to optimize sonic accuracy,
and the AM/FM stereo tuner is sonically competitive
with the finest separate tuners in the world.
In all, the R-117 receiver provides the purity and
musical warmth of'the original source, plus the high
dynamic power output necessary to ensure total sonic
integrity at all volume levels.

MULTI -ROOM EXPANDABILITY
The R-117 also interconnects with an external
remote eye to allow complete system operation from
any room in your house. With a simple installation of
cables and accessories, virtually all functions of the
master system can be controlled at each remote
location. This multi -room concept can be expander at
anytime in the future to include additional rooms:

AUDIO/VIDEO REMOTE CAPABILITY

Labor Warranty

The R-117 includes a hand-held remote to control
the major functions of each Luxman audio
component. In addition, the
R-117 handpiece can select up to
three video sources, and
fI
professional -grade video
amplifiers are incorporated to
maintain a high-quality picture.
This single component will
function as a complete audio and
video control center with total
remote capability.

LONG-TERM DURABILITY
A ?revious advantage of separate components over
receivers has been in the area of durability. The R-117
is designed with a no -compromise approach to long-.
term re:iability and is backed by a 5 Year Parts and

- the best

in the industry.

The Luxman R-117 Receiver is simply the finest
sounding, most versatile, most
reliable receiver in the world...
the ultimate component to

LUXMAN
`,
R
WRI:TTY

1

Enter No. 15 on Reader Service Card

upgrade your audio/video
system.
For Dealer Location
41230

Call 1-800-888-8237

the

STORY
MADE IN

u.S.A

One hundred percent quality control is seen on EVERY unit manufac-

tured. EVERY completed unit is'
electronically tested for specifica-

SECTION OF PRODUCTION AREA IN

tion accuracy and then EVERY unit
is connected to a high fidelity system and listened to-just like you
would at home. If your unit meets
or exceeds the critical standards set
forth on these tests, it is then packaged for shipment.
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INDIVIDUAL
CERTIFICATE OF
PERFORMANCE WITH
EVERY AMPLIFIER
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Soundcraftsmen celebrates its
20th year of manufacturing audio
components for the discriminating
audiophile.
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Soundcraftsmen engineers are
highly respected in audio design
circles as being very, forward thinking, yet practical, when engineering
new products, by using proven
design principles from the past with
tomorrow's technology.
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From the finest equalizers, the
most accurate analyzers, to the
unique preamps, to the revolutionary Class H and Power MOSFET
amplifiers, you cannot purchase
finer audio components.
The next few pages will answer
many of your questions. If you have
more, our customer service department will be pleased to assist you
by telephone or letter. We invite
your questions and appreciate your
interest.
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"...it brought out

the best- in all of the loudspeaker systems with which I tried it.. :'
Says Leonard Feldman in his Test
Report in AUDIO Magazine, Vol. 71,

Pro -Power Four

No.9:

DESCRIPTION: The New zRO-POWER
amplifiers are especially designec for the
extended Dynamic Range requirements of
today's Compact Disc platers and Hi Fi
VCRs. The ULTRA HIGH CURRENT design
offers you Incredibly high power without
sacrificing distortion -free 3erformance,
superb reliability, and the utmost in sonic
purity. These new amplifiers operate flawlessly under all operating conditions. It is
well known that most of bday's highly
regarded loudspeakers exhibit impedance
curves which drop to 1 or 2 ohms at some
frequencies, and in conventiónal amplifiers
this results in severe clipping and the triggering of protective circu fry. However, our
new PRO -POWER Phase Control amplifiers
continue to operate even under those
extremely low impedance conditions. Current limiting had been elírinatec entirely
by the use of the latest FOWER MOSFET
technology, thus avoiding the sonic degradation typically found when limiting circuitry is employed.

"...it brought out the best in all of
the loud speaker systems with
which I tried it. I sensed an
effortlessness about the musical
crescendos reproduced from some
of my CD spectaculars..."
"In my view, you can spend five
times as much as what this amp
costs, but you won't get a better,
more reliable, or more musical
unit."

Pro -Power Three
DESCRIPTION: Same as Pro -Power Four,
e:ce3t without the LED power meters.

Pro-Power One
PRO -POWER ONE: The NEW PRO-POWER
ONE amplifier provides all of the performEnce features of the PRO -POWER FOUR in
e smaller, non -rack -mountable chassis.
PHYSICAL: 8'/t"Wx5Vi"Hx12"D. S579.00

FEATURES: MOSFET amplification stages
provide the utmost in sonic purity, rivaling
that of vacuum tube amplifiers...PrecisionCalibrated LED power meters (0-400 watts
at 8 ohms)...Speaker switching for two pair
of stereo speakers...
SPECIFICATIONS: CONTINUOUS RMS
POWER: 205 watts per channel @ 8 ohms,
20Hz-20kHz, 300 watts per channel @ 4
ohms, 20Hz-20kHz, 450 watts per channel
@ 2 ohms, lkHz...THD-less than 0.05%.
19"Wx51/4"Hx12"D, 30 pounds.

~OWES
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Pró-Power Ten.2/3/4 Channel 600 -watt Mosfet Amplifier
TWO -CHANNEL MODE

THREE-CHANNEL MODE

The PRO -POWER TEN, used In this
mode, Is the ultimate in high current,
high power amplifiers, and provides a

11

,

niassive:600 w/p/c et 8 chms.

S:~

Thls mode provides 205 w/p/c for a
stereo pair of satellite speakers for mids
and highs, plus 600 watts to guarantee
optimum sub -woofer bass perormance.
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2/3/4 CHANNEL
MOSFET POWER AMPLIFIER

PRO -POWER TEN

POWCM

.

FOUR-CHANNEL MODE

The ultimate in audio/video systems is
the Surround Sound system, where the
Theatre environment is recreated by
stterao front and stereo rear speakers.
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The World's Finest Stereo Components
Are Still...MADE IN U.S.A. !
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Instructional Test 3eaoid
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FREE!

S19.95 SYSTEM EVALUATION KI-, Includes 1-12' LP Frequency
Spectrum Analysis test record. 2 -sets of Computone Grans:
1 -Connector Cable for comparisoi test, 1-instructicn fader. WRITE
TO US FOR FAST ACTION, OR CIRCLE READER CARD, and well send
you FREE SPECIAL OFFER DETAI_S, and 16 -page COLOR BROCHURE.

2200 So. Ritchey, Santa Ana, California 92705, U.S.A./ Telephone (714) 556-6191 FAX: (714)617;2-0750
Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card

International Telex: 910 595 2524

You don't have to replace
your cartridge when its
stylus goes-provided you
can find an emporium that
carries styli.

UPA

BLUE

STREAK
-

Use AudioQuest Blue
it will
speaker cable
make you think you are
hearing your favorite
music for the first time.

AudioQuest Blue uses
surface -only conductors. This technology
was previously,available in only our most
expensive cables. A
surface -only conductor
has a single layer spiral
of strands around a
non-conductive core.
Every strand is always
on the surface and
every strand has the
same electrical values.
Skin -effect induced
distortion is eliminated,
current does not cross
between strands and
magnetic interaction is
greatly reduced.
The result is a cable
that sounds much more
dynamic, dimensional
and focused than the
competition's. The midrange and
highs are
sweeter,
more
extended
and less

,.

"confused"
sounding,
while the
bass is tighter and
better defined.
So, replace your current
I

cables with AudioQuest
cables and rediscover
your entire music collection. Call today for
the AudioQuest dealer
near you.

C1UdÍOqUeSt,.
Tel: 714/498-2770 Fax: 498-5112
P.O. Box 3060
San Clemente, CA 92672 USA

Quick, Watson, the
Stylus!

...

er

..

.

What do you do when your stylus
goes? Odds are, your dealer will
suggest you replace your entire
cartridge. That way, you get the
benefit of the latest cartridge
technology, and the dealer makes
more bucks. However, because
cartridges are more heavily
discounted than styli, the dealer may
not make much more profit on
a whole new cartridge than on
a stylus alone. His main concern is
inventory-cartridges sell faster than
styli, so he rarely stocks more than a
few of the latter.
But what if you want to keep your
old cartridge? One company that
does stock styli in depth is the
Needle in a Haystack Audio/Video
Service Center chain, with branches
in Washington, D.G. and its suburbs,
in Canton, Cincinnati, Columbus, and
Dayton, Ohio, and in Burlington,
Mass. The company also has a
phone -order operation, which can be
reached at (800) 368-3506.
According to Harold Cohen, who
owns the Burlington franchise, "We
have everything from steel needles
(the biggest bargain in the store, at
12 for $3.00) through Fisher-Price, to
the most exotic audiophile styli. We
even have 78 -rpm styli for modern
cartridges. We also stock styli for
cartridges that were never sold in the
U.S., or those that were sold here
through nonstandard channels such
as credit-card bill stuffers.
"We can identify the stylus needed
if you tell us the cartridge or stylus
number, or the model number of the
phonograph it came from. Or you can
send or bring the cartridge or stylus
for identification.
"At this location, we do special
things, also. For instance, we worked
with Shure on developing special styli
for a mastering engineer who's
transferring old acetates to CD for the
Smithsonian. He needs different stylus
sizes, to read whatever portions of the
groove are still unworn. It turned out,
however, that these styli could not be
made at a reasonable price. For
another customer, who plays nothing
but 78s, we're modifying an old flip over needle to get a better tracking
angle."
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Boom -Box Parade
The town of Willimantic, Conn.,
with a population of only 15,000 or so,
has plenty of people to march in its
July 4th parade but no band for them
to march to. So, since 1985,
Willimantic's citizens have carried
portable radios and marched to
appropriately festive music played by
local station WILT -AM.
In the 1988 parade, marchers
carried everything from pocket radios
to full-sized boom boxes, and there
was even a float in the shape of
a boom box.

* o/.

Heard Instinct
Shuffling through a doorway with
a crowd always makes me feel like
a steer in a roundup. Apparently, I'm
not the only one: One of Tower
Records' New York City stores has
taken to playing the mooing cows
from Telarc's Round -Up (CD -80141)
as customers file through the store's
checkout line at closing time.
AUDIO/JULY 1989

The Definition of Excellence.
In Sight and Sound.
Introducing Proton's new big screen 31" monitor/receiver with Aphex Aural Exciter.®
Proton has always set the industry standard
for breathtaking video performance. And our big
new 31" picture follows in that tradition. But
this time, the picture isn't all we've expanded.
By incorporating the Aphex Aural Exciter
circuitry, we've achieved a new level of audio
clarity and transparency. So harmonics are
restored, highs more natural, and vocals more
vivid. And, at the touch of a button, our
Expander provides vastly superior stereo imaging.
With our SD -I000 Enhanced Surround
Decoder, your enjoyment will he even greater.
This Aphex innovation starts where Dolby*
leaves off,
creating an
expanded listening area that wraps you in pure
listening pleasure.

Aphex and Aphex Aural Exciter are trademarks of A>hcx Systems. Lid.
Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Labs. Inc.

Unmatched by many professional systems,
the Dolby compatible SD -1000 offers dynamic
surround sound from any stereo source.
We took the industry's best and brightest
picture. And added the most advanced sound.
Proton. The new definition of excellence.
For a free brochure and the Proton retailer
nearest you, call (8001 772-0172. In California,
(800) 428-1006. Or write to 5630 Cerritos Ave.,
Cypress, CA 90630.

PROTON

CLEARLY
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BEST
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Philips superiority is clear, from this graph showing deviation
from ideal linearity (dB) vs. recorded level dB).
r
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The CD960 compact disc player incorporates only
the most uncompromising components because it has
been designed by the world's most uncompromising
audiophiles: Philips engineers. The same engineering
experts who invented compact disc technology.
Superior digital-to -analogue conversion. It comes
as no surprise that the heart of the CD960 is the Philips
dual 16-bit D/A converter chip. The TD -1541 select
version. A chip so refined it substantially improves
low-level linearity, flawlessly reproducing even the
quietest passages with a clarity never before achieved.
This exceptional D/A converter is mated to a
Philips 4X oversampling digital filter for superior performance. Philips pioneered 4X oversampling and our
experience with digital filtering is unequalled.

Broadcast standard "Radialinear" transport. Philips
commitment to exacting specifications is also evident
in the CD960's mechanical construction. It features a
high-grade cast alloy chassis. A linear-design motor was
chosen to drive the radial pivoting arm for fast track
access and exceptional resistance to external vibrations.
Multiple power supplies. To eliminate cross talk,
the CD960 incorporates no less than four separate power
supply sections. And the 100 -watt main transformer is
partitioned to further shield against magnetic and power
line interference.
From the company that created the compact disc,
Philips proudly offers the CD960 for those who won't tolerate anything less than perfection. To audition the CD960, call
1-800-223-7772 for your nearest Philips audio specialist.

WORLD -CLASS TECHNOLOGY. EUROPEAN EXCELLENCE.

PHILIPS

PHILIPS

AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

THE RECORD OR THE EGG
supermarket approach-the shiny
package of five legs, three left wings,
and a disembodied neck. In audio, that
simply won't sell.
Nor will the monkish approach: Burying yourself in a small electronics corner and forgetting the pesky outside
world. If monks and scholars can fall
into that, don't think we can't. Even with
a technical paper at the AES, you still
haven't got an audio whole, just a part.
bought a gadget the other day, a
plastic pencil holder the size of my
hand, with "ETC" on the outside. Its
feature was a magnetic plate that
grabs a flat piece of metal which you
stick on a wall or window. A total dud.
Too many technologies, and two were
defective. First, the magnet came unstuck after a day. Then the piece of
metal on the wall fell off with a crash.
Wrong adhesive. threw it out in disgust.
The monks and scholars live serenely in their isolation, but not the engineering technicians. The consequences of being a too-isolated link in
a chain are horrific-shortfalls in perspective! Sometimes, we seem to lose
our very hold on reality. The military?
Very purposeful people, but they build
troop transports that won't transport,
missiles that miss, bombers that bomb
out. Myopia? Money doesn't seem to
help. There are plenty of misguided
civilian disasters of the same sortshortsighted, bogged in detail, minus
the larger know-how which might make
them effective. Our own area, that audio whole
speak of, is hideously
prone to similar catastrophes.
It is a wonder that so much of our
assorted products-in all walks of artistic and industrial life, as well as our
own-still remains viable, useful, workable, even excellent. A lot of people do
have good vision, speaking metaphorically. They can see the whole, and
shape it out of the parts. Not only all
the hardware, the equipment, but even
more remarkably, the sonic "softgear,"
tried to name it a while back.
as
(Software is for computers and should
stay there.) No, Beethoven really
should not be called softgear, but he is
obviously a part of the whole audio,
through no intention of his own. Music,
I
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have always thought that the chicken was nature's finest edible creation. feel much the same about
audible audio, so why not put the two
together?
True, eat chicken in parts, the way
we get them today, but do love to see
and eat a whole chicken, well roasted!
Upside down, two plump legs (no
more) pointing skyward, and a hole for
go for the
a head. Not surprisingly,
whole of audio, too, which is always
greater than its parts.
The whole living chicken is a fond
memory, pre -Perdue, from the times
when every farmhouse had them on
the loose, ready to cross the roadstraight in front of each passing car.
Wings flailing, legs pumping madly,
feathers flying in squawking hysteria.
Brainless creatures! Why does a chicken cross the road? To get to the other
side, of course. But never sedately. A
chicken's sheer audio is formidable,
along with all that visual ruckus.
But an unflustered hen is a friendly
soul, stepping elegantly, each claw lifted adagio, eyeing you with a questioning jerk of the head while emitting
inane little conversational noises to nobody in particular. like the whole living chicken.

I

I

I

I

I
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As a journalist, a commentator, see
both chickens and audio with an outsider's fascination. I'm neither a Frank
Perdue nor a Bob Carver, nor even a
Cole Porter, so it's just as well this
column is set off by itself, under those
useful initials ETC; because, you understand, can't keep my professions
apart. like to look at the whole, and
the whole of audio extends far beyond
electronics-all the way from music
theory to Ohm's Law, from Mozart to
McIntosh, from Philharmonics to filters
D and A. As
see it, all this is on a
basis of total equality, from one side of
audio to the other. The business of
audio has always been music, but now
we go ever further, into the newly related video arts.
And so many kinds of music! If it's
recorded, synthesized, or reproduced,
it's audio. Of course, an audio specialist may concentrate on some minute
and highly technical bit of R & D-this
is the glory of our advancement. One
does this, hopefully, as one pulls off a
leg from the roast chicken for detailed
analysis in the stomach. A chicken is
still a chicken. But the more fragmented our work, the more likely we are to
forget the whole bird and amplify the
leg. At all costs, we must avoid he
I

I

I

I

I

I

and all that goes with it, is our
or 99% of it. Cut out the music
and what do you have? A
high -end recording of your

softgear,
in audio,
super -fi,
vacuum
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Regardless of how sophisticated your stereo
and video system is, it may never achieve
its full performance if plugged directly into an
AC outlet. Raw and unprocessed AC power can
severely diminish the clarity of audio signals and
reduce the resolution of your video picture.
ADCOM's ACE -515 AC Enhancer significantly
improves the performance capabilities of your
system by filtering and processing raw AC power,
unveiling a pure, noise -free power source.

Listen To The Critics

:.. the effective suppression of AC 'RF hash' by the
ACE -51.5 improved clarity and lowered noise in all three CD
players.... the significant improvements in instrumental and
vocal harmonic retrieval and hall ambience are superb...
it simply appears to allow musical information to be passed
through to the listener with less veil and electronic 'haze.' "
-Lewis Lipnick, Sterecphile, Vol. 11 No. 4, April 1988.
.

Recommended accessory in Stereophile, Vol.
April 1989.

12

Again, The Critics Agree
"Electronic equipment (especially digital audio gear) is
vulnerable to both annoying and catastrophic power-line
problems. Your stereo gear should have line spike and
surge protection, with hash filters thrown in too. Line
protection-you can pay a little for it now, or you can
pay a lot for it later"
-Ken Pohlman, AUDIO, November 1987.

For a modest investment, the ADCOM ACE-515
enhances both audio and video clarity while
protecting your equipment from damaging line
voltage disturbances. Once again, ADCOM
lives up to its reputation of offering superior
performance at a reasonable cost. For complete
technical data, please visit your Adcom dealer.
You'll discover the ACE -515 is more than an
accessory. It's a necessity.

No. 4,

Line Protection: It Pays For Itself
The ACE -515 also protects your valuable
equipment from harmful high-voltage spikes and
surges. And, its sequential turn-on/turn-off
control circuit guards your speakers from
disturbing, damaging thumps.
II

Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130 Distributed in

,.
details you can hear

Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire. Quebec H9R 4X5
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ADCOM

Cut out the music in audio,
and what are you left with?
Maybe a super -fi, high -end
recording of your favorite
vacuum cleaner.
cleaner. It is the musical product that
really shapes just about everything we
do in a practical way. Our farseeing
people need to know all about music,
every kind, as well as the audio technologies. Not only music but musicians, the acoustic performers and the
synthesizer types at the far ends of
their joint spectrum. Why else did the
systematic Germans invent the Tonmeister, equally versed in music and
engineering? And why do we increasingly explore the same?
The whole audio is actually a threelegged chicken. There is music (the
softgear). There is audio technology
(the equipment). And there are people
(the consumers). The market, as we
call it, and all those forces that make
markets go. In the larger sense, this is
economics. And that's our chicken's
third leg, a fat one. Absolutely undetachable from music and audio engineering.
People, markets, economics shape
us as relentlessly as evolution shaped
the elephant and the giraffe. People
are diverse-so must be audio. People
demand many products, mass and
not-so-mass-we must supply them,
each in their practical way. We have
"created" a demand for enormous
loud sounds inside automobiles-we
have the know-how-and the same for
the ubiquitous portable cassette player, alias the Walkman (the most familiar
of its trade names). But isn't there also
the CD? And just look what is now
available, at considerable cost, on
thousands and thousands of CD releases! May humbly suggest that the
percentage of the total market isn't the
point; it is the "whole," the complete
entity of each separate market, large or
small, that matters. Is the CD viable?
You bet. And it remains obstinately
classical in the large, because that is
where this "whole" works best.
am even less of a pro economist
than a trained electronics engineer,
but in our larger perspective, how can
anyone avoid economics? So often
swerve, at my own risk, across our
borders into various sorts of economy.
Every single recorded or reproduced
note of a work by Beethoven is a note
in our present economy. If we have
that composer with us, it is because
many minds have been at work to integrate his sound, so unlikely in its origiI

I
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nal form around 1800, into our present
audio production and listening.
was amused, recently, to receive a
letter from a reader in New Jersey concerning my ostensibly economic Canby Principle No. 2 (revised, as per the
April issue), the "Two -Plus" theory.
spoke of monopoly, anathema in this
country, and then went on to make up
words-biopoly and polopoly-which
just sprang to mind. Attila Balaton of
Summit, N.J., who has studied formal
economics (and might even be an
Economist) wrote to point out that n
the late 1800s, the Classical School of
economists had already "derived all
the concepts needed to define the
condition of different markets and their
impact on price fixing mechanisms."
These Classic pros, Attila wrote, set up
a number of economics terms to cover
the situation, the most famous of
which, of course, was monopoly.
Guess what came next? Duopoly and
oligopoly! So it seems that have reinvented the wheel. That's okay by me,
and in fact
am happy to have re stumbled on such a long-lasting idea
from my own outside perspective.
Long live the Classical School!
I

I

I
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When things go wrong with the
whole in our technical age, there is real
disaster, failures of product on a monumental scale. Maybe it is a kind of
hidden benefit that our largest corporations can usually take the enormous
losses involved and still survive. Smaller companies, in contrast, just crumple
up. Or fold. The American system has
it this way, whatever you may feel. It is
good that we can afford huge risks for
enormous projects that may or may not
succeed. It is also cruelty for almost
everyone involved-except, perhaps,
the accountants.
Moreover, there is another somewhat striking feature of virtually all such
failed enterprises: They don't blow up
with a bang; they just vanish. One day
they are there, the next day nobody
has ever heard of them-nobody, at
least, in the companies' public relations departments. The projects no
longer exist. Key people just aren't
around anymore. They aren't firednot so you'd know it. They just go poof.
All of which, in subsequent times,
makes for an astonishing situation. Out
of sight, out of mind. In a few years,
nobody inside the company has ever

heard of the project! Only those, high
or low, who were directly involved and
can never forget. It's a waste of energy, think, to "blame" a large company
for this sort of bland cover-up.
Because these projects are so big,
the "wholeness" of the thinking is enormously hard to achieve. Hundreds of
workers, mountains of equipment, vast
sums of risk money-and who is the
genius that can hold it all together?
There is obstinacy and inflexibility on
high, and there is that old bugbear,
hierarchy, so the bright minds below
are afraid to tell the boss. I'm merely
describing what is familiar to us in the
audio world. do believe (speaking a
sort of economics) that today the very
soul of our business, our field, is in
small enterprise. And yet what does
every successful small enterprise do?
Get bigger.
think the appropriate word for success in this concept of a whole-the
audio whole, in particular-is fluency.
Fluency means easy communication
between all the developing segments,
yes. But more than that, it is the ability
to flow, to adapt, to move easily across
professional lines, to fill gaps where
they need filling, no matter what (like
that adhesive, the wrong adhesive).
Also, it means to flow inward, adapting
and evolving the whole, down to the
tiniest detail of engineering. Small
companies keep up the flow; big companies freeze. And do not forget the
softgear, the ultimate, crucial end product of all our ventures in audionow in audio/video. The big corporate
failures are like big chickens with deficient parts, a good leg and a bad one,
fine white meat and a diseased liver.
Not viable! Doomed to die. Inedible.
have deliberately stuck to great
generalities here, but my mind is on
specifics. Paradoxically, because the
more notorious failed products are
really no longer the concern of the
I

I

I

I

present parent companies, whose
people hardly know about them, think
I

an outside view of a few might offend
nobody. The past is past.
One of these days, someone will de-

sign the ultimate chicken, with the best
of intentions, of course. Two swivel
heads, for better fuel intake, but without wings or legs. It won't go anywhere, though. Not even across the
road.
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There are surprisingly few
activities the human body can endure
for 10 hours straight.
Listening to the CD player you see
before you, the CDC -610U, is a delightful
exception to the norm.
The first 10 -disc CD changer
capable of capturing both the attention
and the imagination of
even the most demanding
audiophiles.
-\
For hours on end.
\
Boasting specs and
:
features that are nothing
less than sensational.

r

Like Yamaha's Hi Bit Technology with
advanced 18 -bit 4x

oversampling digital
filters and high-speed
D/A conversion.
Direct Track Access,

A sound reason to start
collecting magazines
Yamaha's 10 -disc magazine,YCM-10-the handy
way to organize your CI)

-

collection.
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which lets you enjoy virtually instant
access to any track on any disc.
Random Programming,
which permits programming
of an entire evening of music
up to 36 selections in any
order you like.
"Plus One" Memory
unique little feature that allows Arguably
the simplest,
most versaremote
you to momentarily interrupt tile
control to
ever
your program to hear another pany accomCI)
player.
selection.
And as you might expect, quite
a bit more.
Stop by your nearest Yamaha
Audio Specialist and experience the
impressive CDC -610U for yourself.
But be forewarned.
One listen and you could be
hearing about
it for a long,
long time.
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C 1989, Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA. P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622. For the dealer nearest you. call 1.800.662.6800.

The Monitor Series

Monitor

1GB

"The best high performance speaker 'value on the market today" Oft -: Record

"Polk's Remarkable Monitors Redefine
Incredible Sound/Affordable Price"
"At

their price, they're simply a steal"

Monitor 10B

-

Audiogram Magazine

Matthew Polk's Vision: Superior Sound for Everyone

$349.95 ea.

Considered one of the worlds' best sounding loudspeakers
and, in the words of Audiogram magazine, "At the price
they are simply a steal." The Polk 10B utilizes dual trilami-

Polk Audio is an American company that was founded in 1972 by three Johns Hopkins University

graduates who were fanatical audiophiles with

a

common vision. They believed that it was possible

nate polymer drivers coupled to a

to make speakers that performed as well as the most exotic and expensive systems at a fraction of

accurate bass

the price. Starting with only $200, they began by designing and manufacturing the Monitor Series

built-in subwoofer for
response and superior dynamic range. A I"

dome tweeter perfectly complements the other drivers to

insure outstanding reproduction of every type of music.

Monitor 7C

-$274.95 ea.

smaller, less expensive version of the Monitor
10B. By offering superlative performance whether mounted
on a shelf or a speaker stand, the 7C is a highly versatile
addition to any audio system. lion good does it sound?
Basically

a

Audio Ahernative magazine said, "It is amazing."

Monitor 5B

-

shelf speaker

10

Uncompromising Standards at Every Price

of price.

$214.95 ea.

-

Every Polk Monitor Series speaker uses the same trilaminate polymer cone technology as the

flagship SDA-SRS 1.2. Every Polk Monitor utilizes a 1" polymer dome tweeter, and most use exactly
the same tweeter found in the SRS 1.2. All Polk Monitors employ costly multi -component crossover

networks and

$169.95 ea.

a

years ago was not available in any book-

at any

a limited ability to appreciate fantastic sounding music. That's why
our best engineering efforts and only the finest materials into every Polk product regardless

limited budget does not mean

we put

Called the best sounding speaker of its price in the world
regardless of size. It achieves life -like three-dimensional

imaging which

durability with European styling and refinement. Over the years an unending stream of rave reviews,
industry awards, and thousands of enthusiastic Polk customers have established the Monitor Series
as the choice for those looking for both incredible sound and an affordable price. There is no better
value in audio equipment today than a Polk Monitor series loudspeaker.

A

Similar in design and performance to the Monitor 7C,
however it utilizes an B" subwoofer (rather than 1HY) and is
more compact. The 5B represents one of the best values of
the entire Monitor Series.

Monitor 5Jr. +

loudspeakers. The Monitor Series combined the advantages of American high technology and

3/4"

thick high density, non -resonant cabinets. Pick up

comparably priced but larger speaker from

is heavier, more solidly built, and sports a

a

a Polk

Monitor 4A, then pick up

different manufacturec You'll notice that the Polk

superior fit and finish. Now compare the sound. We are

sure you'll agree with Musician magazine, which said Polk Monitors are: "Vastly superior to the

competition."

price.

The Thrilling Sound of Polk Monitors
Monitor 4.5 -$122.45 ea.

Polk Monitors achieve open, boxless, three-dimensional imaging

Shares most of the high technology

surpassed only by the SDAs. Their silky smooth frequency response

components and rewarding musical

performance of the larger Polk

assures natural, non -fatiguing, easy to listen to sound, while their fast

speakers at a surprisingly low price.
A critically tuned bass duct insures

transient response results in music that is reproduced with life-like
clarity and detail. In addition, dynamic bass performance, ultra -wide

high efficiency and great bass per-

dispersion, high efficiency and high power handling are all hallmarks

formance despite its convenient compact design.

of Monitor Series performance.

There is a Polk Monitor Perfect for You

Monitor 4A -$99.95 ea.

Each time you advance through the six

Identical to the 4.5 in a smaller cabinet. Audio critic lawrence Johnson
called it, "an all around star of great
magnitude." The 4A's affordable price
means that no matter how small your
budget, you can afford the incredible
sound of Polk!

--f--

Monitor Series models, you'll

immediately hear a remarkable improvement in efficiency, bass
response, and output volume. They are designed so that a smaller
Polk played in

a

small room will sound nearly identical to

a

larger

Polk played in a large room. A larger Polk in a small room will, of

course, play that much louder with even better bass. No matter what
Matthew Polk with his incredible sounding/
affordably priced Monitor Series loudspeakers.
Front row (L to R) Monhor 5Jr. + , Monitor 4A,
Monitor 4.5 Back row (L to R) Monitor 10B, Monitor
7C,

Monitor

price range fits your budget, there is
Series speaker waiting to

a

spectacular Polk Monitor

fulfill your sonic dreams.

5B

polk audho
The. Speaker Spec

Ente- No. 24 on Reader Service Card

Where to buy Polk Speakers?
For your nearest dealer, see page 11 2
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From the earliest days of the highfidelity era, audiophiles have indulged in the fine art of "tweaking," in order to enhance and improve
the performance of their audio compo-

nent systems. Audiophiles quickly
learned that tweaking was most sonically and musically rewarding when
applied to the elimination or suppression of the various omnipresent resonances, vibrations, and extraneous
noises that can degrade performance.
Except for a few modern designs,
speaker enclosures are usually a
prime source of resonances. Early audiophiles often went to the expense
and trouble of building enclosures with
sand -filled walls or constructing them
of brick or concrete. When the vinyl LP
record was the only game in town,
some people would tweak their playback systems by employing the bruteforce/high-mass philosophy of mounting their turntables on 3/4 -inch steel
boilerplate bolted to a cubic yard of
granite. Or they would take the route of
elaborate isolation of the turntable by
means of springs with pneumatic or
hydraulic shock -mounting.
Not much of this kind of tweaking
goes on these days. In fact, since the
ascendancy of the CD, it is said that
36

nances and vibrations, especially with
respect to structure -borne and airborne acoustic feedback, that can
cause problems in turntables, CD and
cassette players, loudspeakers, and
even preamplifiers and amplifiers.
Over the years I've ardently championed any device, material, or procedure that would keep the relentless attacks of resonances and vibration on
music signals at bay. Perhaps
am
unduly sensitive to acoustic phenomena which affect music reproduction in
the home. But, in my view, the cumulative effects of the multiple resonances
originating in an audio component system produce an acoustic overlay or
veiling, an unpleasant sonic coloration
that significantly degrades the purity of
music signals. Although resonance is a
vitally essential element in determining
the sound quality of musical instruments, it cannot be tolerated in an audio component system.
To help ameliorate sonic anomalies,
much tweaking is done using various
kinds of isolation feet or dampers.
These are made of a variety of absorbent materials such as butyl, neoprene, raw silicone rubber, Sintra (rigid
foam), Ear-lsodamp, Sorbothane, Kydex, and Isotec. Here again, some
rather enthusiastic subjective claims
as to the devices' efficacy in suppressing resonances and vibrations are not
usually verified by objective measurements. In spite of the lack of verification in the lab, have used a number of
these devices. In varying degrees,
they do seem to work, albeit not dramatically, in providing a cleaner signal.
As you can imagine, hi-fi editors receive many unsolicited audio accessory devices and products. Frankly, a
large percentage of them are little
more than gimmicks. Their makers
promise improved performance of several sonic parameters; after evaluation,
the improvements turn out to be rather
nebulous or nonexistent. Moreover,
these products are rarely accompanied by any kind of test data. In spite of
this, once in a while one finds some
gold among the dross.
Recently, received a quantity of isolation feet called Sims Silencers made
by Sims Vibration Dynamics of Redmond, Washington.
expected these
to be just another ho -hum version of a
device already glutting the audio mar -

3.

11.41.

one reason diehard analog enthusiasts
hate CDs is that CD players are not
amenable to tweaking.
However, the laws of physics have
not changed, and resonances and vibrations are still very much with us in
the current audio scene. Notwithstanding this, most of today's tweaking activity involves component interconnect
cables and speaker wire. hardly need
mention that this is a very controversial
subject. Extravagant claims of superior
performance when using certain wires
and cables are made on the basis of
purely subjective evaluation. These assertions are challenged by the more
conservative scientific and engineering people, who contend that unless
the claims can be verified by doubleblind testing or objective measurements, they are invalid. Needless to
say, there have been many mud -slingI

ing exchanges between the two
groups, with plenty of such epithets as
"tin -eared," "hidebound," "dreamers,"
etc. bandied about. Alas, the arguments will continue to rage, for at least
in the case of wires and cables, no one
has been able to devise a test that will
satisfy all parties.
Today's audiophiles are well aware
of the detrimental effects of reso-

I

I

I
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"McIntosh ... no other transistor. amplifier
is capable of reproducing as well."
t

"All the sounds, even those different one from
another, remain separated 'and distinctive. There
results a sensation of contrast, precision, and uncommon clarity.
...-A close analysis of different frequencies
reveals an extremely deep bass, very rich in
spatial detail
The upper bass region is very
linear testifying to an extraordinary richness of
information. The very structured mid -range contributes enormously to listening pleasure.
The feeling of power is never refuted and instead
If stunning the listener, the 7270 recreates an
eii o environment,of a majesty that no other
trans for amplifier is capable of reproducing as
well." Néewe say more?

...

I;

'

II

-REVillbStISON. foremost French stereo magazine.

For a copy of theme` ,AUE DU SON
and information on th4,, IcIntosh MC 7270
Amplifier and other MclnIbih products write:
McINTOSH LABORATORY INC.
P.O. Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION,
BINGHAMTON, NY 13904-0096
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Resonance is a vital element
in determining sound quality
of musical instruments, but
it cannot be tolerated in
an audio component system.
ketplace. was pleasantly surprised to
find that fairly extensive documentation
of test measurements on the product
had been furnished as well. Even more
cheering was that when placed the
Sims Silencers underneath a turntable,
they worked with remarkable efficiency, having very salutory effects on the
I

I

perceived quality of the sound. The
anti-resonance/vibration performance
indicated by the accompanying test
data and graphs was fully supported
by the audible evidence of my subjective impressions.
Sims states that the Silencers should
be placed underneath the chassis of

HPC
CPC
HELICAL PLANAR COPPER

7

CO -PLANAR COPPER

7"-

l

i3

Over two yéars ago the staff at Madrigal Audio Laboratories
began accumulating convincing evidence that solid conductors
of rectangular cross-section would do a better job of carrying
musical signáls. Years of listening and engineering tests making
use of ribbons oftspecially processed, high -purity copper with
teflon insulátion and the highest quality terminations, have
resulted in the new Madrigál`HPC and CPC cables.

-

Visit your Madrigal dealer and hear, what these original designs can do to improve your music system,
HPC

and CPC cables

are designed by ánd manufactured exclusively for
PO. Box. 781, Middlétown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

Madrlgal,Audio Laboratories,

an audio component, not underneath
the rubber feet that are an integral part
of the component. The Silencers are 2
inches in diameter and 1 inch thick. A
heavy half -inch-wide aluminum compression ring surrounds the proprietary
damping compound, which Sims calls
NAVCOM, an acronym for Noise and

Vibration Counter Measure. NAVCOM
is a black, viscoelastic long -chain
polymer, an amorphous rubber -like
substance with a dense, close-knit
grain structure. It has a very low modulus of elasticity and a natural resonant
frequency well below the lowest frequencies of the audio bandwidth. It is
very difficult to compress-so much so
that one Silencer will support up to 35
pounds. NAVCOM is effective over a
frequency range of 10 Hz to 30 kHz.
Transient vibrations and impulsive
shock energy are blocked by its molecules and dissipated as heat.
Sims has conducted interesting experiments to verify the vibration -damping qualities of NAVCOM. In one rather
crude, but dramatic, test, a bench
grinder was mounted on a lab table,
and a glass of water was placed on
various competitive isolation feet and
on a Sims NAVCOM Silencer. When
the bench grinder was operated, the
vibration agitated the surface of the
water, to varying degrees, in the glasses supported by the other feet but left
the water unruffled in the glass mounted on the NAVCOM Silencer.
Sims sent me graphs of test results
for, among others, butyl, neoprene,
and Sorbothane plus their NAVCOM.
The tests were made to calculate vibration modal amplitudes and decay
time for each damping material. A
high -resolution FFT spectrum analyzer
generated the test impulse for each
sample under analysis, and a Body sonic vibrotactile transducer reproduced the test impulse for recording.
The pickup sensor was a Pennwalt
high -polymer accelerometer placed on
top of each sample. The Bodysonic
was placed on a test stand, which was
on a wood parquet over concrete floor.
The test computer repeated each test
16 times and calculated an average
value. Each resulting graph illustrates
the amplitude of the generated wave
(as a function of maximum change in
decibels) versus the decay time (in milliseconds).
38
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It could happen to you! The exceptionally clean and
acoustically pure 3ound of Pyle Driver' car stereo
spea<ers makes driving so enjoyable time seems
to fly by.

"The stereo sounds so good

I could drive all night."

Now you can experience superior sound reproduction
in virually any type vehicle with Pyle Pounder'
spea<er systems. Innovative computer designed
encicsures install n minutes to reproduce your favorite
music with power and clarity panel -mounted speakers
just can't match.

American -made Fyle Pounders"' use the latest
ducted port bass -eflex technology, new heavy duty
polymer laminate woofers, accurate dome tweeters,
high fidelity crosscvers plus handcrafted construction
to reproduce true rock -solid sound with explosive
realism.

-

For maximum power and performance, combine
Pyle Pounders"' with Pyle Digital Demand amplifiers
then 'Crank It Up' and let time fly by.

"You

just did."

For the name of the Pyle dealer nearest you write:
Pyle Industries, Inc. Huntington, IN 46750

a

For More Information

H

A Harman International Company

Call 1-800-553-4355

-

It was a rare and pleasant
experience to encounter
an accessory device whose
sonic contributions were
backed up by measured data.
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These graphs were most informative
and revealing. Of the seven materials
tested along with NAVCOM, all
showed the sharp, transient, high -amplitude spikes of the initial impulse and
then attenuation of the spikes at a rate
and over a time period reflecting the
damping qualities of the specific material. The NAVCOM graph was amazing-perhaps a tiny ripple representing the initial impulse, and virtually no
decay time.
The impressive NAVCOM graph correlates well with what heard. With the
NAVCOM Silencers in place, it was immediately apparent how much cleaner
music sounded, regardless of the
source. The bass was notably tighter
and better defined, while the midrange
and top end exhibited more detail. The
sound was far more open, with more
air around the instruments, and there
was a better perception of depth along
with a more precise and stable stereo
image. It was obvious that cumulative
effects of various resonances and vibrations emanating from my system's
I
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effects using Sims
NAVCOM damping
material.

components had been causing an
acoustic veiling, superimposed on the
music signals.
Steve Sims, in a phone conversation,
told me of still another way to "gild the
audio lily"-placing loudspeakers on a

wooden

platform laminated with

NAVCOM. He also told me he had obtained some new measurements on
NAVCOM, through tests independently
conducted by the Seattle office of test
instrument manufacturer Bruel & Kjaer.
received the
Shorty thereafter,
Bruel & Kjaer test data and a platform
for my Duntech Sovereign loudspeakers. The platform is of two half -inch thick pieces of particleboard (nicely
finished in rosewood to match the
speakers) with a quarter -inch -thick
sheet of NAVCOM laminated between
them. Two husky friends placed my
376 -pound speakers on the Sims platforms, whose undersides are fitted with
eight floor spikes apiece. Of course,
floor spikes have been used underneath speakers for some time, as an
aid in getting cleaner bass. But inevitaI

bly, the energy that is transmitted to
the floor is refected back through the
spikes into the speaker, though perhaps at a reduced level. The Sims
speaker platform's NAVCOM laminate
prevents this. The results were that another acoustic veil had been stripped
from music. The improvement in midrange and treble articulation was quite
remarkable, and bass response was
so very natural and free of coloration.
The Bruel & Kjaer tests employed
their Model 2032 FFT spectrum analyzer. The setup was the same Sims had
used-that is, generating a test impulse and sending it to the sample
material, with an accelerometer picking up the vibrations and returning
them to the analyzer. Results from two
tests, photographed from the B & K
2032's display screen, are shown here.
Each top trace is of a signal in the time
domain, 250 mS long, that is passing
through the material under test. Each
lower trace is the fast Fourier transform
of the signal, showing the amplitude in
the frequency domain, with the band of
interest from 0 to 800 Hz. Both test
photos represent suppression of vibration as measured in G forces. In the
notations on the lower right of each
graph, note that the bottom figure is
the result of the test, expressed in milli gravities. The first graph is a reference,
run with no isolation whatever. You can
see the prominent spikes in both the
time and frequency domains. They
measure 265 milligravities. The other
test presented here was for NAVCOM,
and it shows suppression of vibration
all the way down to 67 milligravities.

Obviously, there is a strong correlation
between this measured data and what
heard.
Thus, it is possible to tweak a system
with certain devices and have the improvements you hear verified by generally accepted measurement standards. Fortunately, tweaking with Sims
Silencers is relatively inexpensive; a
set of four lists for $68. The Sovereign version of the Sims NAVCOM
speaker platform, 20V4 x 343/4 inches, costs $395 for a pair. Smaller
platforms will range in price from
$225 to $295.
Information on dealers who handle
Sims products is available from Sims
Vibration Dynamics, 2797 152nd Ave.
N.E., Redmond, Wash. 98052.
Q
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Hígh Definition has never
been more down to earth.
Every audiophile, every music lover wants to
hear through the veil of his or her audio system,
straight to the music.

The new SP14 and popular SP9 hybrid
preamplifiers put that dream within everyone's
reach, bringing together superlative sonics and
affordability. But without sacrificing Audio
Research's legendary quality of design,
construction and service.
For sonics and control features nearly equal to
the state of the art, choose the SP14-the preamplifier that will take you as far as your system
is ever likely to go. It will bring the best out of
new components, for years to come.
And while more modest in
features and performance,
the SP9 has been delighting
thousands of cost-conscious

ti

audiophiles and music lovers the world over for
two years. It's a proven performer
Both preamplifiers reflect the 20 -year Audio
Research tradition of distinguished engineering.
Ultra-rntical parts selection and unstinting
handcrarted manufacture assure honest musical
satisfaction today, and reliable performance for
years to come. Like every Audio Research
product, the SP14 and SP9
represent not just a purchase,
but an investment.
Audition either model soon at
your authorized Audio Research
dealer
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1
To get the best analog -ape/recorder performance, recordists shoild know the distri-

bution of the music's spectral peaks
throughout the audio band. In the article
"Basics of Tape Performance" (September
1982), I referred to two sources of information on musical spectra. A figure in that
°article showed the levels rolling off at about
6 dB per :octave above 1 ,or 2 kHz. This
appeared to be fortuitous, because the

MOL limit (maximum output level for 3%
distortion) of cassette tape fell at about the
same rate, and the spectral roll -off started
from the same frequency.
Although the spectral slope was a good
match for analog recording, the figure was
in error.: .1 concluded that the original
sources, did not include a wide` enough
range of musical material in one case and
used a poor microphone location in the other. Considering all 'ypes of music, I could
see that the high -frequency roll -offs in the
spectra I was using were unrealistic. Where,
thenr could I get good musical spectra withAUDIO/JULY 1989

New measurements of
CDs show peak levels
that challenge both
tape and -recordists.
HOWARD, ,'BERSON
.=

43

TABLE

I

Compact Discs evaluated for peak levels.
CD
No.
1

out spending hours making measurements of actual performances?
decided it would be worthwhile to
measure third -octave spectra from a
good assortment of CDs. selected a
total of 40, most of which had received
enthusiastic reviews for performance
and sound quality (Table I). Music from
the baroque, classical, Romantic; and
other periods was selected, with an
assortment of overtures, arias, and organ music. Some pop/rock and movie
music was included as well. For the
most part, the classical CDs are listed
in the Table in order of composition.
I

3
4

5
6
7

8

9

10
11

12

Test Procedures
13
14

15

16

I

17
18

I

I

19

20
21

22
23
24

25
26

I

1

27

28

29

30
31

I

I

32
33
34

35

1

36
37

1
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Composer &

Argo

Mozart
Brown
Mozart
Mackerras
Vivaldi
Ozawa
Schubert

'11613-2-ZH
2

I

My test plan was to find the highest
momentary peak levels in 30 third -octave bands (25 Hz to 20 kHz) over the
duration of each piece. Peak levels of
any varying musical waveform are continually changing. wanted to get and
hold the highest peak level that occurred anywhere in the music in each
of the 30 third -octave bands. used an
'vie IE-30A RTA in its "Accumulate"
mode to do this. The musical transients
were long enough for the RTA to capture the actual peaks within a dB or so.
Maximum peak levels at the highest
frequencies were caused by cymbal
crashes. The highest bass levels were
from organ or bass drum, except for
the cannon in the "1812" Overture.
plotted the accumulated peak levels of the CDs and of four FM pop/rock
stations in each third -octave band;
then tabulated my readings. Because
of variations in level from CD to CD and
some changes in the measurement
chain, the plotted band levels did not
have a common reference. My examination of all band levels revealed that
all CDs were relatively flat in the region
from 200 Hz to
kHz. tabulated the
band levels for each CD referred to the
average of its levels in the 200-, 250-,
315-, 400-, 500-, 630-, 800-, and 1000 Hz bands. Then
was able to make
direct comparisons on the spectral
shapes from one disc to the next.
Figure
shows the range of peak
levels in all bands of the 40 CDs, relative to their average levels in the reference region from 200 Hz to kHz. The
top curve shows the highest peak levels recorded from each band, relative
to the average reference -region levels
of all the CDs tested. This curve shows
how high the relative level might be in

Label &
Catalog No.

38
39

40

Telarc
CD -80108
Telarc
CD -80070
Deutsche Gram.
410024-2-GH
Orfeo
C -045901-A
Telarc
CD -8o114
Telarc
CD -80114
Philips
411471 -2 -PH
London
414203-2-LH
Telarc
CD -80047
London
410116-2-LH
Telarc
CD -80051
Telarc
CD -80071
Telarc
CD -80039
Chandos
CHAN-8309
Telarc
CD -80041
Telarc
CD -80088
Telarc
CD -80123
Philips
412790.2-PH2
Philips
412790-2-PH2
Telarc
CD -80116
Telarc
CD -80116
Telarc
CD -80116
Telarc
CD -80116
Harmonia Mundi
HMC-9o1 149
Philips
412631 -2 -PH
Philips
411148 -2 -PH
Archiv
410647-2
Telarc
CD -80083
MMG
MCD-10025
MMG
MCD-10005
Telarc
CD -80094
Warner Bros.
25264-2
Fantasy
FCD623CCR2
ABM
CD -3735
Columbia
CK-35047
Phila. Intl.

ZK-38539
Sparrow
CDP-41039
Epic
E2K-37037
Telarc
CD -80106

Artist

Mozart
Jochum
Mozart
Previn
Beethoven
Previn
Tchaikovsky
Marriner
Berlioz
Dutoit
Tchaikovsky
Maazel
Dvorak
Solti
Saint-Saens
Ormandy
Debussy
Slatkin
Stravinsky
Shaw
Eiger
Gibson
Tchaikovsky
Kunzel
Bach
Murray
Bach/Dorsey
Dorsey
Bach

Title

& Orchestra
Sinfonia Concertante, K.364
Academy of St. Martin
Eine Kleine Nachtmusik, K.525
Prague Chamber Orchestra
The Four Seasons
Boston Symphony Orchestra
"Death and the Maiden" Quartet
Amadeus Quartet
Symphony No. 39
Bamberg Symphony Orchestra
Quintet for Piano and Winds, K.452
Vienna Wind Soloists
Quintet for Piano and Winds, Op.16
Vienna Wind Soloists
Serenade in C for String Orchestra
Academy of St. Martin
Symphonie Fantastique
Montreal Symphony Orchestra
Symphony No. 4
Cleveland Symphony Orchestra
Symphony No. 9
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
Symphony No. 3 ("Organ")
Murray, Philadelphia Orchestra
La Mer
St. Louis Symphony Orchestra
"Firebird" Suite
Atlanta Symphony Orchestra
Froissart Overture
Scottish National Orchestra
"1812" Overture
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
Toccata and Fugue in D Minor

Portion
Tested
All
All

"Spring"
All
All
All

All
All
Mvts.

485
All
All
All

All
All
All
All

All

Italian Concerto
(from Bachbusters)

All

All

Simon Estes

Brandenburg Concerto No. 2
Musici
Brandenburg Concerto No. 5
Musici
Light Cavalry Overture
Cincinnati Pops Orchestra
"Donna Diana" Overture
Cincinnati Pops Orchestra
Orpheus in the Underworld
Cincinnati Pops Orchestra
William Tell Overture
Cincinnati Pops Orchestra
Motets (tor one or two voices)
Nelson, Jacobs, Concerto Vocaie
Spirituals

Mozart
Te Kanawa
Handel
Pinnock/
Preston
Wagner
Marriner
Waldteufel
Kunzel
Sousa
Kunzel
Various
Kunzel
Dire Straits

Arias
Davis, London Symphony Orchestra
Dettingen Te Deum
English Concert/
Westminster Abbey Choir
Die Meistersinger, Act
Minnesota Orchestra
Music of Waldteufel
Cincinnati Pops Orchestra
Peaches and Cream
Cincinnati Pops Orchestra
Star Tracks
Cincinnati Pops Orchestra
Brothers in Arms

1-5

Creedence
Clearwater

Chronicle, Vol.

All

I

Bach

All

I

Von Suppe

Kunzel
Reznicek
Kunzel
Offenbach
Kunzel
Rossini
Kunzel
Charpentier

I

I

All
All
All
All
All
All

All

Prelude
All
All
All
All

Revival
The Police

Synchronicity

All

Air Supply

Love & Other Bruises

All

Patti LaBelle

I'm in Love Again

All

Deniece
Williams
The Clash

So Glad

Sandinista

1st of
2 CDs

Various
Kunzel

Time Warp
Cincinnati Pops Orchestra

All

I

Know

All
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Measuring peak spectra of 40 CDs
showed me that each type of music
presents a different challenge.
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2-Spectra of three CDs, ranked
by bass content. Tchaikovsky's
"1812" Overture had the highest
content of the discs surveyed;
Dvorák's Symphony No. 9 had
median bass levels, and Schubert's
"Death and the Maiden" Quartet had
least bass. Plots are positioned to put
their average levels (from 200 Hz
to 1 kHz) on the 0 -dB reference line.

1-Range of peak levels, in all
bands, for 40 CDs. Highest recorded
peak levels for any CD are shown at
top, followed by average peak levels
for all 40 discs (middle), and
minimum peak levels for any CD
(bottom). Levels are shown relative to
average level, from 200 Hz to 1 kHz,
of all 40 discs.
Fig.

Fig.
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4-Spectra of three CDs ranked
by bass and treble content, showing
highest bass and treble content
(Tchaikovsky, "1812" Overture),
median content (Dvofák, Symphony
No. 9), and least bass and treble
(Mozart, Quintet for Piano and Winds).

Fig.

3-Spectra of three CDs ranked
by treble content, showing highest
treble content (Air Supply, Love and
Other Bruises), median treble content
(Debussy, "La Mer"), and least treble
content (Mozart, Quintet for Piano and
Winds).

Fig.

any one or more of the bands. The
middle curve shows the average of all
peak levels measured in each band;
note that this curve rolls off noticeably
above and below the reference region.
The bottom curve shows the lowest
peak levels measured from any of the
40 CDs in each third -octave region.
This minimum -peak -level curve shows
that there is some music with little bass
or high -treble energy.
Figure 2 shows the spectra of three
specific CDs, ranked by bass content.
The cannon in Tchaikovsky's "1812"
Overture definitely generated the most
bass of any CD in my test group.
judged the Dvofák Symphony No. 9
CD to have the median bass level of
the group and Schubert's "Death and
the Maiden" Quartet to be the CD with

the least bass. A similar process was
used to generate Fig. 3-for the maximum-, median-, and minimum -treble
CDs-and Fig. 4, covering the same
rankings for both bass and treble. The
figures detail something which we all
know to be true, if we consider all
types of music: There is a wide range
in the amount of energy in both the
low- and high -frequency ends of the
total music spectrum.

I
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Spectral Envelopes
After gererating these figures, decided to try classifying the 40 peak level spectra on hand. Using transillumination, traced the original spectrum
I

I

plots onto graph paper. started with
(Mozart's "Sinfothe plot for CD No.
nia Concertante") and plotted its specI

1

tral envelope. The envelopes for all
other CDs were checked for possible
matches. found a number that were
very similar to the Mozart disc and a
few which corresponded satisfactorily,
if was willing to allow differences of a
dB or two. All this music was from the
baroque and classical periods, except
for some vocal works.
Figure 5 shows this spectral envelope. (The CD numbers are given in
the caption, so you can refer to Table
I.) To get a better feel for how to meter
such music, measured the average
(VU) and peak levels for pink noise,
with a response shaped to match the
spectral envelope. aligned the highest level in this envelope exactly with
the zero reference to show that the
highest levels would be indicated accurately with peak -responding meters.
-he envelope curve in Fig. 6 covers
seven CDs and quite a variety of music. This envelope matched peak third octave levels for Berlioz, Dvorak, and
I
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Tchaikovsky Symphonies, Reznicek's
'Donna Diana" Overture, Debussy's
"La Mer," Dorsey's Bachbusters, and
four FM pop/rock stations. This envelope has more low- and high -frequency energy above 2 kHz than the one in
Fig. 5.
The envelope in Fig. 7, for three
works with organ, shows the major influence of the low organ notes, the
highest levels of which are centered
around 50 Hz. The organ in Time Warp
is excerpted from "Also Sprach Zarathustra" by Strauss. Although the levels were highest below 70 Hz, the low frequency peak levels were easy to
meter correctly. The envelope of Fig. 8

covers Stravinsky's "Firebird" Suite
and four overtures. The highest levels
were from the bass drum, but there
was considerable energy across the
entire audio band. Some care was
needed+ to catch the peak levels from
the drum beats, but it was a relatively
small adjustment and easily made.
Figure 9 shows the spectral envelope generated by the music of Waldteufel and Sousa. Both of these CDs
have sudden bass drum peaks (visible
on the envelope). My checks indicated
that if a recordist were setting input
gain based on signal levels elsewhere
it these recordings, his levels would
probably be about 2 dB high on these
drum peaks. The music from Star
Tracks and Brothers in Arms (Fig. 10)
45

When the spectrum of peaks in the
music matches the tape's MOL curve,
record levels can safely be high.
had a wide and quite flat peak spectrum before a roll -off at around 10 kHz.
Accurate metering was easy with these
sources.
Figure 11 revealed a close correspondence in peak spectra among six
pop/rock CDs. Because of the general
steadiness in the peak level and the
wide high-level spectrum, the recordist
would probably set the level slightly
low. On the other hand, the cannon
shots in Tchaikovsky's "1812" Overture (Fig. 12) would be very hard to
meter correctly, and thus overrecording would be very likely.

Metering, EQ, and MOLs
Peak -responding meters on most
decks are fast enough (less than 20
mS) to show typical musical transients,
but they read the signals before record
equalization, with its high -frequency
boost, is applied. As a result, some
high -frequency distortion and saturation might be occurring without the me-
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Fig. 5-Peak-level spectral envelope,
with highest level used as 0 -dB
reference, for classical and baroque
music plus vocal solos and choral
works. The discs are listed in Table I
as CDs 1 to 8, 19, 20, and 25 to 28.

Fig. 6-Peak-level spectral envelope
for symphonies, overtures, and other
classical works (CDs 9, 10, 11, 13,
18, 22, and 29) plus pop/rock
FM stations; see text.
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Fig. 7-Peak-level spectral envelope
for works with organ (Saint -Satins,
Symphony No. 3; Bach, Toccata and
Fugue in D Minor, and Strauss, "Also
Sprach Zarathustra"), listed in Table I
as CDs 12, 17, and 40.

equalization separately, regardless of
tape type; this can be helpful, as will
show later. Open -reel recorders, at
tape speeds of 33/4 and 71/2 ips, may

Fig. 11-Peak-level spectral envelope
for pop/rock music (CDs 34 to 39).
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III

-20

ters giving any warning of it. Because
of the general level roll -off in the higher
frequencies for all music, however,
there usually would be little change in
the peak meter indications even if the
meters were reading the equalized signal. Indications for average -responding (VU -type) meters were usually 8 to
10 dB below those for typical recorder
peak -responding meters.
When the levels were measured with
an absolute -peak meter, which can
display fast transients, they were at
least 14 to 15 dB above the indications
on the VU meters. Because of the very
short duration of these instantaneous
peaks (less than 200 µS), distortion
would probably not be heard if they
were slightly above the MOL limit.
These figures, however, should help
emphasize that when using a VU -type
meter, the recordist must allow at least
10 dB of headroom to get low -distortion recording.
The fall -off in tape MOLs above 1
kHz is well known. If there was no record (or playback) equalization, the
high -frequency MOLs would drop relatively little-but the noise would go up.
The cassette format is locked into 70 and 120-µS equalizations. A small
number of decks allow switching
I

--4_...-._

8-Peak-level spectral envelope
for overtures (CDs 15, 21, 23, and 24)
and Stravinsky's "Firebird" Suite
Fig.

(CD 14).
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Fig. 9-Peak-level spectral envelope
for music of Waldteufel and Sousa
(CDs 30 and 31). The peak at 50 Hz
is from bass drum beats; see text.

Fig. 10-Peak-level spectral envelope
for music from Star Tracks any
Brothers in Arms (CDs 32 and 33).
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Fig. 12-Peak-level spectral envelope
for Tchaikovsky's "1812" Overture

(CD 16).
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DISTORTION TESTS & ANALOG RECORDING

use as much record -equalization boost
as do cassette recorders. At the higher
tape speeds, particularly 30 ips, the
required boost for open -reel recording
is significantly less.
Figures 13, 14, and 15 show the
range of MOLs, without noise reduction, using a Nakamichi CR -7A deck
for the 35 tapes covered in my last
tape survey (November 1987). The
dashed lines at the low-frequency
ends of the curves show the drop in
MOLs from 100 to 50 Hz for the typical
deck. The best decks, in this regard,
have about a 2 -dB drop, and the worst
decks have about a 10 -dB reduction in
MOLs from 100 to 50 Hz. At 40 Hz, the
reduction in performance for all decks
is even greater. The Type MOLs are
shown in Fig. 13, the Type Its are in
Fig. 14, and those for Type IV are in
Fig. 15. In these figures, the top curve
for each tape type is for the best
MOLs, and the bottom curve is for the
worst MOLs.
When replotted some of this MOL
data, had to conclude that there was
too great a discontinuity between the
I

I

I

distortion levels shown at frequencies
up to
kHz (where
measure third order harmonic distortion) and from 2
kHz up (where the tape's frequency
limits force me to use third -order twin tone IM measurements; see sidebar)..
The reference level had been using
for the twin -tone IM tests was based on
the rms levels of those tones, as specified by an IEC Standard was using.
However, DIN Standard 45 403, for
nonlinear distortion measurements,
clearly states that peak level is the
proper reference. Careful examination
of distortion products, with a spectrum
analyzer, provided real -world confirmation. The peak level of twin tones,
with each one at the same level, is 6
dB higher than a single tone and 3 dB
higher than the twin -tone rms level.
Figures 16, 17, and 18 show the effect of this necessary adjustment with
the twin -tone IM MOL curves raised 3
dB. (Twin -tone IM data, in the earlier
survey, should be increased 3 dB as
well. Relative tape rankings remain the
same.) The little jog that remains with
Type II (middle) and IV (bottom) tapes
is correct for the standard 70-4
equalization. The dashed line above
the Type II and IV MOL curves, above
kHz, shows the MOL increase that
120-4 equalization would yield.
1

I

In general, measuring harmonic
distortion is straightforward. There are
many low -distortion sources these days,
and analyzers are available in a number
of formats. Tape noise in analog
recording, however, makes it difficult to
get reliable distortion data unless the
recorded flux level is above 50 nW'b/m or
so. If 3% distortion is the criterion, the
levels will be much higher and harmonic
distortion is easily measuredparticularly at lower frequencies.
The distortion in analog tape recording
is primarily third -order, and the third
harmonic s the most prominent in the
playback of a single recorded tone.
Accurate assessment of third -order
distortion, in general, requires flat record/
playback response out to the frequency
of the third harmonic. When the record
levels are high enough to cause 3%
distortion, however, the response on a
typical deck begins falling off by kHz.
Data taken at higher frequencies is valid
for assessing harmonic distortion, but
third -order distortion involves more than
simple harmonics. Complex musical
energy around the same frequency and
at the same level would cause many
combinations of sum- and difference frequency distortion products. In other
words, measuring the harmonic distortion
of a single tone is not adequate for
assessing nonlinear performance with
music-except at lower frequencies.
A two-tone test signal can be used for
tests out to the response limits of the
deck, as its difference -distortion
products remain in band. The third -order
difference products for two tones I, and

1
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Fig.

B1-Waveform of 500- and 600 -Hz

test signal.

1

I

1

f2,

are:
f3

-

= 2f,

f2

and

I

I

I..
,

f4=2f2-

f,.

Another way of stating these frequency
relationships is:
f3

= f,

-

(f2

-

f,) and

f,=12+ (12-f,).
There are also two sum products:

= 3f, + (f2

2f, +

f2

2f2 +

f, = 3f2

-

(f2

-

f,) and
f,),

which show their frequency grouping
with the third harmonics.
Figure B1 shows the waveform of a
500- and 600 -Hz twin -tone signal. Each
individual tone was four divisions high.
peak to peak, but the combination is
almost eight divisions high. This doubling
of peak levels holds true for all
combinations of frequencies. Figure B2
is the spectral display of the
fundamentals and the distortion in the
playback from a Nakamichi CR -7A deck.
The level reference is the peak level of
the two tones, which is 6 dB above the
level of each fundamental.

Fig. B2-Third-order distortion products.
At left are 500- and 600 -Hz
fundamentals, flanked by third -order
difference products. At right are third
harmonic of 500 -Hz fundamental
(1,500 Hz), third -order sum products of
500 and 600 Hz. and third harmonic of
600 Hz (1,800 Hz). Scales: Horizontal,
200 Hz-/div.; vertical, 10 dB/div-

Two sweeps were actually made with
the analyzer: One w th lust the 500 -Hz
signal and the other with both tones.
Notce :hat the 1,500-Hz third -harmonic
distortion product stays the :name in level
when the second tone is added. Also
note hew much higher the d fference
and sum distortion products are in
comparison to the harmonic distortion
product. The great difference between
the amplitudes of the harmonic and IM
distortion products is due to the 6 -dB
increase in the effective record ng level
when the second tone Is added. When
single -tone and twin tone peak levels
are the same, the overall third -order
distortion levels are the same. As the
test-tone frequency increases, the levels
of the third -order harmonic and sum
distortion products are reduced more
ano more, relative to the level of the

difference -frequency produc s.
With close spacing between the
fundamentals, f, and f2, their output levels
will be almost identical, as wi:l the levels of
f3 and f,, the third-orde' difference
frequencies. As a result, distortion tests
are possible almost to the very response
limit of the deck. Music s made up of
many more frequencies than lust two,
but twin -tone testing allows exercising
H.A.R.
a deck's entire audio band.
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To avoid audible distortion, even

1.

from single peaks, the record level
reductions listed here are a must.
thought that the MOL curves should
provide a level -limiting curve for the
spectral envelopes. did have some
question about what happened at all
frequencies with broadband signals.
used a Type tape with the Nakamichi
CR -7A deck and ran a compression
test with pink noise. The first test here
used flat pink noise (20 -kHz roll -off),
with the input level adjusted in -dB
steps from -10 to +20 dB relative to
meter zero. used a special dual attenuator, with one section increasing input
level and the other section decreasing
playback level. In this way, the level to
the RTA was constant except for effects from compression.
The bottom trace of Fig. 19 shows
the result of this test. The flat upper
edge of the trace shows the flat frequency response obtained when recording at -10 dB; the bottom edge
shows the response when recording at
+20, where output was actually lowered due to compression/saturation.
Notice how much greater this effect
was at the highest frequencies than at
2 kHz and below.
For the next test, used equalization
to shape the pink noise to match the
MOLs for the particular tape and recorder in use. The top trace of Fig. 19
shows the result of adjusting the input
10
over the same meter range, from
to +20 dB relative to meter zero. With
this shaping of the "music" to match
the MOL limit across the whole band,
the compression was very much the
same in each of the 30 third -octave
bands, as shown by the close parallel
between the upper and lower edges of
the trace.
The next step was to overlay the
MOL curves on the eight spectral envelopes (from Figs. 5 through 12) for
guidance on what record levels would
be possible. The guidelines given here
assume the meters are peak responding, with the level first set to match the
400 -Hz MOL figure. In this case, there
would be a downward level adjustment
to prevent any part of the envelope
from protruding above the MOL limit.
Figures 20 and 21 demonstrate how
did this. The top curve in each of
these two figures is the best MOL
curve for Type tapes from Fig. 16. The
bottom curve in Fig. 20 is the peak level spectral envelope from Fig. 7. Notice how low the recording level would
have to be set to prevent distortion at
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13-Range of MOLs for 3%
distortion for 13 IEC Type I tapes.
High -frequency MOLs shown are
referred to rms level of twin -tone
signal re: Dolby level; see text.
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16-Range of MOLs for 3%
distortion for 13 IEC Type I tapes.
High -frequency MOLs shown are
referred to peak level of twin -tone
signal re: Dolby level; see text.
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Fig. 14-Same as Fig. 13 but for
15 Type II tapes.
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17-Same as Fig.

15 Type

I1

16

but for

tapes.

40 Hz. Figure 21 shows that there is a
better match to the deck/tape's MOLs
with the envelope from Fig. 11. The
actual limit occurs slightly above 15
kHz. Pushing the level higher, until this
envelope intersected the MOL curve at
15 kHz, would not generate much in -

band harmonic distortion products.
But there would be high-level, third order, difference -tone IM distortion
products that would be in band.
Table II lists the required dB corrections in maximum meter readings relative to the 400 -Hz MOL limit, to prevent
noticeable distortion anywhere else in
the entire band. The Table shows
where the MOL limit occurs and gives
the results for both the best and the
worst MOLs shown in Figs. 16, 17, and

Fig.

18-Same as Fig.

- H:

16

but for

seven Type IV tapes.
18. The envelopes in Figs. 5 and 6
show a concentration of energy in the
middle of the music spectrum. The required adjustments, in most cases, are
relatively small. The high level of the
low organ notes (Fig. 7) requires a sizable reduction in the overall recording
level to limit distortion. The spectrum is
flatter in Fig. 8, but the required reductions are also large in all cases.
The high-level drum beats at 50 Hz
(Fig. 9) would be hard to catch, and a
large level reduction is required here
also. The reductions are somewhat
less with the envelope shown in Fig.
10, but they are important, reaching
limits at one end of the spectrum or the
other, depending on the shape of the
MOL curve. The pop/rock CDs (Fig.
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band levels that are flat
audio band but roll off at
For this type of music,
needs to make some
downward adjustment, but less than
would be necessary for a number of
other types of music. The required
compensation for the cannon shots in
the "1812" Overture (Fig. 12) cannot
be defined as accurately as for the
other envelopes. But it appears that
the maximum meter level should be
about 10 dB lower than the 400 -Hz
MOL limit for the tape/recorder used.
If the audiophile sets his goal to be
the prevention of 3% distortion at any
time, even on a single peak or two, the
adjustments of level listed in Table II
are musts. For lower quality decks, the
reductions should actually be greater.
If we consider how great some of the
reductions should be, it is quite discouraging. It just won't seem right to
set the levels to less than meter zero
on peak -responding meters, and even
lower on VU -type meters. Some of the
envelopes require this, however, and
the distortion will be low. Let me suggest that the envelopes and Table II
provide guidelines which point out
where distortion will start with increasing record levels. By all means, the
recordist should listen carefully, for it
may be difficult to accept noise that
goes with really low distortion.
11) have peak
for most of the
the extremes.
the recordist

Interesting details can be gleaned
from the Table. For example, notice
that with Fig. 11 the limit for Type II and
IV tapes is not at the frequency exf
tremes bu! at 2.5 or 3.0 kHz. Notice
also that in many cases-and especially when using the Type IV tapes
Fig. 19-Compression test using
greater adjustment is needed for the Type I tape on Nakamichi CR -7A.
tapes with the best, as opposed to the Record level was varied in 1 -dB steps
worst, MOLs. This is the result of the from -10 to +20 dB. With normal
shape of the MOL curves: The best pink noise (bottom trace), response
MOL curves drop off noticeably from was flat at low recording levels (upper
low to high frequencies, but the worst edge of trace) but compressed at
MOL curves are relatively flat.
higher levels (lower edge), especially
The use of 120-4 equalization with at higher frequencies. With pink noise
Type II and IV tapes (see Figs. 17 and shaped to match the MOL curve (top
18) did not provide as much of an trace), frequency response of
advantage as had thought it would. uncompressed signals (upper edge)
There was really no advantage in an and saturation -compressed signals
equalization change for the envelopes (lower edge) was almost the same.
in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 9, and 12. The improve- Vertical scale: 5 dB/div.
ment in record level for high -MOL Type
IVs was 3 dB for the envelope of Fig. 8 responses, especially for swept sine
and 3.5 dB for the envelope of Fig. 10. waves, that evidenced obvious and
The improvement was about 2 dB for worthwhile headroom extension with
both Type II and IV tapes with the en- Dolby C NR. After learning more about
velope of Fig. 11.
the limitations of falling high -frequency
All of the preceding material relating MOLs, had to wonder about the exto tape/recorder performance has tent of the effects of this NR in actual
been for operation without noise re- recording. The first thing did was to
duction. What will noise reduction do to check what the meter indications were
help remove at least some o' the limita- for a Dolby -level calibration tape and
tions discussed here? First, set's take a then for pink noise at the same rms
look at what Dolby C NR might do. In output voltage. The Dolby level from
the past, have shown many high-level the tape read correctly at meter zero,
but the deck's peak -responding meters bounced between +4 and +7 dB
with the pink noise.
II
O
then looked at record/playback response -with Dolby C NR, over a
Required corrections to maximum record level allowable
range of levels with pink noise -both
(400 -Hz MOL reference) to limit distortion.
flat and with response shelved at -5
dB above 3 kHz. While looking at playTYPE I
TYPE II
TYPE IV
back after rewinding,
switched the
Fig.
Freq. of
Freq. of
Corr.,
Freq. of
Corr.,
Corr.,
NR in and out, both to see the result
No.
MOLs
Limit
Limit
dB
Limit
dB
dB
with NR and to check what the encod1.5 kHz
1.0 kHz
1.0 kHz
5
Best
-0.5
0.0
-3.0
er responses were at these levels.
Worst
1.0 kHz
1.2 kHz
-1.0
1.0 kHz
0.0
-0.5
5
There was some anti -saturation shap6
Best
200 Hz
1.5 kHz
-0.3
200 Hz
0.0
-1.5
ing of the encoder response, starting
6
100 Hz
-1.0 200 Hz
Worst
0.0
200 Hz
0.0
just above Dolby level.
40 Hz
40 Hz
7
40 Hz
Best
-8.0
-7.5
-8.5
Figure 22 shows record/playback re7
40 Hz
40 Hz
40 Hz
-8.5
-7.5
-7.5
Worst
sponses using pink noise with a very
15 kHz
40 Hz
13 kHz
8
Best
-8.5
-7.5
-10.0
40 Hz
40 Hz
Worst
40 Hz
-7.0
8
-8.5
-7.5
high record level. The responses
Best
-7.5
50 Hz
-7.5
-9.0
9
50 Hz
50 Hz
shown in the top trace resulted from
9
50 Hz
-7.0
-7.0
-7.0
Worst
50 Hz
50 Hz
using flat pink noise. The response
10
Best
15 kHz
-3.5
11 kHz
-7.5
-6.0
50 Hz
without NR is the middle portion of this
10
15 kHz
-3.5
Worst
-5.0
50 Hz
-3.5
50 Hz
trace. Dolby B NR caused a somewhat
11
Best
15 kHz
-4.5
-7.0
2.5 kHz
-2.5
3.0 kHz
greater roll -off at the highest frequen15 kHz
11
Worst
-2.0
-1.5
2.5 kHz
-1.5
3.0 kHz
cies, but Dolby C NR secured a very
40 Hz
12
40 Hz
40 Hz
Best
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
obvious reduction of the roll -off. The
12
Worst
40 Hz
40 Hz
40 Hz
-10.0
-10.0
-10.0
responses shown in the bottom trace

TABLE
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Pop/rock proves fairly easy to record
well, while the '1812" Overture
would be hard to meter properly.
=

are from using pink noise rolled off to .f
match the tape/recorder MOL curve.
The record level was increased to
match that for flat pink noise. Even with
this rolled -off signal, switching to Dolby
C NR is somewhat helpful here.
should note that these tests do not re.N
h
create any particular music condition
and just indicate the benefit of . anti saturation.
Fig. 20-Comparison of peak In a tape deck having dbx II NR, the spectrum envelope of organ music
compansion system's zero -gain point (Fig. 7) with Type I, best MOL curve
should be set at about -10 dB or shows that low -distortion recording
perhaps slightly lower. When this is limit occurs at 40 Hz.
done, dbx II NR would help in preventing high distortion with most of the
spectral envelopes shown. For some
Fi54;;; Il;
recorders in particular, however, dbx II
NR has shown rather high distortion
j
and rolled -off response in the region of
low organ notes and bass drum beats.
Post -playback equalization might help
4
correct the roll -off in some of these
cases.
Some readers might like to find
where the 400 -Hz, 3% distortion point
is just by looking at the playback waveform. Figure 23 shows how this can be
done. There are two overlaid waveforms: The good sine wave is from the
signal source, and the squashed one Fig. 22-Effects of Dolby NR on
is from the deck playback. To show response at +20 dB recording level
this, you need a signal source (around for flat pink -noise input (top trace)
400 Hz is best) and a two -channel os- and MOL -shaped pink noise (bottom
cilloscope. The oscilloscope should trace). Where traces split, at right,
have combination synchronization so upper portion is with Dolby C NR,
that both the source and playback middle portion is without NR, and
waveforms (which are read at slightly lower portion is with Dolby B NR;
see text. Vertical scale: 5 dB/div.
different times) can be aligned.
The source -waveform gain is set to
make it fill the full eight divisions. The
gain for playback is adjusted to make find a need for other envelopes. On the
its waveform match the source wave- other hand, the envelope in Fig. 7 is
form as exactly as possible over the somewhat similar to that of Fig. 9, and
straighter portions, with some vertical the levels of the envelope in Fig. 12 are
positioning perhaps needed for accu- close to matching those at the frequenrate alignment. The distortion is quite cy extremes in both Figs. 7 and 9.
The MOL curves which have accomclose to 3% when the playback waveform is squashed half a division at both panied my Audio tape tests are based
top and bottom. This is not an exact on a 3%, third -order distortion limit,
indication, but it will help to define ref- measuring harmonic distortion for the
lower frequencies and twin -tone differerence levels.
It is good for the recordist to know
ence distortion for the higher frequenwhere on the meters the low -frequency cies. Of course, 3% is certainly not a
(250 to 400 Hz), 3% distortion limit is low level of distortion. In some of my
for each of the tape formulations used. own listening, thought that the results
This article is a first try at obtaining a were much better when limited the
better understanding of the range of record level to what would amount to
peak -level spectral envelopes for about 1% distortion, as indicated on
many types of music. With continuing peak -responding meters; this level limexamination of additional CDs, may it would be 5 dB lower than the MOL

o

T

I
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21-Comparison of peak spectrum envelope for pop/rock
music (Fig. 11) with Type I, best MOL
curve shows low -distortion limit at
Fig.

15 kHz.
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23-Shape of playback sine
wave with low distortion (larger trace)
and with 3% distortion (smaller trace);
see text.
Fig.

criterion. Now that have looked at the
various spectral envelopes,
will be
more discerning about what to expect.
What thought was my 1% distortion,
peak -meter limit may really be close to
a 3% limit for momentary peaks at any
point in the band.
do hope this discussion will help
recordists become more aware of the
challenges provided by various types
of music. In digital recording with either R-DAT or PCM, the exact spectral
shapes are less important, but good
recording practice is still required to
ensure that sudden peaks do not drive
the system into overload. Primarily,
these guidelines should help you find
the best record -level settings for the
various possible analog tape/recorder
A
combinations.
I

I

I

I
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Sonance makes music more

beautiful with "Architectural
Audio'" -Custom in -wall stereo
speakers and controls that blend
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32992 CALLE PERFECTO, SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO
CALIFORNIA 92675 (714) 661-7558
Outside CA (800) 582-7777 FAX (714) 240-4995,'

All Sonance speakers and controls
can be painted or cloth covered
to aesthetically match any room's
delicate design. Precision flush
mounting insures excellent high
fidelity response and consistent

To experience "Architectural
Audic*" we invite you to call your
Iccal Custom Audio/Video
Specialist.
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QUICK CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Build An Indoor
FM Antenna

The antenna itself is of the same kind
of rod as the legs. used collapsible
I

replacement antenna rods, which are
available from most radio/TV supply
shops. In fact, any metal rod that can
be worked into the configuration
shown will serve the same function.
The minimum length required, however, is 28 inches.
The base of the antenna is a small
project box-a plastic case with a metal cover. These are available from Radio Shack. Also required are a coaxial
chassis connector, type F-61, and a
solder lug.
You will need a drill to complete this
construction project. First, make a hole
in the center of the plastic project
box's bottom. Screw the antenna rod in

PARTS LIST
4

1

.r-

-

1

1

1

0

ne of the biggest barriers to
good FM reception is the lack
of a proper antenna. The wire
dipole that comes with most receivers
and tuners seldom does the job, so
here is how to build something with a
little more gain and greater versatility.
Tethered to the tuner by coaxial cable,
this antenna can be moved about the
room to find the spot for ideal reception, and it can be put neatly out of the
way when not in use.
have found this antenna to be
I

much more sensitive than the usual
wire dipole. Perhaps this is due to the
fact that it is free-standing. A wire dipole must be fastened to a wall, which
is sure to degrade its performance.
The same antenna position doesn't always work for different stations, however, even when they share the same
transmitting antenna. Moving the antenna just a few feet can make a big
52

difference. Since the antenna described here is so easy to move
around, you can usually find a position
where reception is good and noise -free.
Years ago, all FM stations used horizontal polarization, which made it necessary to use a horizontal antenna for
reception in order to avoid a loss in
signal strength of 10 to 20 dB. Now
most stations use circular polarization,
which works with both horizontal and
vertical antennas.
The antenna shown here is a variation on the vertical quarter -wave type.
Usually, the ground plane is horizontal, but here the rods that form the
ground plane have been pointed
downward. This increases the
impedance from 50 to 70 ohms,
which is better suited to FM
tuners and allows the rods to
serve as a tripod to support
the antenna's base.
AUDIO/JULY 1989
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Replacement antenna masts (e.g.,
Radio Shack #15-232, if still available, or #270-1405).
Plastic project box with metal cover
(e.g., Radio Shack #270-230 or
#270-231).
Chassis -mount F-61 coax connector
(e.g., Radio Shack #278-212).
75 -ohm coaxial cable with = connectors, length to suit (e.g., Radio Shack
#15-1531, 16 feet; or #15-1534, 25
feet).
75/300 -ohm balun transformer (e.g.,
Radio Shack #15-1253); needed only
for tuners without 75 -ohm inputs.
Solder lug; if unavailable use solder less ring tongue (e.g., Radio Shack

#64-3030, #64-3070, or #64-406).
Miscellaneous: Short wire, 4 washers
(optional).
A complete kit of parts is available for
approximately $12 (plus sales tax for
New York residents) from: Rivera, 1845
52nd St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11204. Supplies
of kits at this price are limited, however,
so send a self-addressed stamped envelope, and Rivera will advise you of
updated prices and delivery dates,
where necessary.

RICHARD J. KAUFMAN
ADJUST
TO

21^

ance, both inside and outside the
case, when selecting where to drill
E-61
SOLDER
these holes. Use a punch to "dimple"
LUG
COAX CHASSIS
CONNEC IOR
the metal before drilling. This keeps
the drill bit from walking away from the
PLASTIC PROJECT BOX
WITH METAL COVER
spot you selected and choosing its
own place for a hole. If you don't have
a punch, you can use a hammer and a
nail-just be sure to tap lightly
Now pass the coaxial connector
through the 3/8 -inch hole and secure it
ADJUST
with the nut that came with it. (The nut
THREE LEGS
TO 26"
should be on the inside of the box.)
Attach the legs securely. Solder the
shortest possible piece of wire to the
CABLE
solder lug on the antenna rod and to
TUNER
the solder tab of the coax connector.
(Solder assures a secure connection
and prevents corrosion from degrading the electrical contact.) Secure the
Fig. 1-Construction diagram.
cover with the four screws p'ovided
place, with its retaining screw and the with the project box.
Extend each leg to a length of 28
solder lug inside the box. It helps to
bend the solder lug before passing the inches and the antenna rod to 27 inch screw through it, to allow clearance for
the wire that will have to be attached.
It's also not a bad idea to use washers
on the screw.
Next, drill a hole for the coax connector in the center of the metal cover.
You will have to make a 3/s -inch
hole. It is suggested that you
start with a '/s -inch bit, or
thereabouts, then enlarge
the hole to 1/4 inch. Now
.
use a 3/8 -inch bit. If you
don't have one, it may
be possible to enlarge
TO

es, as shown in Fig. 1. Gently force the

legs apart, bending the metal cover
until the legs splay out just enough to
provide a stable base.
The coax cable should come down
to the surface on which the antenna
rests before beginning its horizontal
run; this prevents interference with the
antenna. If your tuner or receiver has
75 -ohm inputs, use them. Otherwise,
you will need a balun transformer even

though it slightly decreases signal
strength. You may also find that minor
acjustments to the rods' length will improve performance. In general, if your
rods allow such telescoping, lengthening the cods will yield good results on
lower numbered stations, while shorter
rods will perform better on the higher
numbered ones. In my location, one
length -29 inches for the legs, 28 inches for the antenna-works well for all
Q
the stations listen to.
I

J

the hole with a rattail file.
When the hole is completed, smooth the
edges with a file.
Next, make three
holes for the legsone in the center
of a short side, the
other two in the corners of the opposite.
side. Be sure to allow sufficient clear-
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If YOU THINK THE ARMY'S M7 LOOKS

MEAN ON THE OUTSIDEIYOU OUGHT TO SEE
WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE ON THE INSIDE.

r. -

1111A,

This 60 -ton monster is
made up of more than 35,000
highly specialized parts-from its
giant 1500 horsepower engine to
laser circuits no bigger than an
eyelash.
It takes a special kind of
mechanic to master a machine
like this. But if you qualify, we'll
train you to learn the M1 inside
out. So before long, you could
be working on tanks like a pro.

tant, while you're
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developing your
technical skills in
the Army, you'll also be
developing the discipline
and self-confidence that can
give you an edge. In your career.
And in life.
To find out more, contact
your local Army recruiter. Or call
toll -free: 1 -800 -USA-ARMY.
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ALL YOU

Smoke

_Grenade

Gunner'sj

And with the Montgomery GI Bill Plus Army College
Fund, you could be earning up
to $25,200 for college or
vo-tech school with just
a four-year enlistment.
Most impor-
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Preamplifier
Frequency Response: 5 Hz to 100
kHz, +0,

-

1

dB.

RIAA Equalization Accuracy:
±0.25 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

Distortion:

Less than 0.1% THD or

IM.

S/N: Low -gain phono input, 76 dB;

nel, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, at less than
1.0% THD or IM, both channels driven into 8 -ohm load.
S/N: 96 dB below full rated power.
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20
kHz, +0, -0.25 dB.
Input Sensitivity: 1.5 V for full rated

power.

line, 86 dB.

Gain: Low -gain phono input, 35 dB

at

kHz; high -gain phono input, 54 dB
1
kHz; line, 27 dB.
Phono Overload: Low -gain input,
150 mV.
Rated Output: 5 V rms.
Maximum Output: 10 V rms.
Output Impedance: Less than 200
ohms.
Dimensions: 19 in. W x 3'/2 in. H x
121/4 in. D (48.2 cm x 8.8 cm x
31.1 cm).
Weight: 9 lbs. (4.1 kg).
Price: $2,250.
1

at

MOTIF MC8
PREAMP
AND
MS100 AMP

Power Amplifier
Power Output: 100 watts per chan-

c

T1

Gain: 25.5 dB.

Input Impedance:
Dimensions: 19 in.

100 kilohms.

W x 7 in. H x
18' in. D (48.2 cm x 17.8 cm x 47
cm).
Weight: 55 lbs. (24.9 kg).
Price: $3,250.

Company Address: conrad Johnson
design, 2800R Dorr Ave., Fairfax,
Va. 22031.
For literature. circle No. 90
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The MS100 and MC8 are among the top pieces of audio
electronics manufactured by Motif, of conrad-johrson design. The MC8 preamplifier is an all-FET design which is
unusual in at least one sense: It does not use any electrolytic capacitors in its circuitry-even in the power supply. The
MS100 power amplifier is rated at 100 watts per channel
into 8 -ohm loads and uses a combination of junction and
MOS-FET devices in the amplifier signal path.
A closer look at the MC8 preamp reveals that it is of the
"minimum frills" school of design, eschewing the use of tone
controls and other elaborate user features. Front -panel controls, from left to right, are a signal -selector switch, a three position tape-monitor switch, a switched -resistor attenuator
balance control, and a volume control. On the rear panel are
a ground binding post and two sets of phono input jacks,
one for MM and the other for MC, with a two -position toggle
switch to select between them. The remaining signal jacks,
for the high-level inputs and outputs, are to the left of the
phono input jacks; an a.c. line cord is at the extreme left.
There is no power switch on the MC8, as it was designed to
be left on all the time for best sound. The power draw off the
a.c. line is negligible.
Inside, we find a blue, one-sided p.c. board that seems to
be dominated by large, proprietary film capacitors. This p.c.
board takes up virtually all the internal area. An enclosed
power transformer is mounted on the board, in the right rear
corner. A power line fuse is mounted nearby, and the a.c.
line cord is soldered right to terminals on the board. Parts
appear to be of good quality. A number of jumpers on the
component side of the board have been bent away from the
straight path between their p.c. holes in order to miss hitting
nearby metal contacts, such as the front -panel switches.
The signal in/out jacks are Tiffany and are wired to the p.c.
board with 300 -micron, linear -crystal, solid silver wire.
Chassis construction of this preamplifier is relatively simple, consisting of a bent piece of aluminum that forms the
rear, bottom, and inner front panel. Little triangles of the
same thickness material are spot-welded into the four bend
corners to reinforce and give rigidity to the resultant structure. Another piece of material is bolted to the outside
bottom of the chassis, by the four bumper feet; it is shy of
the full width on both sides by about 1/2 inch. The top cover
is a bent piece of the same material used for the chassis
and forms the top and sides of the preamp, extending
underneath about V2 inch. This cover is held on by four
brass countersunk screws that bolt to the chassis bottom.
The bottom has the appearance of one plane of material, a
nice touch. A quarter -inch piece of aluminum, 31/2 inches
high and rack width, is used for the front panel.
Turning to the MS100 power amplifier, the front panel has
a rotary on/off switch, a power -on LED, a pair of LED
indicators to signify maximum power has been reached in
each channel, and a pair of beefy and attractive handles.
The rear panel is mostly heat -sink but has an area in the
middle of about 4 x 61/2 inches that has, mounted from top
to bottom: A pair of Tiffany signal -input RCA jacks; a row of
four fuse -holders for the positive and negative power -supply
feeds for each channel's output stage; two pairs of five -way
binding posts for speaker connection, and the power cord
and line fuse.
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The metalwork of ;he amplifier is composed of five major
pieces. The bottom piece is bent up to form the bottom, a
little less than half of the sides, and a half -height inner front
panel. The rear facet of the bottom piece is mostly open,
with a narrow lip all the way around. The top piece is similar,
and both top and bottom pieces have slots for ventilation.
The rear panel is composed of two identical but mirror imaged heat -sink pieces with two vertical ledges on each,
perpendicular to the inside surface, for mounting output and
driver transistors. These heat -sinks are attached to the top
and bottom pieces via machine screws into Pemm nuts on
the rear surfaces of these pieces. A rack -width aluminum
front panel, 7 inches high x 3/8 inch thick, completes the
package and is mounted :o the top and bottom pieces by
long Allen -head machine bolts that go through the handles
into Pemm nuts on the inner front panels.
Within the amplifier are a plethora of interesting, beefy
parts. In the center front is a humongous toroidal power
transformer, 61/4 inches in diameter and 3 inches high. On
each side of the transformer, and to the rear, are two pairs of
large, 59,000-µF, 75-V filter capacitors. On top of these
capacitors is a fairly large p.c. board that contains voltage
regulators and amplifier start/stop control circuitry, along
with the circuitry for the maximum -power indicators on the
front panel. The filter capacitors are connected, via their
terminal screws, into heavy traces on this board; these
power traces lead along the back edge of the board and
end up as distribution points for all ground connections and
for positive and negative power for the output stages. On
the outside of the filter capacitors, running from front to
back, are the two main amplifier circuit boards. These
Ill 1,41,
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The MS100 amp is full of
interesting, beefy parts,
including a humongous
toroidal power transformer
and large filter caps.
Table IA-Gain,

Circuit Description

MC8 preamp.

Gain, dB
Left Channel
INSTR.
IHF

to Tape Out
to Tape Out
to Main Out
to Main Out
AUX to Tape Out
AUX to Main Out
MM
MC
MM
MC

Table IB

34.3
55.5
61.9
83.1

33.8
55.0
61.8
83.1

Right Channel
INSTR.
IHF

33.8
54.8
61.8
82.9

34.2
55.3
61.9
82.9

0

-0.45

0

27.6

27.4

27.5

-0.45
27.4

Sensitivity, MC8 preamp.
IHF Sensitivity

MM to Tape Out
MC to Tape Out
MM to Main Out
MC to Main Out
AUX to Tape Out
AUX to Main Out

Lett Channel
10.1 mV

Right Channel
10.2 mV

890 µV
405 µV
34.5 µV
525 mV
21.2 mV

910 µV
405 µV
35.5 µV
525 mV
21.2 mV

We'll look into the preamp circuitry first. The overall signal flow topology is quite usual, with the selected source going
into the center -contact position of the three -position tape monitor switch. The two tape input sources, in addition to
going to the main signal -selector switch, go to the two other
positions of the tape -monitor switch, thus allowing you to
monitor the output of either connected tape recorde or the
selected signal source. The output of the tape -monitor
switch goes on to the balance control and then to the main
volume control. The balance control, in this unit, is a
stepped attenuator that lowers gain in one channel while
keeping the other channel's gain unchanged. The volume
control is a nice dual Alps unit. The values of the balance
control attenuator and volume control, both 100 kilohms,
cause a line input impedance of about 50 kilohms. The
output of the volume control feeds the output amp, which
always feeds the output jacks. There are two sets of phono
input jacks on the rear panel. The MC set directly feeds the
MC pre -preamplifier. The switch between these sets of
jacks selects the output of the pre-preamp or the MM phono
input jacks. The wipers of this switch feed the main phono
equalizer stage.
The MC pre-preamp appears to be a single, high -trans conductance, N -channel junction FET, connected in common -source mode with drain and source resistors sized for
a voltage gain of 24 x This stage inverts the signal, whereas the rest of the preamp does not. If you want to preserve
absolute polarity in your system when using the MC prepreamp, it would be a good idea to reverse the polarity of
the connections on the system phono cartridge.
The main phono stage is a three -junction FET circuit using
N -channel devices. The first stage is a common -source connected configuration that is capacitor -coupled to the
second stage through a series resistor. This second stage is
also connected in the common -source mode. The drain, or
output, of the second stage is direct -coupled to a third
stage, which uses the third device as a source follower. A
feedback network. composed of two parallel RC networks in
series, is connected from the output of the third stage back
to the aforementioned series resistor, which couples the first
and second stages. This feedback loop rolls off the open loop gain of the circuit, presumably in a manner like the
RIAA curve. Another feedback loop, again consistinc of two
parallel RC networks in series, is connected from the output
of the third stage back to the source of the first stage, thus
making the overall phono circuit a noninverting, feedback
RIAA equalizer.
The output amplifier is a four -device circuit using, again,
N channel junction FETs. The first stage is a common source -connected arrangement that is direct -coupled to a
source follower. The output of this source follower is capacitor -coupled to a second common -source stage, which is
also connected directly to a source follower. The output of
this last device is capacitor -coupled to the main output
jacks through small buffering resistors. Local feedback is
used in each of the common -source stages, and an overall
feedback loop is applied from the output source follower
back to the input source, thus creating a noninverting flat
amplifier.
.

1-THD + N for
MM phono section of
MC8 preamp, measured
Fig.

at tape out.
mount to the heat -sink ledges in the rear and to vertical
mounting brackets at the front. On the inner heat -sink ledge
are mounted shorter p.c. boards for the rest of the output
stages. As in the preamp, the amplifier circuit p.c. boards
are loaded with large conrad-johnson film capacitors for
various coupling and bypass duties. Under the p.c. board,
mounted atop the filter capacitors, are two large relays for
turn-on/turn-off sequencing, the rectifier bridge for the main
output stage supply, and a small "keep alive" power transformer for powering the on/off control circuitry.
58
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noun:: serving as an example or model of how something should be done.

Every once in a great while a product comes
along that offers performance which rises above
the current variety of clever designs and marketing hype. When this occurs the new level of
performance achieved can be readily heard by
both the ardent audiophile and the novice listener.
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provides a level of musical truth that simply must
be heart.
Oh yes, the prise for such glorious performance? Well
that's even more remarkable.
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Paradigm is a'breakthrough loudspeaker that

In the U.S.: AudioStream, MPO Box 2410. Niagara Falls. NY 14302
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... above all.

The tracking of the MC8's
dual Alps volume control
was outstanding. Its two
channels tracked each
other within ± 0.25 dB.
conrad-johnson variety, consisting of a constant -current connected transistor feeding a zener-diode reference,
which in turn feeds the input of a Darlington -connected
emitter -follower pair whose output is the regulated voltage.
An emitter -followed voltage divider off of each channel's
regulator feeds about + 15 V to the MC pre-preamp stages.
Needless to say, the regulator circuitry is appropriately
A
bypassed with conrad-johnson film capacitors.
B
There is no turn-on/turn-off muting circuitry in this preamp,
as there is no power switch; the intention is to leave the unit
on all the time. Since the MC8 preamp does produce significant transients at turn -on and turn-off, recommerd that the
system power amp be left off when the system is not in use.
If your power goes out while listening, turn off the power
amp to prevent the turn -on surge from reaching the speakers when the power comes back on.
unplugged the
preamp
with
my
amp
on
and
active,
and
it produced a big
Fig. 2-Phono equalization
"blap" in my poor woofers, bottoming the suckers right out.
error for MM mode (A)
The circuitry of the MS100 amp is not the usual solid-state
and MC mode (B).
variety at all. It doesn't have a complementary -differential, or
a straight -differential, front-end. The input device is an
Table II-Phono section noise, referred to input. In MM even
N -channel junction FET connected in a common -source
mode, with all source impedances (0 and 100 ohms, and
configuration. The input signal is coupled to the gate of the
IHF MM), noise in wideband and from 20 Hz to 20 kHz
FET through a 2-µF film capacitor and a small series resisexhibited a
characteristic. In MC mode, the same was
tor. The resistance between the FET side of the capacitor
true only for 0 -ohm source impedances.
and signal ground is 100 kilohms, thus setting the amplifier
input impedance at that value. The drain supply for this
Source
Referred
stage is an adjustable isolation regulator that essentially
Impedance,
Input Noise
divides down a regulated +25 V and feeds the reduced
Bandwidth
Ohms
LEFT
RIGHT
MM MODE
voltage to a Darlington -connected emitter follower, the outWideband
0
2-2.5 µV
2-2.5 µV
put of which feeds the drain of the first stage through a
20 Hz to 20 kHz
1.7 µV
1.2 µV
0
suitable resistor. This isolation regulator is suitably by400 Hz to 20 kHz
0
0.42 µV
0.41 µV
passed, with conrad-johnson film capacitors. The output of
A -Weighted
0
0.45 µV
0.43 µV
the first stage is direct -coupled to another N -channel juncWideband
100
2-2.5 µV
2-2.5 µV
tion FET connected as a source follower. The 100-kilohm
20 Hz to 20 kHz
100
1.7 µV
1.2 µV
input resistor and the two junction FET source resistors are
400 Hz to 20 kHz
100
0.43 µV
0.41 µV
returned to a regulated -25 V. This second stage is, in turn,
A-Weighted
100
0.46 p.V
0.43 µV
direct -coupled to the gate of an N -channel MOS-FET conWideband
IHF MM
2-2.5 µV
2-2.5 µV
nected as a common -source amplifier that functions as the
20 Hz to 20 kHz
IHF MM
1.6 µV
1.4 µV
400 Hz to 20 kHz
IHF MM
0.65 µV
0.64 µV
last voltage amplifier and swings the entire output voltageA -Weighted
IHF MM
0.64 µV
0.63 µV
and more. Return for the source of this stage is to actual
MC MODE
ground. The supply voltage for this stage is a regulated
Wideband
0
2.5-3 µV
2.5-3 µV
+ 175 V. Drain load is a low 2 kilohms, implying a stage
20 Hz to 20 kHz
1-1.5 µV
0
1.5-2 µV
current of some 40 to 50 mA. Considerable source feed400 Hz to 20 kHz
125 nV
0
130 nV
back is used in this stage, reducing the maximum attainable
A-Weighted
0
140 nV
160 nV
stage voltage gain to about 13 x or 14 x The operating
Wideband
100
2.5-3 µV
2.5-3 µV
point of the last voltage -amplifier stage is set by the variable
20 Hz to 20 kHz
100
1-1.5 µV
1.5-2 µV
400 Hz to 20 kHz
isolation regulator that feeds the first stage.
100
125 nV
145 nV
A -Weighted
100
140nV
170nV
The last voltage -amplifier stage is capacitor -coupled to
the driver for the output stage, which is a complementary
Interestingly enough, the power supply starts out with a set of MOS-FET devices operated as source followers workpower transformer feeding a full -wave bridge rectifier that is ing with an unregulated supply of ±50 V. Output of this
terminated in a capacitor input filter. What is unusual is that driver stage is direct -coupled to the output stage itself,
this filter capacitor is not your usual 50- to 500-µF electrolyt- which also has complementary MOS-FET devices connectic but a 30-1F film unit. Unregulated d.c., at this point, is ed as source followers and is operated from the unregulated
+76 V and feeds the input of a solid-state regulator. The ±50 V supply. The composite output devices are made up
output of this regulator, +65 V, in turn feeds two more of three paralleled TO -3 MOS-FETs, totalling six output deregulators that reduce and further regulate down to +45 V, vices per channel. Two separate, adjustable voltage dividin order to supply separately regulated voltages to each ers-one fed from regulated +25 V and the other from
channel. The regulator circuitry used here is of the favorite regulated -25 V-feed the appropriate driver -transistor
I
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Why they say our budget amplifier
is actually your best buy
o
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Counterpoint

SA-12

Tube/MOSFET hybrid
90 watts per channel into 8 ohms

IiT1

IAR

HOTLINE!

HIS little power amp, a budget hybrid, is an
amazing sonic performer. Not only is it the
best sounding overall of all the power amps in this
survey, it also heat most other solid state power amps
we have evaluated in the past, many of which are far
more expensive.

'To our ears, the SA -12 has the perfect amount
of subtle tube sound... the Counterpoint SA -12 does
an excellent job of indeed giving you the musical
naturalness of tubes with the analytic capability of the
very best solid state designs. These are stunning sonic
achievements for a power amp of any type at any
price level. At $1,145, the Counterpoint SA -12 is an
unbelievable sonic bargain."

Class la
-an IAR Best Buy
IAR Hotline, No. 42

THE

I

AUDIO CHEAPSKATE

Counterpoint
`e,ND NOW,all-around

I

the

SA -12... it's

amp I've heard in its
price class...succeeds doing exactly what it tries to
do: give you most of the musicality of tubes, along
with the efficiency and economy of solid-state.
Thus, you get a smooth, delicate midrange, with
tubelike timbres-smooth, sweet, natural. The
harmonics are right.
I know of no other $1000 amp that gets it all
together better: natural timbres, harmonic accuracy,
smooth midrange, detailed treble, adequate power in
the bass, and good dynamics... for a grand, it's a
steal."
the best

"...

Sam Tellig, Stereophile, Vol. 10, No. 8, Nov. 1987

For a few dollars more, more than twice the power

-

PRESENTING the Counterpoint SA -20 Power Amplifier
musical magic from a high power tube and solid-state hybrid
design. It is the least expensive of the stratopherically priced 'super
amplifiers.' The SA -20 dispatches every sort of reproductive
challenge with brilliance and grace...
pure, powerful performance
at a very affordable price.

I

.!'

/
/1
1

///
G

Counterpoint SA -20
Tube/MOSFET Hybrid
200 watts per channel into 8 ohms

COUNTERPOINT
ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS, INC.
2610 Commerce Drive, Vista, CA 92083
Enter No. 9 on Reader Service Card

For details, call 800-266-9090

The curve of THD vs. level
was unusually flat. This
is rarely seen in any amp,
tube or solid state.

Table Ill -Left -channel phono overload

vs. frequency

and load.
MM Mode
Instrument Load

Frequency, Hz
20
50
100
300
700
1k

3k
5k
7k
10k
15k

20k

INPUT, my

IHF Load

OUTPUT, V

INPUT, mV

OUTPUT, V

8.7
8.7
8.7
8.5
8.3

9.6
11.8

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
3.9
3.9
3.8
3.6
3.5
3.2
2.6

19.0
24.7
38.0
89.0
140.0
158.0
260.0

8.1

7.7
7.4

370.0
475.0
605.0
715.0
680.0

18.3

43.5
71.0
80.0
132.0
189.0
320.0
320.0
395.0
420.0

6.9
6.0
4.5
3.3
MC Mode

Instrument Load

Frequency, Hz
20
50
100
300
700
1k

3k
5k
7k
10k
15k

20k

INPUT,mV

OUTPUT, V

1.7

2.2
3.3
7.75
12.0
13.5
22.7
32.0
40.0
56.0
68.0
63.0

2.1
IHF Load

INPUT,mV

8.7
8.7

0.88
1.06

8.6
8.5

1.6

8.2
8.0
7.7
7.3
6.8
6.3
4.7
3.5

3.8

OUTPUT, V

3.9
4.1
4.1

6.1

4.0
3.9

7.0
11.3
16.8

3.9
3.7
3.7

21.5
27.8
34.0
38.5

3.5
3.2
2.6
2.2

Table IV-Output amplifier

noise of MC8, referred to
input, vs. bandwidth for clockwise (CW) and worst -case
(WC) volume control settings. For this preamp, worstcase setting was 6 dB down from full clockwise. Source
impedance was 1 kilohm.

Referred Input Noise, µV

Bandwidth
Wideband
20 Hz to 20 kHz
400 Hz to 20 kHz
A -Weighted

Left Channel

CW
3.8
1.68
1.15
1.1

WC
8.8
2.7
2.63
2.53

Right Channel

CW
3.8

WC
7.4

1.6

2.83
2.65
2.5

1.15
1.1

gates through 221-kilohm resistors. This allows the adjustment of both idling current and d.c. centering of the output
amplifier. Each channel's output stage is bypassed locally
with a parallel combination of 0.15- and 30-µF conradjohnson film capacitors for both positive and negative supplies. The output of the amplifier is coupled to the hot, or
positive, speaker connector through a parallel -connected
inductor and resistor. The usual series RC network is connected from the amplifier output to ground. Overall negative
voltage feedback is taken from the output back to the input
62

device's source connection, thus creating an overall noninverting topology. The amount of loop gain is not very high,
by design, and thus the amount of overall negative feedback is on the order of 20 dB.
The three voltage regulators mentioned are of the typical
conrad-johnson design, utilizing a constant-current-operated bipolar transistor feeding a zener diode that, in turn,
feeds Darlington -connected emitter followers whose output
is the regulated d.c. voltage. Numerous conrad-johnson film
capacitors bypass various points in each of these voltage
regulators.
The power supply and on/off circuitry of the MS103 are a
little more elaborate than those found in the usual amplifier
topology. Special considerations must be given to turning
on a circuit like this, in order to prevent speaker -damaging
surges. A small "keep alive" supply is always on when the
amp is plugged in. This supply consists of a small power
transformer feeding a full -wave bridge rectifier and charging a filter capacitor through a small fuse. The front panel's
power switch connects this ever-present d.c. to a circuit that
applies power to one of the contactor relay coils through the
two thermal switches mounted on the heat -sink. Tre con facts of this relay then connect the a.c. line to the primary of
the main power transformer. This transformer has two sec ondaries, one of which feeds a full -wave bridge rectifier and
capacitor input filter that develops about +240 V. This
voltage feeds the input to the + 175 V regulator. Thus, the
last voltage amplifier comes on at this time and charges up
the coupling capacitors to the driver and output stage.
Now let's go back to the rest of the control circuit that
becomes active when the power switch is turned on. A time delay circuit starts a capacitor charging up, and, after
several seconds, that capacitor causes a unijuncticn transistor to fire and consequently to fire an SCR. This energizes
the coil of the second relay. The contacts of this relay then
connect the other secondary of the main power transformer
to a full -wave bridge rectifier connected to the main filter
capacitors. This unregulated ±50 V supply has one bridge
rectifier and paralleled capacitors for a total of over 100,000
µF for each supply. Both output amplifiers are operated
from this common supply. Lastly, the positive and negative
25-V regulators are activated at the turn -on of the ±50 V
supply, thus activating the amplifier front-end circuitry.

Preamplifier Measurements
The MC8 was measured first. Gains and IHF sensitivities
appear in Table I. Output impedance, at tape out, was
about 600 ohms, while impedance at main out was more like
135 ohms.
Referred input noise for the phono equalizer is shown in
Table II for a variety of bandwidths, source impecances,
and the MM and MC operating modes. IHF S/N ratio was
about
76.4 dB in MM mode and was closer to
70 dB in
MC mode.
Phono overload versus frequency, for both MM and MC
modes, is shown in Table Ill. The data given is for the left
channel, which was the worse of the two by about 10%.
Overload was either the onset of negative peak clipping or
of slewing near the negative peak, as observed visually on a
'scope. An ideal phono preamp would have constant maxi -
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THE REFRESHEST
SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
1989 R.J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.

17

IMm

mg. " lar'.12 mg. rtbotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.

Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease,
Emrhysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.

ES
The Sony CDP-R1.
Its very existence tells
you why our other CD players
have an unfair advantage.

BONY

D

n
y

sorer

'Quoted

w ith pet mission from Sterrophite.Volume I I. Number 12. December, 1988

Sony and The Leaderrn Dtgnal Audio are trademarks of Sony ®198'-, Sony Cot

rotation td America

The unchallenged leadership of our
reference standard CD player brings extraordinary
technological advantages to the entire ES line.
Start with the world's most accomplished digital
audio engineers-the ones who invented the Compact
Disc format itself. Free them from the usual budgetary constraints. And challenge them to surpass their
best efforts in transport design, servo circuitry, digital
filtering, and system architecture.
The result is the Sony CDP-R1/DAS-R1 Compact
Disc Reference System.This remarkable component
compelled Stereophile's J.Gordon Holt to hail it as"...the
best CD player I have heard at the time of writing"'

Digital Sync for jitter-free performance.
In designing the CDP-R1, Sony ES engineers
recognized a critical obstacle to improving CD playback quality: time -base errors known as` jitter." When
jitter is present at the input to the D/A converter, these
errors cause modulation in the analog signal,veiling
the music and deforming the soundstage.
Our investigations led to the development of the
Sony CXD-8003 Digital Sync IC. Incorporated into
three new ES Series players, it maintains time -base
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And in Japan and Europe, the RI has likewise
driven the leading audiophile critics to unstinting
admiration. But at a suggested retail price of 58,000,
it has been an experience reserved for the uncompromising few. Until now.
Now the Sony ES engineers have applied the
invaluable lessons learned in the CDP-Rl to our other
ES Series Compact Disc players. Which means now
you can enjoy many of the benefits of an $8,000 masterpiece without spending $8,000.
Noise Shaping with 45 -bit Processing.
The accumulation of fractional errors in conventional digital filters can result in less than full 16 -hit
decoding accuracy. That's why the Son} CXD-1144
digital filter IC of the CDP-R1 calculates to an unprecedented precision of 45 hits,while operating at an 8X
oversampling rate. And it's this advanced technology
that has been incorporated in our new CDP-508ESD,
608ESD, and X7ESD players.
To convey this superlative accuracy to the digital to -analog converter, these players also incorporate
Sony Noise Shaping technology. Noise Shaping
reduces requantization noise and allows the 18 -bit
linear converters to extract more musical detail than
ever before. In particular, bass fundamentals are
reproduced with a strength and clarity that leaves
conventional CD players far behind.

accuracy within millionths of a second, correcting
errors long before they can affect the music.

Low -Noise Servo Stabilizer Circuit
For the CDP-R1, Sony ES engineers even examined the conventional assumptions about the most
basic of CD functions: disc tracking.The result is
Sony's Servo Stabilizer Circuit, a trailblazing design
we've carried over to our other models.This stabilizer
not only improves tracking on badly scratched discs,
but reduces radiated servo noise by as much as 10 dB.

A performance sustained.
With a technical heritage such as this, it's no

wonder the new ES Series CD players and CD changers perform so much better than so many others. But
then, it's a superiority we really shouldn't flaunt.
Alter all,we did start with an unfair advantage.
The excellence of Sony's ES Series is also
reflected in the three-year limited parts and labor
warranty (see your authorized Sony ES dealer for
details). For more information on where you can
audition the full line of Sony ES components, call
201-930-7156 (Monday -Friday, 9:00am-5:00 pm EST).
For More

ES

Information

IF1m11
...
...

SONY

Call 1-800-553-4355

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO

The MS100's output stage
was very stable, drawing
12.4 amperes at turn -on
and only 0.06 ampere more
when blasted until hot.

umii:um

mum output level at overload, as a function of frequency,
and this overload would be caused by output clipping and
would be independent of output loading. The circuit measured here falls short of this ideal-as do most
have
measured. The circuit is loaded down quite a bit by IHF
loading, and the output level attainable at high frequencies
falls off considerably. Taken realistically, the 1 -kHz figure of
158 mV of input acceptance is pretty good. imagine, for a
worst -case scenario, a pickup which delivers 10 mV at
standard cutting level and puts out peaks 20 dB higher, or
100 mV at
kHz. This is less than the input overload
capability with IHF loading, which is equivalent to using a
tape recorder whose input impedance is 10 kilohms. In
practice, this is not likely to be a problem, as there are very
few 10 -mV pickups. One situation to watch out for, though,
would be the use of an MC step-up transformer or the MC
pre-preamp with a high -output MC cartridge and the use of
a tape recorder whose input impedance is as low as 10
kilohms.
Figure 1 shows the phono circuit's THD + N as a function
of frequency for output levels of
and 3 V rms. In general,
distortion at low levels remains satisfactorily low all the way
to the upper midrange frequencies, but as levels increase,
higher distortion figures intrude lower into the frequency
range.
Phono equalization error for MM and MC modes is shown
in Fig. 2. Related to equalization accuracy are the square wave photos in Fig. 3. Shown here are two frequencies, 40
Hz and 10 kHz, with instrument loading (91 kilohms in
parallel with 200 pF) and IHF loading (10 kilohms in parallel
with 1,000 pF). The increased tilt with IHF loading at 40 Hz
(top trace) is caused by the fact that, with this 10-kilohm
loading, the low -frequency corner made by the phono output coupling capacitor against the load at tape out (where
these measurements are made) moves up to about 8 Hz.
One of my favorite ways to look at high -frequency, out -of band signal handling in RIAA equalizer circuits is to apply a
pre -equalized square wave to the circuit under test without
any high -frequency band limiting. This test is admittedly
severe and seemingly unrealistic, but it may have some
sonic relevance. When pickups mistrack, especially MC
ones, out -of -band energy-sometimes of considerable
magnitude-may occur. This could cause a musical transient generation and the blocking of some musical detail. A
-kHz square wave is applied to the MC8's MM phono input
at different levels. The three traces in Fig. 4 are for increasing output levels, from bottom to top. The bottom trace is for
50 mV/div., wh ch is a pretty small output signal. Note this
waveform's nice and accurate flat top and bottom. This
shows that the frequency response of the circuit (equalization accuracy) is very good, which it is in the audio band.
The middle trace is at 500 mV/div., a typical working level
when playing records. Here, the top and bottom of the
waveform are different, with the bottom exhibiting some
high -frequency roll -off. Finally, in the top trace, at 2 V/div.,
high -frequency compression is evident in both halves of the
waveform, although to different degrees. Compression is
evidenced in the top trace by the reduced change of amplitude coming into the leading edges of the top and bottom of
the waveform, as compared with the amplitude of the
I

111:i
MIM WIZ
Fig.

3-MM phono

response to pre -equalized
square waves of 40 Hz
(top trace) and 10 kHz
(bottom trace), for both
instrument and IHF
loading. The effects of the

I

=

1

change of load are more
visible in the top trace.
Scales: Vertical, 200 mV/
div. (top) and 50 mV/div.
(bottom); horizontal,
5 mS/div. (top) and
20 µS/div. (bottom).

1

Fig. 4-MM phono
response to pre -equalized
1 -kHz square wave
at three input levels.

Scales: Vertical (top to
bottom), 2 V/div., 0.5 V/
div., and 50 mV/div.;
horizontal, 200 µS/div.

Fig.

5-

Line-section
THD + N vs.
output level
for IHF and

instrument
loads.
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BRYSTON'S INTERNATIONAL ACCLAIM

Bryston for over

a

quarter century has dedicated

itself to the recreation of the musical performance.
Here is what

few of our critics have to say about

a

"The way in which orchestral peaks were handled
indicated that the Bryston .5B/2B combination's

control over dynamics and attack was very
impressive indeed."

Bryston products:

Paul

Miller

The New Hi -Fi Sound, Britain

Bryston 12B preamplifier

"I would

say that the LP playback qualities

of the

l2B with either moving coil or moving magnet
cartridges are state of the art.

"Overall tonal balance of the system was beyond
reproach, and

I

was particularly pleased with the

I

have not heard

better from other more expensive amplifiers."
Andrew Marshall
Audio Ideas Guide. Canada

clean, smooth reproduction of high frequencies
using the Bryston .5B preamplifier."
Leonard Feldman

,71

ejr

Audio Magazine, U.S.A.

Bryston 2BLP power amplifier

"The recreation of ambiance
and gives an impression

"Simply put the Bryston 2B

of the finest amplifiers

is a

giant killer, one

on the market."

is superbly spacious

of pushing back the

walls of the listening room. Symphonies and
large orchestras are reproduced with extreme

Gerard Rejskind

Ili -Fi Sound. Canada

realism thanks to the wide stereophonic effect."
Revue De Son

France

WIIP5WE3E1

57 Westmore Dr.. Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9V 3Y6 Telephone: (416) 746-1800 Telex: 06-989548 Fax: (416) 746-0308

Brysionvcrmont. RFDM4 Berlin, Montpelier, Vermont 05602 Telephone: (802) 223-6159

Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card

The MS100 power amp is
a nice, musical -sounding
component, with a slightly

laid-back perspective in
the upper frequencies.

Table V-Line amplifier crosstalk (right

to left channel)
at three control settings, for MC8 preamp with 1-kilohm

termination in undriven input. Low -frequency measurements, e.g., 20 and 50 Hz for condition A, were dominated by noise, not crosstalk.

Crosstalk, dB
Frequency, Hz
20
50
100

300
700
1k

3k
5k
7k
10k
15k

20k

Condition

Condition

Condition

A

B

C

-86.5
-86.5
-86.0
-82.7
-76.6
-73.7
-64.4
-60.0
-57.0
-53.9
-50.5
-48.0

-77.5
-66.7
-59.4
-56.4
-46.8
-42.5
-39.5
-36.4
-33.0
-30.5

-55.5
-46.0
-41.7
-38.8
-35.6
-32.2
-29.5

two clicks toward driving channel.
Condition C: Volume control at worst -case setting balance
control two clicks toward driving channel.

Scales: Vertical, 1 V/div.
square-wave response.
(top and bottom) and 5 V/
Top trace is at 20 Hz, with div. (middle), horizontal,
IHF and instrument
10 mS/div. (top) and
loading (traces
10 µS/div. (middle and
superimposed). Middle
bottom).
trace is at 20 kHz, 10 V
peak to peak, with
instrument and IHF
loadings superimposed.
Bottom trace is at 20 kHz,
instrument loading, for
various volume control
positions; see text.
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Condition A: Volume control full clockwise, balance control
at center.
Condition B: Volume control full clockwise, balance control

Fig. 6-Line -section

steady-state port.ons further into each top and bottom of the
wave. don't mean to single out the MC8 as an example
here. Many phono preamps exhibit this behavior in varying
degrees, and we will be seeing more examples of this in
future reviews.
Interchannel crosstalk was measured for the phono section in both MM and MC modes. In general, crosstalk was
asymmetrical, with less isolation (more crosstalk) in the
right -to -left direction. In the poorer direction (right to left),
crosstalk was similar in the MM and MC modes when the
undriven channel's input was terminated (with 0 chms for
MM or 100 ohms for MC). It was greater than
70 dB from
20 to about 500 Hz, rising to -63 dB at 5 kHz and to -60
dB at 20 kHz. In the MM mode, using the IHF MM dummy
source, crosstalk was similar to that with the 0 -ohm termination up to about kHz but then became worse, peaking up
to -47 dB at 10 kHz, which is the resonant frequency of the
dummy source. All phono crosstalk was found to be "in
phase," which means that the crosstalk of leakage has the
same polarity or direction as the driving channel when a
pre -equalized pulse or square wave is used. Crosstalk performance of the MC8 was pretty good in the phono mode
and, of itself, should not cause any degradation of the
stereo image.
Turning now to the line section of the MC8, gain and IHF
sensitivities are listed in Table I. Output amplifier noise,
referred to input, is shown in Table IV for several bandwidths and conditions, including two volume -control positions. Most circuits have lowest noise when the source
impedance to the amplifier is the lowest, which occurs when
the volume control is either turned down or all the way up.
The worst -case source impedance occurs when the volume
control is about 6 dB down from maximum: the referred
input noise is usually the highest under these conditions.
The IHF S/N ratio for the output section was -83.6 dB in
both channels.
The output section was generally quite capable, being
able to drive the IHF load at up to 5 V rms over the whole
audio band. There was little difference in THD + N from its
performance when driving a higher impedance load, as
shown by Fig. 5. Distortion was fairly constant in level over
the audio frequency range and was dominantly second
harmonic in nature.
Table V shows crosstalk versus frequency for three combinations of balance and volume settings. Results were very
similar in each direction; the right -to -left direction is shown
in the Table. The most potentially troublesome of these
conditions might be with the balance control off center by
two or more clicks. Crosstalk gets as high as about 30 dB
at 20 kHz, and this might start to degrade stereo imaging.
Crosstalk in the line section was in phase.
Tracking of the dual Alps volume control was absolutely
outstanding: Channel-to -channel tracking, as a function of
attenuation or volume control position, was within ± 0.25 dB
down to 60 dB and + 0.25 and 0.4 dB down to 75 dB.
For its five off -center positions, the balance control reduced
level by 1.65, 3.1, 4.4, 5.5, and 7.1 dB in whichever channel
was attenuated.
Output amplifier rise- and fall -times, as a function of level
and loading, are detailed in Table VI. Oscilloscope pictures
1
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Surprisingly, the preamp
was quieter through its
MC than its MM inputs,
although I preferred the
sound of the latter.
Table VI-Rise-

and fall -times vs. level and loading for
output amp section of MC8 preamp. Time measured was
transition between 10% and 90% of peak -to-peak amplitude. Volume control set full clockwise. Stewing indicated
by asterisk (*).

Instrument Load

IHF Load

Rise -Time, Fall -Time, Rise -Time, Fall -Time,
µS
p.S
µS
p.S

Output Level
2 V peak to peak
5 V peak to peak
2 V peak to peak,

0.5
0.5
0.8

0.5
1.0'
0.8

1.1'

0.5
2.5*
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FREQUENCY-Hz

7-THD +

into

4

vs.
frequency for MS100 amp,
at various power levels,

and

8

The MS100 was first run at one-third rated power, or 33.33
watts per channel, for one hour. Its heat -sinks got hot, but
not excessively so, and the unit did not thermally cut out
during the one -hour preconditioning period.
Voltage gain with 8 -ohm loads was 25.4 dB, close to the
26 -dB gain of most power amps I've run across. IHF sensitivity (the input voltage required to produce
wat: into 8
ohms at kHz) was 152 mV.
The front -panel overload indicators come on at 95 to 100
watts into 8 ohms. Their indication is independent of loading, as they measure the output voltage that corresponds to
the 8 -ohm rated power of 100 watts.
THD + N, as a function of frequency, loading, anc output
power, is shown in Fig. 7. Data is for the right channe , which
had slightly higher distortion than the left. THD at 1 kHz, and
SMPTE-IM distortion versus power and load, are plotted in
Fig. 8. Of note here is the unusual flatness of THD level with
frequency. This is rarely seen in any power amp-tube or
solid state. The nature of distortion residue in this amp is
dominantly even -order and is illustrated in Fig. 9 for 10 watts
output at kHz into 8 ohms.
The IHF S/N ratio-A-weighted noise below watt into 8
ohms-was 77.8 dB and 82.5 dB in the left and right
channels, respectively.
Crosstalk versus frequency was worse in the left -to-right
direction. It was greater than
80 dB up to several kHz,
75 dB at 10 kHz and -64 dB at 20 kHz.
decreasing to
Damping factor versus frequency is shown in Fig. 10 for
both channels of the MS100. The results are very close for
the two channels.
The stability of the output stage's idling current, as measured by the a.c. power -line draw, was very good with this
amplifier, varying from about 1.24 amperes at cold turn -on
to about 1.3 amperes after blasting the amp into 4 ohms for
a while with the heat -sinks hot.
Frequency response at 1 watt into 8 ohms was down 0.2
dB at 10 Hz, 0.05 dB at 20 Hz and 20 kHz, and 3 dB at
100 kHz. Square -wave performance of the amp is shown in
Fig. 11. The top trace is for 10 kHz into 8 ohms at about 10-V
peak -to -peak amplitude. The middle trace is for 2µF paralleled across 8 ohms; ringing is nicely controlled here. The
1

_

t
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Fig.

Amplifier Measurements
,
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low -frequency tilt that occurs with IHF (10-kilohm) loading,
as opposed to 91-kilohm loading on a 20 -Hz square wave.
The middle trace is for a 20 -kHz square wave at 10 V peak to -peak output with instrument and IHF loading. Stewing is
taking place here for both loadings, and the noticeably
longer time for the negative -going transition with IHF loading
is due to the single -ended, source -follower output FET being cut off during this time period. The bottom trace-for a
20 -kHz square wave with instrument loading and wi:h vari-

ous volume control positions-shows how the small -signal,
leading -edge shape changes as a function of volume control position. The biggest signal amplitude is for the volume
control wide open, the next largest amplitude is at about -6
dB, and the smallest is at about -20 dB, where the control
is likely to be used a lot.

volume control
at -6 dB

-+
_

of square waves through the output amplifier for various
conditions are shown in Fig. 6. The top trace illustrates the

N

ohms.
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Fig. 8-SMPTE IM and
THD + N vs. power for
4 and 8 ohms. THD + N
is for a 1 -kHz test signal,
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reproduction in your home.
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Together, the MC8 preamp
and MS1OO amp sounded open,
spacious, and very musical,
providing good revelation
of inner detail.
bottom trace is for 40 Hz into 8 ohms, and low -frequency tilt
is satisfactorily low.
Peak current delivery into a -ohm load was examined
with the IHF tone -burst signal used to determine dynamic
power output. With one channel driven, the MS100 put out a
clean ±32 to ±33 amperes peak.
Lastly, measured dynamic and clipping headroom. For
8 -ohm loads, the results were 1.14 and 1 dB, respectively.
This unit is not rated for 4 -ohm loads, but assuming a power
rating of 200 watts into 4 ohms, dynamic and clipping
headroom would be 0.6 and 0.2 dB, respectively.
1

I

Fig.

9-Response to

10 -watt,

1

-kHz sine wave.

Distortion products

(predominantly even
harmonic) are
superimposed.

Use and Listening Tests
Equipment used to evaluate the Motif amp and preamp
included an Oracle turntable fitted with a Well Tempered
Arm and Koetsu Black Goldline cartridge, a California Audio
Labs Tempest CD player, a Nakamichi 250 cassette deck, a
Technics 1500 reel-to-reel recorder, a Cook -King reference
tube phono preamp, a Sumo Athena preamp, and YBA1,
YBA3, and Counterpoint SA -20 power amps drivirg Siefert
Research Magnum Ill speakers.
have used the MS100 more than the MC8 prearnp. It is a
nice, musical -sounding power amp with a slightly laid-back
mid- and high -frequency perspective. When using the
MS100 to drive a pair of Apogee Divas at a friend's house,
was amazed at how good this amp sounded with those
speakers. Listening extensively to the Motif amp and
preamp together on my own setup, found the combination's sound-for CDs and other high-level sources-very
musical and listenable. The sound was open and spacious,
with good revelation of inner detail. With CDs, critical listening comparisons between the MC8's line section and the
pair of passive, switched attenuators use as my system's
volume control revealed a slight softening and loss of detail
when going through the line section. For a number of CDs,
preferred the sound going through the MC8's line section.
At times, for certain musical sources, the sound tended to
be a touch strident, but blame the sources for this.
Listening to records through the MC8 preamp wasn't
quite as satisfying as with some other solid-state preamps
have used recently. The sound was a little bland and uninvolving but was otherwise okay. For this reason, would
have to say that
like the power amp better than the
preamp. did prefer the preamp's sound in the MM mode
over the quieter MC mode-even with noise on the verge of
intruding.
have one slight beef with the volume control as supplied
on the preamp. In its full -attenuation position, the knob's
index line points straight down. I'd prefer that the knob turn
only as far counterclockwise, from its straight -up position,
as it turns clockwise. As it is, the volume control looks like
it's way down when high-level sources are played-and the
pointer is actually about 30° farther counterclockwise than it
would otherwise be. This is, however, just nit-picking, and a
few minutes with an Allen wrench would fix it. The equipment operated flawlessly. The only other comment have is
one made in the circuit description, about turn -on and turnoff surges in the MC8. In summary, have enjoyed using
both the MC8 and MS100 and recommend that prospective
purchasers give these pieces a listen.
Bascom H. King
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Fig. 10-Damping factor
vs. frequency for
8 -ohm load.
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Fig.

11-Amplifier

response to square wave.
Top trace is 10 kHz with
8 -ohm resistive load.
Middle trace is 10 kHz
with 2-1.LF capacitance
across 8 -ohm load.
72

Bottom trace is 40 Hz
with 8-ohm load. Scales:
Vertical, 5 V/div.;
horizontal, 20 µS/div. (top
and middle) and 5 mS/div.
(bottom).
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Kinergetics KCD-40

You Can Hear The Beauty Of The Music Free From Hysteresis Distortion.
In all- audio equipment, each transistor,
wire and connector adds its own minute

Our reputation...
"Kinergetics' KCD-20... "the first CD player to
crack the Class Sound barrier"
I

bit of distortion. The sum total of
this is hysteresis distortion. It dulls
the clarity and obscures the
realism of the music.

J. Peter Montcrielf
"International Audio Review': Hotline M43-45
CES Winter '87
"rheir KCD-20A puts other CD players in the
shade musically... it is a clear first -choice
recommendation among CD players."
Neil Levenson
"Fanfare': Vol.10, No.4

-

CES

-

Summer '87

"Pure musicality is the only way can adequately
describe what heard: no sensation of
electronics or speakers, with believable sound
staging and tonal accuracy... think it would
be safe to say that this represented the most
'music for dollar' at the show."
I

Only Kinergetics' patented hysteresis canceling

I

circuitry gives you the true quality of the
music free from this distortion. We
have invented a creative merger
of art and technology in
music reproduction.

I

CES

-

Lewis Lipnick
"Stereophile" ol.10, No.5 Aug. 1987

Winter '88

"The Death of Mid -Fr The BIB Chill in Vegas"
Michael Fremer
"The Absolute Sound" Vol.13, Issue 52, page 250

"...I

Summer '88
We weren't there.
CES

Winter '89
am pleased to note that the sound in the
Kinergetics room was stunningly true to the sound
of the original Steinway. Nice one, Ken and Tony?"
John Atkinson
"Stereophile" Vol.12, No.3, Mar. 1989
CES

Our reputation

built on our obsessionto reproduce musk with perfect realism.
©

is
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Kinergetics Research

- "constantly reaching for the final plateau - perfection."

KPC-1 Passive
KCD-20 Compact Disc Player KCD-40 Compact Disc Player KBA-75 Class A Power Amplifier KBA-2C2 Mono Power Amplifier KBT-1 FM Tuner
Control Center BSC Compusound Systems: SW -200 Sub -Woofer Amplifier SW -100 Sub-Woofer SW -1005 Sub -Woofer Music Mate Speaker/Sub-Woofer Stands

IP
,
6029 Reseda Boulevard

KINERGETICSE
R
ARCH S

Tarzana, California 91356

Phone (818) 345-5339

Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card

Fax (818) 609-8576

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

S/N: Mono, 78 dB; stereo, 75 dB.

Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 15
kHz, +0.5, -1.0 dB.
THD at 50 -dB Quieting: 0.3%,
mono or stereo.

THD at 65 dBf: 0.15%, mono or stereo.

Intermodulation

Distortion:

0.2%, mono or stereo.
Capture Ratio: 1.0 dB.

Adjacent -Channel Selectivity:
14 dB.

Alternate -Channel Selectivity:
Greater than 90 dB.

Spurious -Response Rejection:

TANDBERG

Greater than 96 dB.

Image Rejection: Greater than 90

3080A

dB.

AM Suppression: Greater than 70

FM

dB.

Subcarrier Rejection: 90 dB.
Stereo Separation: Greater than 40

RECEIVER

dB, from 60 Hz to 10 kHz.
Muting Threshold: 20.8 dBf (3.0 µV
at 75 ohms).
Stereo Threshold: 28.7 dBf (7.5 µV
at 75 ohms).

Manufacturer's Specifications
FM Tuner Section

Usable Sensitivity:

Mono, 9.8 dBf

Amplifier Section
Power Output: 80

(0.85 µV at 75 ohms).

50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Mono,
14.7 dBf; stereo, 37.2 dBf.
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Phono

FM

Store

General Specifications
Power Requirements: 115/230 V
ac., ± 10%; 50/60 Hz; 56 to 600
watts.

Dimensions:

17'/e in. W x 5% in. H
x 1315/16 in. D (43.5 cm x 13.7 cm
x 35.4 cm).
Weight: 26.4 lbs. (12 kg).
Price: $1,995, with remote control.
Company Address: 122 Dupont St.,
Plainview, N.Y. 11803,
For literature, circle No. 91

watts per chan-

nel, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, into 8 ohms;

3080A
TANDBEño Prowalnabie Receiver

=

100 watts per channel, 20 Hz to 20
kHz, into 4 ohms.
Rated THD: 0.05%.
Frequency Response: High level,
5 Hz to 100 kHz, +0, -3 cIB; MM
and MC phono, 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
±0.5 dB.
S/N (A -Weighted): High level, 87
dB; MM phono, 74 dB; MC phono,
72 dB.
Input Sensitivity: High level, 16
mV; MM phono, 0.19 mV; MC phono,
15 µV.
Maximum Input Level: High level,
5 V; MM phono, 250 mV; MC phono,
20 mV.
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Tandberg receivers have always been noted for their high
performance and their excellent construction and industrial
design. can remember owning a Tandberg open -reel stereo tape recorder long before stereo became popular. also
have a fond recollection of a visit to Tandberg's factory in
Oslo, Norway, where had the honor of meeting Mr. Tandberg, the founder of the company, just 10 days before his
untimely death. For reasons too complex to get into here,
after Tandberg's death the company's fortunes began to
decline although the engineering level remained high. Following a succession of management changes in the U.S.
subsidiary, Tandberg of America, distribution of the company's products in this country has been recently taken over
by Ortofon.
am happy to report that the Tandberg approach to receiver design has not been abandoned. This
powerful Model 3080A is very much in the tradition of the
Tandberg products that have been admired for many years
all over the world.
Tandberg has chosen to omit an AM section in this receiver, concentrating instead on good FM performance and on
an amplifier section which has power ratings high enough
for the wide dynamic range of today's digital program
sources. Up to 16 FM station frequencies can be memorized by the 3080A's frequency -synthesized tuning system.
Manual tuning is possible, of course, as is automatic search,
during which the tuner seeks the next usable signal up or
down the FM band.
One of my pet peeves concerning tuner design has been
eliminated in the tuner section of this receiver.
always
object to having the mute on/off function tied to the mono/
stereo selection. feel that if want to listen to a weak stereo
signal-no matter how noisy it may be-I should be able to
do so. Tandberg engineers must have agreed, for they
provided separate mono/stereo and mute switches on this
receiver. Another fine feature is the ability to listen to one
program source while recording another.
The power amp section, like some of Tandberg's most
recent integrated and separate power amp designs, employs no overall negative feedback, yet manages to obtain a
distortion rating that is well below audibility up to and beyond rated output levels.
This is the first Tandberg receiver have ever tested that
comes packed with a multipurpose remote control. This
master remote, the RC 3000, is designed to operate many
different units in the Tandberg 3000 series. Just about every
front -panel control function you'd normally adjust during
operation can be accessed from the remote. In addition, the
remote can be used to access presets by number, so you
don't have to scan through the preset numbers using the up
and down buttons on the front panel itself. One little trick
regarding the remote control stumped me until read the
owner's manual carefully. The remote's volume -control button worked immediately, but when tried to operate other
pushbuttons-for tuning or tone control adjustment, for example-it was as if the remote or the receiver's sensor had
dozed off. The reason: Since the remote operates many
Tandberg components, it's necessary to press the button
labelled "Receiver" before functions other than volume control will operate. What's that they say about reading the
owner's manual when all else fails?
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Control Layout
A tiny pushbutton at the lower left of the front panel turns
on the receiver. To the right are a headphone jack, "A" and
"B" speaker selector buttons, and rotary controls for bass,
treble, and balance. A row of larger pushbuttons, just above
and across the middle of the panel, includes three buttons
associated with storing and recalling station presets and
"Record" and "Program" buttons for choosing the program
source to be recorded and the source you want to hear
(both cycle through the sources in sequence-you don't
select a source directly). There are also a tone -control
"Defeat" button, a mono/stereo button, a separate mute
button, up and down search buttons used in FM tuning, and
an "Auto/Man" button that selects the desired tuning mode.
When FM muting has bean selected, or when automatic
search tuning is called for, LEDs above those buttons will

illuminate.
Along :he top of the front panel are a small window that
displays preset information, two rows of LEDs that indicate
which program source is being recorded and which is being
listened to, and a larger display window that shows selected
FM frequency, reception of a stereo signal, signal strength,
and center -of -channel tuning. Tuning can be done in increments of 100 kHz. The master volume control is at the
extreme right of the front panel.
The receiver's rear panel is equipped with a 75 -ohm
antenna connector, for which a suitable male plug is provided, as is a matching transformer for 300 -ohm antennas.
Separate pairs of input jacks are provided for MM and MC
phono cartridges, as is a grounding terminal. Six additional
pairs of jacks handle "Tape 1" and "Tape 2" play and
record, AUX, and CD inputs. The "Tape 2" input and output
jacks are suitable for, and are additionally labelled for, DAT
or for audio signals from and to video recorders. Barrier strip speaker terminals at the right of the rear panel accommodate two sets of stereo speakers.

Tuner Measurements
When :he receiver is first turned on, a protection circuit
a delay of approximately 12 S, allowing the "Zero

causes

75

The tuner section's stereo
separation was outstanding,
not just at 1 kHz but at
100 Hz and 10 kHz too.
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Feedback" stages to stabilize before any sound is heard.
Initially, the receiver functions are set up as follows: The FM
section is tuned to the last station you listened to; the letter
"F" shows in the small window at the left of the panel; tone
controls are defeated, with an LED above the tone -defeat
button indicating that fact, and the receiver is in the manual search tuning mode.
checked the performance of the FM tuner section first.
Frequency response is shown in Fig.1 for both channels.
(The right -channel curve has been deliberately displaced
above 0 dB for the sake of clarity, since response in both
channels was identical.) Response at 15 kHz was down only
-0.8 dB, while at 20 Hz it was off by -0.4 dB. Figure 2
shows the quieting characteristics of the tuner as a function
of incoming signal strength. The uppermost curve is the
audio output under conditions of 100% modulation at 1 kHz.
The bottom curve represents the residual noise with modulation turned off, while the dashed curve depicts residual
.noise in stereo. In mono, 50 -dB quieting was attained with
input signals of only 14.5 dBf, while in stereo mode, 38 dBf
of signal was required to achieve the same level of quieting.
S/N ratios at 65 dBf of input signal fell a bit short of the
figures claimed by Tandberg. measured 75 dB for mono
and just short of 72 dB for stereo signals.
Figure 3 shows how THD + N decreases with increasing
signal strength. From these curves, am able to determine
usable sensitivity. Mono usable sensitivity (the point at
which THD + N equals 3%) measured 13 dBf. Stereo
usable sensitivity measured 17 dBf. At strong signal levels,
mono THD + N decreased to between 0.04% and 0.06%,
while stereo THD + N measured between 0.07% and
0.09%. The modulating signal used to plot these curves was
1
kHz at 100% modulation.
To determine THD + N figures at other modulating frequencies, set the signal level at a constant 65 cBf and
plotted THD + N versus frequency (Fig. 4). You may notice
a discrepancy between the -kHz readings in this figure and
the readings in Fig. 3, all of which were made at 1 kHz. The
THD + N was lower this time, owing in part to further warmup of the receiver and to more careful tuning for minimum
distortion before the test began. Now, THD + N in mono at
1 kHz was 0.037%, while in stereo, it measured 0.059%. At
100 Hz and 6 kHz, mono THD measured 0.035% and
0.09%, respectively; in stereo, at those same frequencies,
THD + N was 0.056% and 0.081%.
Figure 5 shows stereo frequency response (solid curve)
and channel separation (dashed curve). Separation at
kHz measured very high -more than 52 dB. At 100 Hz and
10 kHz, the other two test frequencies measured according
to the IHF/IEEE Standard, separation was about 50 dB in
both cases. All of these results are outstanding for any
stereo FM tuner, let alone a tuner section in an all -in -one
receiver. In Fig. 6, used my spectrum analyzer, sweeping
linearly from 0 Hz to 50 kHz, to determine separation and
crosstalk for a 5 -kHz signal modulating one channel only.
The tall spike represents the desired output from the modulated channel, while the shorter spike contained within it,
representing the 5 -kHz output from the unmodulated channel, shows a separation of around 47 dB. (Each vertical
division in the display represents 10 dB of amplitude differ I
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Regardless of frequency,
amplifier -section THD
stayed at the same low
values-even beyond the
rated power levels.
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ence.) Shorter spikes to the right, observed at the output of
the unmodulated channel, represent minute amounts of
harmonic distortion, the 19 -kHz pilot signal (down about 62
dB relative to full modulation), and sideband components
on either side of the suppressed 38 -kHz subcarrier.
Additional measurements made for the FM tuner section
pretty well confirmed Tandberg's other published specifications. Alternate -channel selectivity measured 93 dB. Capture ratio measured 1.1 dB. Image and spurious -response
rejection were both in excess of 100 dB. AM suppression
measured 68 dB. Muting threshold was between 20 and 23
dBf, or close enough to the 20.8 dBf claimed.

Amplifier Measurements
The power amp section of the Tandberg 3080A easily
delivered its rated output of 80 watts per channel, with both
channels driven simultaneously. What's more, using 6 -ohm
loads, there was virtually no difference in harmonic distortion readings at any audio frequency; THD remained at just
about 0.08% (Fig. 7). The same flat response occurred
when measured THD + N versus frequency for 115 watts
into a 4 -ohm load; distortion here remained at about the
0.06% level. Note that this power level is 15 watts above the
maker's rating.
Figure 8 shows how THD + N varied with increasing
output levels for frequencies of 20 Hz,
kHz, and 20 kHz.
With 8 -ohm loads, THD + N at the rated output of 80 watts
kHz and 20 Hz, and
per channel measured 0.016% at
about 0.04% at 20 kHz. With 4 -ohm loads, THD + N for the
rated output of 100 watts per channel measured 0.0165% at
kHz, 0.02% at 20 Hz, and 0.029% at 20 kHz.
Figures 9 and 10 show two types of IM distortion. For
SMPTE-IM distortion, plotted against power output in Fig. 9,
measured 0.073% at rated output into 8 ohms, and 0.076%
at rated output into 4 ohms. CCIF-IM, or twin -tone, distortion
was plotted against power output in Fig. 10. With 8--ohm
loads, CCIF IM measured 0.011% at rated output, whi e for
4 -ohm loads, CCIF IM was 0.0098% at rated output.
Dynamic headroom of the amplifier was 1.6 dB. The
greatest damping factor was able to read was limited by
the very small, but still significant, resistance of the 12 gauge connecting cable between the speaker terminals of
the receiver and the input terminals of my Audio Precision
I

1

1

1

I

1

Fig. 6-Separation and

crosstalk components for
a 5 -kHz modulating
signal.
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Eugene Hummelmyer
has the MTX advantage.
AI

r

a

Things used to be pretty dull for Eugene. That is, until he visited his local MTX dealer. An hour later,
Eugene roared away with MTX Thunder in his car.
Serious speakers designed for serious sound-pressure levels. Concussive bass. Crystal clear highs. Clean
mid -ranges. And the very best warranty- in
the auto sound business. Well, it's "Gene"
TOO(
now and things are different. You might say his
social life has more "life" now. Sony Tony. All's fair
in Rock and Roll.
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Listening to small brass
groups can reveal subtle
forms of IM, but I heard
no such distortion from
the Tandberg 3080A.
HD

(%)

versus

Frequency <Hz) at

mad

roer

output;

iendb-ry

:PR 30600

5tlo,se

test instrument. Nevertheless, did manage to read a clamping factor of 500, referred to 8 ohms, at the prescribed test
frequency of 50 Hz.
Sensitivity measured 0.6 mV for the MM phono inputs and
24 µV for the MC inputs, as against 0.19 mV and 15 µV
claimed by Tandberg. suspect that Tandberg may rot be
quoting sensitivity using the same standard reference levels
that do. The output level that use for determining input
sensitivity of any amplifier input is 1 watt. measured an
input sensitivity of 13 mV for watt output at the high-level
inputs, which is close enough to the specified 16 mV.
Phono overload was on the low side, measuring only 70
mV for the MM inputs, as against 250 mV claimed, and 6 mV
for the MC inputs, as against 20 mV claimed by Tandberg.
normally expect a product of this overall quality to be able to
handle at least 100 mV via the MM inputs and at least 10 mV
via the MC phono inputs.
The A -weighted S/N ratio for the high-level inputs measured 82.1 dB for the left channel and 81.4 dB for the right,
referred to 1 watt output with an input of 0.5 V. While these
results fall short of the 87 dB claimed by Tandberg, they are
nevertheless more than acceptably high. The S/N figures for
the phono section were somewhat more disappointing. For
the MM phono inputs, S/N measured only 70.7 dB for tre left
channel and 70 dB for the right. These results are referred to
1 watt output, with 0.5 mV applied to the inputs. As for the
MC inputs, using a 500-11V input signal and again adjusting
the output to produce
watt into 8 -ohm loads, S/N measured 71.6 dB for the left channel and 71.5 dB for the right.
These MC results are very close to those claimed by Tandberg, but what surprises me is that the S/N ratio for MM
phono not only falls far short of claimed performance but is
actually poorer than that measured for the MC phono inputs.
If you plan to use a turntable, would suggest that you equip
it with a moving -coil cartridge rather than with a moving magnet type, if only because of the better signal-to-noise
ratio you will obtain.
Figure 11 shows the maximum boost and cut range for
the bass and treble tone controls of this receiver. The
frequency sweep was deliberately extended beyonc the
audible range, to 10 Hz and 100 kHz, to see if maximum
boosts resulted in a continuous rise of output at subsonic
and ultrasonic frequencies. Happily, they did not. Note the
peak bass boost at around 35 Hz and the downward slope
of the curve below that frequency. At the treble end of the
spectrum, maximum boost is observed at around 40 kHz,
I
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Warning::f you read this ad you'll wind up at your Sherwood dealer.
Why? Well, it wont be the fact that our current line of home components is the finest we've
- ewer built. Or because our engineers didnt cut corners_to assure excellent: long lasting performance.
Cr because you ll have enough jacks to handle an entire home entertainment center.
~IT
o, -the reason you'll see your Sherwood dealer is to listen
-mese components for yourself. Because putting our sensibly priced
; `\
.
-= components to the test is a heckofalotmore important than
you'll find in an ad.
al
-If you think they sougl good now, wait üritil you hear them. LIVE PERFORMANCE SOUND"
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The Model 3O8OA is a superb
"European alternative" for
audio enthusiasts who seek
a receiver that performs
as well as many separates.
CCIF-1M Distortion

(2.>

versus Power O..tvut (Watts);

after which the curve also takes a downward trend. If the
design had not been executed this way, using extreme
boost settings of the tone controls might result in inordinately high levels of rumble when playing phonograph records
and in injury to tweeter elements.
Figure 12 shows how accurate the RIAA equalization was
in my sample. The curve represents deviation from perfect
RIAA equalization. Maximum deviation was only +0 35 dB
at 20 Hz and around +0.2 dB at 6 kHz. At most other
frequencies, RIAA accuracy was far better.

Tandbery TPR 30802

Use and Listening Tests
As
mentioned earlier, the flexibility of being able to
select one program source for recording and another for
listening is a welcome feature. Setting the presets was easy
enough, though it's a bit of a nuisance having to "step
through" all preset numbers to get to, say, preset 16unless you use the supplied wireless remote. Of course, you
can always place your favorite stations into lower numbered
presets, if you wish. The "Center" tune light illuminated
when I was very close to the minimum distortion point for a
given FM signal, but would have liked a somewhat more
definitive signal -strength indicator instead of the single LED
that glows dimly for weak stations and brightly for stronger
ones. Muting threshold was set just where 4 like it, but stereo
threshold was set a bit too low, in my opinion. There's no
point in allowing the stereo decoder to take over at signal
levels below 20 or 30 dBf; stereo reception is simply too
noisy at such low levels. Of course, if this bothers you (as it
did me), you have the option of pressing the mono button to
get rid of the background noise.
Aside from logging around 48 usable FM signals with my
outdoor antenna connected to the receiver-and some 38
using an amplified indoor antenna made by Terk Technologies (reviewed in February 1989)-much of my listening
was done using Compact Disc source material. listened to
both pop and classical discs, including three new Telarc
releases. One of these, Empire Brass (CD -80159), features
that brass ensemble in selections from Leonard Bernstein's
West Side Story as well as selections from George Gershwin's Porgy & Bess. I find that listening to brass instruments
playing in a small group reveals the more subtle forms of IM
distortion that often are produced by some ampl Piers.
detected no such distortion components while auditioning
this Tandberg receiver. For a fuller orchestral work, chose
another Telarc release, in which the featured selection was
Dvofák's Symphony No. 7 in D Minor, with André Previn
conducting the Los Angeles Philharmonic (CD -80173). Orchestral balance seemed just right, with instrument placement rock -steady. Finally, for a more contemporary sound,
listened to selections from another Telarc disc, Naturally
(CD -83301), featuring Mel Lewis and the Jazz Orchestra
performing Thad Jones' jazz compositions and arrangements. My conclusion: The Tandberg 3080A hand'es just
about any type of musical material with no trace of audible
distortion and with excellent tonal balance and phase accuracy. For the audio enthusiast seeking an all -in -one receiver
which performs as well as many separates-and better than
some-Tandberg still remains, as they like to say, a superb
"European alternative."
Leonard Feldman
I

Fig. 10-CCIF-IM (twin tone) distortion vs. power
output for 8- and 4-ohm
loads.
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STREETWIRES®THE ONLY CHOICE
WHEN PERFORMANCE MATTERS

Whether you are auilding a car audio system
for competition or just want to get the most out of
the system in your everyday car, StreetWires` is a
must. Only StreetWires' gives you the performance, fit
and finish you need for a competition quality installation.
Only StreetWires® has the unique advantage of in house prod-

uct research, innovative design and engineering. And only
StreetWires* guarantees superior material selection, 100% quality

control and "state of the arl" manufacturing. StreetWires®

is

more than

just wires. StreetWires° provides you with all the innovative accessories
you need to create a system that will inte-face better, perform better,
look better, and last longer. Thct's why virtjolly all competition show
cars and car audio manufacturers use StreetWires' in their demonstration vehicles. They know StreetWires` are the best money can buy. Visit
your local StreetWires' dealer and make the "StreetWires' Connection"...
and let your system be the best it can be!

Distributed in Canada by:
UNGAR MARKETING CORP.
2197 Dunwine Drive
Mississauga, Ont. L5L 1X2

by ES+OITERICAlJD1O USA
RR3 Box 262,

Winder, Geo-gia 30680. Dealer inquiries Invited.

Enter No. 10 cn

Rader Service Card

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: Front left,
center, and right, 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
± 0.5 dB; subwoofer, -3 dB at 80
Hz with 12-dB/octave roll -off; surround, 50 Hz to 7 kHz, -3 dB (per
Dolby Surround specifications).
Input Sensitivity: 0.25 V.

Dimensions:
H

x

1613/16 in. W x 23/8 in.
151/16 in. D (42.7 cm x 6 cm x

38.2 cm).

Price: $1,250.
Company Address: Shure

HTS, 222
Hartrey Ave., Evanston, III. 60202.
For literature, circle No. 92

Maximum Input and Output
Levels: 4.0 V.
Range of Input -Balance Control:
± 9 dB.

Range of Output -Level Trim Pot:

SHURE
HOME THEATER
SOUND
HTS 5300
SURROUND
DECODER

84

20 dB.

Impedance:

Input, 75 kilohms; output, 5.5 kilohms.
Distortion: Main channels, 0.1%;
surround channels, 0.3%.
S/N Ratio: 90 dBA re: 1 V, with volume controls centered.
Signal Polarity: Noninverting at all
outputs.
Surround Delay: 16 to 36 mS, in 4mS steps.
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The HTS 5300 is the surround -decoder part of the Shure
HTS Theater Reference System. The complete $9,600 system contains all that is needed for a surround -sound installation except for sources and miscellaneous accessories.
Besides the decoder, the system includes three HTS 50SPA
power amplifiers, one HTS 50CF center -front loudspeaker,
one HTS 50SW subwoofer, and four HTS 50LRS loudspeakers. The latter four speakers are used for the main left and
right stereo channels and the two rear surround channels.
My testing was restricted to the decoder, but it is worthwhile to discuss the entire Theater Reference System. This
is truly the result of a system design approach: It is not a
collection of already available components stuck together
just to have all the parts. The configuration, of course,
revolves around what the decoder does with the proper
sources, but I'll go into more detail on that later. At this point,
I'll restrict my comments to stating that the decoder's outputs consist of the normal stereo pair plus one each for
center -front and subwoofer and a pair for the surround
channels. The three two -channel power amplifiers drive the
six speakers.
The typical home surround system has been somewhat of
a hodgepodge, with amplifiers and speakers used from
previous systems-perhaps with additional purchases
made to get all the channels needed. Often, the new amps
and speakers are not the same as the original ones, for
various reasons. As far as know, Shure HIS is the only
manufacturer which offers a complete system with correlated designs. The discussion that follows will not only detail
I

u

"II: 1.-

what it consists of but shoutd also help explain the interrelationships among the components of a surround system.
The HTS 50SPA is a signal -processing power amplifier
with switch -selectable operating modes to match the speaker complement; it delivers 100 watts per channel. Each of
the two channels has a level control with useful decibel
scaling and a six -position "Operational Mode" rotary switch.
The knobs are rounded discs with large slots which reject
casual diddlers but accept large coins or a strong thumbnail
for turning. The first five settings are "Flat," "LRS," "LRSx,"
"CF," and "CFx." The sixth position is "SW" for channel
and "Bridged" for channel 2.
In "Flat," the amp's rated response is ± 0.5 dB from 20 Hz
to 20 kHz, and there is no processing in the signal path
except for a defeatable clipping -protection circuit. The
"LRS" setting switches in an 80 -Hz low -frequency cutoff for
use with the HTS 50LRS (left/right/surround) loudspeakers
in a system with a subwoofer. The "LRSx" position, on the
other hand, is for the same speakers in a system without a
subwoofer. In this case, the response extends down to 60
Hz. The "CF" output has an 80 -Hz roll -off to match the
response of the HTS 50CF (center -front) loudspeaker in a
system with a subwoofer. With "CFx" engaged, the center speaker response is extended down to 55 Hz for a nonsubwoofer system. The output of channel in the "SW" mode
matches the HTS 50SW subwoofer, covering only the frequencies from 33 to 80 Hz and adding a controlled low frequency boost. The "Bridged" setting of channel 2 reconfigures the amplifier into a single -channel unit delivering 250
watts into 8 ohms. In this mode, the channel
selector
determines the response of the amplifier, matching it to any
of the HTS 50 loudspeakers. The amplifier has circuitry to
limit cone excursion, which is particularly important in this
mode. Having the ability to instantly configure response to
suit specific applications is very appealing to me: Unwanted
energy is not fed to any particular speaker, and all of the
amp's power is available for the band selected. The amplifier can, of course, be used with any brand of speaker,
though preferably with its mode switch in the "Flat" position,
which provides only overload protection.
All of the HTS 50 loudspeakers are rated to handle 200
watts peak program material and 100 watts nominal amplifier power. With each of these speakers, the HTS 50SPA
amplifier reduces system cistortion by controlling cone ex1

1
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Shure HTS seems to be the
only manufacturer to offer
a complete surround system
of correlated decoder, amp,
and speaker designs.
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1-Block diagram
of signal processing
in the HTS 5300.
Fig.

cursion at low frequencies and very high sound levels. All
speakers have double magnet systems to reduce interference with TV picture convergence and purity. "In a highperformance home theater sound system, the loudspeaker
used in the center -front position is subjected to the most
rigorous performance demands, particularly in regard to
output capability," says the company.
The HTS 50CF center -front speaker has two 61 -inch low frequency drivers and a single 1 -inch, soft -fabric, damped dome tweeter. The response of the HIS 50CF runs from 55
Hz to 18 kHz in a system where subwoofers are not used, so
the amplifier is set for extended response ("CFx").
The HTS 50LRS, used for the left and right surround
speakers, is generally similar but has only one low-fiequency driver-which is sufficient because of the lower power
demands of the surround channels. This speaker's response goes from 60 Hz to 18 kHz in systems where the
amplifier is set at "LRSx" because there is no subwoofer.
Both the center -channel and surround speakers play only
the frequencies above 80 Hz when a subwoofer is used; the
amplifier channels are set to "CF" and "LRS," respectively.
The HTS 50CF and HTS 50LRS speakers have two-way,
fourth -order crossovers with corrections for impedance
equalization and midband response. The HTS 50SW sub woofer has a 12 -inch transducer mounted in a fourth -order
vented box. Combining this with the second -order, highpass 33 -Hz filter of the HTS 50SPA (that is switched in when
the amplifier is in "SW" mode) yields sixth -order dynamic
tuning. The amplifier also has a second -order, low-pass
filter at 80 Hz; the total 80 -Hz filtering is fourth -order when
the HTS 5300 decoder's subwoofer output is used.

Acra-Vector Decoder Circuitry
Figure is the block diagram of the HTS 5300 decoder's
signal processing. This latest Shure HTS Acra-Vector decoder has 80% more sensing points than previous models,
for smooth and accurate imaging. Acra-Vector logic emulates the Dolby Stereo theater decoder and uses directional enhancement (steering -logic) circuits which recover the
original four recorded channels with a high degree of sepa1
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ration between adjacent channels. On complex source material, the HTS 5300 is more capable in the "proper enhancement of multiple simultaneous sound sources," says
the manufacturer. The HTS 5300 has independent control
signals for enhancement of left -right, .center -surround, and
similar signal oppositions. As a result, according to the
company, there can be "simultaneous enhancement of two
opposite directions at one time." Low-level directionality is
also more accurately detected.
The HTS 5300's digital time delay has twice as much
memory as the previous Shure HTS decoder; this has reduced noise up to 9 dB in the surround channels. The
decoder uses the Shure HTS Acoustic Space Generator for
"clean, spacious theater and concert hall ambience extraction" and a "full spatial field with a minimum of surround
speakers." Sonic performance has been improved by extending the headroom at high frequencies. The HIS 5300's
front panel has Shure's Image Analyzer display, which
shows sound fields in high contrast. A built-in precision test
generator steps automatically from channel to channel for
easy balancing of speaker levels.

Control Layout
At the left end of the front panel are five thin, bar -type
pushbutton switches. The first three are interlocked "Mode"
buttons for Dolby Surround (indicated with a double -D symbol), "Stereo," and "Mono." The next button, "Defeat," is
tied with a line and a "Surround Synthesis" label to the
"Stereo" and "Mono" buttons. "Defeat" does not affect the
Dolby Surround mode, which, of course, is normally the best
match for sources that have been specifically encoded for
Dolby Surround. "Stereo" and "Mono" select synthesized
surround sound to go with any stereo or mono sound
source, unless "Defeat" is on. The last of the five buttons,
"Tape Mon," switches to recorder input connections.
In the center of the panel are two rotary "Input" controls
("Level" and "Balance") and a six -position "Digital Delay"
rotary switch. Above "Level" is a horizontal, five -LED level
meter. From the left, the first four LEDs are green; the last
one is red, indicating maximum allowable input level. "Balance" has a single green LED above it which turns on when
there is center/monaural energy and the control is set correctly for good Dolby Surround separation. The pot has no
center detent, nor should there be: The control adjusts for
out -of -balance sources within limits of ±9 dB.
The "Digital Delay" switch has positions for "16," "20,"
"24," "28," "32," and "36" mS. This is a very good range for
delay, and have commented before that processors with a
30-mS limit would be compromised in some large rooms.
Delay settings do not have to be precise, and this decoder's
4-mS steps are quite acceptable. Further to the right are two
rotary "Volume" controls, "Surround" and "Master." Above
the latter pot is the red LED that shows when the remotely
controlled "Mute' is on. To the right of the "Master" pot is
the infrared "Remote" receptor, and above this receptor is a
green LED that flashes to confirm reception of the remote's
commands. All panel designations are in gold and are easy
to read against the black panel. Large, gold index lines on
the four rotary pots and the rotary delay switch make it easy
to see these controls' settings from a considerable distance.
I
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-Leonard Feather, Celebrated Jazz Critic
for tie L.A. Times, Washington Post News
Service and Author of many books including
"The Jazz Years-Earwitness to an Era."
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"BBE made my
audio system sound better
than I ever dreamed possible!"
"Listening to music has been my
vocation and avocation for a lifetime.
I've spent countless hours sitting in
front of bandstands while some of the
world's greatest musicians mesmerized

me with their artistry.
"Listening to recorded music, of
course, falls short of the delights of
listening to a live performance. I was
therefore skeptical when told that BBE
could make a dramatic improvement to
virtually all audio systems and had to
I

hear for myself.
"I was amazed at how much better the BBE 1002 made my music system sound! There was a presence,
a being there sense of excitement. The
rich textures of the instrumental
sounds, the subtle nuances and details
in the music come through with clarity
and authenticity.
"BBE is clearly one of the most
important advances in the electronic
reproduction of music to come along in
my lifetime. Bravo, BBE! Encore!"

"There was no doubt the BBE
processor added more spatial quality,
more transients and more clean highs.
This is the first black box that actually
helped make my music sound the way
that I knew it should. The effect is

shattering!"

-Music

Technology

Measuring 16Y2" x 9" x 1314;' BBE
fits perfectly into your audio rack. Then
just plug it into your wall socket and
standard tape loop.

Full Money-Back Guarantee
If you're not completely satisfied

with the BBE 1002, return it within 30
days. We'll refund your money. No
questions asked.

All BBE products are backed by a
full years warranty on all parts and
labor-and by our reputation for innovation and leadership in the audio and
electronics industries.

IU.S. currency only. California residents add applicable tax.
Price includes UPS ground shipping charges. For UPS overnight shipping, add $18. For UPS 2nd day shipping, add 58.50.
Canadian residents: please write or call for additional

information.)

Enclosed is

a

check for

$

Or please charge to my:

Visa

MasterCard

American Express
Card

#

Exp. Date

Signature

Nam: (print)

Easy to Order

Music Magazines Love BBE

1.

Call us. Toll free. 1-800-233-8346.

2.

Or,

World

BBE 1002 unit(s) at $189 each.

Send me

Full Warranty

It's as easy as one, two, or three.

-Radio

5500 Bolsa Ave.. Suite 245, Huntington Beach, CA
92649, (714) 897-6766. (800) 233-8346. In California.
(800) 558-3963. In Canada. contact Daymen Audio, 3241
Kennedy Road. #22. Scarborough, Ontario M1V2J9 or
call (4161298-9644. BBE is a trademark of BBE Sound. Inc.

BBE Really Fits In

The Great Professional
"The difference in processed
audio and non -processed audio is like
the difference between high-fidelity
speakers with and without pillows
placed in front of them'"

BISE.
Sound Inc.

In California, 1-800-558-3963.

3.

complete and send us the
coupon at right.
Or, if you're in New York or New
Jersey, pick up your BBE 1002 in any
MACY's audio department.
Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card

Addr,ss

Crtr/State/Zp

Area Code/Phone No rfo facilitate shipping)

5500 Bolsa Ave., Suite 245, Huntington Beach, CA
92649.1714) 897-6766. (800) 233-8346. In California,
(8001558-3963.
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The matching Shure HTS
amp custom -tailors itself for
side, center, or subwoofer
speakers in the context
of the entire system.
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reduction with the center channel output on is
deliberate; see text.

On the back panel, from right to left, the first jack is for an
optional "Wired Remote." Next is a pair of gold-plated
stereo phono jacks for "Input," two pairs of "Tape" jacks
labelled "Send (Record)" and "Return (Play)," "Outputs"
jack pairs for "Front" and "Surround," and individual jacks
for "Center Output" (top) and "Subwoofer Output" (bottom).
A white line from the "Center Output" jack guides the user to
a three -position slide switch ("Off," "Lo Cut," and "On"). It is
important that this switch be set correctly because it affects
how the signals are processed to the main speakers as well.
Above this switch is a "Remote Sensor" jack for use with the
optional remote -extender accessory, an infrared remote
sensor that can be sited to pick up instructions from the
remote control where the HTS 5300 itself would not be in the
user's direct line of sight.
removed the top and side cover to get a look at the
inside construction. There were two large p.c. boards, one
covering two-thirds of the chassis area and the otrer most
of the remaining one-third. Support for the two boards was
good, and they were less springy than thought they would
be. The power transformer, mounted in the small space not
used by the boards, was just warm to the touch after hours
of operation. Immediately, was impressed by the large
number of quality components in a very orderly layout.
There were a number of transistors as well as many ICs.
Parts were all identified, and many of the trim pots were also
labelled by function. Most pot adjustments were held in
place with a spot of glue, helping to ensure long-term
stability.
Most interconnections were made with multi -conductor
cables, some with plugs and some soldered. could not see
the foil side of the boards, but my examination of component leads and holes on the top showed that solder flow was
excellent. There was one fuse in clips. Because of its sheet metal side rails, :he chassis was quite rigid, even rnore so
with the cover back in place.
The reader should be aware that the HTS 5300 does not
have a power switch, though do not see this as a potential
problem for most users. If desired, the decoder can be
plugged into a switched outlet on a preamp, integrated
amp, or receiver.
I

I

Further to the right, at the end of the panel, is the very
useful image Analyzer display, exclusive to the Shure HTS
decoders. The display consists of shaped red LEDs that
form a trapezoid. A center bar at the top illuminates when
there is center -positioned energy. To the left and right are
shoulder -shaped bars that turn on with left and/or right
signals. Completing the figure are a rounded "L" at the
bottom left and a backward rounded "L" at the bottom right.
Both of these will turn on when the source has surround type information. This display conveys immediately whether
the source is strictly monaural, stereo, and/or has surround
artifacts to be utilized. The varying intensity of each LED bar
indicates the strength of each directional component of the
signal.
The remote control is simple, having just "Master Volume," "Surround Volume," and "Mute" controls. The volume
controls are long bars at an angle, which makes them easy
to actuate when the control is held in the right hand. The
bars are rockers: Pushing down on the grooved left (" ")
end reduces volume, and pushing on the smooth right
(" + ") end increases it. A push of "Mute" will cut off all
outputs or restore them; pushing either volume bar will also
disable the mute. Actuation of any remote -control function
illuminates a bright green LED near the transmitting end of
the remote. If "Mute" is held in for 3 S, the HTS 5300 test
generator is turned on. Then, a Noise Sequence circuit for
speaker balancing automatically steps the generated test
tone (from left to center to right to surround, and repeating)
for adjusting levels as needed. Another push of "Mute" turns
the sequence off.
Seven trim pots are available from underneath the unit. At
the left front is "Mono Enhance," for modifying the factory set mono enhancement if desired. Access is obtained near
the back panel to the pots for "Front" ("L" and "R"), "Surround" ("L" and "R"), "Center," and "Subwoofer." Next to
each access hole is an arrow indicating rotation direction to
increase level. These trim pots can be very important if one
or more amplifying channels lack any means of controlling
volume.

-
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Measurements
Let me first point out that all of the measurements were
made after all of the listening and viewing.
Figure 2 shows main -channel frequency responses with a
mono input. When the center -channel output was off, response was basically flat, down 0.1 dB at 20 Hz and 0.9 dB
at 20 kHz. Output was down 3 dB at 3.1 Hz for both
channels and at 30.0 and 39.0 kHz for left and right, respectively. When the center channel was on, the response of the
main channels with the mono input was definitely far from
flat. Note how its level, just about 0 dB at the lowest frequencies, falls off steadily with increasing frequency until reaching a shelf at about
17 dB for frequencies above
kHz.
Briefly was puzzled, but then, the light: When the center
channel is on, it should be carrying the in -phase energy
(especially the higher frequencies), and the stereo channels
should not. This is one more example of the HTS system's
automatic level and response compensation.
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largest specialty store in America.
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Shure's latest Acra-Vector
logic decoder has 80% more
sensing points than prior
models, for smoother and
more accurate imaging.
Smell tude responses (19) versus frequency (Hz).

19.909

.1

.. ..

Shure NTS1299 decoder.

12 dB/octave. could have trimmed the output dowr to the
same maximum level as the other curves, but didn't take
the time to do that. The surround channels have no output
unless nonidentical signals are fed to the right and left main
inputs, and phase differences between these signals normally produce comb -filter effects. This is shown in Fig. 4, for
which left and right input signals of opposite polarity were
used. Frequency response can be roughly gauged from the
envelope of the curve's peaks, but the apparent surround channel response varies with the mix of signals in the main
channels. After observing several such mixes, I'd say that
surround -channel response is about 3 dB down at 40 Hz
and 7 kHz.
Input sensitivity at 1 kHz was 250 mV for the maximum
acceptable input level (the point at which the red LED of the
level indicator just lights) and with the input -level control at
maximum: Input clipping appeared at 3.9 V and output
clipping at 4.9 V. The signal-to-noise ratio was 90.6 cIBA for
the main channels and 92.1 dBA for the surround channels,
with a 1-V reference. Figure 5 shows the THD + N for the
main channels, 0.04% or less across the entire band. at 1 V
input and output. The surround -channel figures reached
0.06% over much of the band, but this is really quite good
and well within specification.
The input impedance was 72 kilohms, and the output
impedance was 5.4 kilohms. The input impedance is a good
figure and was not affected by the setting of the input -level
pot. The output impedance, however, would be on the high
side if used with an amplifier having an input impedance of
10 kilohms or less. The Shure HTS 50SPA amplifier's input
impedance is 100 kilohms, which is plenty high for the 5.4
kilohms of the decoder output. The two sections of the input level pot tracked almost perfectly, staying within ± D.2 dB
over its 20 -dB range. The sections of the "Master" volume
control tracked each other within dB, from wide open to
more than 80 dB of attenuation-outstanding.
A check of the output -level trims on the bottom panel
revealed that each was factory -adjusted to its maximum
setting and that close to 20 -dB attenuation was possible
with each. Exact Dolby Surround input balance with a mono
input (null in the surround outputs) was achieved vs,ith the
control at a little past 12 o'clock. The best null was close to
60 dB deep at 1 kHz, although the adjustment was touchy
and the level bounced around. Typically, the nulls vlere 35
to 45 dB deep across the frequency band, which is very
good. The separation between the main left and right channels was between 45 and 64 dB. (The lower figure was
measured using a higher -than -normal level.) tried a test
videocassette that Shure had supplied. With a good level
from the left -channel speaker, heard substantially nothing
from the right -channel speaker and a very low level from the
surround speakers.
The delay adjustment range was from 16 to 36 mS in 4mS steps. Each setting was accurate within 0.3 mS. The
polarity was the same as the input at all channel outputs.
The input -level meter's green LEDs turned on at -29,
-18.8, 12, and -6 dB relative to the red LED turn -on at 0
dB. The red LED turned on with a 90-mS, 5 -kHz tone burst
when the continuous level was set 1 dB above tern -on.
Decay time was about 230 mS for the bottom LED to just
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Fig. 3-Frequency
response of center and

subwoofer channels;
see text.

Az.) zuda responses (d9) versus frequency (Hz).

Shure NTS53911 decoder.
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199

Fig. 4-Frequency
response of surround
channel, with left and
right inputs of opposite
polarity. The comb -filter
effects shown are normal

for such signals, but
channel response is
essentially flat, as seen
by the envelope of the
curve peaks.

Figure 3 shows the responses of the center and sub woofer channels. The response of the center channel with
the rear -panel "Lo Cut" switch off was down 2.5 dB at 20 Hz
and down 0.9 dB at 20 kHz; the droop at the lowest frequencies was purposeful, to make the total (center plus left and
right) acoustical power flat with the Shure HTS speakers.
This would be easy to equalize, if needed, with loudspeakers of other brands. The center -channel response is also
shown with the rear -panel "Lo Cut" switch on. The roll -off
below 200 Hz could be of benefit if a limited -response
speaker is used for the center channel, particularly with a
subwoofer. The response curve for the subwoofer channel
shown in the figure has a roll -off above 80 Hz at a rate of
90
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The Image Analyzer display
conveys at a glance if the
source is monaural, plain
stereo, or has usable

surround characteristics.
THD

n
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0.5

to 20 kHz.

Shure HTS5300

turn-off. Clipping, with a test tone, was 5.5 dB above the red
LED's threshold. This simple meter will give good indications of level, although it does not respond to the shortest
peaks. Shure recommends input level be set for just occasional red flickering, and this instruction should be fo lowed.
Figure 6 shows the third -octave spectrum of the HTS 5300
test signal used for balancing speaker levels. The roise is
broadband but is peaked in the middle of the band. This is
actually good, because it minimizes sonic differences from
speaker to speaker caused by response deviations at the
frequency extremes.
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Use and Listening Tests
The evaluation system, including the Shure HTS 5300, is
shown in Fig. 7. Input and output connections were made in
a jack field, which facilitated making a change to my reference Yamaha DS? -1 processor without too much delay. A
Yamaha AVC-50 amplifier was used for input switching of
the various sources: A Yamaha TX -900U AM/FM tuner, a
Magnavox FD1041 CD player, a Sanyo VCR -7200 Beta
VCR, an Akai VS -555U VHS VCR, and a Yamaha LV-X1
videodisc player. For power amplification, used the second section of the AVC-50 for the main stereo channels, a
Lafayette amplifier for the center channel, and two channels
of a Yamaha four-channel M-35 for the surround channels.
The speakers were two JBL 4301s (main stereo), a JE3L 216
(center), a self -powered Triad Design HSW-300 (sub woofer), and two Dynaco A25s (surround). Because used
the Triad Design self -powered subwoofer, which has its own
left/right bass summing network and crossover, I did not use
the HTS 5300's subwoofer output. The Akai VCR was used
as the stereo -TV decoder. A 26 -inch Zenith TV was the
video monitor.
The owner's manual concentrates on how to interface the
HTS 5300 with the rest of the Shure HTS Theater Reference
System, but many of the instructions are easily applied to
other equipment. To make certain there is no confusion, the
manual has a section on interfacing with other equipment,
including cautions on making certain that polarity is correct.
There are brief but lucid instructions on setting the delay
time to match specific listening rooms, a short but helpful
section on program sources, and a list of film releases that
have been surround -encoded.
By naming the division responsible for surround products
Home Theater Sound and by making "HTS" part of the
model designations for these products, Shure emphasizes
that home video/movie viewing is primarily what the system
is designed for. Each year, more and more movies are
released with Dolby Stereo encoding, which shows as
Dolby Surround encoding on videodiscs and videocassettes for the home user. My viewing and listening concentrated on movies, but also listened to CDs and FM stations.
For an X/Y display of the left/right input signal, used an
oscilloscope. set the HTS 5300's delay at 24 mS to match
my listening room. confirmed the manual's statement that
aiming of the remote control was noncritical. even pointed
the remote behind me and directly to the sides, and it
worked reliably.
tried a few stereo TV shows but found little of sonic
interest. On CBS, TV 1.01 had all of the dialog, even for off I
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The peak in the middle of
the broadband test signal
makes it easier to balance
speakers having different
frequency response limits.
sonic position between actors within the same scene. The

'scope showed the straight line for the monaural character
of the talking but changed its tilt anywhere from straight up
and down for all the way left (off screen to the left) to

The complete HTS Theater Reference System
would include the HTS 5300 decoder (shown here
with remote control and remote extender), three
of the HTS 50SPA amplifiers, four of the small
speakers shown at the left, one center -channel
speaker (middle), and one subwoofer (right).

screen action, right in the center. This sonic result was
confirmed by the straight line at 45° on the 'scope and by
the center -bar illumination in the decoder's panel display.
The music and effects had some stereo spread but substantially no surround. When
watched a mono Celtics/Nets
basketball game, the mono synthesized mode was best; my
enjoyment increased after raised the surround level to get
to a good crowd -noise level. Overall, results for stereo TV
with the Shure HTS 5300 were superior to those with the
reference Yamaha DSP-1.
The first movie tried was Wall Street (HBO simulcast),
with Michael Douglas, Charlie Sheen, and Daryl Hannah. It
was Dolby Surround encoded, and stereo spread in the
music and effects was good. Surround information was just
occasional (indicated better on the Shure HTS unit than on
my 'scope), but it was used effectively. The dialog was
strongly and, in the main, realistically centered. The 1987
movie, The Whales of August, with Lillian Gish and Bette
Davis, was tried in the videocassette version. The sound
was mono, but "Mono" synthesized surround did not improve the listening. On the other hand, a cable broadcast of
Jeremiah Johnson, the 1972 mono -sound movie starring
Robert Redford, was significantly improved with the same
setting. Dialog was well centered, and surround effects
were worthwhile.
When the rest of the family decided that they wanted to
watch Ben-Hur, with Charlton Heston, on Showtime, I
agreed reluctantly: What would be possible from an old
1959 movie? And it's so long! Unenthusiastically, selected
Dolby Surround and waited for confirmation that a synthesized mode would be needed. In a very short time, realized
that surround sound was alive and well and living in a 30 year -old movie. The dialog was clearly defined in position,
on or off the TV screen, and there was even a shifting of
I
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horizontal for all the way right.
Music and effects in Ben-Hur had continual stereo information, and the surround -sound quality allowed setting the
level high without any detectable speaker localization. During the chariot race, the cheering by sections of the arena
crowd for their respective heroes was positioned around the
room. The storm after the crucifixion scene was very effective, especially the thunder-although it was somewnat distorted. The soundtrack had some other limitations, such as
compression of the cymbal crashes in the music at the end
of the movie. There were jumps in the positioning of the
dialog, but the great majority of the time, the change in
localization matched the change in the scene. The panning
mixer missed the timing just a few times in a very long
movie. Despite my initial skepticism, Ben-Hur gave an emphatic demonstration of what is possible with a good source
and a good decoder.
switched to videodiscs as sources and pickec Ladyhawke, with Matthew Broderick, Rutger Hauer, and Michelle
Pfeiffer (Warner Home Video). This is one of my favorites,
and the sound quality is excellent. The sounds of 13roderick's escape from prison right at the start of the movie were
more detailed and had better clarity than have noticed with
any other system. Surround sound was very good throughout, both for music and effects. Dialog was very clear and
was never spread in character. I would have preferred some
shifting of dialog position to go with the picture, but the
'scope and analyzer displays showed that the source did
not provide any such information. In a previous "Equipment
Profile," had commented on another system's popping in
one part of a scene of Ladyhawke and suggested that the
problem might have been with the videodisc. However, the
HTS 5300 showed no such negative artifacts from beginning to end of the selfsame disc.
Back to the Future, with Michael J. Fox and Christopher
Lloyd (MCA Home Video), delivered very good surround on
the music and effects using the Dolby Surround setting. The
skateboard chase and the car take -offs and landings were
particularly good. Again, I would have preferred at least
some panning of the dialog, but none was in the source.
For movies, the 'esults with the HTS 5300 were noticeably
superior to those with the DSP-1.
then turned my attention to Compact Discs. Carols from
Winchester Cathedral, with the Winchester Cathedral Choir
directed by Martin Neary (ASV CD OS6011), had a fairly
smooth sound field with stereo surround synthesis, but it
was noticeably better with Dolby Surround. Bach's Brandenburg Concerto No. 1, from the
Musici set (Philips
412790-2 PH2), was slightly better with stereo surround
synthesis than with Dolby Surround. Both. were certainly
superior to stereo without surround. Delay settings from 20
to 28 mS were all good for these two CDs; delays longer
than 28 mS yielded a more spacious sound, but it was not
as smooth.
Mozart's "Posthorn Serenade," performed by the Prague
Chamber Orchestrawith Sir Charles Mackerras (Telarc CD I

I

I

I

I
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Some recordings of music
fared best with the Dolby

Surround setting, others
with stereo surround, but
all benefited.
80108), was best with Dolby Surround. "Tam O'Shanter" by
Malcolm Arnold, from Scottish Overtures with the Scottish
National Orchestra and Sir Alexander Gibson (Chandos
CHAN 8379), seemed equally good using Dolby Surround
or stereo surround synthesis. Some cymbal crashes were
far better than they would have been with normal stereo.
wanted to make the surround sound more live (reverberant)
with these two CDs, but there was no way to do that.
Time Warp, with Erich Kunzel and the Cincinnati Pops
(Telarc CD -80106), produced strong surround indications
on the HIS 5300 panel display. It wasn't surprising that
Dolby Surround was a good choice for a number of the
pieces. "Ascent," by Don Dorsey, was one of the best from
this collection. Leonard Bernstein's West Side Story (Deutsche Grammophon 415254-2 GH2) has limited surround
information, and the music remained too much front -centered no matter what tried. Emmylou Harris' The Ballad of
Sally Rose (Warner Bros. 25202-2) had good surround indications, and Dolby Surround was the preferred mode.
For the carols and the Bach Concerto, had slight but firm
preferences for the DSP-1 processor's "Chamber" program
setting with adjusted reverberation. The HTS 5300 could not
generate the liveness wanted for the Mozart and Arnold
works, although could get it with the DSP-1's "Hall" programs. Various DSP-1 modes were also preferred for the
West Side Story and Emmylou Harris CDs.
I

I

I

I

I

On FM broadcasts, the HTS 5300 kept vocals and announcements centered when listened to rock music. It did
not make announcements sound odd, as music -oriented
reverberation systems do. In many cases, reverberation on
announcements is quite acceptable, so would be inclined
to use such reverb systems on those classical recordings
that would benefit from sound -field manipulations not possible with the Shure HTS unit.
The Shure HIS 5300 decoder provided the best localization of dialog and effects for movies, in any format, of all
surround processors tested to date. Setting the level for
good surround sound without distracting localization was
less critical than it was with Shure's previous models. The
HTS 5300 did not generate any spurious artifacts from any
of my sources, as has occurred with other units. It provided
very satisfying sound fields with certain CDs and FM music,
but it was not a match for the reference Yamaha DSP-1, with
most music, in generating realistic hall illusions.
The complete Shure HIS Theater Reference System offers possible advantages to the dedicated movie fan. Although the system's price is high, it is not necessary to buy
all of its components, and the cost of the HTS 5300 is in the
same price range as other decoders. If the prospective
user's emphasis is on theater sound in the home, this Shure
HTS processor should definitely be considered.
Howard A. Roberson
I
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TWO TEST CDs
AUDITORY
DEMONSTRATIONS
AND ANECHOIC
ORCHESTRAL
MUSIC RECORDING
Sources
Auditory Demonstrations is available
from the Acoustical Society of America, 500 Sunnyside Blvd., Woodbury,
N.Y. 11797; $20 postpaid.
Anechoic Orchestral Music Recording
is available from Denon, 222 New
Rd., Parsippany, N.J. 07054; $52.95
postpaid; Calif. and N.J. residents
must include applicable state sales
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The readers of Audio are certainly
more analytical in their listening than
most. There was a time, not too many
years ago, when numerous readers
were drawn to using test LPs to help
align and otherwise optimize their turntable/cartridge combinations. You
could always improve the system with
a better cartridge, or through better
isolation of the turntable and the finetuning of tracking and anti -skating adjustments.
The CD ended all of that. You can
always get better performance by buying a better CD player or ancillary digital processor, but there are absolutely
no adjustments you can make on a
given player to improve it. Not even the
most expensive CD rings or special
conical feet will make any improvement in the performance of a system
as stable and internally controlled as
digital-to -analog conversion with robust error correction.
There are, of course, many test CDs
containing tones and signals intended
primarily for use by manufacturers in
the design and check-out stages of
production. They are also used by
equipment reviewers to verify manufacturers' specifications. But the two
discs reviewed here are not of that
kind. Rather, they are intended to demonstrate and elucidate many of the
psychological aspects of how we hear.
The first of these is called Auditory
98

Demonstrations, and it was co -produced by the Acoustical Society of
America, Northern Illinois University,
and the Institute for Perception Research in Holland. The second disc,
Anechoic Orchestral Music Recording,
was produced by Denon of Japan.
Both discs are packaged in slip cases,
complete with detailed booklets explaining what the tests are all about
and what the listener should be alert
for. The discs are available only from
the manufacturers.
Auditory Demonstrations is based
on a set of demonstration tapes produced at Harvard University in 1978.
These were immensely popular and
were soon distributed in their entirety.
In 1984, the Acoustical Society of
America set about to reissue the material, adding new items where appropriate. A working group-consisting of
Thomas Rossing of Northern Illinois
University, the Institute for Perception
Research, and other interested parties
of the Acoustical Society-devoted
about three years to the project. All the
demonstrations were done anew, and
many were digitally synthesized for the
lowest possible distortion and background noise. The result is a near -masterpiece. Those of us who have, over

the years, heard sine waves on LPs or
cassettes have cringed at the effects
of noise, flutter, and wow. Here, there
is none of that. The performance will
be limited only by the noise floor of
your living room-and if that is too
high, you can always use headphones.
The CD contains 39 demonstrations,
and its total running time is 65:25. The
major sections deal with critical bands,
loudness, masking, pitch perception,
timbre, beats, and various binaural effects. All sections except the last can
be played over either loudspeakers or
headphones; the last, of course, must
be heard over headphones for full appreciation. All examples are explained
by to -the -point narration.
In this review,
will not cover each
test but, rather, will discuss those
which, in my opinion, relate most immediately to the listening of recordings
at home.
Most readers are aware that music
played back at low levels sounds
bass -shy. The reason for this is explained by subjective loudness contours (Fig. 1A). The contours indicate
that at lower levels, low frequencies
must be considerably stronger than
mid -frequencies if they are to be heard
at an equal subjective level. For in I
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checking equipment. These
two illustrate and explain
many psychological aspects
of the way we hear.
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ing booklet) will show that this is the
case. Moving on to 500 Hz, if you hear
seven steps, your threshold at 500 Hz
is another 5 dB more acute than at 250
Hz. And so the test goes.
Typically, there is nothing surprising
here. You will probably find that you
hear the same as just about everyone
else. The real satisfaction you will get
from this exercise simply comes from
knowing that you have tested yourself
and found that you belong in the middle of that big bell curve! My o,vn response to this test is shown in Fig. 1B.
My hearing threshold-as observed in
my listening room, with its low residual
noise floor-fairly matches the owest
contours of the Robinson-Dadson
curves in Fig. 1A.
In a practical sense, the test tells us
that there may be large subjective dif-
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Fig. 18-Author's response to test
of equal loudness near threshold.

stance, at the threshold of hearing, if
two tones are to be of equivalent loudness, a 30 -Hz tone must be some 50
dB greater in level than a 1 -kHz tone.
The basic research in loudness contours was carried out by Fletcher and
Munson during the 1930s. Later tests,
made in the 1950s by Robinson and
Dadson. relate more closely to how we
hear in a normal stereo context. In effect, Auditory Demonstrations lets the
listener plot his own loudness contours
in the region of threshold. The test consists of setting a mid -band reference
tone so that it is barely audible. If your
listening space is noisy for any reason,
use headphones for this test.
100

Having set the calibration tone ac-

cordingly, you then hear "stair stepped" levels going downward in 5 dB increments, beginning at 125 Hz

and repeating at 250, 500, 1000, 2000,
4000, and 8000 Hz. You are told to
write down the number of stair stepped tones you hear at each frequency. For example, assume that you
hear only four steps with the 125 -Hz
tone and six steps with the 250 -Hz
tone. This means that your hearing
threshold is 10 dB more acute at 250
Hz than at 125 Hz. In fact, this is what
most people will hear, and a quick reference to the equal loudness contours
(on page 21 of the disc's accompany-

ferences between music played back
at a good, room -filling level and the
same music played back at low evels.
There are certainly more variations in
home listening levels than you would
discern between front and rear seats in
a concert hall. Accordingly, many
manufacturers of preamps and receivers have routinely included loudness
controls. These are equalization networks which add bass boost as the
playback level is turned down. The
correction provided by this is, at best,
only an approximation of what might
be required, but it is certainly a step in
the right direction.
A corollary to this is the bass boost
which most people prefer in the automotive listening environment. Here,
there is masking due to low -frequency
road noise, and most listeners prefer
the bass boost simply because it
raises the signal above the masking
spectrum.
While most of us are in close agreement on what constitutes equal loudness across the frequency band at a
given mid -band reference level, we are
not all in agreement as to what is
meant by the terms "twice as loud"
and "half as loud." In general, is has
been observed that a 10 -dB increase
in level will be judged as a doubling of
loudness, while a 10 -dB decrease in
level will be judged as a halving of
loudness.
The test presented here consists of
20 short noise bursts. Each burst is
preceded by a reference burst, and
AUDIO/JULY 1989
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Played backwards, a signal
that seemed to contain
no reverberation turns out
to have quite a bit of it.

Table 1-Reviewer's response
to loudness scaling test.

Noise
Burst
Number

Relative
Loudness
Rating

Rating,

Multiple'

dB**

dB

4

+20

+ 15

2

V2

-10

3

'/4

4

5
6
7

8
9
10
11

1

'

"

Actual
Level,

-5

- 20

3/4

-5

- 20

'/2

-10

-10

8

+ 30

+ 20

2
3

+10
+15

+10

'/3

-15

-15

1/2

-10

-10

12

5

13
14
15
16
17
18

7

+22
+28

+15
+20

2

+10

+10

'/2

-10

-15

- 20

- 20

+5
+15

+5
+15

-5

3/4

-5

3/4

3/4

'/4

19

11/2

20

21/2

-5

Reference (no level change) is

0

+5

0

-5
-5

1.

Based on 10 dB as representing doubled loudness.

the listener is asked to make a judgment about the loudness of the test
signal with respect to the reference
burst. Any convenient grading scale
may be used. In my response to this
test, simply judged the test signals,
relative to the reference signal, as half
as loud, three times as loud, and so
forth. The results are shown in Table I.
Note that most of my subjective level
judgments were within 5 dB of the actual level changes, but three of my
level judgments proved to be off by up
to 10 dB.
There is no special knack in taking
such a test, and it is likely that even
naive subjects will do quite well. Some
evidence suggests that acclimation
will improve your overall accuracy, but
it is amazing how well listeners agree
on what "twice as loud" really means!
The total range of levels in this demonstration is 40 dB. In taking this test,
you will be impressed by both how
loud and how soft those signals can
be. In fact, don't think most listeners
would want their music to vary over a
I

I
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range of levels much greater than
those presented here. Bearing this in
mind, you may wonder if CD's maximum signal-to-noise ratio of 90 dB or
greater is truly necessary. As a matter
of fact, such wide system dynamic
range is necessary, for the following
reasons:
Even if music itself is normally "contained" within a range of about 40 dB,
its softest passages must be heard
against a noise floor some 25 to 30 dB
lower in order to be realistic. At high
levels, another 10 to 15 dB must be
available for handling short-term transient signals. This gets us to a requirement of 85 dB, which is not too much
less than the range that the CD actually handles.
Stated in a different way, the noise
floor of a good concert hall may be
about 15 dB (weighted to take the
ear's reduced sensitivity to low-level
bass into account), and the maximum
orchestral peak levels at seats toward
the front of the hall may top out in the
range of 105 dB SPL (unweighted, as
the ear's response is fairly flat at these
levels). This is a total range of about 90
dB, and we should be grateful that the
system can accommodate it.
Further examples on the disc point
out the fact that the ears will "manufacture" fundamental frequencies from an
ensemble of overtones when the fundamentals are, in fact, absent. This is
the phenomenon which enables us to
hear music with reasonable satisfaction even when it is played over a tiny
loudspeaker. Related to this is our ability to recognize acquaintances over a
normal telephone connection, even
though it has little response below
about 300 Hz.
Another demonstration shows the
ability of the ear to place normal reverberation, or room sound, into context.
Speech samples and a hammer stroke
are recorded in an anechoic room (no
reverberation), a conference room
(slight reverberation), and a highly reverberant space. In the anechoic
room, there will be no evidence of reverberation. Even in the conference
room, a listener is not readily aware of
reverb. But in the highly reverberant
space, the listener is quite aware. The
three examples are then played backwards. Again, in the anechoic space,
the listener is aware of no reverbera-

tion. In the conference room, however,
the listener is quite aware of reverb
preceding the reversed speech signals. And certainly in the third example, the listener is aware of reverberation preceding the reversed speech.
The big difference here is observed
in the recording made in the conference room. In real time, the reverberation effects are masked by the direct
speech signals reaching our ears first.
We have adjusted to this over time and
take no note of it. When the same recording is played in reverse, there is
nothing to mask the reverberation
component, and it sticks out quite

clearly.
The relevance here is to our music
listening rooms. We would not want to
listen to music or speech in an anechoic room, as a moderate amount of
room reflection is desirable. Most of us
are hardly aware of any reverberation
at all behind the voice of a radio announcer, as reproduced in our listening room. But as the test shows, a
reversed recording would show just
how much reverb is really there. When
we play recorded music, we are largely unaware that our listening rooms are
putting "reverberation on top of reverberation," yet that's exactly what is
happening.
The final two demonstrations to be
discussed require stereo headphones.
The first relates to perceived directionality at low frequencies. For the most
part, our directional cues come from
transient and high -frequency information, for which the chief mechanism for
assigning directionality is a sound's
relative levels at our two ears. At low
frequencies, phase relationships provide directional cues, and even continuous sine waves can be localized. In
the test on this CD, a 500 -Hz signal is
presented to the ears, leading in phase
by 45° in one ear and then leading by
the same amount in the other ear. The
listener clearly assigns directionality to
the signal with the leading phase. The
same experiment at 2000 Hz leads to
no such conclusion.
The last example involves the ability
of the ears to sdrt out different signals
coming from various directions. In one
test, a pulsed 500 -Hz tone is heard
against a noise floor, both heard only
in the left ear. The 500 -Hz tone is stair stepped downward in 3 -dB steps and
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I'm surprised no one has
tried anechoic recordings
of large-scale orchestral
forces before. That's the
chief value of Denon's CD.
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the listener is asked to identify the last
tone he can hear. Then, the noise signal is switched to the right ear, and the
procedure is repeated. This time, the
listener can quite easily hear the tone
as it is reduced to even lower levels at
the left ear, inasmuch as the masking
signal (the noise) and the tones are
now perceived as coming from different directions. Several variations of this
phenomenon are presented.
The relevance here has to do with
normal stereo listening. The spatial relationships in stereo help us sort out
musical and textural details. In mono,
these are often lost, as everything is
perceived to be coming from the same
direction. Our ability to sort out signals
according to direction is one of our
best assets-both in the home listening experience and in the concert hall.
The Denon CD, Anechoic Orchestral
Music Recording, is the result of successful efforts to create, indoors, an
anechoic environment large enough to

accommodate a symphony orchestra.
The accompanying booklet describes
how the stage of a concert hall was
blocked off from the hall itself, and how
all wall and ceiling boundaries in the
orchestra enclosure were made absorptive; see Fig. 2. The playing is by
the Osaka Philharmonic Orchestra,
and the musical examples and exAUDIO/JULY 1989

cerpts are taken from the classical and
Romantic eras. Total running time of
the disc is 64:58.
As an interesting aside, performing
in the anechoic environment was such
a difficult task for the players that they
were all outfitted with headphones so
they could monitor themselves with
both direct and artificially reverberated
sound during actual recording!
Realizing the necessity for picking
up a completely "dry" signal which truly represented the section -by -section
"power response" of the ensemble, 32
microphones were deployed over the
orchestra, and each microphone was
fed to a separate track on a digital
multi -track recorder.
Ideally, we would want to play back
the 32 -track tape via 32 amplifiers and
loudspeakers, each placed in its appropriate position on stage. In so doing, we would virtually simulate an orchestra on stage, and we could make
subjective judgments ad infinitum. Perhaps Denon will make the 32 -track
tape available for such purposes, but
in the real world of stereo. a two -channel mixdown had to be made for general application. With some care in setting up the loudspeakers on stage,
many aspects of stage -to -hall transfer
characteristics can be measured using
this program material. For example,

the suitability of a new venue for concerts or symphonic recordings could
be evaluated, at least preliminarily,
with anis disc.
Another section of the Denon disc
gives examples of the dry orchestral
recording as "treated" to the simulated
acoustics of the Vienna Musikvereinsaal, the Amsterdam Concertgebouw,
and Boston's Symphony Hall. These
examples place the orchestra a little
too far in the reverberant field for my
taste.
Another very useful section of this
disc shows the effects of various stereo microphone philosophies. Enough
microphones were deployed so that
these techniques could be re-created
after the multi -track recording was
made. Some of the techniques demonstrated are: Omnidirectional, single point stereo pickup; omnidirectional,
single -point stereo pickup with time coherent (delayed) accent mikes; unidirectional, single -point stereo pickup;
multi -microphone pickup, and multi mike pickup delayed for time coherence with rear microphones.
For the most part, these examples
show only subtle differences. If such a
comparison were made in a live recording environment, we would expect
greater difference, since these basic
microphone arrays respond quite differently to room sound. In any event,
there is considerable tutorial value
here.
The last section of the Denon disc
contains various tones and signals
which will be useful in field evaluation
of room reverberation and other acoustical characteristics.
The chief value in this disc is, of
course, the anechoic examples, and
am surprised that no one has attempted it before. My only quibble is that
there was ample room on the disc to
have included many examples of
chamber music and so on, for evaluating smaller performance and recording venues. Such examples have been
recorded before, but am not aware of
any of them having made their way
onto CD.
The analytical listener will want to
acquire both discs. What is to be
learned from them goes way beyond
just a few listenings. They are a must
for any audio educational activity.
John Eargle
I
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ROCK/POP RECORDINGS

TOP-RAITT
sound. The opener, "You Got It," rocks
briskly and has a "Pretty Woman" -like
finish. However, the real hot rocker of
the set is "(All
Can Do Is) Dream
You," which is something of a revelation since, despite "Pretty Worr an," it
is the ballads which people remember
Roy for. Speaking of ballads, there are
some real good ones here-the deliberate "A Love So Beautiful," the
dreamy "Windsurfer," "In the Real
World," the closing "Careless Heart,"
and the Bono/The Edge composition
"She's a Mystery to Me."
As impressive as Roy is throughout
the album (and make no mistake, he
sings here as he never has befoe), he
doesn't really have to stretch to make
the songs work. They have been carefully manicured to fit into his style and
don't force him to venture into strange
territory.
The best example of this sort o' artistic tailoring is the Elvis Costello song
"The Comedians." When Elvis recorded it on his Goodbye Cruel World album, it was in 5/4 time, with a difficult
herky-jerky melody, lyrics I'd describe
as complex and intimidating, and a
glorious chorus. From that versicn, Elvis totally rewrote the song, keeping
only the chorus and one verse line. The
new "Comedians" has a vivid fairgrounds storyline about a ferris wheel
I

Nick of Time: Bonnie Raitt
Capitol CDP-91268-2, CD; 42:59.
Sound: B
Performance: B
Nick of Time, Bonnie Raitt's first album for Capitol, could be called a re-

turn to form-but it really isn't. Working
with producer Don Was of the group
Was (Not Was), Bonnie has cut one of
the few albums of her career in which
she is not overwhelmed, intimidated, or
manipulated by her producer. Instead,
Nick has been fashioned to fit within
Bonnie's multi -faceted persona and to
display her eclecticism. Her slide -guitar -driven, sassy and bluesy side has
never been captured better, or been
better recorded, than on the John Hiatt
song "Thing Called Love," the most
radio -friendly song she has cut. Bonnie
Hayes' "Love Letter" looms as a followup. Raitt's wistful side is best shown on
the softly acoustic "Nobody's Girl," the
sad but sultry "Too Soon to Tell," and
"I Ain't Gonna Let You Break My Heart
Again," on which Bonnie's sweet voice
is backed only by a cocktail -style piano played by Herbie Hancock.
feel certain that, to Bonnie, the key
songs here are her two originals, which
bookend the album. "Nick of Time,"
opening the show, is a disarmingly
honest song about reaching middle
I
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age and being aware that old age is
just beyond. It truly is a touching work.
The closer, "The Road's My Middle
Name," features The Fabulous Thunderbirds on a fun thing that summarizes how Bonnie perceives this persona she's constructed, contradictions
and all.
This is a good, good album-one of
Raitt's best and certainly one of her
truest. Don Was proves a sympathetic
producer. If there is a real flaw, it is that
Bonnie plays too comfortably; she
doesn't really stretch very much here.
Then again, as a label debut, the idea
of the album is to reestablish Bonnie
Raitt as an active and viable force.
That goal has been met.
Here's hoping Nick of Time does
well enough to encourage Bonnie Raitt
to do it again real soon, and to take a
slightly riskier path. Michael Tearson

Mystery Girl: Roy Orbison
Virgin 91058-2, CD; 38:15.
Sound: B

Performance: B+

Yes, Roy sings beautifully here. That
is first and foremost. Though a lot of

heavy -hitters contributed songs, production, and support to this, his first
album of new material in nearly a decade, it is always Orbison's show and

'
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Lyle Lovett
and a bitter betrayal. The language
now is simple and direct. Outside of
the word "comedians," the only words
of more than two syllables are "whispering" and "carousel." Replacing the
impenetrable 5/4 arrangement is a beguiling bolero-style melody very reminiscent of "Running Scared." Most importantly, the song has been re grooved right to the heart of Orbison
country, as a perfect, operatically
swirling vehicle for the man.
Although Mystery Girl was completed shortly before Roy Orbison's sudden death last December, it is hard for
me to listen to this CD as a posthumous release. The "greatest hits" albums make better post-mortems. This
is much more a new beginning that
was tragically cut short. Mystery Girl is
a vital work which succeeds on its own
terms.
Michael Tearson

zarre observations, the side meanders
its way through a set of bluesy little
numbers played by a piano- and horn driven band that also features Francine
Reed's hot, jazzy vocals-smoky
nightclub stuff that is very wry and often very funny. These are songs that
do not look you square in the eye.
Then there's the country side, on
which the principal weaponry is Paul
Franklin's steel guitar and Mark O'Connor's fiddling. You would expect a
song called "I Married Her Just Because She Looks Like You" to be yet
another gimmick country song with a
glib twist. It isn't. Given the scenario
that the title spells out, it is a sincere
kiss -off to a woman better left behind.
Next up is a deadpan -straight read of
Tammy Wynette's "Stand By Your
Man," which is both a very weird song
for a guy to sing and a total flip side to
"I Married Her...." "Which Way Does
that Old Pony Run" is a wonderful song
about a cowboy who has outlived his
era, and "Nobody Knows Me" is a quiet, sad, contemplative song about how
a love went awry, featuring John Hagen's lovely cello work. The finale,

"Once

Is

Enough," features Mills

Brothers -style harmonies and a hot
acoustic -guitar lead by DesChamps
Hood, completing the album's cycle
back to wry blues.
The sound is superb, subtle, and
smoky on the big band blues material
and more direct on the country and
folk stuff. The sound fits the music, and
that spells fine production.

Performance:
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3: Violent Femmes

Slash/Warner Bros. 1-25819,

LP.

-

Performance: C
Sound: B +
As in George Orwell, 3 is four. That
is, 3 is the fourth album from those
wacky, existential funsters from the

Midwest, Violent Femmes. If that
strikes you as hip intellectual humor,
you'll enjoy the album. The rest of us
will go back to watching Rocky and
Bullwinkle.
After the unanimous round of applause six years ago for the first Violent
Femmes album ("Lou Reed tackling
Gershwin," burbled one critic), the
band has gotten progressively whinier
and self-absorbed. Against spare in -

r7

B

Lyle Lovett and His Large Band is
half big band blues, half country(ish)
music. Thus, though the all -digital recording sounds best on CD, it plays
better on LP or cassette, where you
listen to one side at a time and consciously decide to flip the album over.
The two halves are that separate.
The first half opens with a seemingly
extraneous Clifford Brown blues riff
that has been included to set up Lyle's
entrance at the beginning of the secAm." From this
ond track, "Here
piece's collection of oblique and biI

I
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Lyle Lovett and His Large Band
MCA MCAD-42263, CD; DDD; 41:13.
Sound: A

don't think this album is quite up to
either of its predecessors, Lyle Lovett
and Pontiac, but the best stuff is at
least as good as anything on either of
those worthies. Lovett has such a
unique and versatile vision that he is
clearly miscast as a country performer;
he embraces far too much territory for
such narrow pigeonholing. He deserves a wider audience, and with the
recent wave of critical approval, he
may well get it.
His dilemma, if it may be termed
one, is that he appears to have exhausted his backlog of songs. From
here on. he has to write them one record at a time. But think Lovett can pull
it off. My money rides with the little guy
from Houston with the big haircut.
Michael Tearson
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Fisherman's Blues only
delivers an apprentice
prophet, who parts two
clouds and then tells
knock -knock jokes.
strumentation that wouldn't have been
out of place backing poets in beatnik
coffeehouses in 1960, vocalist/songwriter Gordon Gano gripes about how
he can't get to sleep because he's
thinking of some girl, or how a girl isn't
returning his phone calls, or how he
hopes the girl who dumped him has

gotten fat. There's a teaspoon of wit at
work, but no more and nothing elseno irony, no symbolism, no nothing.
When Gano whines that he can't sleep
because he's thinking of some girl,
that's all there is to the song: Insomnia.
Geez, at least "Be-Bop-a-Lula" tackled
this subject with teenage angst.

THE TEN BEST BUYS IN AUDIO:
reprinted from HIFI Heretic, Number Ten

A listing of audio components that

offer both musical sound and
excellent value.

B&K ST-140
Power
Amplifier:
$498
In a

field littered with

supposed giant -killers
(i.e., the field of "inexpensive" basic amps with perfectionist aspirations), this
solid-state amp is the true
standout. The ST -140's
sound is musical and well controlled, with good detail and a degree of smoothness that has prompted
many to describe the amp
as being "tube -like".
Good build quality, too
and we've never heard of

-

anyone having reliability
problems with this one.
Sure, more money, spent
wisely, can buy more pitch
certainty, stronger bass,
an "airer" top end, a little
less artificial texture, etc.
But then, more money can
(and very often does) buy
a lot of crap, too
and
crap that blows up, to boot.
now
(Exploding crap
there's a lovely image.)
For $500, the B&K ST -140
seems almost unbeatable.

-

The other nine:
Rega RB300 Tonearm: $300

Arcam Alpha Plus Integrated
Amplifier: $300
Sony Walkman Pro Portable
Cassette Recorder: $400
Spica TC-50 Loudspeaker: $550
Thiel SC1.2 Loudspeaker: $1090

Audible Illusions Modulus
Stereo Preamplifier: $850
ProAc Studio
$1150

1

2

Loudspeaker:

Linn Sondek LP12 Turntable:
$1165

Superphon Revelation II/DM 220
Preamplifier & Power Amplifier:
5699/5899

Features:
Class A pre -driver circuitry driving class AB Mosfet output
stage.
Toroidal transformers for highly efficient power supply
operation.
Differential input stage with an active current source load,
assuring DC stability and extremely wide band width
linearity.
5-45 K Hz Frequency Response
95 dB Signal to Noise Ratio, A Weighted
105 Power Rating (1K Hz at less than .09THD, 8 ohms)
. 14 Amperage (peak to peak)
1.4 dB Dynamic Headroom

B&K COMPONENTS, LTD.
1971 Abbott Road

Lackawanna, N. Y. 14218
FAX: (716) 822-8306
NY: (716) 822-8488
1-800-543-5252

Lots of songs here whine on to no
apparent destination, but at least one
of them, the vaguely calypso-ish "Outside the Palace," develops the whining
into something more: A lonely man's
reverie, a recitation of th ngs he's
seen and things he knows as he stands
at a crossroad. This song intimates
thoughts unspoken, hints at the life behind the words. Too many of the rest
are like watching thirtysomething.
Frank Lovece

Fisherman's Blues: The Waterboys
Chrysalis VK 41589, CD; AAD; 54:36.
Performance: C+
Sound: BAmerican folk music largely stems
from English, Scottish, and Irish roots.
Now, The Waterboys-after a long absence, an overhaul in personnel, and a
change in record companies-return
to take us full circle: A Scottish singer/
songwriter in an Irish setting re-creating the sensibilities of American folk.
Or trying to, anyway.
On Fisherman's Blues, Waterboy auteur Mike Scott does give the impression he could hum the soundtrack from
every western John Ford ever made,
but in trying to get down with the
reglar people, he only reaffirms that
true naiveté is quaint, and fake naiveté,
well, ain't. Scott's strength has always
been a moody lyricism as simultaneously full of details and white space
as an Aubrey Beardsley drawing.
Here, he practically goes country. I'm
not sure, but think heard him singing
about how his hound dog died and his
woman done left him.
Actually, several women do leave
him in the course of this album. On the
best cut, a bouncy ditty full of cyanide
and vinegar called "And a Bang on the
Ear," Scott runs down a seemingly
autobiographical list of ex -lovers and
unrequited romances, getting back at
each with an honest, spiteful message
of love and kisses and the hope that
somebody whacks them on the side of
the head.
Unfortunately, too little such emotion
spews forth, and much of the album is
either overinflated ego ("We Will Not
Be Lovers"), forced folk ("Has Anybody Here Seen Hank?"), or twee attempts to tug at tradition's heartstrings
("Jimmy Hickey's Waltz," "When Ye Go
Away," the Irish folk jig "When Will We
I
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Dylan & The Dead is an
enjoyable trifle, but it
is far from a revelation
for fans of either Dylan
or The Grateful Dead.
Be Married?" and, in the worst example of straining for respectability, "The
Stolen Child"-music by Mike Scott,
words by William Butler Yeats). To
make sure we Americans know he's
sincere, Scott even throws in a few
bars of Woody Guthrie's "This Land Is
Your Land" at the end.
Though The Waterboys have grown
from three to about 200 members-or
so it seems, for there are 10 on the
album cover and 18 listed in the credits, not counting guest vocalists-the
sound has remained fairly consistent.
As in the previous A Pagan Place and
This Is the Sea-two of the most critically well -received albums of the mid1980s-The Waterboys' sound here is
organic, a natural force. Even when
cheerful, the music swirls and whirls
like dark clouds, ominous and beautiful
at once. It's music that demands the
voice of God. Yet all the album gives
us is an apprentice prophet, parting
two clouds and then telling us knock knock jokes.
Frank Lovece

Dylan & The Dead: Bob Dylan and
The Grateful Dead
Columbia CK 45056, CD: 43:59.
Sound: C
Performance: CRecorded at stadium dates during
their summer of '87 joint tour, Dylan &
The Dead is an enjoyable trifle, but it is
far from a revelation for fans of either
Dylan or The Dead.
The Grateful Dead's love of Dylan's
work is a matter of record; they have
regularly performed many Dylan songs
in their live shows for years. As a backing band for him, they wend their way
through the paces, but they don't flash
much fire here. In fact, they often
sound lackadaisical and sloppy. This
is far from the best work of either Dylan
or The Dead.
Certain selections must be considered inevitable, notably the closers "All
Along the Watchtower" and "Knockin'
on Heaven's Door." Others-like
"Joey," "I Want You," and especially

"Queen Jane Approximately"-are
genuine surprises.
Technically, this is an acceptable
piece of work. But the performance is
not all that hot-or very special.
At the time of the tour, Dylan stated
that there would not be a live album to
commemorate it. Except as yet another
AUDIO/JULY 1989
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way to resurrect and redo old warhorses, there was not much reason to
release this recording al all. Dylan
might be trying to buy time after his
successful stint as a member of the
Traveling Wilburys. Let's hope, if that is
the case, he'll use this time to get serious in the studio.
Michael Tearson
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Hear the difference only
PURE COPPER

can make...

now from
Signet.
While others try to overcome the limitations of ordinary
copper wire with fanciful theories, Signet has attacked the problem
head on...by creating dramatically better copper wire!
Introducing Pure Copper by Ohno Continuous Casting (PCOCC).
Unlike other copper that must be heated, lubricated, acid washed, and
annealed during fabrication, each PCOCC wire strand glides from its
thermally -controlled mold uniquely free from impurities. The process
creates long, flexible continuous copper crystals that permit audio signals
to flow unimpeded, without the coloration that inferior wire imposes.
Signet has created two series of Maximum Transfer PCOCC interconnects using this new wire. Each features premium -quality gold-plated
terminations and higi-density braided shields to minimize RF and magnetic
interference. And each is jacketed by extra -flexible, heavy-duty polyvinyl.
New Signet Music Line PCOCC speaker cable extends the value of
pure copper to your entire system. Thick dual -gauge strands are jacketed
individually, then enclosed in extra -flexible opaque insulation for unvarying
quality and appearance.
1
Your Signet dealer will gladly
tY1
demonstrate the superiority of Signet
.ti
PCOCC cables and interconnects for
i`i
`
your system. Enjoy the Pure Copper
Connection from Signet today!
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"After the War," is both melancholic
and full of the strains of rebirth and
rediscovery.
There are times when "Different
Trains" begins to veer toward a gimmicky, minimalist rap record with the
stutter of repeating voices. Bit the
subtlety of Reich's writing and the power of Kronos' performance, with -s unerring precision and nuance, always
pulls the album back from the abyss.
"Electric Counterpoint" was written
for guitarist Pat Metheny, who multi tracks 11 guitars and two electric
basses in the third of Reich's "Counterpoint" series. Metheny deftly navigates
Reich's canon form, as patterns rise
and fall through the mix of multiple
lines and the occasional chordal pattern scans the scene like a searchlight.
"Electric Counterpoint" has ar intricate austerity and cleanliness of line
that is endlessly fascinating, while "Different Trains" is a harrowing, often exhilarating journey.
John Dil/berto
i

Legend of the Seven Dreams: Jan
Garbarek

;

ECM 1381, CD; DDD; 54:51.

-

-

Different Trains/Electric Counterpoint: Steve Reich
Nonesuch 79176-2, CD; DDD; 41:47.
Sound: A

Performance: A

On the surface, "Different Trains,"
one of the two works on Steve Reich's
newest album, is his most radical departure to date. But in reality, this composition draws from the earliest development of his style as well as from his
childhood memories of train travel between Los Angeles and New York.
These early trips serve as a metaphor
of passage and symbolize a shared
past with the holocaust victims of

World War II, who were shipped by
train across Europe to the concentration camps.
To establish this place in time, Reich
collected voice recordings of holocaust victims, his governess, and a
Pullman porter, and he used their spoken pitches as the melodic basis for
the string lines played by The Kronos
Quartet. In this regard, "Different
Trains" recalls Reich's "Come Out"
108

and "It's Gonna Rain," in which he created tape loops out of spoken -word
fragments, generating flanging effects,
melodies, and rhythms from the interplay of the loops as they moved out of
phase with each other.
On "Different Trains," Reich used a
digital keyboard sampler to trigger the
voices, along with recordings of sirens,
train whistles, and other train sounds, a
technique which has become familiar
on rap records. But Reich used these
patterns to generate the melodic material for Kronos. They pick up on the
spoken melodies of phrases like "From
Chicago to New York" or "They tattooed a number on our arm" and shift
them through different instrumental
patterns as their lines intersect with
each new spoken phrase.
The result is a driving, relentless
work, with Kronos as the train. Part I,
set in "America-Before the War," is
full of optimism and exuberance. Part II
takes us to "Europe-During the War,"
with a commensurate shift into chaos,
anxiety, and fear. The final movement,

Sound: B +
Performance: A
Jan Garbarek has shifted, over the
years, away from the post -Coltrane
modal excursions of his early work. He's
gone past the impressionistic, neoclassical jazz of his late '70s music and into
a more environmental, moody sound
that climaxed on 1987's All Those Born
with Wings, a contemplative album for
multiple reeds, synthesizers, and percussion, all played by Garbarek.
Legend of the Seven Dreams picks
up where All Those Born with Wings
left off, but this time with some old
companions along for the trip. It's an
album produced in a contemplative
studio environment, where the detailed
ambience and wistful imagery are established from the start on "He Comes
from the North."
Based on a Lapp melody, the 13 minute suite proceeds with hypnotic
insistence through moments of childlike lyricism and primal memories. Garbarek's soprano saxophone is hauntingly sweet, but Nana Vasconcelos' insistent berimbau rhythm roots the
piece in the earth with a cyclical pulse.
They move from one section to the next
like a motion picture dissolve, Garber AUDIO/JULY 1989

Jug Band Blues: Jim Kweskin & The
Jug Band with Sippie Wallace and Otis
Spann

Mountain Railroad MR -52672, LP.
(Available from Chameleon Music
Group, 3355 West El Segundo Blvd.,
Hawthorne, Cal. 90250.)
Performance: A
Sound: B

-

there is going to be a more astonishing lost master tape found this year,
can't wait to hear it. It's going to have
to go a long way to top Jug Band
Blues! This record was made in the
late '60s, when The Kweskin Jug Band
was the best at their game. The lineup
included Kweskin, banjo wizard Bill
Keith, fiddle legend Richard Greene,
Fritz Richmond on washtub bass and
jug, plus the then -married Geoff and
Maria Muldaur. Supplementing this
core group was Otis Spann, perhaps
the greatest blues piano player, while
fronting it all was the wonderful blues
singer Sippie Wallace. These tapes are
the stuff of which history is made.
This record includes Sippie's most
famous songs, "Mighty Tight Woman"
and "You Got to Know How," along
with blues standards like "Black Snake
Blues," "Jelly Roll Blues,' and "Nobody Knows the Way Feel This Morning" plus a wild run at "Everybody
Loves My Baby" to close the set.
There's also a very funny tribute called
"Muhammed Ali."
The sessions have the friendly, informal, and relaxed feel of a delightful,
no -pressure situation. There is some
hiss from the master tapes, but it is no
big deal, especially considering the
If
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Jan Garbarek

ek's soprano fading into a Vasconcelos vocal chant that's arranged in canonic rounds with digital delay.
The village feel of "He Comes from
the North" gives way to the hallucinatory techno-stomp of "Aichuri, the
Song Man." Playing a processed tenor
saxophone and electronic percussion
that sounds like slow-motion Burundi
drums, Garbarek creates a mutated
bagpipe choir that phases in a swirling
drone.
Like most Garbarek records, Legend of the Seven Dreams has an overriding atmosphere that links all the music, whether it's the Eastern themes of
"Tongue of Secrets," the gothic jazz of
"Brother Wind," or the tango feel of
"Voy Cantando."
Rainier Bruninghaus plays a harpsichord synthesizer patch on the latter
two pieces, lending a baroque bombast to "Brother Wind," while "Voy
Cantando" reminded me of Lurch playing harpsichord tangos on The Ad dams Family TV show.
The addition of Vasconcelos, Bruninghaus, and bassist Eberhard Weber
lends some needed vitality to Garbarek's moody tone poems. They combine for a time -lost, ceremonial dirge
on "Tongue of Secrets," conjuring up
dark, discarded tombs and ancient relics with their ambient pulses. Weber's
bass solo on "Send Word" is one of his
typical, bittersweet refrains, prowling
the bottom like a desolate soul on one
of the more straight -ahead jazz tracks.
Garbarek has always been an innovative saxophonist, combining lyrical
invention with passionate bursts of
frenzy. The frenzy is clearly on the
wane in Legend of the Seven Dreams,
but the lyricism remains long after the
music is over.
John Diliberto
AUDIO/JULY 1989
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importance of these performances and
how much pure fun they contain.
No question about it, Jug Band
Blues is a wonderful album that exists
thanks to a collection of happy accidents. do wish, though, that the label
had provided more information about
the session-places, dates, songwriters-in their packaging. But if the very
idea of a collaboration between Sippie
Wallace, Otis Spann, and The Kweskin
Jug Band piques your curiosity at all,
don't miss this record.
Michael Tearson
I

Kevin Eubanks

The Searcher: Kevin Eubanks
GRP GRD-9580, CD; DDD; 52:58.
Sound: A
Performance: A
Searching for a voice has led guitarist Kevin Eubanks into some wrong
turns. But it seems that with his new
album, The Searcher, he is settling into
a confident groove of pop -oriented
jazz that continues in the direction set
by last year's The Heat of Heat.
Relying mainly on acoustic guitar
played crisply with a plectrum and accompanied by a straightforward
rhythm section of keys, bass, and
drums, Eubanks achieves a fluid, full. bodied sound all his own. Occasional
laid-back electric guitar and Mark Led ford's scat vocals/voice percussion

embellish this new-found identity.
Synth strings are used sparingly on
two cuts. Picks include the melodic
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Jim Kweskin

twists of "The Story Teller," the swirling, syncopated scales of "In Search
of the Searcher," and the unaccompanied guitar duet, "Poem for a Sleeping
Child." Digitally recorded, Kevin Eubanks' The Searcher is a big, clean sounding CD. Good playing, good
songs, good job.
Michael Wright
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CLASSICAL RECORDINGS

BY GEORGE!

Enescu: Symphonies

1

to 3, Suites

1

to 3, Chamber Symphony, Suite
Chatelaine, "Vox Maris," Concert
Overture, Romanian Poem, Romanian Rhapsodies 1 and 2, String Octet, Wind Dixtuor, Sinfonia Concertante, Voix de la Nature. Various Romanian orchestras; losif Conta, Mihai
Brediceanu, Ion Baciu, Remus
Georgescu, Constantin Silvestri, and
Horia Andreescu, conductors.
Marco Polo 8.223141 to 8.223147,
seven CDs; AAD; 60:20, 67:38, 67:07,
64:39, 56:18, 54:17, and 64:42.
By now, many of you will have encountered an almost bewildering variety of new releases on the Marco Polo
label. This adventuresome line focuses
primarily on orchestral music written
between 1850 and 1920 but ventures
beyond these dates when there is
good reason to do so. The greater part
of the catalog is recorded in Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, and Romania, although some albums stem from sessions done in West Germany and Hong
Kong. Marco Polo is the offspring of
Hong Kong Records (based there) and
its exceptionally motivated founder,
Klaus Heyman. The label typically
goes in for complete surveys of the
symphonic output of composers like
110

Respighi, Anton Rubinstein, Castelnuovo -Tedesco, Bantock, Bloch, Johann Strauss (50 CDs, eventually!), Janacek, Martinu, and a basketful of others. The best-known Marco Polo CD is
a generous sampler of the orchestral
music of Anatoly Liadov, recorded in
Ljubljana and offering the haunting
tone poem, "Enchanted Lake."
So this is a repertoire label, as we
see when we peruse the profusion of
19th- and early 20th -century works in
the catalog. A good example, musically and technically, of Marco Polo's activities is this set of seven individual
CDs devoted to the works of George
(dzhor-dzeh) Enescu (1881 to 1955)or Enesco, as he was more often
called outside of his native Romania.
Do you know this composer beyond
that once -egregious A -Major "Romanian
Rhapsody"? His nationality may have
provided an indelible element in his
emotional and compositional makeup,
but it was neither a limitation on his
tonal language nor a cheap "out" when
more traditional musical inspiration
fled. In fact, judging from these works,
he rarely was at a loss for good rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic ideas. Although he began Fourth and Fifth Symphonies, Enescu did not finish them.
This handful of albums, then, docu-

ments all of his orchestral works except for a "Ballade" for violin and orchestra and the "Tragic Overture." For
good measure, it throws in the marvelous "String Octet" and an almost symphonic chamber work for winds, the
1906 "Dixtuor."
There is an attractive, bright sheen
to Enescu's instrumentation that floats
above a whole palette of darker timbral
hues: Sombre woodwind chords, massive bass and cello strokes, ano firmly
cemented marriages of all the low instruments. Where a superficial hearing
certainly suggests a composer with
roots in the eastern end of Europe, the
inventive departures from conventional
Slavic or Germanic development-and
there are constant such flights of
imagination-could only come from a
man with his head in Parisian clouds.
George Enescu began his musical career at the ripe old age of 4 by studying
with a prominent gypsy violinist who
had also absorbed a solid classical
technical education. He also studied
with the likes of Hellmesberger, Fauré,
and Massenet. The man could and did
play anything from memory, including
full orchestral scores, and never pursued just one element of an active musician's life. Initially most renowned as
a violinist, he was an equally proficient
organist, pianist, conductor, cellist,
and, as we hear in these seven worthwhile CDs, composer. He worked in
Paris and Romania all his life.
This is gorgeously crafted mus c and
is recorded with exceptional consis-
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Alicia de Larr.cha

CD -BOX`, TAPE -BOX" & VHS-BOXTM
1

tency and spaciousness-except for
the First and Second Symphonies,
which have decidedly constricted
sound. Still, these recordings were no
small task when you learn from the
credits that a number of orchestras,
conductors, and halls were called
upon for this sizable project. Marco
Polo's very busy annotator, Keith Anderson, who also lives in Hong Kong,
has provided a good overview of the
composer's life and commentary on
each work. The production is seamlessly edited and gives accurate impressions of generally fine rooms and
of the placement of instruments in
each piece. A worthwhile album, each
of these, but if you must limit yourself to
just one, start with the disc that has the
"Village Suite," "Suite Chatelaine," and
"Voix de la Nature" (8.223145). simply cannot imagine that, having heard
this as an hors d'oeuvre, you will pass
up the chance to make a full meal of
Enescu.
Christopher Greenleaf
I
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Albéniz: Iberia, Navarra, Suite Española. Alicia de Larrocha, piano.
London 417-887-2 LH-2, two CDs;
DDD.
In the Grammy Awards' convoluted
categories, this recording of "Iberia"
won for "Best Solo Performance With
out Orchestra." Alicia de Larrocha virtually "owns" this music-it's in her
blood-and over the years, her performances of it have been considered
near -definitive. During the analog era,
London/Decca made some excellent
recordings of de Larrocha playing this
music. Now, in this two -CD set, we can
marvel at her virtuosity in these brilliant
new digital recordings.
Decca engineer John Dunkerley has
evidently found a new venue for piano
recording, the Concert Hall of the University Music School at Cambridge,
England. This hall has a warm, spacious ambience that supports and enhances the rich resonance of the piano
without blurring or diffusing its brilliant
definition. Dunkerley has so expertly
positioned de Larrocha's Steinway and
his microphones that he can encompass the enormous dynamic range of
"Iberia," which, in the score, is rather
optimistically marked from quintuple
"p" to quintuple "f"! From the massive
sonority of the bass, to the richly reso-
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The Falla Guitar Trio's
"West Side Story Suite"
is loose and airy. Their
read is not too glibly pop
or too seriously classical.
pression to her immaculate touch, and
even the most complex passages always are clean and never smeared.
This is especially apparent in this highly rhythmic music, with its intimidating
runs and trills.
The major piece here is "Iberia," with
the "Suite Española" and the rarely

nant and highly projected middle register, to the sparkling transients of the
upper register, this is one of the most
extraordinarily natural and realistic piano sounds have ever heard from a
I

recording.
Pianist de Larrocha's performance is
amazing, from her great dynamic ex-
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played "Navarra," which Albéniz originally intended to use as the last section of "Iberia," also included. Perhaps
the most famous part of "Iberia' is the
third section, "El Corpus Christi en Seville" (familiar to many in its orciestral
transcription). The awesome dynamics
of this music and its pianistic complexities are splendidly realized by de Lar rocha. Incidentally, if you attempt to
play back this music at anywhere near
realistic levels, you had better have
robust loudspeakers and powerful
amplifiers.
Musically and sonically, this is one of
the most outstanding recordings of piBert Whyte
ano on CD.

West Side Story, Pulcinella, Jazz Sonata. Falla Guitar Trio.
Concord CCD-42013, CD; AAD; 43:44
Performance: A
Sound: A
Leonard Bernstein's royalty checks
must be pretty good these days, what
with the number of guitarists who are
recording transcriptions of his music
for one, two, and three guitars. On the
disc reviewed here, the Falla Guitar
Trio undertakes its trio transcription of
the Bernstein and the Stravinsky plus

one original composition.
The trio format gives the ensemble
room to breathe on the "West Side
Story Suite." Their reading is loose and
airy, and manages to avoid sounding
either too glibly pop or too seriously
classical. Comparison with the recent,
much more intense version by Carlos
Barbosa-Lima and Sharon IsbirT presents an interesting contrast (Concord
CCD-42012). The Trio even occasionally breaks into vocal embellishments
on "Mambo." Stravinsky's "Pulcinella"
also translates well to the guitar trio
form, with the exotic, dissonant harmonies becoming stunningly delicate
things of beauty when heard through
this intimate voice. The highlight, however, is member Dusan Bogdanovic's
"Jazz Sonata," a buoyantly enthisiastic piece which combines post-modern
compositional ideas with jazz idiom.
The recording is crisp, with excellent
placement of the guitars right, left, and
center and just enough presence to
distinguish the different coloration of
each performer without letting the
"room" get in the way-a common
problem with guitar records.
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Conductor Bryden Thomson
has Lcndon's Philharmonic
playing Bax's unfamiliar
"Festival Overture" at
the top of their form.
generous filler, and it is a brash and
brassy work full of orchestral fire and
bombast. Bryden Thomson has the
London Philharmonic playing this unfamiliar music at the top of their form.
The recording was made in All
Saints Church in Tooting, London,
which to my taste is a bit too reverber-

./

ant. However, Chandos frequently records in this hall and manages to provide a big, clean sound with plenty of
definition and impact.
If you are in the mood to venture
beyond the standard symphonic repertoire, you'll find this interesting and
rewarding music.
Bert Whyte

r.;:z1

The Falla Guitar Trio strikes a nice

balance between commercial appeal
and the search for new repertoire and
provides an excellent, sensitive performance. Now let's find something other
than "America" to play. Michael Wright
Bax: Symphony No. 6, Festival Overture. London Philharmonic Orchestra,
Bryden Thomson.
Chandos CHAN-8586, CD; DDD.
Even if you are not an Anglophile,
there is a rich lode to mine in the music
of a few 19th- and a number of 20th century British composers. Most of this
music is cast in the late -Romantic
mold, embellished occasionally with a
few modern touches.
Sir Arnold Bax, who died in 1953, is
one of the more interesting, if generally
neglected, British composers. He was
fairly prolific and wrote seven symphonies, many tone poems. and music in
other forms.
Chandos Records, that enterprising
British company, has made something
of a specialty of recording Bax's music. They have recorded six of the symphonies and many of the tone poems,
mostly under the baton of conductor
Bryden Thomson with the London
Philharmonic and Ulster Orchestras.
Bax's Sixth Symphony is a highly dynamic work, with intricate and interesting orchestration. The First Movement's big, imposing structure makes
some very grandiose statements in
brass and percussion. The Second is
fairly lyrical and a bit introspective at
times, while the Scherzo and Finale are
combined in a movement notable for
its propulsive energy and dynamics,
though it ends with a quiet Epilogue.
Bax's early "Festival Overture" is a
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Nat ural i ngredients. The cc mponents of a
great audio product are like the ingredients
of a great recipe. With the help of skilled
hands t1-.ey can become a work of art. Your
nearest Accuphase dealer invites you to a

feast

for your ears.

DP -80L CD 7ia,zsport
DC -81L Discrete 20 -Bit Digital Processor

ccupñase
Exclusive U.S. Distributor MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

DEALER SHOWCASE
SERIOUS AUDIOPHILES
DESERVE SERIOUS SERVICE.
.AKC
Audible Illusions Audio Pro
Blaupunkt
Audioquest Bedini Beer Dynamic
Crest
Rose
Ct'lestion Counterpoint
Dahlquist dhx DCM Dual Fosgate Grad()
Harman Kardon Jill. JSE
Signature hailer
Nitn Gritty Ohm Acoustics
NEC
Niles Audio

AcousLu

Ortofon Philips l'recise Proton PS
Audio Relox SAE Sonance Sony Sumiko
Strtighiwire Superphon Talisman TOK
Stae
Thorens I'ngo Box VII Wharfedale
Teac

Onion

VALUEable
Products, Service and Consultation
designed to give you the maximum

performance for your dollar.

UV/

Adcom

Polk

NAD

Kyocera

PS Audio

Denon

Carver
Terk

Proton Pioneer Video ADS Tera
Canon Video Stax Magnum Linn Hatter

Ambria
Grado

Thorens Mod Squad Lexicon
Klipsch Rotel Nitty Gritty

Signet

Tara Labs

ReFerence

Audio Systems

Celeslion

M&K

El
l

I

Systems

Livewire

(213) 370 8575
1310 Kingsdale Ave.

Redondo Beach, CA 90278
Design

Call (f
11121s

... (213)

719-1500

Dalton .Ave. Dept. A6, Gardena. G\

9024

SPEAKERS
REBUILT
All makes, all models

Dealer for:

Carver
B&B Research
Rave
Audio Dynamics
Boston Acoustics
B.I.C.
K -Mod

Atlanta Sound Works
2901 Buford Hwy.
RT

NORTH DRUID HILLS RD.

404-325-1808

as selective
in where you
buy as you
are in what

Be

you buy.

Group

T

Mon -Fri

11

am-7pm

Sat 11am-6pm

SPEAKER
SPECIALIST!
E

Stop in our factory showroom
or call us at (312)-769-5640
for complete info on our full
line of high performance

SPEAKERS & KITS.
Authorized Dealer For:

AdcomAristonB&K'Counterpoint
DynalabMeitnerMusical Concepts
ParasoundProtonPS Audio*VPI
VTL and more.
Car Audio:ADS'Boston Acoustics'Coustic
KenwoodNaka mich i'Sou ndstream

CHICAGO
SPEAKERWORKS

Select
Audio Design
"Only the finest in audio components"
Electronics: Accuphase Conrad
Johnson Jeff Rowland Motif ni Muse
K. Marantz Audio Dynamics
B and K
Dynalab
S 1E
Speakers: Sound Lab Nestotovic
Dahlquist DBX Snell
JSE
Synthesis Rauna JBI,
7úrntables: VPI JA Michell Systemdek
Accessories: Carnegie Tivo Straight wire Vanden I lull Audioquest SME
Your unique audio specialist loc2ted at:
2740 E. Oakland Park Blvd.
FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33306
(305) 564-0772-0773
FAX: (305) 564-0774

Dealers ... Just
as you're reading
this ad, so are
thousands of
buyers.
For complete
information on
placing your
ad, call
Carol Berman at
(212) 719-6338..

5700 N Western Ave,Chgo 11,60659

We know they're hard to
resist. Guaranteed lowest
prices in the universe. Every
day's a sale day. Big, bigger,
biggest.
But, buying a serious audio
or video component isn't the
same as buying a
dishwasher or microwave.
And that's why AUDIO
recommends you visit an
independent A/V specialty
retailer when shopping for
equipment.

A/V product is the heart of
his business, not a
"profitable or trendy"
sideline. That means the
independent dealer will
always be more concerned in
helping you select the proper
equipment than he will be
helping himself to a
commission.
So, be as selective in
where you buy as you are in
what you buy. Support your

independent specialty dealer.

VÁ1uEJIO The Equipment Authority
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For complete information, call Carol Berman at (212) 719-6338.
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DEALER SHOWCASE
Audio Research

Infinity

Meitner

Oracle

Haller

Vandersteen

KEF

Threshold

Rega Planar

Tandberg.

Revox

Nifty Gritty

Snell

CWD

Sony ES

Nakamichi

MIT

Sme

Denon

Koetsu

Velodyne

Carver

Monster Cable

Adcom

Rogers

Linn HiFi

Janis

NAD

Perreaux

CENTRAL NEW ENGLAND's
MOST VALUABLE ADDITIONS
O'Coin

;S

is proud to a MO/411CP Our
newest arrivals:

.

LEXICON
NAD
PARASOUND

.

.

,n

138W

Stax

.

.

.

AUDIOQUEST

V

R Cambridge ... Apogee...
Aragon ... Ariston ... Accuphase ..
Audible Illusions ... Audioquest ..
Bryston ... Camber ... Canon ..
Chapman ... Compact Discs...
Counterpoint ... Creek ... CWD .. .
Dahlquist ... Denon ... Dynavector ..
ElectronKinetic ... Grado ..
Koetsu ... Kyocera ... Magneplaner .. .
Mariah Acoustics ... Mark Levinson ...
Mission ... NAD ... Nakamichi ..
Nova ... Proton ... Revolver ...
SME ... Sofa ... Sumiko ... Sumo...
Stax ... Symdex ... VPI .. .
And Much More!

A&

401

Worcester
Telephone

Road

The

508

Framingham

ultimate

879

Massachusetts

audio

3556

01701

store.

DISCO\ER, MASTERCARD. VIS1

'avant
Arcici

Anna -sphere
AudioPrism Ben: Cardas Cello
Cheskv Chicago Speaker Stand
Classé Clearaudio Cogan Hall
Creek !)istech Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology Garrott
Lantana l.ast Mod Squad Rega
Reference Recordings Sheffield Lab
Superphon Tara Labs Tice Audio
Vendetta Research VMPS VP!
Yankee & More

287 Clarksville Road
Princeton Jct., N.J. 08550
(609) 799-9664

..

The Best BRANDS
The Best SERVICE
The Best ADVICE
The Best PRICE
New York's Custom Installation Experts!
AR Adcon Apogee Audible Illusions Audio
Research Bang & Olufsen Belles B&K B&W
Dual
Eminent
Dahlquist
Counterpoint
Janis
Harman/Kardon
Technology
Grado
JVC Kinergetics Live Wire Sloeitor Audio
\AD NEC Nakamichi
Monster/Genesis
Philips Pioneer Video Pioneer Elite Polk Audio
Proton PS Audio Shure Ultra Sony Spendor
Stas Stra ght Wire Systemdek Tara Target
TDL Th)rens VPI And More 1f the Best!

199

Amsterdam Me.

Sr'. York. AV

10023

211595.7157

1534 Northern Blvd.
Manhasset. NY 11030
516627.7333

DEALER
SHOWCASE

Specializing in Custom Home
& Automotive Installations. We
are pleased to work with your
architect or designer.
(914) 698-4444
875 Mamaroneck Ave.,
Mamaroneck, NY 10543

iPgrP

Sources

Transducers
Magnepan Mirage Rogers
Sota Synthesis Stax Velodyne

Audio Den
2021 Smith Haven Plaza
Lake Grove. N.Y. 11755

11797

The effective way
to target buyers.

(516) 360-1990
Acoustat
Aragon
Ariston
Audible Illusions
Audioquest
B&1

CAL

Celestlon
contad-lohnson
Creek
Eminent Technology
Grado
Heybrook
Kimber K able
Madrigal Carnegie
Magnum Dynalab
MIT Meitner

Monster
ProAC
PS Audio
Quad
Quicksilver
Rega Planar
Rotel

SMC

Audio

For details call
Carol Berman at
(212) 719-6338

For complete information, call Carol Berman at (212) 719-6338.

VTL

California Audio Labs
Nakamichi Sota Sonographe
Theta Well -Tempered

51k367.7171

Integrity and Service!
SPECIAL EVENT
Wednesday, July 19th 6-9pm

Refreshments will be served.
Reservations required.

Tubes
Conrad -Johnson

Tumban Commons

Wmdbun.\Y

AUDIO's

available" by Consumer Guide.

Classic Values

AudioBileakthroughs

audio experts
Join us for a factory presentation
of the fantastic Harman/Kardon
VPM600, called "The most
impressive projection TV currently

(207) 781-2326

TAgxl

_kubiu & 11libeu
Apogee

FORESIDE MALL ROUTE ONE
FALMOUTH, ME 04105

FIN tNCING AVAILABLE

Natural Sound.

For The Novice & Connoisseur

Hi Fi ExchANqE

239 Mill Street. Worcester, ILA 01602
508- 91-3ti l l x 315
M -F 10am-9pm. Sat 9ant-6pn1

Sorrograohe
Spendor
Spica
STAX

Superphon
Vandersteen
VTL
Well -Tempered
VPI

Rhode Island's
State -Of-The-Art
Audio Store.

SEAN
,SEAT E

AUDIO
304 Thayer Street
Providence, RI
14011521-1140
Open Mon-rh 114: Sal
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES

IC[TSU

BUSINESS ADS-$2.30 per word, 20 word/$46 minimum charge per ad.

USA

BOLD FACE ADS -52.75 per word, 20 word $55
minimum charge per ad.
EXPAND AD $3.45 per word, 20 word 569 minimum

For information on Koetsu moving coil cartridges, the world's

finest, please contact the exclusive American importer:

Koetsu USA, Inc.
South Military Trail, Deerfield Beach, FL 33442
Telephone: 305-698-6102 Fax: 305-480-6410

712

charge per ad.

EXPAND AD BOLD-53.90 per word, 20 word/$78
minimum charge per ad.

JUMBO TYPE-$7.50 per word. 3 word $22.50 minimum charge PER LINE (2x larger than normal type
and bold).
CENTERED or SPACED LINE -516.00 additional.

BOXED AD

$15.00 additional for a one -point ruled box.

ALL LINE ADS --First line set

in bold type at no extra
charge. Additional bold words at $2.75 extra per word.

CLASSIFIED LINE ADS ARE PAYABLE IN ADVANCE BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.
(Sorry, we cannot accept credit cards or bill for line
advertising.) ALL LINE ORDERS should be mailed to:
AUDIO MAGAZINE, P.O. Box 9125
Dept. 346-01, Stamford, CT 06925
ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT
ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR

FULL AMOUNT.
CLOSING DATE-First of month two months preceding the cover date. If the first of the month falls on a
weekend or holiday, the closing date Is the last business day preceding the first. ADS RECEIVED AFTER
THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR THE
NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.

-3

times
PREPAYMENT/FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS
less 5%, 6 times less 10%. 12 times less 15%. These
line
payments
must
apply
to
ads
only
and
all
discounts
be made in advance to qualify. Agency discounts do
not apply to line advertising.

GENERAL INFORMATION-Ad copy must be typewritten or printed legibly. The publisher in his sole
discretion reserves the right to reject any ad copy he
deems Inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST
SUPPLY: Complete name, Company name, Full street
address (P.O. Box numbers are insufficient) and telephone number. Classified LINE ADS are not acknowledged and do not carry Reader Service Card Numbers. FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS not fulfilled will be
short rated accordingly. Only those line advertisers
who have prepaid for their entire contract time will be
RATE PROTECTED for the duration of that contract,
in the event of a rate increase.
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES
col x 1 inch
col x 2 inches
col x 3 inches
inch
2 cols. x
2 cols. x 2 inches
1
1

1

1

$344
5543
$777
$618
$1044

One column width is 29s". Two columns wide is 41/4'.
For larger display ad rates and 6. 12, 18 and 24 times
frequency rates call (212) 719-6338.

DISPLAY ADVERTISERS should make space reservation on or before the closing date. Ad material (film
or velox) may follow by the tenth. DISPLAY ADVERTISERS MUST SUPPLY COMPLETE FILM NEGATIVE READY FOR PRINTING OR VELOX. PRODUCTION CHARGES WILL BE ASSESSED ON ANY AD
REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PREPARATION.
ALL DISPLAY CORRESPONDENCE should be sent to:
Carol A. Berman. AUDIO MAGAZINE,
1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: CLASSIFIED
DISPLAY ADS: Carol A. Berman (212) 719-6338.
CLASSIFIED LINE ADS: 800-445-6066.
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AUDIO CLASSICS

ADCOM, B&K, ARAGON
& HAFLER MODS

Precision Stereo Components Bought -Sold-Traded.
Repaired -Modified -Updated-Appraised. Offering an ex
cellent and diversified collection of fine audio equipment.
ACCESSORIES: Avid Equal Level Speaker Comparator
$300. Cramolin. AMPLIFIERS: Accuphase P266 ($2800)
$1350; Cello Performance ($14.000) 511,000; Classic Audio
CA260 $1299; conrad-johnson Premier 1B ($5950) 53900;
Haller Components; Krell KMA100 II ($6000) $3900.
KSA100 11(53650) $2700; McIntosh MC50 $275, MC75
$1600; MC250 $1000, MC2125 51000. MC2002 (51895i
$1600. MC2250 ($2495) $1700, MC7270 (52295) 51800
MC2300 $1700; Phase Linear 700 $200-300; SAE A201
($650) $300; Threshold 400A (51395) $700, S200 ($1950:
$1200. CD PLAYERS: Magnavox Stax. CARTRIDGES:
AKG, Cello Chorale ($900) 5690. Grace Grado. Ortoton,

Pickering. EQUALIZERS: Audio Control; Cello Pallette
($11,900) $9,000; McIntosh M0101 599.175, M0102 $60.
M0104 ($500) 599-285. M0107 ($650) $400; SAE ElOt
($650) 5300. HEAD AMPS: audio -research MCP33 ($1395)
$700; Hatter DH102 $45. HEADPHONES: AKG & Stax.
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS: McIntosh MA5100 $400.
MA6100 $500-600. PREAMPLIFIERS: Accuphase C222
($2200) $1250. C280 ($6900) $3500; audio research SP9
($1695) $1299: Cello Etude ($1200) $800; conrad-johnson
PV1 $375. PV5 ($1485) 5950; Hatter Components; Krell
KRS1 A ($8200) $5900; McIntosh C20 $600. C24 5250. C26
$499. C31V ($1895) $1500; SAE P101 ($650) $300; Van
Alstine ($870) 5375. PROCESSORS: Audio Control; Lexicon. RECEIVERS: McIntosh MAC1700 5450, MAC410O
$1100, MAC4200 ($2890) $2150. MAC4275 (51798) 51200.
SPEAKERS: Acoustat; JSE Infinite Slope Demos.6 (5599)
$475, Demo 2 ($2295) $1865; Dahlquist DQ10/DO1 W.
DOMX1 5800; McIntosh ML1C $450-550, ML2C ($1598)
$900, ML4C ($2400) 51100-1800. XL1 ($525) 5375. XL1 VV
($549) 5375. XL10(5858) 5400-500, XR5-19$900. XR1052
($2500) 51650, XRT20 $3200; Velodyne ULD 12" ($1195)
$1095, ULD 1511 (51795)51669, ULD 18 II ($2595) $2395
TAPE DECKS: Kyocera New D811 (5750) 5545. TEST
EQUIPMENT: Audio Control SA3050A 1,3 Octave Real
Time Analyzer ($965) 5877; McIntosh MI3 $500, MPI4
$1400; Sound Technology 1000A $1500, 1700B ($3675)
$1500. TONEARMS: Alphason, Premier, SME. TUBES:
Gold Aero and other major brands. TUNERS: Magnum
Dynalab Tuners; McIntosh MR650 5200-500, MR66 $350
MR71 5750, MR73 $450. MR75 ($1349) $900. MR80
(52495) $1600; Revox B286 (52300) $1200; SAE T101

($650) $300. TUNER PREAMPS: McIntosh MX110
$350-500. MX113 5600. MX117 $1200. TURNTABLES:
Ariston; Audiomeca J1 (53200) $1995: Dual; Revox B291
$1200: $700; VPI. Audio Repairs -Updates -Modifications by
Richard Modafferi, formerSenior Engineer at McIntosh and
Clil Ramsey. former Senior Service Technician at McIntosh.
AUDIO CLASSICS, invites you to visit our new retai
location at the United States Post Office Building in Walton.
NY. FREE Catalogue. Layaway Program. Major Credit Cards
accepted. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri., POB 176 Walton, NY
13856.

607-865-7200
-Audio Advertiser for over a Decade

-

BUYING OR SELLING USED EQUIPMENT? Our company
will distribute your listing to interested buyers. For FREE
introductory listing, send name, address, phone, equipment
description, price. For complete equipment listing send 55 to
RJM Box 294, Mckean, PA 16426.

PROPRIETARY CLASS "A" F.E.T. CIRCUITRY
TRANSFORMS THESE AMPLIFIERS INTO PRISTINE
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, OUR MONEY-BACK POLICY PROVES IT! ADCOM AND B&K $269.00 INSTALLED; ARAGON 5449.00 INSTALLED; RE 'LACEMENT INPUT BOARDS FOR HAFLER DH SERIES
5200.00 KIT. $300.00 INSTALLED.

CD PLAYERS
F.E.T. MAGIC FOR YOUR MAGNAVOX

FLAYER

5159.00 INSTALLED. ALSO. OUR COMPLETE

CDB-582 WITH CLASS "K DISCRETE F.E.r. OUTPUT, A FIRST AT THIS PRICE! $599.00 INCLUDING
2ND DAY AIR SHIPPING AND OUR MONEY -BACK
GUARANTEE!

SUPERMODS
2375 WEST 21ST. AVE., EUGENE. OR 97405. (503)
344-3696.

WAVETRACE TECH.
4215 EAST BAY DR. #1205C, CLEARWATER, FL
34624. (813) 536-2904.
AUDIO RESOURCE HAS MOVED to its new 4400 sq. ft.
store at 3133 EDENBORN AVENUE, ME:TAIRIE.
LOUISIANA 70002. We now have five private listening rooms
where you can audition one of the LARGEST SELECTIONS
of HIGH END AUDIO EQUIPMENT in the country. AUDIO
RESOURCE continues to offer precision -matched tubes.
plus sales, service, and restoration of vintage components.
Call or write for information on our products and services
AUDIO RESOURCE, 3133 EDENBORN AVE, METAIRIE,
LA 70002. (504) 885-6988.

High -end and hard -to -find audio components. New and used. Foreign and domestic.

Low, low prices! AUDIO AMERICA
(Virginia). Call 1(703) 745-2223.
SPEAKER DESIGN SOFTWARE for PC/Mac. Graphs predicted performance. designs active and passive crossovers.
$40/complete. ATRIUM Electronics. 2302 5th NE. Salem,
OR 97303. (503) 363-5143.

RETAIL DISPLAY ALLOWANCE
DIAMANDIS COMMUNICATIONS, INC., is pleased to
announce a Retail Display Plan available to all retailers
interested in earning a display allowance on AUDIO
Magazine. To obtain further details and a copy of the
formal agreement, please write to Warner Publisher
Services, 666 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 1011)3. Under the Retail Display Plan, in consideration of your
acceptance and fulfillment of the terms of the formal
contract, you will receive a display allowance on each
copy sold by you. This plan will become effective with all
issues delivered to you subsequent to the dale your
written acceptance of the formal Retail Display Agreement is received and accepted by our Company. This
offer is valid In the U.S. and Canada only.
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SOTA Panorama: Small is Beautiful

HOUSTON TEXAS. AUDIOPHILES can now audition important components by Alchemist, Aural Symphonics, Celestion, Eminent Technology Speakers. Euphonic Technology,
Forte, Kiseki, MIT, TARA Labs, Threshold, Vanden Hul,
VMPS, Well Tempered Labs and more at STEREOWORKS.
By appointment. (713) 497.1114.

To neutralize the loudspeaker

enclosure-so drivers move only with
the music-that is the first task of the
SOTA design team.

Minimize colorations

at the source and you neutralize all sorts

INVESTORS WANTED: On Dec. 20. 1989. the most advanced and unique acoustic generating device will be available to the discriminating esoteric audiophile. This state of

of room gremlins.
That is stttat SOTA does best. We neutralize gremlins. L'sing mass, rigidity and
all the energy controls for damping
resonances that made us America's preeminent turntable maker, we propose to
transform the small monitor just as SOTA
turntables redefined the high end turntable world eight years ago. Our goals:
Resolution and coherence second to
none, especially in bass extension.
Compatibility with the widest range
of electronics and rooms.
A gorgeous form equal to the gorgeous performance.

the art speaker shall be the best and like no other. Period.
(Pat. Pend.). For more information on the concept of becoming associated with this speaker company; please send
515.00 to: AWH, P.O. Box 591, Bellport. N.Y. 11713.

MOSCODES, FUTTERMANS, AUDIO RESEARCH SP3, 6
8 8'S MODIFIED 8 SERVICED BY GEORGE KAYE, Moscode Designer-Tremendous improvement. Protect your
investment. SOUND SERVICES, 238 Liberty Avenue. New
Rochelle, NY 10805. (914) 633-3039.

NONSPEAKERT"
RESOLUTE, MUSICAL &
ULTIMATE. 619/480-4804.
...

OTA

The result of our research: the optimum "truncated pyramid- shape: all
curled corners to minimize refraction:
and heavily -braced, laminated 11/4" thick
galls. Plus. the latest kevlar drivers and
ultimate crossover components. The classic hvo-stay speaker may never he the
same.

Sndustries

FOR. SALE

O

P.O. BOX 7075, Berkeley, CA 94707

AAA-AUDIO ELITE IN WISCONSIN!!!
DENON, HAFLER, PS AUDIO, YAMAHA, BSK, JSE. NAKAMICHI. PROTON, CARVER. ONKYO, ADS. VPI, DCM,
SPECTRUM. SONOGRAPH, AR, FRIED. NITTY GRITTY,
SUMIKO, THORENS, KEF, ADCOM, SUPERPHON,
SNELL, M8 K. LUXMAN, SPICA and any others you desire.
(414) 725-4431.
CALL US WE CARE!!!

AAA -CALL US LAST! LUXMAN, DENON, AR. YAMAHA,
CARVER, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, ADCOM, PS AUDIO.
HAFLER. ADS, B 8 K, ONKYO, KEF, PROTON, SNELL.
DCM, NAKAMICHI, INFINITY, JSE, SPICA. SUPERPHON,
M 8 K. BOSE SPECTRUM, VPI, SONOGRAPH, SUMIKO.
THORENS. WHY CALL US LAST? 414-7270071. WE
HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES!!!

AAA-LOW PRICES-HIGH END EQUIPMENT!!!
DENON, PS AUDIO. HAFLER, YAMAHA. BBK, CARVER,
AR, NAKAMICHI, SUPERPHON, LUXMAN, THORENS.
MBK, SNELL, SPECTRUM, INFINITY, ONKYO, PROTON,
KEF, SONOGRAPH, FRIED, NITTY GRITTY, SUMIKO,'
SPICA and any others you desire. AUDIO ELITE, (414)
725-4431, Menasha, Wisconsin.
OUR PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT!!!

FOR SALE

800-438-6040

ALL THE BEST EQUIPMENT, EXPERT ADVICE AND OUTSTANDING VALUE! Aragon, Wilson WATT, Apogee. Quad.
SOTA. Counterpoint, California Audio, Quicksilver, ATMASPHERE, -MUCH MORE! Virtually all cable and cartridge
lines stocked, call for recommendations. FREE NEWSLETTER. Galen Carol Audio (512) 494-3551.

NAKAMICHI, INFINITY,NAD. JSE, SPICA, SUPERPHON,
M & K, SPECTRUM, VPI. BOSE, SONOGRAPH, SUMIKO,
FRIED, THORENS, PLUS A LARGE SELECTION OF OTHERS 414-727-0071.

AAAAH! FREE UPS SHIPPING BBK, PS Audio, Celestion, Superphon, Ariston. Ortolon, Onkyo, Classe,
BS W. Expert consultation-ask for Audio Dept.
THRESHOLD AUDIO. 605 Hebron, Newark -Heath.
Ohio 43056. 614-522-4501.

ABARGAIN: TECHNICS STYLUS/GUAGE 5159.:
100CMK4 5475.; STAX PRO/LAMBDA (#3) 5799.; PRO/
LAMBDA (#1) $499.; GRACE 747 $169.; F9E (SUPER)

$160.: F93RUBY S229.: DENON 103D, KOETSU.
FRI MK3F $235.; SGT. PEPPER/UHOR $169.; ZEISS BINOCULARS, ALL UNUSED: (212) 966-1355 (Day); (201)
863-4278 (Eve.).
ABSOLUTE POLARITY LEVEL BALANCE infinite resolution remote controller for virtual direct -wire auditioning by the
serious Audiophile. Change polarity instantly, select alternate inputs, make precision level/balance adjustments from
your favorite listening position. The Thornton Controller
Model 100. $850 from TBG Productions, P.O. Box 34710.
San Francisco, CA 94134. FAX (415) 468-5481. PHONE
(415) 467-5697.
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Cal Walker. Prop.
try to answer all calls personally.

FOUR PRIVATE LISTENING ROOMS
1620 South Blvd., Charlotte, NC 28203
704-376.0350

Authorized Dealer for
AKG
ARAGON
ARISTON BEYER
BOW CAMBRIDGE
CELESTION
And more Ask about our professional audio division.

RATA Torlyte Turntable Stands
& CD Platforms from Britain
Below Dealer Cost!

AAA -YAMAHA, DENON, CARVER, BOSTON
ACOUSTICS, LUXMAN, AR, ADCOM, PS AUDIO. HAFLER, ADS. B & K, ONKYO, KEF, PROTON, SNELL. DCM,

I

Turntables, CD players, preamps and power ampstube fear especially-all sound clearer, cleaner,
more FOCUSED with Torlyte Isolation platforms. Light,
rigid, loneycombed Torlyte stops vibrations from getting irlo the signal path and getting amplified! RATA
doubt s -shipped a big order to the importer. So we
bough and YOU save.

Torlyte
Turntabh,

Stand

Turntable
Stands

j

Model A for Linn/Rega or B for SOTA.
List 5350.00.
Model D with special platform for SOTA.
List 5650.00.
SOTA "Sub Base' Platform only for SOTA.
List $300.00.

Isolation Platforms

CD

1"
Now: 5199.95.

Now $399.95.
Now $199.95.

Any questions? Call 1-800-942-0220 to discuss. All products
new in sealed boxes. All sales final at closeout price.
Shipping in US: Platforms 54.95 ea. Stands/Mod Kit 57.95.

Players, Amps, Preamps, etc.

CDT Platform, 11.6'x 13.6', for CD Players.

List $125.00.
Now $79.95.
SMALL PL Platform, 13.6'x 16', for preamps, other electronics.
List 5125.00.
Now 579.95.
MEDIUM P 2 Platform, 14'x 17.8', for electronics

List 5140.00.
h ow 589 95.
LARGE PL3 Platform, 14.8'x 19.2', for large 8 heavy electronics.
List 5140.00.
Now 589.95.
TT -1 platform replacement for the Target TT -1 wall shelf.
List 5140.00.

Linn Plod Kit
Recommended by leading mags. Includes sub-base, subchassis. arriboard. hardware and set-up jig.
List 5600.00.
Now 5399.95.

Now 589.95.

Charge It! Amex / Discover / MC/ Visa

1-800-942-0220

audio

-

Qavisof, inc.

225 Oakes SW Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616.451-3868 FAX 616-45t-0709
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Boob Rrcnrdinp Accrraie,

5866 Old Centreville Road
Centreville, Virginia 22020

703.818.8000

AFFORDABLE HIGH -END AUDIO. ACOUSTIC ENERGY
AE -1, AE -2, AE -4, ASC TUBE TRAPS. AUDIBLE
ILLUSIONS (NEW S-120 POWER AMP). AUDIOOUEST
LIVEWIRE, TARA -LABS NEW TFA-RETURN, B8KSONATA, CELESTION SL-Si Bi-WIRE SERIES, CHICAGO
STANDS, ENTEC-SUBWOOFERS, EPOS, GOLDAERO
KEF CUSTOM SERIES, KIMBER KABLE, LEXICON.
MAGNUM DYNALAB NEW FT -101 ELITE, MISSION'
CYRUS, MOD SQUAD, MERLIN LOUDSPEAKERS, NILES
AUDIO, PHILIPS AUDIO VIDEO, PSE, REGA/PLANAR
STAX, SONRISE CABINETS, SONUS FABER ELECTA,
TARGET STANDS, VELODYNE. CUSTOM INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE, FOR FREE BROCHURE AND LITERATURE
CALL -301-890-3232. J S AUDIO ONE CHILDRESS
COURT, BURTONSVILLE, MARYLAND 20866. AUDITION
BY APPOINTMENT, MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 10AM TO
7PM, SATURDAY

11

TO 5, M/C, VISA, AMEX.

ALABAMA-WEST GEORGIA: Quad, Spica, Meitner. Cal

*

Audio, Well Tempered, VPI, Audioguest, MIT and more!
ACCURATE AUDIO, 110 E. SAMFORD AVE., AUBURN, AL
36830. (205) 826-1960.

Your search for
refinement will end here.
Brown Electronic Labs
2530 Berryessa Rd., Suite 126, San Jose, CA 95132

r

ATTENTION HAFLER, DYNA, MAGNAVOX OWNERS!
Audio by Van Alstine builds complete new higher performance circuits for you. Not "modifications;' but original new
engineering designs that eliminate transient distortion, have
no on or off thumps, are durable and rugged, and sound
closer to live than anything else al a rational price. Our
complete do-it-yourself rebuild kits start at $200. including all
new PC cards. Complete wonderfully -musical factory wired
amplifiers, preamplifiers, tuners. CD players, and a great $99
phono cartridge. Write or call for our new illustrated catalog.
Audio by Van Alstine, 2202 River Hills Drive, Burnsville, MN
55337. (612) 890-3517.

Soundwave

impossible for us to verify all
of the claims of advertisers, including product availability and
existence of warranties. Therefore, the following information is
It is

provided for your protection.

Confirm price and merchandise information with the
1.

seller, including brand, model,
color or finish, accessories and
rebates included in the price.
2.Understand the seller's return and refund policy, including the allowable return period
and who pays the postage for
returned merchandise.

Understand the product's
warranty. Is there a manufac-

3.

turer's warranty, and if so, is it
from a U.S. or foreign manufacturer? Does the seller itself offer
a warranty? In either case, what
is covered by warranty, how long
is the warranty period, where
will the product be serviced,
what do you have to do, and will
the product be repaired or replaced? You may want to receive a copy of the written warranty before placing your order.

Baffleless Speakers

4. Keep a

REFLECTION FREE SOUND

checks, receipts and correspondence. For phone orders, make
a note of the order including

(patent pending)

Soundwave loudspeakers have the
open, seamless, and transparent sound
of the best "panel" (electrostatic,
ribbon, and planar) speakers, while
offering the superior dynamic range
and extended bass response of the
best "dynamic" designs. And they offer
a stereo image that is second to none.
A revolutionary design, achieved by

the utilization of acoustic intensity
mapping techniques, Soundwave loudspeakers have a unique "baffleless" enclosure, special drive units, and a
180 degree radiation pattern. The result is sound so natural and three
dimensional, you'll think there are live musicians performing in your
listening room.
"Soundwave loudspeakers create a breathtaking stereo image, possess tremendous
dynamic range, and are harmonically correct; they're the most musical speakers
I've ever heard," says Dr. Christopher Rouse, world famous composer.

"From jazz through the classics, the response (of the Western New York Audio
Society members) was always glowing praise!" -Tom Kasperzak.

For further information, write Soundwave Fidelity Corp.
3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York (716) 383-1650
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TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS
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copy of all transac-

tions, including cancelled

merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery
date and salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not

shipped within the promised
time or if no time was promised,
30 days of receipt of the order,
you generally have the right to
cancel the order and get a re-

fund.
6.

Merchandise substitution

without your express prior consent is not allowed.
7. If you have a problem with

your order or the merchandise, write a letter to the seller
with all the pertinent information
and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain

satisfaction from the seller,
contact the consumer protection agency in the seller's state
or your local U.S. Postal Service.

WIRE

FOR SALE

AUDIO

INTERCONNECTS

TO NE ARM Cq

SOUND CONNECTORS

@
<

AQ, SUPERPHON, ETC.

AUDIOOUEST CABLES, STEREOPHILE CLASS A
RATING! SUPERPHON CD MAXX PREAMP AND
MAXX 80 AMPLIFIER SUPERB! CALL FOR BEST
SERVICE AND PRICES. WAVETRACE TECHNOLOGIES 4215 EAST BAY DR. N1205C, CLEARWATER,
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G

9
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FL 34624. (813) 536-2904.
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MUL MATCHED CRYSTAL CABLE

HEADSHELL LEADS

-
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O
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BI NDING

POSTS

A SOUND EXCHANGE

Utah's New, Used, Demo, Classics store. Examples:
Superphon DM -220 $749, Revelation II $619 (demos),
Mark Levinson ML -7A $3350 Audaaaio Reserch D-908
(retubed) $1095 Acoustat TNT-200 $649, MK 2021
$598, Soundlab A -3's $4250 (demos).Call for MAILING
LIST. Sound Exchange 5130 South State Street, Murray, UT 84107.(801)268-6066.

ATTENTION COLLECTORS-AMPEx 351-2

AUDIO ARCHIVES IN SAN DIEGO. We have MERLIN
SIGNATURE speakers (Cardas -wired). CARDAS cables,
WINGATE Class -A amps, CONVERGENT tube preamp,
SOUND ANCHOR equipment stands. (619) 455-6326.

800-438-6040

ií

II

I

BEST TRADES OFFERED. We buy sell trade, consign
most high -end products. Audio Doctor, 1518 W. Commercial,
Buffalo, MO 65622. 417-345-7245. COD -VISA -MC. News-

Cal Walker, Prop.
try to answer all calls personally.

FOUR PRIVATE LISTENING ROOMS
1620 South Blvd., Charlotte, NC 28203

704-376-0]50

letter.

TAPEEvery

RECORDER WITH 4 HEAD STACK MOUNTED IN BEAUTIFUL FORMICA CABINETS. SPARE PARTS. WILL DELIVER ONLY. $980.00. CALL BILL HAW ES, ILLINOIS, AC.
(312) 966-4741.

AUDIO NEXUS =
EXCELLENCE

FOR SALE

Authorized Dealer for:
CMCAGO SPEAKER STAND CONRAD JOHNSON
.
GRADO GRADO SIGNATURE
CAnd
And more.re Ask about our professional audio division.

BUY SELL in the Audio Video Trader.
month used
audio video professional equipment ads. Low rates. $1 8
SASE for sample. yr. subscription $15. Free 30 word ad for
trying WAY Trader -330 S.Main St., Wake Forest, NC 27587.
1

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG 8 OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,

Manufacturers of precision audio
electronics since 1975. Made in
USA. 5 -year warranty, -day turnaround for service. Preamplifiers,
Power Amplifiers, Tone Controls,
Electronic Crossovers, Head Amp,
Phase Inverter. Main Street,
P.O. Box 460, Rindge Center,
New Ilampshire03461.Telephone

CROWN, REVOX TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION. N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN. DENON. KLIPSCH, B 8 W, KEF, D.C.M.. E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG. AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA
32241. EAST: (904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

1
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Featuring legendary VANDERSTEEN loudspeakers 8
COUNTERPOINT tube electronics.

DB SYSTEMS

(6)31899-5121, Fax (603)849-6415.

STEREO COMPONENTS THAT HONOR MUSIC

_, _

APOGEE ARISTON AUDIOOUEST BEL MK
BRITISH FIDELITY COUNTERPOINT
EMINENT
TECHNOLOGY
FORTE FRIED JSE KIMBER
KABLE
KLYNE
MELOS
MERIDIAN
MIT
CABLE MSICALNCEPTS
GRITTY ORTOFON U PREMIIERMONSTER PS AUDIO
PRECISE HOTEL ROWLAND RESEARCH SME
SONOGRAPHE SONY ES SOTA SPECTRUM
STAX SYSTEMDEK TALISMAN/ALCHEMIST TUBE
TRAPS
VAN DEN HUL
VANDERSTEEN
VENDETTA VTL Summit, NJ. (201) 277.0333.7.0333.
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Come in and audition electronics from Accuphase,
Audio Research, Br.sion, Caner, Classe, conradJohnson. Goldnnu:..ludis. Kyocera. Mark Levinson,
Mondial. Motif. NAD. Nakanlichi. Perreaux. Quad.
Rotel. Sony ES. Spectral. VTL and others. We supply
220 \olt equipment (or export.

u
ship-to8(
jj

premises engineering, state of the -art audio: MK,
Audi oq uest, Counterpoint,
Eminent Technology,
po
9r. JSE,
Sony ES, Kinergetics, Magnum Dynalab, 8 many more!
We pay shipping. SOUND UNLIMITED, 169 Church St.,
Bristol, CT 06010. Est. 1959, (203) 584-0131.

RCE!

andHolco,

;

AUDIOPHILES: NO RISK AUDITIONINGS! On-

i

At Lyric. you'll find more preamps. amps
loners to choose from. And along with all the
brands and models on display. more knowledge
and experience. Mole service. too. Which explains
\vtl\ more people around (he world make Lyric
their source (or quality audio compotients.

1rá

-

free catalogue.SONIC FRONTIERS, 181 Kenilworth
Ave., Toronto, Ontario. Canada. Tel: (416) 691-7877,
FAX (416)338-2562.
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CABLE TV CONVERTERS. Jerrold, Oak, Scientific Atlama, Zenith, and many others. "New MTS Stereo Add
on: Mute & Vol., 400 and 450 owners! Visa, Mastercard,
American Express, 0 8 B Inc., 4030 Beau -D -Rue Drive,
Eagan, MN 55122. (1-800-826-7623).

v

o1.1P

count). Grado,O.E.D..Target,etc.PreAmp(Daniel)and
PowerAmp Kits Parts upgrade Kits. Call Write/FAX for

B&K MODIFICATIONS: IMPROVED DETAILING,
INCREASED DEPTH OF soundstage 8 transparency,
deeper
tighter bass. State-of-the-art!! We pay
ping. SOUND UNLIMITED, 169 Church St.. Bristol, CT
06010. Est. 1959. (203) 584-0131.
MC/VISA AMEXP ACCEPTED

4
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PARTSWon

Solen, Wima, Aselco. Vishay,
Resista. Gardas. VandenHul. MIT, TaraLabs,
Teflon, WBT, MisicPost, Tiffany. Gold Aero (10%dis-
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-

2000!
A r} .` A `h 4 A

-15
54500, OLDMUND
T3F TONEARM NEW $1995, WIN FET 10 CARTRIDGE
SYSTEM SEALED IN BOX $1150, DUNTECH SOUVERIGN II IN CABIUNA NEW 3/89 $9500 MINT, WADIA
D -TO -A CONVERTER $4500. CALL (314) 434-3252. LEAVE
MESSAGE.

THEAUDIO

AUDIOPHILE

LEFT CHANNEL
ATTEr'UATION

_

.1

avnañl

Broady, ay
146 East Post Road
Nev. York. NY 10013 Whits: Plains.
Plants. N 10601
914419-750)
212-769-4600
21X1$
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FOR SALE

LOWER

SUBWOOFER

DISTORTION

CASH FOR USED PWR/PREAMPS -ARC, Levinson,
Krell, Threshold 8 Conrad -Johnson. Pickup amps from your
home or just ship UPS/COD. Call CA (213) 257-6726 Sennie, or Fax (213) 258-7525.

Digital Aud!oTape
We have digital audio home, portable and
professional cassette recorders and tapes
(blank 8 prerecorded) IN STOCK NOW!

We were the first U.S. company to import
both CD and DAT into the U.S. We carry
various DAT decks and offer the latest models
as soon as they become available. We also
carry DAT Flax 60, solid oak cassette holder.

COPY CD TO DAT!! Direct digital recording rate converter to
absolutely preserve the quality of the original CD digital
signals recorded to your DAT, Box 908, New London, CT
06320.

CROWN 750W

MONO

SUPER AMPS--$799.*.Clean, well

Audio Gallery
(213) 829-3429
2716 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90403

-

maintained, late-1980's industrial units. Uses same service
manual as Crown's $3395. "Delta -Omega 2000 see October Audio) $799.00 (2 -up ); 5879.00 singles. Freight collect.
30 -day return option. 90 -day warranty. VISA/MAC. Sound
Values, Box 551-AM/9, Dublin, OH 43017; (614 889-2117.
10-4, M-TH.

THE D.A.T. ROOM

FOR SALE
CABLE TV CONVERTERS BARGAIN HEADQUARTERS:
JERROLD, TOCOM, ZENITH, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA,
HAMLIN, OAK. ORDER YOURS TODAY! VISA -M C-COC.
(415) 584-1627.

The Original VMPS Subwoofer($329ea
kit, $399ea assem) is one of three high performance, low cost Subwoofers designed to
fulfill every audiophile's particular requirement for bass extention, physical size, and
first octave output levels.
The Smaller VMPS Subwoofer ($229ea
kit, $299ea assem), achieves a low frequency
cutoff of 28Hz (-3dB) and THD below 1.5°,o
(1W drive) and is ideal where space is at a
premium. The highly reviewed Original
Subwoofer provides very low THD
(0.5°,o/1 W), high 92dB/1 W sensitivity, and
a -3dB point of 19Hz. The 8.25ft3 Larger
Subwoofer ($439ea kit, $549ea assem)
features outstanding performance specifications unsurpassed by any competitor, and
not even approached by all but one or two
regardless of price (-3dB, 17Hz and 250Hz;
0.4°,oTH0/ 1 W, 95dB/ 1 W/ 1 m sensitivity).
Write for brochures and test reports on our
Subwoofers, the new all-out high end assault
Super Tower 111($3895/pr kit, $4795/pr
assem), the Tower II (a "Recommended
Component" of Stereophile Magazine;
$439ea kit, $599ea assem), the 9 driver,
dual 15" Super Tower/R ($699ea kit,
$969ea assem), and information about luxury
options available at extra cost for most
models.

VMPS also distributes John Curl's Vendetta
Research SCP2a phono preamp ($2250),
acclaimed by virtually every major audio publication as the finest available.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div. Itone Audio

El Sobrante Ca 94803
(415) 222-4276

3412 Eric Ct.

Hear VMPS at- The Listening Studio. Boston: Par Troy
Sound, Parsippany NJ: Dynamic Sound. Washington DC;
Mountaineer Telephone, Beckley WV: American Audio,
Greenville SC; Arthur Morgan. Lake Mary Fl; Audio by
Caruso. Miami FI: Audio Specialists. South Bend. In;
Stereoworks, Houston Tx; Stereoland. Natrona Hts. Pa:
Shadow Creek Ltd. Minneapolis Mn; Encore Audio, Lees
Summit Mo: Reference Sound. Eagle Rock. Ca: Exclusively
Entertainment. San Diego. Ca: Sounds Unique. SanJose Ca:
Ultimate Sound. San Francisco Ca: Private Line Home Ent..
Stockton Ca: Itone Audio. El Sobrante Ca

120

CALL TOLL FREE! 1-800-826-0520 FOR: ACOUSTAT, Apature, Audio Control, Nitty Gritty, MBK, Oracle, Proac,
Proton, Stax, Thorens, Dahiquist, Haller, Monster Cable,
Belles CWD, dbx, Fried, Harman Kardon, 3D, Onkyo,
Grado, Audioquest, Celestion, DCM, Duntech, Niles
Citation, Kinergetics. Sound Seller, 1706 Main St., Marinette, WI 54143. (715) 735-9002.

CASH for USED AUDIO EQUIP. BUYING and
SELLING by PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST
QUOTE. (215) 886-1650. The Stereo Trading Out
let. 320 Old York Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046.

CLASSIC AUDIO

CA260 DUAL MONO TUBE AMPLIFIER -10 DAY HOME

AUDITION -MADE

WITH REAL

McINTOSH

-It.

TRANSFORMERS -SAVE!! FACTORY DIRECT
STOCK-CLASSIC AUDIO, LTD., 238 LIBERTY AVE., NEW
ROCHELLE, NY 10805. (914) 633-3039.

ATTENTION
DENON CUSTOMERS
Not everyone offering Denon
products for sale is an authorized
Denon dealer. This has great
significance to you as a potential
Denon customer.
Denon America's warranty applies
to the original purchase only. Denon
products sold by non -authorized
dealers are not covered under this or
any other warranty.
Additionally, some of this equipment
may have been designed for foreign
markets and therefore will not meet
Denon America's specifications.
So look for the Authorized Denon
Dealer Sticker before you buy.

ir'
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The east coast's first all digital audio tape listening room.
D.A.T. tape recorders -home, portable and pro -units. D.A.T.
soltwear-full line of titles in stock. Full warranty, all ac-

cessories, major credit cards. THE D.A.T. ROOM at
DISCORAMA, 186 W. 4th St., New York, NY 10014. (212)
989-7236
DYNACO ST70 UPGRADES. Get High End Performance
for $450. ST70 kits assembled, repairs End more.
DoReTech Audio Services, P.O. Box 6054, South Hackensack, NJ 07606-4354. (201) 233-2659.

EXCELLENT, AFFORDABLE EQUIPMENT BY: B8K,
MFA, VPI, MIT, TARA, BERNING, KIMBER, FRIED, SPECTRUM, SYSTEM DEK, WELL TEMPERED, SUMIKO.
ANALOGIC, MAGNAVOX, PARASOUND. DEMO SPECIALS. ALPINE AUDIO, (703)628-3177.
FINAL CLEARANCE of new and demo equipment -Spica
Angelus Walnut speakers ($1195) 750, B&W CM:? speakers
($1750) $1295 Mission 763 speakers ($600) 53'r5. Energy
Reference Connoisseur speakers ($1650) $1095, Energy 22
Reference Oak Designer Speakers ($1180)$795, Energy 22
Pro Monitor speakers ($820) $550, John Bowers (B&W)
Active speakers (53394) $995, Sansui DW 11 double auto1

reverse cassette ($600) $350, Kyocera R661 receiver ($900)
$450. Kyocera DA510CXCD ($700) $350, Maplenoll Athena
table w/autolift, ($915) 5595. Call for other specials. The
King's Stereo, 1275 Wabash, Springfield, IL 62704. (217)
787-5656.

FOR THE SWEETEST SOUNDING CD PLAYER MODS
call 1-800-648-6637. With our circuits, your player can easily
surpass any analog reference in terms of musica ity, sound stage and resolution. Mods begin at $15. and ;an be installed by yourself or by our qualified staff. Soloist Audio, 332
Tuttle, S.A., TX 78209.

GAS EQUIPMENT OWNERS: Since 1977 we have offered
expert service on GAS equipment. From repairs to complete
rebuilds with a one year guarantee. Our work con pares with
today's finest. We've kept the lire burning! Call or write:
GASWORKS 5563 Kendall Street, Boise Idaho 83706. (208)
323-0861.

GUARANTEED USED EQUIPMENT: Revox B251 Int. amp.
$700.00'Tandberg 3001 Tuner $1000.00"Nakamichi
OMS5AII CD $900.00"Carnegie ore cartr
$275.00 -Athena speaker polyphasor $350.00"Tandberg
3011 Tuner 5500.00 -Martin Logan CLS $1800.00 'IMF

markiV speakers $2000.00'"Acoustat 3 Speakers$600.00pr'Threshold s150 Amp. $1200.00 'Levinson ML 11 Amp. $1200.00 "Tandberg 2(180Rcvr.
$650.00 ''Magnepan Tympani1V $2750.00 'Magnepan
MG2c 5900.00pr."Magnepan Mglc $700.00"; AUDIO
CONSULTANTS 1014 DAVIS STREET, EVANSTON, IL.
(312) 864-9565.

i

1

HAFLER, TEXAS BIGGEST DEALER, TOBY CORPORATION. Also ROTEL, TOBY HI -TECH HOME, CAIR SPEAKERS, SATELLITE, SUBWOOFER SYSTEMS. (817)
732-6301. 2060 Montgomery; Fort Worth 76107.

i

HIGH -END, LOW PRICES. ADSBANG 8
To find your nearest

AUTHORIZED Denon Dealer call:
1-201-575-7810 (9:00am - 5:00pm EST)

OLUFSENCARVERDBXDENONH/

KNAKAMICHI AND MANY MORE! FULL MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY. TECH ELECTRONICS. SINCE
1981. (904) 730-3885.
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FOR SALE
HYBRID III Driver Board updates Dynaco MKIII to
latest audio standards. Precision parts factory assembled and tested. Includes unpopulated power supply
board for extra storage. Sutherland Engineering, Box
1363, Lawrence, KS 66044. (913) 841-3355.

JAY'S AUDIO. NEW HAMPSHIRE'S AFFORDABLE AUDIO DEALER. AMPS, PREAMPS, SPEAKERS, TURNTABLES, CABLES AND CD PLAYERS. WILL BUY MINT
USED HIGH -END EQUIPMENT. (603) 883-1982.
LEGACY LOUDSPEAKERS BY REEL TO REAL DESIGNS combine Edge -of -the -Art design with Old World
Craftsmanship. A marriage of the finest speaker
components from England, France. Denmark and the United
States.... "Exceptional value" says The $ensible Sound. "...
a world class speaker" E.H., South Carolina. "... the best
speaker enclosures I've heard" I.M., Massachusetts.
Exquisite cabinetry. Quality assured by a ten year warranty.
Auditioned in the only relevant environment-YOUR HOME.
Factory direct pricing. TOWERS, SUB WOOFERS, SATELLITES. From $496/pr shipping prepaid. RTRD 2105 Claremont, Springfield, IL 62703. 1(800) 283-4644.
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ORTOFON
SHURE
GRADO
DYNAVECTOR
AUDIO TECHNICA
PICKERING
SIGNET
NITTY GRITTY
STANTON
BEYERDYNAMIC
AUDIOOUEST

A LARGE SELECTION OF:

NEEDLES
CARTRIDGES
Tyr

TOLL FREE

(800) 342-9969
2,.ahty 7,n.rla J.ti

g
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Stock...

STAX

M&Y CO.

CARNEQUE ONE
THORENS

7418 Bevery Blvd.

MICRO SEIKI
AND MANY MORE

AR

Los Angeles, CA 90036

AR#!

FOR SALE

1

LINN SONDEK,REGA TONEARM, LINN ASAK
CARTRIDGE, LINN SARA SPEAKERS. AUDIO VOIS THE
21/210 AMP AND PREAMP (LINN RENEGADE DESIGNER). HENDRIE GRANT (612) 224.5567.

MAGNAVOX CD's: CD8480 $135, CDB482. $159, CDB486,
CHANGER $259, CDB473 $199, CDB582, CDB586,
CDB650--CALL. TRADES WELCOME. Mod Squad, Audio quest, Philips/MODS, Soundcraltsmen, Monster Cable,
Heybrook, Apature. FREE CATALOG!! DIGITAL SOUND:
(312) 674-8024.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG

&

OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,

800-438-6040

CROWN, REVOX TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA.
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B 8 W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY. D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
32241. EAST: (904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

Cal Walker. Prop.

try to answer all calls personally.
FOUR PRIVATE LISTENING ROOMS
1520 South Blvd., Charlotte, NC 28203
704-376.0350
Authorized Dealer for:
I

KOSS

MAGNUM DYNALAB
MAY AUDIO ACCESSORIES
MEI1NER/MUSEATEX MOD SQUAD
MONSTER
And more. Ask about our professional audio division.

MARANTZ TUBE EQUIPMENT 10-B Tuner w scope. 2
Model 5 Amps wimeters, Model -7 Preamp. Also Model 7T
Preamp plus Model 15 Dual Mono Amp. SELL (305)
674-9688.

MCINTOSH

Theperformance of "exotics" for the heart
of your music system

Bought -Sold-Traded. FREE Catalogue. See our ad at the
beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO CLASSICS, United
States Post Office Building, POB 176MM, Walton, NY 13856
607-865-7200. 8AM-SPM EST Mon: Fri.
-Audio Advertiser for over a Decade-

MCINTOSH. JBL (ALNICO), Krell, M. Levinson, and other
high end audio components. Let us find your hard to get
items. Call John Wolff, 313-229-5191 (24hrs. machine)

Critical music listeners
agree that Forte components furnish a level
of performance corn-

-

-

parable to state-of-theort "exotica"

MCINTOSH

WANTED: MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, AUDIO RESEARCH, DYNACO, LEVINSON, KRELL, ALTEC, JBL.
TANNOY, CJ, SEQUERRA, WESTERN ELECTRIC,
TUBE d SOLID STATE, BUY -SELL-TRADE, MAURY
CORE, (713) 728-4343, 12325 Ashcroft, Houston, TX
77035.

,The Forté Model 2 pre-

The Fore Model la pure
class A, of Model 3 high
either moving coil or mov- boas class AB power ampliing magnet cartridges
ers can ye used to bi-amp,
with a singe ultra -low
-wire, or conventionally
noise stage "Straight-line" ¿rive any high -accuracy
circuit design, doss A
!7udspeoker-even those
operation t.'iroughouf. the
considered "difficult"as
highest quality ports, and
e load.
a seporote tower supply
State -o"-the-art musical
assure thatthe phase and accuracy :oupled with the
amplitude :haracteristics reliability of superior parts
of the source material ore end consruction make
precisely maintained.
these Forte components
worthy of consideration for
any high performance
music system.

amplifier provides gain for

-

1

For more information on
these Forté Products, write:

Forté Audio,
12919 Earhort Avenue,
Auburn, California 95602,
or call 1 (800) 888 8055.
Forté products ore exclusively distributed by

division of Threshold
Corporation.

MIT cables, custom terminations, Camacs, XLR balanced,
hi -flexibility tonearm sets. Shotgun CVT; MIT hookup for

internal rewiring; Athena PolyPhasors; ATMA-SPHERE OTL
amplifiers, CLEMENTS speakers, VENDETTA RESEARCH, VAN DEN HUL GRASSHOPPER. ASC Tube
Traps; Wonder Caps -solder -wire; Resistas; Edison Price,
Odyssey, Tiffany connectors; Simply Physics Tone Cones &
Isodrive; many accessories -mod parts, $1 catalog ($3 overseas); Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937; (415)
669-7181.

kn

.

wd,n

i=1

I

INVENTORY CLEARANCE: NAKAMICHI OMS7A2, CA5,
QUAD 34, CARVER C2000 RECEIVER, B&O 8000/MMC3.
ALL MINT/HALF PRICE/B/0 JOHN: (313) 949-4567.

NAKAMICHI TX1000 TURNTABLE, 2SME TONEARMS,
ORTOFON MC2000 AND MC3000, ALL BRAND NEW!
MCINTOSH MP14 AND REVOX B77 MKII (EXCELLENT).
(305) 374-2242, FAX (305) 374-6797.

NOW FOR MAGNEPANS

Improve bass and imaging at minimum Cost! Stop speakers from rocking on thick Carpet. Our GROUNDING SPIKE
firmly couples your speaker to the floor. CalVwrite for free
Information. SOUND FUNDAMENTALS, 24002 Swallowtail,
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677. (714) 831-9721, 8-5PST.
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Model 3
amplifier
Model la
amplifier
Model 2
preamplifier
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Your Records will sound better
and last longer.

FOR SALE
MUSICAL CONCEPTS COMPACT DISC PLAYERS

CD-3?PS (reviewed, The Absolute Sound ", #52k
separate analog power supply, superb imaging, transparent! "Analog -only" audiophiles can't resist our new
CD -4! The "ENIGMA", so much for so little! Complete
units, yr. warranty! "ENIGMA" $495, CD -3/582 $695,
CD-4 582 TPS 5965, other models available. We'll modify your Philips -based player, including Philips
CD -960'880!

Audio Advisor's New "Record Doctor" vacuum
cleans records... spotless! Only $169.95

1

You don't have to spend 5300 or more to clean your records
right -liquid application and vacuum suck -up. New "Record

Doctor" exclusively from Audio Advisor cleans records right for
only 5169.95.

ADCOM, B&K AND HAFLER MODIFICATIONS

Get serious

Inductorless output, refined, transparent! Superb on
electrostats! Many former tube lovers are (sing our
amplifiers! Hafler modifications from $149. EAK from
5219/installed. Adcom (GFA-555, 545. 535) $195/
installed (reviewed, issue a55 of The Absolute
Sound "). Options, include Dual -Mono opera:ion.

-for

Senous audiophiles ALWAYS vacuum -clean their records
less surface noise and fewer ticks and pops. Sound Is clearer,
cleaner... the music more natural. Your amplifier doesn't have to
amplify noise!

The Record Doctor

Longer record life
Records LAST LONGER because your stylus no longer pushes
particles of dust into soft vinyl grooves. You protect irreplaceable, priceless LPs for years to come. The "Record Doctor" pays
for Itself!

You get the complete package: vacuum machine, professional applicator brush, and cleaning fluid -all for only 5169.95
(220v version 5189.95) plus 58.95 shipping 8 handling in US.
Satisfaction guaranteed-no other machine near this price cleans
records better.

Sucks up debris
Record Doctor's powerful vacuum sucks up fluid, safely removing dirt, dust, grease and fingerprints. Debris is sucked up, NOT
picked up from one part of the record and left on another.
"I can't believe how good my records sound. Record Doctor
gets rid of the grunge that was getting between me and the
music," says D.P.G., Brooklyn, NY.
"You are right. Record Doctor does the job just as well as an
expensive machine," writes D.K. from LA. "And I'd rather rotate
the records myself anyway!' (Expensive machines have an extra
motor to rotate records. Rotate them yourself and save!)

ri Low -Price
Hard -to -Find Audiophile LPs/CDs

Get 'em while they last!
Proprius: Cantate Domino cd/Ip 17.95
.

JazzPawnShop (cd)16.95 2Ips 34.95
Antiphone Blues
cd/Ip 17.95
(cd 17.95
3 -Blind -Mice Jazz /18/2
Mobile Fidelity LPs
Chance Sael
Pepper,
Beatles Sgt.
Hard Day's, Help!,
Yellow Sub, Let it Be
(Ips) 17.95
Ips '299.95
Sinatra Collector's Set
11 Ws) '299.95
Rolling Stones Set
evens(Ip)14.99
EMI: Brit. Imports: Cat
Pink Floyd: Dark Side of Moon (Ip)j 14.99
Pink Floyd: The Wall ........ (21ps 24.95
Chesty Jazz CDs: Jn. Frigo, Clark Terry,
Phil Woods
(cd) 14.98
Reference Recordings LPs/COs
Call
Sheffield Moscow Sessions(cdrp) 39.95
(cd) 14.99
Sheffield Kodo Drums

-last

Wilson Audiophile Recordings

Call

Everything for CD Players:
Stabilizer Rings: 15 wilocator 19.95
29 95 100 w/ loc .... 89.95
25 w/loc

CD

Monster Cable Sound Rings

(12)...14.95 (151..29.95 (50) ....49.95
Monster Footers: New! Small
29.95
49.95 large
99.95
Reg (CD)
Interconnects for CD Players ............ Call
Magnavox CD Players:
"149.95
CD8482 w/remote
"199.95
CDB582 w/remote
"279.95
CDB586 CD Changer
'659.95
CDV485 CDNideo player

Charge It! Amex / Discover / MC/ Visa

1-800-669-4434

_

Interconnect Cables: As -One, Cardas,

4

lit

Turntable Wall Shelves: TT -1 ""109.95

"149.95
Machines Call
19.95
Suction tubes for 16.5 617
Target PS -1, for large tables

UPI Record Cleaning

122

Call

Target Equipment Racks from UK

We use UPS International to the
Far East, W. Europe, New Zealand
and Australia.

1-800-942-0220
Amex / Visa / Mastercard / Discover

219.95
245.00
275.00

275.00
299.95
75.00
Call

VandenHul
Call
Call
Custom longer length cables
Distech Powerb ridge cables 88 ..169.95
Speaker Cables: Aural, Cardas, FMS,
Livewire, MIT, Monster, Tara Labs Space
8 Time, VandenHul

Audioble Illusions, B&K. Classe Audio, Cardas Theta.
Iverson Eagle 400, Gryphon, Dynalab, Epos, F'S Audio,
Philips Audio -video, Melos, MFA, MIT, Mod Squad,
Merlin, TDL, Quicksilver VPI, Well -tempered, 217 Alexander, Rochester, NY 14607. (716) 262-4310.

Call

Banana Connectors: KingSize 8ga 9.95
(pr) 24.95
Monster X -terminators
(12ga) .95
Spade lugs: Monster
CardasRhodiunVGold Spades 8ga) 2.00
VandenHul :69a..(4) 6.95 2ga (4) 13.95
Wonder Solder:l.5oz...9.99 1 lb .. 39.95
29.95
WBT Silver Solder. 250g roll
Video Cables: MonsterVideo lm 19.95
VandenHul 0300 1 m 2495 2m 30.95
14.95
Tweak: Contact conditioner
.

Speaker Stands & Wall Brackets
Chicago Hercules Speaker Stands .. Call
Call
Target "HS" Speaker Stands
ArciciOuadStand (old 8 new) ... ' 175.00

ArciciRigidRlser,adjuslt20-34' '119.95
SoundAnchors stands for VS IIC'219.95
wall -brackets to hang spkrs

..

ASC Tube Trap room dampers
AO Sorbothane Isolation Feet

Call

Large(4)34.95 Small(forCDS (4) 19.95
12.95
Audiophile Books'Good Sound
10.00
David Manley, VTL Tube Book
Cramoline contact clean/condition 15.95
dbx 200XG tape routing selector "99.95
14.95
Dust cover scratch remover
Sonex Acoustic Room Treatment
Sonex Jrs: 2'x2'x2' sheets .... (4) 49.95
75.00
Niles SPS-1 4 spkr selector

175.00
Niles HDS-6 6 spkr selector
Nil esAudioNideoSwitching Systems Call
79.95
Terk "Pi" FM Antenna
VacuumTubes: RAM/GoldAeroPrem Call
VPI HW-5db, "Magic Brick"

39.95

Caaudio
advisor, inc.

SW Grand Rapids, MI 49503

FAX:616-451-0709Service:616-45t-3868

PS AUDIO

-

SUPERB!

Fast, FREE shipping! Knowledgeable, friendly service!
Audire, Chesky, CWD, Fried. Grado. Kinergetis. Mirage,
Monster Cable (M -series), Ouad. SME. Sofa, Spica. Stan.
Straightwire, Thorens, more. READ BROTHERS STEREO,
593 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803)
723-7276.

REVOLUTIONARY 35MM 3 -DIMENSIONAL CAMERA. Incredibly Beautiful Photographs. Easy To Operate. Brochure, Including Sample Photograph, ONLY 52. NEW
AGE OPTICAL, (714) 731-2129; 1088 Irvine Blvd., Suite.
371, lirstin, CA 92680.

27.95

All Kinds of Other Accessories:

225 Oakes

Brochure

PAUL HEATH AUDIO

FMS, Distech, Livewire, MIT, Monster,

BT -1

314-831-1822

(916) 345-1341.

Cables and Cable Accessories

.

Send
Fcr
Reviews/

SQUAD * MONSTER CABLE * MUSICAL
CONCEPTS * NITTY GRITTY * SONY *
STAX * STRAIGHTWIRE * SUMIKO * SUPERPHON * PLUS MORE. HCM AUDIO,
1600 BB MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926.

Alphason auto. tonearm raiser
29.95
AR ES -1 turntable, armless
'419.95
Audioquest Ruby cart., hi output .199.95
DB cartridge alignment protractor 24.50
19.95
Grado Cartridges: Grado ZTE+1
Grado Signature 8MZ,MCZ TLZ.XTZ Call
19.95
cleaner
Electronic stylus
Record Doctor vac-pwr record cleaning
120v'
169.95
'
189.95
'
220v"
machine
LAST Record Products: /1 Cleaner 11.95
14.95
/2 Preservative .................
7.95
Stylus Cleaner
16.95
/5 Stylus Treatment
Headshetl wires: SME silver
22.95
Record brushes: AO or Nitty Gritty .9.95
Record Cleaning Machine Solutions:
NittyGritty 1st 6oz. 14.95 / 16oz 24.95
14.95
Torumat Fluid: 16 oz ............_
NittyG rlttyPur216oz 11.95 Gal' '39.95
Record Mats: AO Sorbothane Mat 29.95
SOTA Mat.129.95 SumikoAcrylic .84.95
129.95
SOTA Reflex Clamp
14.95
Stylus Gauge: Shure Gauge
Sumlko: FB-1 MC demagnetizer ..149.95
F8-1 220 volt
209.95
Sumlko Blue Point MC cartridge ... 95.00
Tip Toes for turntables: C3 for AR ..4.95
C-17-VPI C -37 -Sota, C-10 Oracle 8.95
Turntable Stand: Lead Balloon .'249.95
.

Musical Concepts
One Patterson Plaza
St. Louis, MO 63031

ORDER TOLL -FREE 1 (800) 222-3465. DISCOUNTS! AR * AUDIOQUEST * B&K *
BLAUPUNKT * BOSE * CELESTION *
GRADO * HARMAN KARDON * JBL * MOD

Everything for Turntables:

TT33 shelves for gear, 33'tall
TT3RR record rack, 33'tatl
PS3 3 shelves for large gear
TT5 5 shelves for gear, 33'tall
TT5T 5 shelves for gear. 40'tall
AIB floor stands for amplifiers
Target HJ British stands

Shipping Charges
UPS, Insured, 48 States
Accessories: One Item 3.95
1.25
Each Extra Item
12.95
'Turntables, Stands
8.95
'Electronics

-acMsor, inc

Accessories

89.95
Tripplite IB-4-220, 220/240v
89.95
Tripplite IB-6, 6 outlets, 110v
99.95
Tripplite 18-8, 8 outlets, 110v
Tripplite power Regulators w/ filtering:
"249.95
249.95
LC -1200-220, 220v, 4 outlets
299.00
LC -1800, 6 outlets, 120v
Prices subject to change

Inquiries
Invited

225 Oakes SW Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-451-3868 FAX 616-451-0709

VPI PLC: Power Line Conditioner

'

_

NEW MUSICAL STANDARDS
TEFLON '" MC -2 preamplifier retrofits all Hafler and
Adcom GFP-555 preamps. Why is the MC -2T replacing
$5000 tube preamps? Modified Haller, Adcom preamps,
the ultimate price/performance standard!
SuperConnect III! A superlative, but barge n priced
interconnect. Satisfaction guaranteed! $55/19 pair.
Dealer

o o audio

Powerstrips for Audio/Video
w/ Isolated Line Filtering

.

^'

"

SAN FRANCISCO AREA -IRRESISTIBLY priced audiophile components. Shipped delivered. New used. World's
best CD Players/speakers electronicsrcables/'urntables.
1548 Center Rd. Novato, CA 94947 (415) 898-1464.

Savings to 40%. Nobody beats our prices. Midfi to
highend. Over 150 product lines. Free Shipping. Full US
Warranty. Quality Audio 902-582-3990 7.10pm Eastern Time.

SOLID CORE CABLES

TARA LABS, DNM and MUSIC METRE-Custom Terminations. Kimber Kable, Epos ES14. Musical Concepts
CD Players, Creek Electronics, Superphon, Revolver,
VISA/MC. AUDIO EXCELLENCE, LIVERPOOL. NY. (315)
451-2707.

WILL BUY MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, LEVINSONI, KRELL,
AUDIO RESEARCH OR HIGH END GEAR. V/ILL FIND
YOUR WANTED ITEMS. CALL (201) 935-4026. ;NJ).
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800-438-6040
Cal Walker, Prop.
try to answer all calls personally.
FOUR PRIVATE LISTENING ROOMS
1620 South Blvd., Charlotte, NC 28203
704.376.0350
Authorized Dealer for:
NILES RATA ROTEL SENNHEISER
SHURE SONOGRAPHE
SONRISE
And more. Ask about our professional audio division.

Accurate. Supérb, Imaging. Only $155 Per Pair.

I

French made AUDAX TITANIUM tweeter AUDAX 61/2" woofer GOLD plated binding
posts Hand soldered, SOLID CORE wiring
15 day home trial program.

-

S155 PER PAIR plus $10 for shipping.

Call for information or order at 512/251-7701
Visa. MasterCard or Money Order

dorna
audio

FOR SALE
TRANSCENDENCE THREE-Finally musical reality!
Announcing the stunning original new hybrid Fet-Valve designs from Audio by Van Alstine. The Fet-Valve Ampilifiers,
the Fet-Valve Preamplifiers, and the Fet-Valve CD Players. A
perfect combination of tubes for voltage gain and power lets
for current gain, each used ideally! The result is musical
reality-the closest approach to live music in your home
short of bringing in the musicians. One listen and you will be
satisfied with nothing less. Now ultimate musical enjoyment

deed audio model

P.Or Boo

1

MODELS OH DISPLAY

KRELL

catalog. Audio by Van Alstine, 2202 River Hills Drive,
Burnsville, MN 55337. (612) 890-3517.

BOW 801 MATRIX
802 MATRIX
SONY CDP-RI

60 YEARS IN BUSINESS...WE MUST BE DOING
SOMETHING RIGHT! If it's a much -in -demand audiophile product, we're likely to have it for immediate
shipment. Consult with one of our quiet experts or just

order U.S.-warranteed components directly. VISA/
MC. Ask for Steve K. or Dan W. SQUARE DEAL, 456
Waverly Ave., Patchogue, N.Y. 11772. (516) 475-1857.

USED APOGEE DUETTAMKII $2000pr. Infinity
RS-1B-$4500pr. Klipschorn KBWO Walnut,$2000, Linn
SARA9 $1295, Fosgate 3602ag, $798, Levinson ML-9,
$1500. NAIM 42.5, High Cap. 110, $850. Magnepan
MG -1, $350. NAD 2200 Amplifier, $429. Call Terry at
(402) 391-3842.

LOUDSPEAKERS

S eakerBuílder
111-lE LOUDSPEAKER JOURNAL

The world's only magazine for people who love building
all kinds of loudspeakers-from bookshelf kits to electrostatics to horns. A rich mix of how -to -do-it and theory.
Only $35 for 2 years (12 issues), 1 year for $20 (6).
Box 494, Dept. A83, Peterborough, NH 03458 USA
(Outside USA add $4/year postage. US $ only.)

A&S SPEAKERS offers high -end speaker components, kits
and systems in the Bay Area and mail order. We have all of
the legends: Audax, Dynaudio, Scan -Speak, SEAS, Morel,
Peerless, Focal, Eton, VMPS, others. Free literature. A8S
Speakers, 3170 23rd Street, San Francisco, CA 94110.
(415) 641-4573.

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS

State-of-the-art! Amazing performance/price! FREE shipping. Knowledgeable, friendly service! Audire, Chesky,
CWD, Grado, Monster, PS, Quad, Sota, Spica, Stax, Thorens, more. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street,
Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.
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ORACLE DELPHI III
ALEXANDRIA III

MIT CVT 8
SHOTGUN

YAMAHA DSP3000
OUAD ESL63US
1911 S. WEBSTER

HI-FI HEAVEN

GREEK BAY, VII 54301

(414) 437.1127

LOUDSPEAKERS

HOME AUDIO,
CAR STEREO & VIDEO EQUIPMENT

A.

O

CDP707ESD
CAL TEMPEST

TUBE ST-70 DYNAKITS:

NEW 1988 DYNAKIT. Complete Stereo 70 "classic" TUBE
power amp kit -as original-with all NEW parts (including
fiberglass boards!). $499.00 + UPS. TRANSISTORIZED
200/200W Stereo 410 power amp, $299.00 + UPS. Ask
about our 30 -day return option on kits! Metalwork -only
"Dynashells" (your own design!) + UPS: ST -410, $49.00;
ST-150, $39.00; PAT -5, $29.00. FREE 4,000 -item Dynaco
Repair Parts list available. VISA/MC COD: (614)889-2117,
10-4 Eastern, M-TH. DynakiVSound Values, Box 551AM 9,
Dublin, OH 43017.

Austin, Tex. 78767

THE FINEST IN

BRANDS AND

is much less expensive. Write or call for our illustrated

1

1

HIGHTECH Loudspeaker Manufacturer Home,Auto: Die
Cast Drivers, Metal Dome Tweeters. Representatives
Wanted. AudioLab, Box 18009, Seattle, WA 98118. 1(206)
323-4987 Fax 1-206-325-7601.

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR
MISSION
MONSTER CABLE
ALTEC-LANSING
ORION
AUDIO CONTROL
OLYMPUS
AUDIO PRO
POLK AUDIO (CAR)
AUDIO SOURCE
PROTON
B &W
SAE

ADS
AKG

dbx

SANSUI

DENON
GL)L

SIGNET

*INFINITY (CAR)

JVC
KEN WOOD
KIC KER
MIIIOLTA

SNOOPER

SONANCE
SOUND
CRAFTSMEN
TERK ANTENNAS
VSE ALARMS
CERWIN VEGA

_ OfTfi
]
Mea/town Shopping Center

svAsnd i41.5

Route 23 South
iannelon. N.J. (201)

.

.

838-3444.1
-

1

r

SOUND".
IINVESTMEN
If you own vibration sensitive equipment like CD
players, turntables, VCR's or videodisc players you
can greatly improve your systems sound quality
with AQ's Sorbothane Big Feet
and CD Feet. They are
simply amazing in their
ability to eliminate
unwanted vibration.

"You can't buy more
improvement for less!"

\`

/

1
axJioquest
P.O. Boa 3060
San Clemente, CA 92672 USA
Tel: 714/498-2770
Fac 714/498-5112 T1x: 205864
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Audio Unlimited
For Specials List & Catalog ONLY!
Call 800-233-8375
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:

NAD

CARVER

DENON

BANG I. OLUFSEN

ADS
CWD

M&K

ENERGY

DBX SOUNDFIELD

GRADO

ELITE

AUDIO CONTROL

DCM

PULSAR

NEC

KOSS

SIGNET
TALISMAN

MONSTER CABLE
UNGO BOX
AMBRIA

Call for store hours

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS-KITS. Dynaudio, Morel,
Eclipse, Focal, Peerless, Eton, Vila. more! Crossover
parts -design books also. Catalog $1. Meniscos, 3275W
Gladiola, Wyoming, Michigan 49509. (616) 534-9121.
RMS CUSTOM SHIELDED TEFLON CABLES FOR YOUR
AUDIO SYSTEM. GUARANTEED TO SATISFY. ONE ME-

II

115 W 40th St

:-.tir1Uti'D

NYC. NY 10018

Ibetw B'way 8 bth)
173 Broadway
NYC NY IWO?
INW corner of
B'way B. Conlondtl
184.10 Horace Hording E.ppwwyy
Fresh Meadow, NY 113651E025LIE

10:00-5:30 M-Thurs.
10:00-3:00 Fri.
Pacific Time

1203 Adams Ave.
La Grande, OR 97850

LOUDSPEAKERS

NO MAIL ORDER

(718) 961-9888

Altec Audio Control Audio
B & K
dbx
Dynamics Audioquest
Fried Grado Hafler JVC
Monster Cable Pioneer Elite
Proton Sony -Car Stax
Superphon Thorens And More!
AR

503-963-5731

PLEASE,

TER PAIR OF INTERCONNECTS $58, 10' PAIR OF
SPEAKER CABLES $50 OR CUSTOMIZE LENGTH TO FIT
YOUR NEED. FREE SHIPPING. CALL (304) 842-1761 OR
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. RMS STEREO,
RD#2, BOX 120A, MOUNDSVILLE, WV 26041.

iGE
1l[11 Vol to

SOUND ANCHORS

Specialty Audio Stands

LOUDSPEAKERS

AKUSTIC SPEAKER KITS

800-438-6040
Cal Walker, Prop.
try to answer all calls personally.
FOUR PRIVATE LISTENING ROOMS
16 0 South Blvd., Charlotte, NC 28203
704.376.0350
Authorized Dealer for:
SUMO ARIA a SUMIKO
SUMO
SYSTEMDEK TARGET TERK
And more. Ask about our professional audio division.
I

DYNAMIC/ACCURACY. The DYNAUDIO specialists. Proprietary Loudspeaker & CrossOver CAD - FFT Analysis.
Advanced Akustic. 4555 N. Pershing, Suite 33-184, Stockton, CA 95207. (209) 477-5045.
BEST SELECTION 50 HOME, SUBWOOFER, CAR &
PRO SPEAKERKITS. JBL, B&W. AUDAX, MOREL.
PEERLESS, SEAS. VIFA, 24DB ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER. 40p CATALOG, $2 GOLD SOUND, BOX 141A,
ENGLEWOOD, CO 80151.

CARVER. NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX. TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM
MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON. KYOCERA,
YAMAHA. LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH. B & W. KEF,

-

D.C.M., E -V, J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG. AND OTHER

QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES

LOUDSPEAKERS
MERLIN Signature 4 Loudspeakers Bi-wireable, Black
$2950. EMINENT Technology LFT III Loudspeakers 51900.
Both absolutely MINT. Latest Versions. Steve (714)
494-0531.

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. OPEN 24 HOURS A
DAY. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS'

U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC.,
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST: (904) 262-4000,
WEST: (818) 243-1168.
FIND OUT WHY AUDIO CONCEPTS INC., sells more high end speaker kits and parts than anyone in the country.
Catalog Toll Free: 1(800) 346-9183. Allow 4-6 weeks for
delivery. First class mailing send $2 to Audio Concepts, Box
212, LaCrosse, WI 54601.

LEGACY -1 LOUDSPEAKERS BY REEL TO REAL
DESIGNS: Probably the most accurate speaker system
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IT'S THE PITTS

Frustrated by loudspeakers that don't Promote
Interest Toward True Sound? Now you can
build a pair of computer -designed, two-way
PITTS speakers based on Audio magazine's
two-part construction articles by Ken Kantor,
formerly Chief Engineer at AR. The four drivers (2 woofers, 2 tw eeters) are only 3128, delivered in the USA.

Yes, send me the PITTS
No, but send more info on loudspeaker design and construction
NAME

OPMS 100.0,1,FV
PNSSSESUQSIF.O-X

P9.450\P

CD PLAYERS
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
Knowledgeable, friendly service! Finest brands. FREE shipping. READ BROTHERS STEREO. 593 King Street, Charleston. South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

COMPACT DISCS -AT LOW WAREHOUSE PRICES. Now
in our 5th year. CATALOG: Send 52.00. Oz Warehouse,

1575P Hwy 29, Lawrenceville, GA 30244.
THE MSB CD PLAYERS AND MODIFICATIONS offer the
finest in digital reproduction at the most reasonable cost. Call
or write for information. Dealer inquires invited. AUDIO CONCEPTS INC. (608) 784-4570. 901 S. 4th St., La Crosse, WI
54601.

ORGANIZE AND ALPHABITIZE YOUR CD SELECTIONS
WITH THE NEW 26 CARD INDEX SYSTEM. SEND $5.99
EACH SET PLUS $2.00 SHIPPING TO: AARON DISTRIBUTION, 3262 SUPERIOR LANE. SUITE 101-A2. BOWIE,
MARYLAND 20715.

PHILIPS COMPACT DISC PLAYERS PHILIPS CD -960 &

CD -880, REMARKABLY SMOOTH & DETAILED,
EXCELLENT DYNAMICS. CD -680 EXCEPTIONAL VALUE
UNDER 5300.00. FOR INFORMATION CALL (301)
890.3232. J.S. AUDIO. ONE CHILDRESS COURT,
BURTONSVILLE, MD 20866. MONDAY THRII FRIDAY
10am. TO 7pm. SATURDAY 11-5 MC VISA AMEX.

TURNTABLES
SOTA STAR SAPPHIRE, OAK. with reflex clamo, Premier
FT3 Tone Arm, Monster Alpha Genesis Cartridge. $2,000
firm. Call Vince (201) 477-1305.

RECORDS
albumTRAK°
Provides the album enthusiast with the complete software package to track group; title; label; style; substyle;
recording mode and date; purchase price, source and
billion albums -disk
date; and comments. Handles
space providing. Also tracks wanted albums. Runs on
any IBM PC compatible. Send check/money order for
$39.99 to BLH Systems Group. 920 W. 4th Street,
Second Floor, Philadelphia, PA 19123. Or call (215)
829-9213.
1

RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT
JACKETS, INNER SLEEVES, 78 RPM SLEEVES, OPERA
BOXES, LASER DISK BOXES. ETC. FREE CATALOG.
CABCO PRODUCTS, BOX 8212, ROOM 662, COLUMBUS,
OHIO 43201.

STRRET ADDRESS

N

6PN
PPPNt OOP; -0.0aOd
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you'll ever own. Samarium Cobalt leaf tweeter hands off to a
30mm European dome. Vocals are recreated by the most
remakable cone driver anywhere. A multi -chambered, slot loaded dual woofer configuration extends bass response to
16 Hz. Biampable through Tiffany gold binding posts and
high definition cable. Elegant 43" tower design. Ten year
warranty. $t648 pr shipped prepaid. Ten day home trial.
RTRD, 2105 Claremont, Springfield, IL 62703. 1(800)
283-4644.

SOUND ANCHORS stands come PREFILLED with special
materials to dampen resonances and add mass you don't
have to fool with sand or shot. SOUND ANCHORS stands
are engineered to interface with your specific ccmponents
and speakers so they sound their best...perioi. Special
stands are available for these speakers. Vanderlteen 2-C,
B&W 801 Matrix, Spica TC-50, Sota Panorama and now
Magnepan models MG 202.5 and MG 3A. For Information
and the name of your nearest dealer please call (407)
724-1237.

CITY

STATE

MASTERCARD I VISA NUMBER

ZIP
EXP.

SIGNED

Old Colony Sound Lab

PO BOX 243 PETERBOROUGH, NH 03458
FAX: (603) 924-9467
(603) 924-6371

DAT
DAT RECORDERS: The Time is Now. Join the DAT Revolution, AudioLab, Box 18009, Seattle. WA 98118.
1-206-323-4987. Fax 1-206-325-7601.
on all SONY, TECHNICS,
JVC and AIWA models. GUARANTEED WORK. FREE
ESTIMATES. FET Electronics, 17718 Vanowen Street,
Reseda, CA 91335. (818) 345-8565.

DAT REPAIRS performed
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COMPACT DISCS
ME1(114

NOTHING
BETWEEN THE MUSIC
AND YOU

1l II(l."

'Tl)'YOult 1;.11iAti'

Free Catalog of CD's.
- Samebefore
day shipping'if you order
12:hoon.EDT.

n

'

5100

5250

e

ESOTERIC SOUND
Presents the

DISCOUNT per disc on orders
of 10 or more.
for UPS Cont. U.S. shipments.
Call TollFree to order:
1-800-333-4422

COUNTERPOINT

SA -12 Power Amplifier

P.O. Box 616, Clifton Park, NY 12065

518-383-4855

High End Components For The Audio Perfectionist

1411(1.OMPACT

ANALOG RESEARCH

APOGEE BEDINt COGAN-IEALL
COL NTERPOINT ESSENCE HARTLEY JANIS KEF
LEXICON M1ARANTZ 94 MUSE:\TEX PRECISE
PULSAR ROTEL JEFF ROWLAND SHAHINIAN WADI

DISC
N

\

SOUND S> STEMS LTD.
COVENTRY C'O.1L1/O,VS Rte 347
STONY BROOK, .V.1. 11790
516/689.7444

DIRECT-TO -TAPE RECORDINGS -CD's and 70 r DAT
tapes plus other tape formats. Primarily classical/jazz. Send
75 cents (3 stamps), for CATALOG/NEWSLETTER to:
Direct -to -Tape Recording, 14-R Station Avenue, Haddon
Heights, NJ 08035.

FREE JAZZ CATALOG: CD'S, LP'S, CASSETTES, VIDEOS. SINCE 1975. WRITE TO DEPT. AU, DAYBREAK
EXPRESS RECORDS, P.O. BOX 150250, VAN BRUNT
STATION, BROOKLYN, NY 11215-0005.
NEW Compact Disc Index Organizers. Inexpensive 26
card set organizes and alphabetizes. Quantity discount.
Write: Aaron Distribution, 3262 Superior Lane, Suite 101-A 1,
Bowie, Maryland 20715.

BLANK TAPES
AMPEX OPEN REEL TAPE-USED ONCE; 1800'. or
2400'. (Boxed)-10 Reels: 525.00. Sample: $2.50. Also:
New MAXELL reels/cassettes. AUDIO TAPES. Box 9584E,
Alexandria, VA 22304. (703) 370-5555 VISA MC.

WORLD'S BEST PROFESSIONAL REEL TAPE AND
CASSETTES! Cr02 C92s-10 AT $1.85 EACH (CASH PRICE). FREE CATALOG! PRO AUDIO AND VIDEO
EQUIPMENT/PARTS ACCESSORIES. MC/VISA. CAR TUNES (317) 257-6776.

O.

3.95 SHIPPING ANY SIZE ORDER. UPS
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."REMOVE VOCALS

AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNADINO,
CALIFORNIA. HOT COMPONENTS: CELESTION SL-700,
COUNTERPOINT SA3000. TARALAB, PS4.6 100C; MIT
CVT: AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS AMPLIFIER: MODSQUAD
PRISM CD; ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 22823; SPICA ANGELA; WELL-TEMPERED; VELODYNE, MAGNUM; FOSGATE; ADCOM, BBK, SUPERPHON, MUSIC REFERENCE, PALANIIR, SPECTRUM, RAUNA. SOUNDLAB,
VPI, MAPLENOLL, SYSTEMDEK, GRADO, ALPHASON,
GARROTT, VD-IUL. MONSTER. STRAIGHTWIRE, (714)
861-5413, APPOINTMENT.
WE HAVE THE FINEST SHOWROOM in our area with
the best selection of audio/video components available.
We represent Adcom, Infinity, Thorens. Dual, Jamo,
Yamaha, Canton, Luxman, Klipsch, SONY ES, and
more. CONTINENTAL SOUND, 98-77 Queens Blvd..
Forest Hills, NY 11375. (718) 459-7507.

INVENTIONS WANTED
A NEW IDEA? Call NATIONAL IDEA CENTER of Washington D.C. FREE INFORMATION --1(800) 247-6600 EXT.155.
Come see THE INVENTION STORE!!

FROM RECORDS AND CDs/
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WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS:
An Lnlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard
stereo records! Record with your yoke or perform live
with Ow backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance
yet corrects easily to a home component stereo. This
unique rroduct is manufactured and sold Exclusively by
LT SovSd - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a
Free Brxhure and Demo Record.

LT Sound,

Dept. AU -3, 7980 LT Parkway
Lithor ia, GA 30058
(40
:2-4724
Maeuretured and Sold Leclad ely )by LT Sound
24 NOUN PHONE DEMO LINE11404f 82 -?485
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VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

SERVICES
AUDIO PULSE SERVICE. Factory trained technicians. We
manufacturer and repair digital time -delay (ambience) systems. White Labs, 10528 Lower Azusa Rd., Suite 192A, El
Monte, CA 91731. (818) 446-5346.

Audio Repairs and Restorations by Richard Modafferi,
former Senior Engineer at McIntosh and Clif Ramsey, former
Senior Service Technician at McIntosh. Over 55 years
combined -experience. See our ad at the beginning of the
classifieds. AUDIO CLASSICS, United States Post Office
Building, POB 176AR, Walton, NY 13856. (607) 865-7200,
8AM-5PM EST Mon: Fri.
-Audio Advertiser for over a DecadeCROWN PRO 700 AND 800 OWNERS: Parts, service and
information update. Equalization with tape of your choice.
Service by appointment. (John Haines) JEMAH SERVICES.
54226 Echo Lane, Bristol. IN 46507. (219) 848-4561.

SPEAKER REPAIR. 4" to 18" speakers reconed. Orban
Audio, 119 7th St., N.W., North Canton, OH 44720. (216)
497-9932. 6pm - 9pm EST.

AUDIO/JULY 1989

SINGERS!

I

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this gpal there will always be a
high degree crf pride, love, and personal
satisfaction irvolved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefuLy selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling a musically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out.

o
kjilk

J

Write cr call for a brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.

o
p
t7

MANDERSTEEN AUDIO
FOURTH STREET
1-ANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
(:09) 582-0324
1_6 WEST
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COMPACT DISC PLAYERS

$199.88
CDB582
Low Price
CDB586
Super Deal
CDB473
Special prices on closeouts & factory renewed models. Call. We will
not be undersold.

ECM

-

CIO

SUMIKO

Jet

STAX

PHILIPS

ORO

MERLIN
ACOUSTAT

PS AUDIO

THOR ENS

AUDIOOUEST
TARGET

PREMIER

20 Olcott Square
Bernardsville, NJ

201 744-0600

201 953-9777

AUDIOPHILE WAREHOUSE LIQUIDATION! Direct-to '

GRADO

Q. AUDIO
95 Vassar Street

193 Bellevue Ave.
Upper Montclair, NJ

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS FROM SOUND ADVICE! Mobile
fidelity, Reference Recordings, Sheffield Lab, Chesky. Wilson Audio. U.H.O.R.'s collection, etc... SOUND ADVICE:
8215 Grand, Kansas City. MO 64114. (816) 361-2713. Aud
ophile albums represent the final effort for the analog recoroing medium. Keep the faith.

PLC Pyramid MET1

HARMAN KAROON

Cambridge, MA 02139

-617-547-2727-
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AUDIOPHILE RECOR

FRIED

PARADIGM
LEXICON
APATURE

AR

A

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

~1

Visit the world's smallest Hi -Fi shop for new:
MAGNAVOX
RAPIER
SOTA

A'nu

AUDIOPHILE LP'S
AND CD'S
IN PRINT

When in Boston, visit us.
We stock & display
HIFI IDTV CDV CD PLAYERS

SONY ES
CARVER
MONSTER
PIONEER LV

Krell Audio Research B&W
ProAc Thiel Cello Koetsu
'leitner SOTA Versa/Dynamics
Nell -Tempered Duntech Aragon
Linn Analogic Design Dahlquist
...and many more!

n

PHILIPS

the best.

Disc, Halfspeed, Ouiex II Recordings. 2000 available. Great
Prices example: "Abbey Road" (new) was $75.00, now
$45.00! Elusive Disc, 4216 Beverly Blvd., Suite 230. Los
Angeles, CA 90004, (213) 388-7176.

MFSL The Beatles, The Collection. Never played. in unopened box. Best offer over $500. Call Gordon (202) 547-0153
before 11pm EST.

Mobile Fidelity, Reference Recording, Sheffield Labs,
Chesky, Wilson, M & K, American Gramophone, Pro
prius, OPUS 3, Lyrita, Linn Re -cut, EMI, Waterlilly, North
Star, Odin, Japanese and British Imports Ups), Many
TAS recommended LP's
!

OUT OF PRINTS
Nautilus, Super Disks. Nimbus. UHOR, MFSL Beatles,
Stones, Sinatra Boxes, Direct to Disc by Crystal Clear,
Umbrella, EMI, RCA LSC, Mercury SR, Casino Royal,
CBS Mastersounds, Etc.

AUDIOPHILE CD'S
MFSL Gold "Ultra Disk", Bainbridge "Colossus', Elite
"Stereo play", Three Blind Mice, Telarc, plus the above
labels.

ACCESSORIES BY:
Nitty Gritty, LAST, Audio Quest
ALSO: ONE STOP distributor pricing for Audio/Record
store, offering all brands above The LARGEST inventory and FASTEST service!

Call for catalog

Acoustic Sounds

bulk,

BOUND VOLUMES
BACK ISSUES
BINDERSISLIPCASES
BACK ISSUES

BOUND VOLUMES
Great Reading, Great Price!
A ready reference for audiophiles! A full year of AUDIO is
carefully -hard -bound for easy
reference. Complete volumes
for the years 1979 through
1984 are available. Only
$24.95 including shipping
and handling.
TO ORDER:
Indicate year(s) requested and send
check or money order, NO CREDIT
CARDS, to: AUDIO Magazine, 1515
Broadway, New York, NY 10036,Attn:
Bound Volume Dept. Allow 4 weeks
for delivery.

126

Single -copy back issues of AUDIO from
1983 through current
issue are available.
( Note: April, August,
and October 1983
are unavailable.)
$5.00 per issue
postpaid.

P.O. Box 2043
Salina, Kansas 67402
913-825-8609

REFERENCE RECORDINGS
EILEEN FARRELL-the very name summons a,fection and
respect - is without doubt one of the most celebrated and
versatile singers of the century. Now we are proud beyond
measure to have Miss Farrell's glorious singing available in
Prof. Johnson's celebrated sonics. First up, songs by Harold
Arlen, with whom Farrell worked closely, in cabaret style with
a small combo, Inventive arrangements by Loonis McClohon
feature trumpet solos by jazz great Joe Wilder. "Eileen Farrell
Sings Harold Arlen" (RR -30) is now available on Digital
Master CD ($16.981, Pure Analogue JVC LP ;$16.981 or
DAAD HX-Pro cassette ($9.98) at your local dealer or postpaid from Reference Recordings. Box 77225X San Francisco, CA 94107: (Visa/MC/Check) (415) 355-1892. Free
catalogue/reviews. Dealer inquiries invited.

PUBLICATIONS

BINDERSISLIPCASES

401
J

Maintain your AUDIO collection in these topquality binders or slipcases. Binders, $9.00
each; 3/$26.00; 6/$50.00. Slipcases, $7.65
each; 3/$22.00; 6/$40.00. Include $2.50 per
order for postage and handling.
TO ORDER: Indicate issue/binder/slipcase. Include
proper amount for postage and handling. Please
add your applicable sales tax. Allow 6-8 weeks for
delivery. Make check/money orders payable to:
Audio Magazine, P.O. Box 765, Holmes, PA 19043.
DIRECT TOLL -FREE ORDER NUMBER: 1-800345-8112. Use your Visa, Mastercard or American
Express card. $10.00 MINIMUM CREDIT CARD
ORDER.

MOVIESOUND NEWSLETTER. The state of film audio
tracks in theaters and at home. Send $2 for two sample
issues. PO Box 7304. Suite 269A, No. Hollywood. CA 91603.

HELP WANTED
Counterpoint Electronic Systems, Inc., seeks to fill position of Technical Support Manager. Responsibilities include
assisting Engineering and Production with test equipment
design and maintenance. helping production flow, implementing ECN's, revising and writing Test Documentation.
Skills sought are analog and light digital electronics design
and construction and troubleshooting, wordprocessing,
drafting incl. pcb tapeup. basic knowledge of OC, MSDOS,
good paperwork habits and good english skills. Some stereo
system troubleshooting skills a plus. Cheerful, high-energy
"can do" attitude a must. Excellent benefits. Send resume
and salary history to: Counterpoint Electronics. 2610 Commerce Drive. Dept. PE, San Diego, CA 92083.
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800-438-6040
Cal Walker, Prop.
I

try to answer all calls personally.
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FOUR PRIVATE LISTENING ROOMS
1620 South Blvd., Charlotte, NC 28203

NELSON -REED

m

704-376-0350
Authorized Dealer for:

3D ACOUSTICS
TWEEK
VAMPIRE
VAN DEN HUL VPI
WET
And more. Ask about our professional audio division.

m

g

THE ACCURATE LOUDSPEAKER
Music is an expression of emotion, communicated
óbetween the composer and the listener. By allowing
the true dynamics and clarity of the music to reach the
listener, Nelson -Reed loudspeakers actually accent
that communication which is music.

WANTED TO BUY

15810 Blossom Hill Rd., Los Gatos, CA 95032

408-356-3633

AAAALWAVS PAVING TOP $$ for McIntosh, JBL parts and
systems, M Levison, Krell, ARC, and Similar high quality
products. Call John Wolff- (313) 229-5191 eves. EST or
anytime on machine.

Marantz, Quad, Audio Research, Western Electric, Westrex.
Vintage speaker systems, units, from Tannoy, JBL, Altec, EV.
Jensen RCA LC -1A, W.E. Tel.: (818) 701-5633, David Audio
City, P.O. Box 786.Northridge, CA 91328-0786.

,,..

Pi
AS -ONE T"

MISSING-LINK08
AUDIOPHILE A.C. POWER CABLE
DIFFERENTIAL BALANCED INTERCONNECT

...AuzuC

ynz`sttwzics

2016 Fhntbury Court
San Jose. California 95148

YOUR SEARCH IS OVER! ,S

IE_ :mama.
-ái7
MOM

(800) 221-0906
CALL TOLL.FREE FOR

y

Q

v25Á

FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VISAMC ORDERS
N.V. STATE 15181 5891112

awl

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

j

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. A. Box 158
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

408.270.6033

FAX 408.2706039
IN CANADA INTERLINEAR 105 RIVIERA DR UNIT r3
MARKAM ONTARIO L 1R 5J7 416 479 1893

1

We specialize in !lard to find

phono cartridges and original replacement styli only!!

INTERCONNECT

SYMPHONIC CONDUCTOR"'
SPEAKER CABLES

WILL PAY RETAIL for all tube MARANTZ or used MCINTOSH tube or solid state. Need not work. (504) 885-6988
days.
I

McINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE, MCINTOSH S.S. equipment, Western Electric. Tubes, Speakers. etc. TOP CASH.
Scott Dowling, 9908 Dames Drive, Temple City, CA 91780.
(818) 286-9122, evenings/weekends.

`

vti

DONT CALL ME (first) ON MARANTZ McINTOSH, other
tube components, vintage speaker systems (Patricians, Tannoys, J.B.L. Paragon, Hartslield, etc.) esoteric High -end
equipment, better prewar radios until you're called competition for best prices! (718) 377-7282 afternoons. NO EXPORT'

IT'S WORTH IT CALLING ME! McIntosh, Marantz Tube
components, Western Electric, Altec, JBL, Jensen, Tannoy
Lan-Gevin Trusonic Raw speaker. Tube etc., top cash. Henry
Chang, 309 E. Garvey Ave., Monterey Park, CA 91754. (818)
571-6274 LAX.

-----

Tifftk

audiootechnica

.-2.1-Y':

Challenging Prices For Last Call: Sequerra, McIntosh,

Phones Open Mon -Sat

9
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orto -on

fi!

am.8 pm

STa v TOm

TOP PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP
McIntosh Solid State. Western, JBL. Altec. Tannoy. EV,

Jensen. Speakers 8 Horn. EMT Turntable, Ottolon, Arm.
Temma-(516) 997-7633. (516) 496-2973.

WANTED: MARANTZ, McINTOSH, WESTERN. JBL. ALTEC OLD EQUIPMENT JOE (213) 320-7020 9am-5pm.
TORRANCE, CA.
WANTED OLD SPEAKERS, ESPECIALLY TANNOY, ALTEC, ETC., ALL TUBE MARANTZ, MCINTOSH, ETC.
ALSO TAPE RECORDERS, AS IS, NEED NOT WORK.
TRADE WELCOME. (718) 384-4667.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
GET PAID for mailing letters! $200.00 daily, Write: PAASENM9, 161 Lincolnway. North Aurora. IL 60542.

LEARN HOW TO BECOME A MUSIC BROKER. NO SPECIAL TRAINING REQUIRED. UNLIMITED INCOME. FOR
FREE INFORMATION! TAG PUBLICATIONS, BOX 111,
BARRINGTON, RI 02806.

MISCELLANEOUS
ELECTRONIC MUSCLE STIMULATION-Home Units
$229. Tone And Build Muscles Effortlessly. Proven Results!
Call for Brochure: HEALTH GROUP, (508) 465-4052.

DAT
WE OFFER DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS with one
year warranties. SONY, JVC, TECHNICS, and more. Home,
studio and portable. State of the art sound for under $1995.
AUDIO GALLERY. 2716 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica, CA

Does your system sómetimes sound
different for no apparent reason?
The reason could be your power. A refrigerator
or air conditioner, even in another part of the
house, may cause voltage to vary whenever they
kick on or off. Or you may be getting line noise-

liE S1A1r® r Mama

electrical interference that your preamplifier and
amplifier amplify and send on to your speakers.
Solution? Tripplite LC -1800. 11 regulates volt-

'

age so it's constant-not too low, not too high.
Full voltage-even in brownouts. LEDs show you
what Tripplite is doing!
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Tripplité s patented ISOBAR circuits provide
three 'banks' of isolation, two receptacles per
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bank. You can eliminate interference between critical components. It's like putting your CD player,
preamp, and power amp all on separate lines.
Sonic benefits may be subtle... but real.
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Protection, too
And Tripplite prevents spikes and power from
damaging your equipment. This protection is absolutely essential if you leave any of your gear on
all of the time.
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Power Trippe-No Risk!

Try the Tripplite LC -1800 for 30 days. If not
satisfied with the performance (and protection),
return it for a full refund of your purchase price.
Made in USA by Tnppe Manufacturing Co., Est.
1922. Only $299.00 plus $9.95 shipping in the
US. If you want a clean musical signal, start with
clean, consistent power. Order now.

Charge It! Amex / Discover / MC/ Visa

1-800-949-0220
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OCVisor, InC.

225 Oakes SW Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-451-3868 FAX 616-451-0709

90403. (213) 829-3429.
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MODEL 120 CABINET & NEW 120-R

"RACK AND PANEL" DESIGNS

Supeh Speci.(tQ3
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Made to order In Butterworth bi-amp,
tri-amp, or quad -amp configurations
with optional level controls, subsonic
filters, or summers. Filters, regulated
power supplies, equalizers, are also
available.
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New catalog and price sheet. Free!
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MAIL ORDER

SAE P-102

Direct-line preamplifier, 19 rock mount
Original Manufacturers list $449

$24995

..LAM

C102

Cassette deck with Dolby B/C.
19" rack mount
Original Manufacturers list $499

MODIFICATIONS

$299°5

SAE D-102

Our speaker Cables and Interconnects bring the musk back to you!

oversampling CD player,
rack mount
Original Manufacturers list $599
4X

19"

Upgrades for Thorens turntables

5249°5

Computerized direct line tuner,
19 rack mount
Original Manufacturers List $650

1925 Massaclrusets Avenue, Cambridge,

$249f1

SAE T-102
AM/FM Quartz tuner. 19" rack mount
Original Manufacturers List $349

...

OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION. N.A.D.. HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA. YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W. KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG. AND OTHER (DUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA
32241. EAST: (904) 262-4000, WEST: (818) 243-1168.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG
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AudioQuest CO -30
30 CD Rings with Locator

52905

AudloQuest Feet

$34v5

Vibration absorbing sorbalhane feel

.
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FREE MAILORDER CATALOG. MID, HIGH -END AUDIO.
LOW. LOW WAREHOUSE PRICES. CALL (602) 829-6710
NOW! NO TAX OUTSIDE ARIZONA. AUDIO ADVANTAGE.
SINCE 1981.

Dual CS-5000/X3MC
Semi-auto turntable with Ortolan cartridge $44995

erdynamic

MA (617)354-8933

95

ADC SS -525
Computerized 12-band/channel equalizer 534995

Be

Grado cartridges

Complete Catalog 53.00, refundable with purchase.

SAE T-101

4

&

Corklone Planer Mat, F-1 Dustcover We,ght and more

A

DT -990

Audiophile headphone, dynamic open aesign518995
THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA. Stackable. pm table, oak units hold LP's, CD's and tapes. Free Mailorder
Brochure, (please mention Audio). Per Madsen Design:
(415) 928-4509. P.O.Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133.

Bose AM-5

Acoustlmass module with two speaker arrays 5699OS

Terk 9500
Electronic FM antenna. 24dB gain

54995

Teak X-2000RB

Inch ReeldoReel, Auto -Reverse, Black

Technics

CD player,

SL -P770
18 bit. 4X

oversampling

.

Terk 9600
Electronic FM antenna, 30dB gain

.
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.539906
$7995
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ALL PRODUCTS CARRY MANUFACTURERS WARRANTIES
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WITH FAST SERVICE,
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CALL US
FOR QUALITY AUDIO
AT THE LOWEST PRICES
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U D 10 (914) 666-0550
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.1-800-426-6027
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Box 673
Bedford Hills, New York 10507-0673
P.O.

113
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Cover IV
31
41

26
59
106
87

B&K(5)

TERMPAPER assistance. 15,278 papers available! 306 page catalog-rush $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho
a206AD, Los Angeles 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: (8007
351-0222 (California: (2131 477-8226).

l $500
RetaIA202))

200-watts/channel power amplifier
Original Monulocturers List $799

SAE

Accuphase
Acoustic Research (1)
Adcom (2)
Audio Research (3)
AudioQuest
Audiostream (4)

MISCELLANEOUS

amplifier design delivers greater stereo imaging and
reduced phase Shift LED power output display
Block finsih

SAE

Firm (Reader Service No.)Page

Eng. Lab.

A202

High Resolution Power Amplifier
100 watts RMS per channel Complementary

PSral

utut

11828 Jefferson 81. Culver City, CA 90230
PHONE (213) 397.9668

BBE Sound, Inc. (6)
Brystonvermont (7) .... 67, 20 & 21
BMG
16a & 16b
California Audio Labs
5
17
Cambridge Soundworks (8)
Carver
Cover II & 1
8 & 9
Columbia House
61
Counterpoint (9)
Esoteric Audio (10)
83
Ford/JBL (11)
19
99
GRP (12)
Hill Products (13)
111
Kinergetics Research (14)
73

Levinson
Luxman (15)
Madrigal
Maxell (16)
McIntosh (17)
Mobile Fidelity (18)
Monster Cable (19)
MTX (20)
Music Interface Technology
Parliament
Philips
Pioneer (22, 23)
Polk (24)
Proton (25)
Pyle
Salem
Sherwood (26)
Signet (33)
Sonance (27)
Sony
Soundcraftsmen (30)
Stereo Exchange (28)
Studer Revox
TDK (29)
TERA (31)

Threshold
U.S. Army
Well Tempered Labs (32)
Wisconsin Discount Stereo
Yamaha

3, 71
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Cover Ill
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COMPROMISING WITH YOUR TAPE IS LIKE COMPROMISING
WITH ANY OTHER COMPONENT IN YOUR SYSTEM.
Even the most advanced system is only as good as the tape
you put into it. That's why Maxell has created XLII -S.

Its unique Epitaxial formula combines gammaferric oxide
and cobalt ferrite for superior response at all frequency levels.
The resulting superfine particles offer unprecedented clarity
and brilliance. And make XLII -S the perfect tape for recording your most demanding sources.
So match your tape to the other components in your system and use only XLII -S from Maxell. Anything less is just
TheTapeThat Delivers
kid stuff.
Higher Performance.

maxell.

1

lam Maxell Corporal ion of America. 22.11$

Ronde

211$.

Fair Lawn. NJ. 07110

Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card

Music
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Motion
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The company responsible for hi -fidelity sound for your

home now offers the premier in car stereo performance

AR for your car

i

AMA

TIMELESS INNOVATION
xTIIEL79PE acouSnc
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on Reader Service Card

